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Document
NOTE

Symbols of Un.ited Nations documents are composed of capital letters
combined with figures. Mention of such So symbol irJd,icates a reference to
a United Nations document.

The report of ,the Preparatcry Committee for the Special Session
of the General Assembly Devoted to Disarmament consists of the text of the
report (vol~e I) and its annexes, which are contained in six vo.lumes
(volumes II to VII). .

VolWlles II to VI i.:ontain the documents of the Preparatory Committee
except the summary records which are found in volume VII.

In volwues II to VI the documents are in order of symbol and in :each
volume a detailed cr~onologicgl list has been provided. A list of the
documents, by subject, follows:

1. Replies of Member States in response to General Assembly resvlution
31/89 B

A/32/60, A/32/62, A/AC.187/2 and Corr.l, A/AC.187/3-9, A/AC.187/10 and
Corr.l, A/AC.187/11-25, A/AC.187/26 and Carr.l, A/AC.187/27, A/AC.187/28,
A/AC.lo7/32-50, A/AC.187/52-55, A/AC.187/57-60, A/AC.187/61 and Corr.l,
A!AC.187/62-66, A/AC.187/84-86 and A/AC.187/99.

2. Working papers and other documents submitted by Member States

A/AC.187/30/Add.l, A/AC.187/54, A/AC.187/55/Add.l and Corr.l and Corr.2,
A/AC.187/56, A/AC.187/77-82, A/AC.187/87, A/AC.187/89 and Add.l,
A/AC.181190-92, A/AC.187/94-98, A!AC.187/101-103, A!AC.187!105 and
A!AC.187/107-114.

3. Background papers, working papers and tabulations prepared by the
Secretariat at the request ·of the Committee

A!AC.187/29 and Corr.l and Add.l, A/AC.187/30 and Corr.l, A!AC.187/31,
A!AC.187/51 and Corr.l and Corr.2 and Add.l, A!AC.187i67-73,
A/AC.187/74 and Corr.l, A!AC.187!75 ,and Corr.l and Corr.2, A!AC.187/76,
A!AC.187!83, A/AC.187/93/Rev.l and Corr.l, A/AC.187!lOO and Corr.l,
A/AC.187!104 and A!AC.187!109.

4. Information bU11etins.

A!AC.187!INF.2-7.

A/32/60

1./;2/62

A/AC.181/
A/AC.181!

and Corr

A/AC.181/

A/Ae.181/

A/Ae.181/1

A/AC.181/t

A/Ae.181/'

A/AC.181/f.

A/AC.181/<

A/AC.187/l
and Corl:

A/AC.187/J

A/AC.181/1

A/AC.181/!

A/AC.187/1

.-j
-~
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AmmX I

DOCUMENTS OF THE PREPARATORY~ COl-~TTEE

ANNEXED TO ITS REPORT
Doe

AlA
Document No. Title

A/32/60

A/32/62

A/AC.l81/l

A/AC.187/2
and Corr. 1

A/AC.187/3

A/AC.187/4

A/AC.187/5

A/AC.181/6

A/AC.187/1

A/AC.187/8

A/AC.181/9

A/AC .187/10
and Corr. 1

A/AC.181/ll

A/AC.181/J2

A/AC.181/l3

A/AC.181/14

VOLUME II
Letter dated 1 March 1971 from the Permanent Representative
ot the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics to the United Nations
addressed to the Secretary-General

Letter dated 23 March 1977 from the Permanent Representative
of the German Democratic Republic to the United Nations
addressed to the Secretary-General

Provisional agenda (meeting held on 28 March 1977)

Letter dated 22 March 1977 trom the Permanent Representative
ot Iran to the United Nations ap-dressed to the Secretary-General

:,etter dated 24 March 1977 from the Permanent Mission of the
Syrian Arab Republic to the United Nations addressed to the
Secretary-General

Letter dat~d 29 ~~rch 1977 from the Acting Permanent Representa
tive of the Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic to the United
Nations addressed to the Secretary-General

Letter dated 31 March 1977 from the Minister.of Foreign Affairs
of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic addressed to the
Secretary-General-

Letter dated 8 April'1917 from the Permanent Representative of
the Hungarian People"s Republic to the United. Nations addressed
to the Secretary-General

Letter dated 7 April 1971 from the Permanent Representative of
the State of Kuwait to the United Nations addressed to the
Secretary-General

Letter dated 13 April 1917 from the Permanent Representative of
the Republic of Venezuela to the United Nations addressed to
the Secretary-General

Letter dated 12 April 1977 from the Permanent Representative of
Spain to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General

Letter dated 12 April 1977 from the Permanent Representative of
Belgium to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General

Letter dated 14 April 1977 from the Permanent Representative of
the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia vc the United
Nations addressed to ~~e Secretary General

Letter dated 15 April 1917 from the Permanent Representative of
the Polish People's Republic to the United Nations addressed t~

the Secretary-General

Letter dated 14 April 1917 from the Permanent Representative of
the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic to the United Nations
addressed to the Secretary-General

Letter dated 15 Apr1.l 1911 from the Permanent Representative of
Japan to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General

AlA

AlA

A/AC

AlAe

AlAe
and

'A/AC

.·A/AC

AIAC
and
and

_._---111-I
i
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Document No.

A/AC.l87/l5

A/AC.187/l6

A/AC.187/l7

, A/AC.187/l8

A/AC.187/l9

A/AC.187/20

A/AC.187/2l

A/AC.187/22

A/AC.187/23

'A!AC.187!25

A/AC.187/26
and Corr. 1

'A!AC.187/27

A/AC.187!28

A/AC.187/29
and Corr. 1
and Add. 1

Title

Letter dated 15 April 1977 from the Permanent Representative of
Turkey to the United Nations addressed to the Secreta~~

General

N~~e verb~le dated 19 April 1977 from the Permanent Mission of
Mongolia to the United Nations addressed to the SecretarJ~

General

Letter dated 22 April 1977 from the Permanent Representative of
the ynited States of America to the United Nations addressed
to the Secretary-General

Note verbale dated 15 April 1977 from the Permanent Mission of
the Republic of CYprus to the United Nations addressed to the
Secretary-General

Note verbale dated 25 April 1977 from the Permanent Repres~ntative

of Sweden to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary
General

Note verbale dated 19 April 1977 from the Permanent Representative
of Denmark to the United Nations addressed.to the Secretary
General

Note verba.le dated 26 April 1977 from the Permanent Representati"le
of Finland to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary
General

Note verbale dated 26 April 1977 from th~ Permanent Representative
of Norway to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary
Gell;:;ral

Letter dated 25 April 1977 from the Permanent Representative of
Fr~ to the United Nation'J addressed to the Secretary-General

Letter dated 27 April 1977 ~~om the Permanent Representative of
Romani~ to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General

NO'Ge verbale dated 26 April 1977 from the Permanent Representative
of the Netherlands to the United Nations addressed to the
Secretary-Ganeral

Note verba1e dated 27 April 1977 from the Permanent Representative
of Canada to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary
General

Note verba1e dated 25 April 1977 from the Permanent Mission of
Indonesia to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary
General

Note verbale dated 27 April 1977 from the Permanent Mission of
Algeria to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary
Gen'rral

Disarmament resolutions adopted by the General Assembly 
Background.paper prepared by the Secretariat

-1v-

Documen1

A/AC.18·
and COI

A/AC.18'

A/AC.18~

A/AC.18~

A/AC.18'"

A/AC.18~

A/AC.18~

A/AC.18'l

A/AC.18"

A/AC.18?

A/AC.18?

A/AC.181

A/AC.18?

A/Ae.18?
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Document No.

A/AC.187/30
and Corr. :l-

A/AC.187/30/Add.1

A/AC.187/31

A/AC.187/32

AiAC.187/33

A/AC.187/34

A/AC.187/35

A/AC.187/36

A/AC.187/37

A/AC.187/38

A/AC.187/39

A/AC.187/40

A/AC.187/4l

A/AC.187/42

A/AC.187/43

A/AC.187/44

Title

VOLUME III

Existing principles and proposals for the conduct of
disarmament negotiations - Background paper prepared by the
Secretariat

- Working paper containing a preliminary draft comprehensive
programme of disarmament submitted by Mexico on 23 August

ExistiDg structures and machinery for disarmament negotiations 
Background paper prepared by the Secretariat

Note verbale dated 30 April 1977 from the Permanent Representative
of It~ to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General

Note verba1e dated 25 April 1977 from the Permanent Representative
of Australia to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary
General

Note verba1e dated ~6 April 1977 from the Permanent Representative
of Mexico to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary
General

Lett~r dated 29 April 1977 from the Permanent Representative
of the United Kingdom to the United Nations addressed to the
Secretary- General

Letter dated 28 April 1977 from the Permanent Representative of
Bulgaria to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary
General

Note verbale dated 29 April 1977 from the Permanent Representative
of Ireland to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary
General

Note verba1e dated 2 May 1977 from the Permanent Representative
of Israel to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary
Genera]

Note verba1e dated 2 May 1977 from the Permanent Representative
of Luxembourg to the United Nations addressed to the
Secretary-General

Note verbale dated 3 May 1977 from the Permanent Representative
of New Zealand to the United Nations addressed to the
Secretary-General

Communication dated 5 May 1977 received from the Permanent
Mission of Austria on the views and suggestions of the Austrian
GoYernment concerning the special session of the General
Assembly devoted to disarmament

Note verba1e dated 11 April 1977 from the Permanent Mission
of Per~ to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General

Communication dated 10 May 1977 from the Permanent Representative
of Sri Lanka to the Un~ted Nations and Chairman of the Co
ordinatinp, Bureau of Non-Aligned Countries addressed to the
Secretary-General

Note verbale dated 9 May 1977 from the Permanent Representative
of the Federal Republic of Germany to the United Nations
addressed to the Secretary-General

-v-
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A!AC.l87/45

A/AC.187/46

A/AC.l87/47

A/AC ..l87/48

A/AC.l87/49

A/AC.l87/50

A/AC.187/5l
and Corr. 1
and Corr. 2
and Add. 1

A/AC"187/52

A/AC.l87/53

A/AC.l87/54

A/AC.187/55

A/AC.l87/55/Add.1
and Add.l/Corr.l
and Add.l/Col'r.2

A/ACa187/56

Title

Note verbale dated 6 May 1977 from the Permanent Mission ofGreece to the United Nations addressed to the Secreta,ryGeneral

Note verbale dated 2 ~.fay 1977 trom the Permanent Mission ofColombia to the United Nations addressed to the SecretaryGeneral

Note verbe~e dated 10 May 1977 from the Permanent Representativeof !n!~a to the United Nations addressed to th~ Secretary~, General

Letter dated 11 May 1977 fram the Permanent Representative ofArgentina to the United Nations addressed to the SecretaryGeneral

Note verbale dated 11 May 1977 from the Permanent Representativeof prazil to the United Nations addressed to the SecretaryGeneral

Note verbale dated 10 April 1977 from the Permanent Representative
of.~ to the United Nations addressed to·the Secretary-General

. Views of Member States on the agenda and all other relevantquestions relating to the Special Session of the GeneralAssembly devoted to disarmament - Background paper prepared bythe Secretar:i.at

V01L~ IV

Letter dated 6 May 1977 from the Foreign Secretary of Pakistanaddressed to the Secretary-General
Note verbale dated 16 May 1977 from the Permanent Representativeof Malaysia to the United Nations addressed to the SecretaryGeneral

Draft agenda uubmitted by the Permanent Representative ofSri Lanka on behalf of the non-aligned members of the PreparatoryCommittee

Communication dated 18 May 1977 from the Permanent Representativeof Sri Lanka to the United Nations and ('.airman of the Coordina.ting Bureau of ~ron-Aligned Countries addressed to theSecretary-General
- Special Session of the General Assembly Devoted to Disarmament:Non-Aligned working document containing the draft declaration,programme 'ot action and machinery for implementation

Some tp~dament~ principles and norms for possible inclusionin the "Declaration on Disarmament" envisaged in the draftagenda of the special session of the General Assembly devoted todisarmament, approved by the Preparatory Committee on 18 May1977 - Mexico: 'Working paper

-vi-

Document N

. ·.C.187/5

A!AC.187/5

A!AC.187/5

A!AC.187/6

A!AC.187!6
and Corr

A!AC.187/6

A!AC.187/6

A!AC.187/6

A!AC.187/6

A!AC.187/6

A!AC.187/6

A/A.C.187/6~

J;./AC.187!6~
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Document No~

,.C.187/57

A!AC.187/58

A!AC.187/59

A/AC.187/60

A/AC.187/61
and Corr.l

A/AC.187/62

A!AC.187/63

A/AC.187/64

A/AC.187/65

A/AC.187/66

A!AC.187/67

A!AC.187/68

A/AC.187/69

Title

Note verbale dated 25 May 1977 from the Permanent Mission of
the Phili:pnines.~o the United Nations addressed to the
Secretary-General

Letter dated 27 May 1977 from the Permanent Representative of
Qat~ to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General

Note verbale dated 2 June 1977 from the Charge d'Affaires a.i~

of Portugal to the United Uations addressed to the Secretary
General

Letter dated 9 June 197'7 f!"!'JIl the Permanent Representative of'
M('u~ to the United Nations addressed tn the Chairman of
the Preparatory Committee

Note verbale dated la June 1977 from the Permanent Representative
of Egypt to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General

r~tter dated 9 June 1977 from the Permanent Representative of
Mauritius to the United Nations addressed to the Secretariat
of the United Nations

Note verbale dated 7 June 1977 from the Permanent Mission of
~urin~ to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary
General

Note v~rbale dated 30 June, 1977 from the Permanent Representative
of Sri Lanka to the United N'ations addressed to the Secretary
General

Note verbale dated 6 July 1977 from the Permanent Reuresentative
of Barbados to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary
General

Note verbale dated 5 July 1977 from the Charge d'Affaires a.i.
of the ~ibyan Arab Ja~mahiriya to the United Nations addressed
to the Secretary-General

A brief synopsis of disarmament and arms limitation negotiations
since 1945 - including their results - carried out within the
framework of the United Nations, on a regional basis, or
bilaterally j with indication, where appro:nriate, of the
procedures followed to keep the United Nations informed 
Working paper prepared by the Secretariat

A comparative study of the scope originally proposed or aimed
at in draft multilateral disarmament treaties of a universal
character concluded under United Nations auspices and the scope
finally fixed in those treaties, inclUding the contemplated
measures for expanding that scope - Working paper prepared by
the Secretflriat

A comprehensive study of official proposals or declarations made
and decisions taken by the General Assembly on the procedure of
unilateral or negotiated mora.toria as a provisional meaSUl"e for
the prohibition of nuclear-weapon tests, as veIl as their
application by any State - Working paper prepared by the
Secretariat
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A!AC.187/70

A!AC.187!7l

A!AC.187!72

A!AC.l87!73

A/AC.lB7/74
and Corr.l

A/AC.lB7/75
and Corr.l
and Corr.2

A!AC.1B7!76

A!AC.187!77

A!AC.lB7!78

A!AC.IB7!79

A/AC.187/80

A!AC.187/Bl

Title
"

A synthesis of the arguments adduced for and against each of
the four proposals for the creation of nuclear-weapon-free zones
that have been included in the General Assembly's agenda (Africa,
South Asia, the Middle East and the South Pacific) &,d for and
against the proposal for the establishment of a zone of peace
in the Indian Ocep~, including a subject and country index 
Working paper prepared by the Secretariat

A comprehensive study of the origin, development and present
status of the various alternatives proposed for the prohibition
of the use of nuclear weapons - Working paper prepared by the
Secretariat

An analytical summary of the United Nations studies describing
the effects of the uossible use of nuclear weapons, chemical
weapons, bacteriological (biological) weapons and napalm and
other incendiary weapons, as well as those dealing with the
reduction of military budgets, with the economic and social
consequences of the arms race and disarmament and with the
relationship between disar~mament and development - Working paper
prepared by the Secretariat

VOWME V

A comparative study of global military expenditures and
development assistance since 1945 as stated in available
Official and unofficial sources - Background paper prepared by
the Secretariat

Report on the human and material resources available to the
United Nations Secretariat for its work on disarmament and
the organization of that work - Working paper prepared by the
Secretari.at

A list of disarmament and related proposals officially submitted
to the United Nations Background paper prepared by the
Secretariat

Views of delegations to the Preparatory Committee on the agenda
and all other relevant questions relating to the special session
of the General Assembly Devoted to Disarmament - Background
paper prepared by the Secretariat

DeClaration on disarmament - Romania: working paper

Programme of measures and action - Roma.'1ia: working paper

Negotiating machinery for disarmament problems - Romania:
working paper

Disannament and development: proposal for a United Nations
study - Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden: working paper

Basic prOVisions! o~ the declaration on disarmament - Bulgaria,
Czecho:Jlcvakia, German Democratic Republic, Hungary, Hongolia,
Poland, and USSR: working paper .

-viii-

Document 1

A/AC.lB7/1

A!AC.1B7!

A/AC.187!~

A!AC.lB7/

A!AC.1B7!

A!AC.lB7!1

A/AC.1B7/'
and Ac.d.

A!AC.l87!'

A!AC.1B7/<

A/AC.lB7!

A!AC.lB7/9
~nd Corr.

AiAC.lB7/'

A!AC.lB7!C
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A/AC.187/93!Rev.l
ltnd Corr.l

Document No.

A/AC.187/82

A/AC.187/83

A/AC.187/84

A/ACo187/85

A/AC.187/86

A/AC.187/87

A/AC.187/88

A/AC.187/89
and Ac.d.l

A/AC.187/90

A/AC.187/9l

A/AC.187/92

AiAC.187/94

A/AC.187/95

I JiJi t. 41

Title

Basic provisions of the programme of action on disarmronent 
Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, German Democratic Republic, Hungary,
Poland and Union of Soviet Socialist Republics: working paper

Public information activities in connexion with the special
session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament - Working
paper prepared by the Secretariat

Reply from the Government of Costa Rica to the letter from the
Secretary-General of the United Nations concerning the special
session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament

Note verbale dated 19 October 1977 from the Permanent Mission
of Bahamas to the United Nations addr~ssed to the Secretary-
General .

r~tter dated 9 December 1977 from the Permanent Representative
of Japan to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary
General

Working document containing a draft declaration on disarmament:
Australia, Canada, Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Federal Republic of,
Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Turkey and United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland

Provisional agenda (for meeting held on 24 January 1978)

Outline of a draft final document of the special session of
ti.e General Assembly devoted to disarmament - Mexico: working
paper

Communique issued by the Office of the President of the
French Republic, following the meeting of the Council of
Ministers held on 25 January 1978, on the policy of France Vith
regard to disarmament - France: working paper

Declaration on disarmament - Pakistan: working paper

Programme of action on disarmament - Pakistan: working paper

VOLUME VI

Tabulation of proposals contained in the working papers
submitted to the Preparatory Committee concerning the final
document(s) of the special session of the General Assembly
devoted to disarmament - Background paper prepared by the
Secretariat

Dissemination of information on the question of the armaments
race and disarmament - Elements to be included in the preamble,
the declaration and programme of action - Venezuela: working
paper

Elements for inclusion in the programme of action and in the
documents relating to the machinery for disarmament
negotiations - Sweden: working paper

-1x-
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A/AC

A/AC

A/AC

A/AC

/A/AC
and

A/AC~

A!AC.

A/AC.

, A/ACo

A/AC.

A/AC.:

A/AC•.

A/AC.

A/Ac,

A/AC. '

A/AC.
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Document, No.

A/AC.187/96

A/AC.187/97

A/ACo187/98

A/AC.18j/99

JA/AC.187/100
and Corr.l

A/AC.187/101

A!AC.187/102

A/AC.187/103

. A/AC.187/104

A/AC.187!105

A/AC.187/106

A/AC.187/107

A/AC.187/l08

A/Ad.18r/109

AlAe.181/111

Title

Draft progr~~e of action - Australia. Belgium. Canada.
Denmark: Germany, Federal Re~ublic of,'ItalY, Japan, Netherlands.
NO~Tay and united Kingdom of Great Britain anc. Northern Ireland:
'Working paper

Suggestions for a disarmament programme - Italy: working paper

Union of' SOViet Socialist Republics: working paper.
Note verbale dated 13 January 2978 from the Permanent Representative
of Senegal to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary
General

Tabulation of proposals contained in the working papers
submitted to the Preparatory Committee concerning the final
doc~ent{s) of the Special session of the General Assembly
devoted to disarmament - Background paper prepared by the
Secretariat

Disarmament and verification - Austria: working paper

Programme of action - Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty 
Australia, Austria, Mexico, New Zealand, Sweden and Venezuela:
working paper

International machinery for disarmament - Australia, Canada,
Denmark, Germany, Federal Republic of, New Zealand, Norway,
and United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland:
working document

Tabulation of proposals contained in the working papers
submitted to the Preparatory Committee concerning the final
document(s) of the special session of the General Assembly
Devoted to Disarmament - Background paper prepared by the
Secretariat -.

Proposals of France for inclusion among the final draft
document (declaration, pro~ramme of action, machinery for
negotiations) of the spe~ial session of the General Assembly
devoted to disarmament

Provisional agenda Ifor meeting held on 4 April 1978)

Working paper on organization and procedures of the
'Conference of the Committee on Disarmament submitted by the
members of its Group of 15
Study on the establishment of an international disar.mawent
organization - NetherlandS: wO~king paper

Disa~ameht and ve~ifiaatiort • Background paper p~epared by the
Seeretatiat

Italy: working pap@r on ifiternati~n~l mechQh1sms for
disa:rrna.ment

Draft introduction - Wotkin~ paper by Mexico and Sweden

----..---1

Doctn:lent 110

A!AC.l.87!11

AlAC.187!11

AIAC .187/I~
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A!ACr,187/1l2

A!AC.187/ll3

A!AC.187!114

A!AC.187/INF.2-7

Title

Statenent by Poland in connexion vith the completion of the work
of the Preparatory Co~~ittee for the special session of the
General Assembly devoted to disaroament .

Statement by Yugoslavia in connexion idth the cocp1.etion 01' the
york of the Preparatorj Committee for the special session ot'
the General Aszemb~ ~evoted to disarmament

Statement by the Union of Soviet Socialist Reuublics in
connexion vith the co~pletion of the york of the Preparator,y,
Co~ittee for the specia+ session of the General Assembly
Qevoted to disarmament

Lists of communications concerning disarmament received from
~on-governmental organizations and research institutions (to
be incorporated in A/lrW/S-lO/l)
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NATUONSJ UNITED

GENERAL
ASSEMBLY

PREPARATORY COMMITTEE FOR THE SPECIAL
SESSION OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
DEVOTED TO DISARl'1AMENT

Distr.
GENERAL

A/AC.181/52
16 May 1977

ORIGINAL: ENGLISH

Letter d"l.t:.d 6 i:,1.Y 1977 fro::1 the Foreign Secretar.x.
-'~f' p~iistan'~-:ddr€'S;~d-'to'th;-Seci-·eta~i·:G_"eile_r~I...._--- - _.... ~ .. - -- .~-_.__.- '- ... - _... -_ .. -

I have the honour to forward the enclosed views of the Government of Pakistan
on the special session of the General Assembly on disarmament.

(E?j.r~ed) l\gha SHARI
Foreign Secretary

d

77-09907 / ...
i·"So ?"~~"9_~~~!!\lj'~~~:~oo~.o 1!ffi.o~m~o.\~.. ~:..~.:&o~ !IIlI!II •
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A!AC.187/52
English
Page 2

VIEWS OF THE GOVERNMENT OF PAKISTAN ON
THE SPECIAL SESSION OF THE GENERAL

ASSEMBLY ON DISARMAMENT

SPECIAL SESSION SHOULD ACHIEVE CONCRETE AGRE~NTS ON DISARMAMENT

1. The Government of Pakistan attaches great importance to the success of thespecial session of the United Nations General Assembly on disarmament. However,the special session should not merely be another forum to discuss the broad aspectsof disarmament. Mere declarations or resolutions would not mark a meaningfuladvance towards the disarmament goals established by ,the General Assembly butmerely give an illusion of progress. The convening of the special session would bejustified only if there is a real prospect of reaching concrete agreements onspecific disarmament questions.

2. The work of the Preparatory Committee for the Special Session should be framedwith the purpose of facilitating the adoption of concrete measur~s on the mostimportant and pressing tasks in the field of disarmament. In this context, wewould like to refer to document No. A/8l9l dated 2 December 1970, sponsored by sixcountries, including Pakistan, on a comprehensive programme of disarmament. Thisdocument enumerates tq.e most important tasks for aChieving the ultimate goal ofgeneral and complete disarmament. Pakistan believes that the Preparatory Committeeshould first of all identi~ the priority tasks in the fields on which it isessential that progress should be made and then take the necessary steps for theconclusion of agreements in regard to them.

PRIORITY ISStmS TO BE CONSIDERED BY SPECIAL SESSION

3. The specific issues which Pekistan believes sholJ.ld be at the centre of thePreparatory Committee's deliberations are: conclusion of SALT agreements providingfor deep cuts in nuclear weapons systems, a complete ban on chemical weapons, and atest ban treaty. Agreements must also be concluded on effE'~tive and bindingsecurity assurances to non··nuclear-weapon States against the use or threat of useof nuclear weapons, the establishment of nuclear-weapon-free zones and zones ofpeace, promotion of the peaceful uses of nuclear energy and technology, and thecreation of a more effective machinery for disarmament negotiations.

STRATEGIC ARMAMENTS'

4. Since the concept of security forms the core of the disarmament issue, arealistic programme for disarmament must begin with measures to create a climate ofsecurity in which States can begin to dismantle their preparations for war. Towardstllis end~ the world must focus its attention on the more basic tasks in the fieldof' disarmament Le. preventing the further development and sophistication ofnuclear weapons and delivery systems; immediate reduction of the existing level ofarmaments.~especiallynuclear armaments, and initiating moves towards their eventualdestruction and complete elimination.
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5. The drive towards these goals must stem firstly from th.e t1-TO super_Powers, which
already enjoy a preponderant position of military power and, therefore, do' not neeCl
to continue expanding their arsenals and improving their weapons. The
non-participation of the other nuclear Powers in the disarmament negotiations need
not deter the sup.er-Pow.ers from initiating positive action to create a climate of
security, in which global disarmament might be achieved.

.
6. The arms race of the super-Powers and the already existing stockpiles of their
nuclear arsenals pose an ever-present threat to international peace and security.
It is their responsibility, as recognized in article VI of the Non-Proliferation
Treaty, to reduce these arsenals and to create a climate of confidence in which the
other States could be convinced to join in the efforts to promote global disarmament.
Some measures were taken by the super-Powers, such as the SALT-I Agreement for a
standstill on anti-ballistic missile systems and the Vladivostok Accords regarding
a freeze on certain levels of strategic weapons. But SALT-I is to expire in a few
months, the Vladivostok Agreements. are yet to be confirmed in a SALT-II, and
SALT-Ill - the phase of actual reductions - is not in sight.

7. Pakistan appreciates the desire expressed by the leaders of both the Soviet
Union and the United States to make early progress in SALT talks.. The Preparatory
Committee should, therefore, encourage progress towards this goal and call on these
nuclear super-Powers to reach agreement not only in regard to the present level of
their nuclear arsenals but also for substa.'1tial reductions in these by next year.

8. Quantitative :reductions in nuclear arsenals will not be fully meaningful unless
they are accompanied by measures to prevent the further sophistication and
improvement of nuclear weapons and their delivery systems as well as the
development of new and more terrible weapons of mass destruction. In this context,
the adoption of the Convention on Environmental Modification Techniques and the
current examination of means to prohibit the dev~lvpment of new· weapons of' such
destructive power are to be welcomed.

COMPREHENSIVE TEST BAN

9-. For the immediate future, it is imperative to reach agreement on the prohrbition
of all nuclear~weapon tests so as to prevent the further development and
sophistication of nuclear weapons as well as their horizontal proliferation. It is
particularly unfortunat= that such tests continue to be carried out. The Threshold
Test Ban Treaty between the United States and the USSR has not restrained nuclear
weapon-tests; it may indeed have lent a measure of legitimacy to the conduct of I
testing belo~ the 150 KT threshold.

10. Pakistan has sought the adoption of a ban on all nuclear-weapon~tests for many·
years. W~ believe that the prospects for an agreement on a test-ban treaty look
somewhat brighter today. Hence ~ :Lt is reasonable to hope that a general treaty foi'
la hutllea:r...weapGlrtw test-ban can be evolved this year and secUre general support and
endorSement at the special session of the General Assembiy on disa~mament.

11, The primary dondition necessary for the success of such a treaty is that the
tWa supet~Powers should agree to suspend nuclear-weapon tests. Since they are
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technologically far in ad:V"ance or the other nuclear Powers, an inunediate suspension
of 'ri'Uclear-weapon-tests by the two would in. no w~ Jeopardi~e their security. It
would, at the sa.nl.e time, constitute a manifestation of their sincerity in seeking to
bait the' nUclear-arms race and induce the other nuclear...weapon...states to join in
the general prohibition.

S:EGURITY AsSUltAN"CESTO NON-NUCLEAR-WEAPON...STATES .

l2~ An essential step in creating a suitable international climate for disarmament
is to reassure the non.".nUcleat'-weapoh- states against the threat or use of nuclear
'weapoIls.. Unless theirsecurity is assured by credible and binding guarantees, the
IlUCl.:ear threat to theli'l. is bound to mount.

13,. Ot:i€of the mainobjectives of the special session should be, therefore, to
p!i"Olllot€at1 agree:ment oh the question of security assurances to non-nuclear-weapon·
Stat-es.. The formUla for "negative" guarantees approved by the General Assembly at
it~ l.ast 'lSession (resolution 31/189) provides a. most realistic basis for
'tl-egoti-ati()ns ()nthis ~uestion.. The resolution

"invites thenuclear...weapon States ,as a first step towards a. complete ban on
the use 01" thl'"eatof USe of nuclear weapons to consider undertaking, with01.1t
~!i"ejudi~e to their obLigations arising from treaties establishing nuclear
'weapon-tree ZOll:es" not to use or threaten to use nuclear weapons against
:non--nu-clear weapon Stat:es not parties to the nuclear security arrangements of
:Some 't.luclearweapon powers" ..

!;Ph:isi:s a :Sllttici-ent-ly flexible yet precise framework within which an agreement can
-he :ev.61:'V'e.d.1'ol' a binding und.ertaldng by the nuclear Powers- against the nuclear
th~e.at 'while at the Salne time accommoda.ting What they' consider to be their
:legit-i'llla.te secu-r::ity interestsa:n.d obligations. It is, therefore, Pakistan t s
.c.onili~tJ;on tba.t 'll-r.gent attention be given at the special. session and in other
:re'l~"V'.roft 'f'o'!'ums to :eJ.a.bora.ting an agreement for: security assurances to non-nuclear
~n:St-ateson'the basis oi'the .recommendation adopted by the General Assembly at
";t-:t;s "th'irty--.fi-rst sessic-u, a.s well as to the question of "positive" guarantees..

J..,4,. .:At the same 'time, :FakistanbeJ..ieves that the non-nuclear-weapon States must not
ae~n.d :soJ.-eJ:y .on the ~rea"t POweXsto ensUre their 'security in the nuclear era.
dte:t:in.g ":in a :s:pir~t oI' s~-:reliance, they should themselves take initiatiyes towards
xe:giomil :s-e.curi"ty:measures against tne nuclear threat emanating from within or
n:titBiiletheix :respective .regions.

:15;. :::In -vi-ew uj' -what JIlust beconsidexed to be the failure of' the Non-Proliferation
'Treai?Y 'tD '€licit :a sui'.fi.ciently "'Wide JIleasureo:f' support, especially from the
s.o-:ca1J.£u''-threBhtiJ.dnuclear powers If., the establiEhment -of' nuclear-weapon-free
:zoneBprov:i.il.eB iilie best available approach to prevent nuclear proliferation. There
±S increasing :int€.r€st -within -theinte:rn.ationalcommunity in the concept of
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nuclear-weapon-free zones. The majority of States in various regions such, a.s
Africa, the Middle East, South Asia and the South Pacific, besides Latin America,
have expressed their desire to denuclearize their respective regions. The General
Assembly has responded to this desire by adopting resolutions urging the
establishment of nuclear-weapon-free zones in these regions.

16. ·The special session should, therefore, address itself to the measures requirecil.
to facilitate the implementation of these proposals for regional nuclear
non-armament. While a comprehensive study has been conducted on this question,
sufficient attention has not been paid to the underlying political reasons for the
slow progress made towards the creation of denuclearized zones in the various
regions where they have been proposed.

17. Some of the nuclear Powers and their allies insist that the prior agreement of
all the regional States is necessary to achieve the objectives of denuclearization
and that the creation ot such zones should not prejudice existing securi t~.,.

arrangements. 'l:hese pre-conditions have operated to retard the creation of'
denuclearized zones in South Asia, the Middle Ea.st and Africa. The Government of
Pakistan believes that if denuclearization is a desirable goal, it should be
pursued and promoted regardless of the reservations of one or two regional States.
Indeed, energetic efforts are expended to persuade countries to join the NPT
despite their preoccupations about the lack of effectiveness of this Treaty. Such
efforts would be more productive in the context of regional denuclearization.
Furthermore, since denuclearization is obviously an accepted objective under the
NPT, for all non-nuclear-weapon States, its achievement in any particular region
cannot be contraI'j>~ to "(~xisting security arrangemen~~"•

. •, r ~ • ~ ~

18. Non-proliferation can hardly be achieved if the nuclear danger ~s brought to
the very doorstep of the non-nuclear States of Africa, the Middle East and South

-Asia. It is hoped, therefore, that the nuclear Powers will take an active part in
promoting the establishment of denuclearized zones in South Asia, the Middle East
and Africa and exercise their. influence to eliminate the obstacles created in the
way of the implemen'tation of these proposals by those States which entertain
ambitions of nuclear Power status.

INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION FOR THE PEACEFUL USES OF NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY

19. A number of decisions of the United Nations, including the NPT, have called for
international co-operation for the peaceful uses of nuclear technology. While
co-operation in this field has been expanded ll this has been mainly. among the
industrialized states. At the same time, with the reValorization of oil prices,
the potential of nuclear energy has assumed ever-increasing importance for the
developing countries. The vast majority of these countries have yet to benefit
from nuclear technology- for their economic development.

20. In this context, the position taken by certain nuclear Powers in recent months,
to restrict the dissemination of nuclear technology- to the developing countries is
cause for concern. The onerous pre-conditions advanced for peaceful nuclear
co-operation and embargoes sought to be placed on the transfer of so-caJ.led

I ....
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"·sehsiti'lrell technologi.es~ despite the application of effective internationalB~t€gua~s~ a~e ih cont~avention of the principle of state sovereignty. Thedissemination of huclea~·teChholog~need not imply the proliferation of nuclear~~}lOhS if' accompWlied by adequate international safeguards. On the other hand,.Qept-i'lrilig de\l''€loping coUht~ies of nuclear technology can, at best, be a partial andsho!'t....te~m anslV'el" to 'the p1.'oblemof nuclear p~olife:t'atioh. It will induce theseeoUht~ies to de'lrelop'te~hnologies indigenously ~~d outside of international controls.M6i7.eo\l'e~; the disCl"imina'toi:';Y restraint against de:v-eloping countries is bound toex~eerbate the existing diffiGulties in the relations between the industrialized;and the pOOl" h~tiohS 'of the w-orld.

21~ The Oh~ durable Bolutioh to the problem of nuclear proliferation lies in1:m.i~.:dihg a 'Cli'tlmte of trust alid confidence in which nations do not feel the need to'8.e~:u3.~e hucleal" w-eapons. At the same time, co-operation in the peaceful uses ofhucie:ar tech.iiology :should be eXpahded in accordance with uni-versally agreed~~t1l1ci~.!l..es .a:nd saregu~rds to 'be e\Tolv-ed in open international forums in which both~ct!l?iehts ~d sUIlpliers 'of nuclear technology- are represented and not in exclusive1.meetihgs ib'eh.ihdclosed. doors.

.22.. Jra.l"'the:x- st~i,')s should also be envisaged to strengthen the IAEA as an<>'!t'iSahi,zatio.t.t which i;5 cMled upon to play a vital role in the promotion and.GJ.evelopttre)',J,'t ·of 'tJ.u:cleat' en'E:l"gy ]:"-ol" peace1"J.lpurposes, as also in administeringml:tV€~:a:l :a'l':lde:t'fective safeguards to ensure non-proliferation of nuclear weapons.1I.o'We\i'€'t'., s.oltIe .of: 'thein":btrilt procliV'ities within the Agency, w.hich tend to '-d.:i<S<Cl"i'lilinrate :aeai'hst :recipient <:ountries., should be eliminated.

~.. All thes€ matters need to be considered and a consensus evolved at the specials:e:ss:i.on if the potential o:fnuclear technology is to be harnessed for the progress,o:t all ·t:ratio'f.J.:S~

~,4.. JF'-O'r:m::.my years" .consideration nas been given within the United Nations and intb:e CCD'to 't.'hec:reationoi" an e:fi"ective :forum for disarmament negotiations. The:sbb'%'t-eomi'ngsoi" 'tb:e CCD asa negotiating i'orum have been often pointed out. The::most .{:)'.b'v,i.ousde::fectsoi' this body are :firstly that it does not include the
~:ci~ti.on :et' wo o::f the five nuc2ear P·owers; and secondly, its deliberations are~aen'ton 'the initiative,s o:f and agreements reached between the two co-chairmen-:wi'tb .:onJ;y ~ JIlaXginaJ. :r.ole ::for the restei' the CCD's membership •

.E5.. :Ther.e:are.aa.-varttage.s and aisaavantages in establishing a new forum forfli:s-:a:rmmnen:t ::negotia±ions. Pe:rh~s tne most practical approach may be to secure:cErta'in :r.e::f'onnB :in''tbe n'at;ure ,'SJ:ild procedures of the CCD to overcome its:sh:ort-:eomings,. 'The 5,petial session should give consideration to this matter and~voJ:veE.!l agreE1lren"t on 'the :macldne:ry r.equired t·g make more meaningf1il progressiiDWBril.:s -:th'€go:aJ. D:f'generaJ.. ana. .complete :disarmement.,
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RESPONSIBILITIES OF ~iE PREPARATORY COMMITTEE

26. In organizing its work, the Preparatory Committee for the Special Session
should focus its attention on substantive issues and not be led away into !lebating
procedural questions alone or the adoption of anodYne resolutions. The first and
perhaps most important task of the Committee is to establish the agenda for the
special session. It is hoped that the suggestions made in the preceding
paragraphs will be taken into account by the Committee when drawing up the
questions to be considered at the special session~ Having identified the issue~

which are to be addressed, the Preparatory Committee should simultaneously inaJ~ate

the modalities and machinery through which concrete agreements and proposals on
these issues are to be elaborated. For instance, it may wish to suggest that some
questions, e.g. the CTB Convention should be elaborated within the CCD while the
question of nuclear-weapon-free zones could be considered by a separate ad hoc
group set up for the purpose. The Committee should decide on the organizational
aspects of the special session after it has accomplished the first two tasks and:
only when the possibilities for concrete progress OL various issues are clearer.

1.11
f?l
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. ,; ffiIGPARATORY COMMITTEE FOR THE SPECIAL
SESSION OF THE G~l~~RAL ASSill\ffiLY
D~VOTED TO DISARMA1~NT

Note verbale dated 16 May 19TT from the Permanent
~epresentative of Malaysia to the United Nations

addressed to the Secretary-General

The Permanent Representative of 1'1alaysia presents his compliments to the
Secretary-Generai of the United rlations and with reference to the latter's note
OR 42l/6( 3) dated 28 January 19TT regardinE; the \~onvening of the special session
o~ the General Assembly devoted to disarmament to be held in ~ew York in
May/June 19T8~ has the honour to transmit herewith the views of the Government
of i!Ialaysia.
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Views of the Government of Malaysia

The Government of Malaysia has repeatedly expressed concern at the inherentdan@ers that the escalation of the arms race and the proliferation of nuclearweapons pose to the survival of mankind. It is very alarming to note that despitethis internationall~ recoghized threat and po~ential for disaster, the arms race,both conventional and nuclear iveapons, continues unabated. The Charter of theUnited Nations, envisages disarmament as a means towards achieving internationalpeace and security. Malaysia believes that international peace and security isessential in order to achieve economic progress and well-being for its people andfor all mankind in general. Disarmament is an important move towards' theattainment of this goal.

As a first step towards attaining global disarmament, the Government ofMalaysia has always believed in the need for the creation of conditions that wouldbe conduciye to the relaxation of tension both at the regional and the internationallevels, the advancement of peaceful rela.tions among all States and the promotion ofregional as well as intraregional co-operation in all fields. This favourableclimate ~~ul4, inevitably create an atmosphere of confidence in the world communitythat ,could help to generate progress in disarmament efforts towards halting andeventually eliminating the arms race. It would also give added impetus towardsaccelerating the creatiob'of zones of peace and the establishment of nuclearweapon-free zones which constitute positive steps towards the attainment of thegoal of disarmament. The savings gained through the reduction of militaryexpenditures devoted to the arms race could be constructively channelled to themuch needed areas of national development in the developing countries • At theinternational level, the surplus resources in the developed countri~s arising fromthe reduction of their military expenditures could be utilized towards achieving anequitable international economic order.

-
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Since the special session would be the first occasion that the question ofdisarmament would be considered in its entirety, full participation by all MemberStates of the United Nations is highly desirable to ensure success ~n concerting a·co-operative approach towards achieving a comprehensive programme for general andcomplete disarmament under effective in~ernational control. I~

I~aysia considers that the agenda of the special session should include thefollowing elements:

1. Consideration of pract'ical measures towards curbing and eventuallyeliminating the nuclear arms race.

2. Co-operative approach to seek agreement for:

(a) The cessation of, all nuclear weapons tests with a view toconclUding a comprehensive test ban treaty~ a prompt cessationof research and development of ne., types of nuclear weapons andother non-nuclear weapons of mass destruction) the reduction and

/ t;. ••
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elimination of existing arsenals of all nuclear weapons as-well
as chemical, biological weapons and other types of weapons of
mass destruction.

(b) General prohibition of the use of nuclear weapons and non-use of
force in the settlement of disputes.

3. Creation of favourable conditions towards bringing about the relaxation'
of tension and to advancement of peaceful relations that would be
conducive to promoting common agreement in establishing nuclear-weapon
free zones and zones of peace.

4. Review of the role of the United Nations in the field of disarmament to
enable the existing United Nations disa~ent machinery to proceed in a
more co-ordinated and efficient manner directed towards the realization
of the goal of complete ~nd general disarmament under effective
international control.

5. Improved United Nations machinery to give widest dissemination to the
potential dangers of nuclear weapons at all stages of disarmament.

In view of the need to ensure the total success of the special session, it
would be useful to co-ordinate the task by assigning specific aspects of
disarmament problems to a number of sub...committees or working groups so that
agreement could be greatly facilitated. The Government of Malaysia considers it
important that the special session should adopt a declaration of principles.that
reflect a renewed commitment by Member States of the United Nations towards general
and complete disarmament as well as a programme of measures aimed at accelerating
all disarmament efforts.
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D~aft- agenda submitted by the Perma~ent Representative
of Sri Lanka on behalf of the non-aligned members of

the Preparatory Committee

Adoption of a programme of action on disarmament.

Review and appraisal of the present international situation in the light of
the pressing need to achieve substantial progress in the field of disarmament,
the continuation of the arms race and the close interrelationship between
disarmament, international peace and security and economic development.

Review of the role of the United Nations in disarmament and of the
international machinery for negotiations on disarma~ent, including, in
particular, the question of convening a ,-rorld disarmament conference.

* Reissued for technical reasons.

PREPARATORY CQr.fi'.fITTEE FOR THE SPECIAL
SESl:1ION OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
DEVOTED TO DISAmWlENT
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NATIONS

Communication dated 18 May 1977 from the Permanent Representative
or Sri Lanka to the United Nations anct Chaiman of the
~-ordinating Bureau of Non~A1igned Countries addressed to the

Secretary-General

PREPARATORY COMMITTEE FOR THE SPECIAL
SESSION OF THE GENERAL ASSFl·ffiLY
DEVOTED TO DISARMAMENT·

I would request you kindly to have the document pUblished and circulated as
working paper of the Preparatory Committee for the Special Session of the
General Assembly Devoted to Disarmament.

On behalf of the Co-ordinating Bureau of the Fon-Aligned Countries, I have
the honour to transmit herewith a 'lV'Orking paper entitled "Some preliminary ideas
concerning preparations for the Special Session of the General Assembly Devoted
to Disarmament" L'

77-10070
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SOME PRELIMINARY IDEAS CONCERNING PREPARATIONS FOR
THE SPECIAL SESSION OF TUFt GENERAL ASSEMBLY DEVOTED

TO DISARMAMENT

1. INTRODUCTION

1. The Heads of' State or Government of' !lIon-Aligned Countries, at the FifthSummit Conference in Colombo (16-19 August 1976) decided, inter alia, to call onthe United Nations to convene a special session Of' the General Asse~bly devoted todisarmament. Accordingly, at the initiative of' non-aligned countries, the GeneralAssembly adopted resolution 31/189 B dated 21 December 1976 calling f'or a speci~session of the General Assembly f'or this purpose in May/June 1978.
2. ·The vitally important question of' disarmament has been one of' the centralconcerns of'the non-aligned countries. At their First SUmmit held in' Belgrade in1961, they expressed the conviction that disarmament was an imperative need anda most urgent task of' mankind and recommended, inter alia, convening a specialsession of' the United Nations General Assembly to set in motion the process of'general disarmament. The non-aligned countries have continued to make a notablecontribution to the endeavours aimed at orienting disarmament negotiations towardssolutions that would make it possible to achieve decisive progress toward genuinedisarmament.

3. Since disarmament negotiations within the f'ramework, or under the auspices of'the United Nations, as well as the regional and bilateral negotiations have notproduced the expected results in most cases, it is necessary to exert f'resh ef'forts'to overcome this situation. The contradiction between the urgent necessity tocurb the arms race ~ad the stand-still in disarmament eff'orts is becomingincreasingly intolerable. Expenditure, particularly on the development of newand more sophisticated weapon systems is spiralling•. The continuation of the armsrace poses a direct threat to international peace and security and slackenseconomic and sqcial development. D2sarmament has thus become one of' the mosturgent international problems, requiring the greatest attention.

4. Theref'ore, the special session of the General Assembly dealing withdisarmament' will, in all probability, be the largest and most representativegathering ever convened to consider this Eluestion. The participation of' all Statesin the ~isarmament discussions is generally seen as a necessary precondition foraChieving progress on a' global basis towards halting and eliminating the armsrace and thus contributing to the establishment of' a more just and equitable worldorder. There is, theref'ore, every reason to exert the greatest possible ef'f'orttoward making the special session a genuine success and a landmark on the rightpath towards general and complete disarmament. It is uniyersally recognized thatdisarmament is an extremely complex question. The hazards and per~ls of' the armsrace to the maintenance of international peace and security and the developmentand survival of' mankind necessitate a serious effort to half' and eventuallyeliminate this race.
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5. The special session should reaffirm our commitment to general and complete
disarmament~ and t,o thfs effect, adopt a declaration of principles, a comprehensive
programme of action and improve the disarmament machin~ry in order to reassert the
responsibility of the United Nations and its central role in the field of
dfsarmament.

6. In this endeavour, the aim of the non-aligned countries is to help bring ab©ut
the relaxation of tension, to strengthen international peace and security and to
encourage a substantial reduction in national expenditures for military purposes,
so that resources could be reallocated for international development.

7. At the outset, the special session should undertake an authoritative appraisal
of the current situation regarding disarmament problems; the causes which have led
to stagnation and inadequate results of disarmament negotiations held so tar, and
the consequences and dangers that the arms race poses to peace and security and to
development in the world. The special session of the General Assembly should also
contribute toward strengthening the role of the United Nations and its over-all
involvement in the field of disarmament and disarmament negotiations. In this
respect, it should promote and elaborate a programme of priorities and measures
whose gradual but consistent implementation would effectively bring about.
substantive changes in this field and ensure the beginning of the process ot
disarmament - particularly nuclear disarmament leading to general and complete
disarmament, under effective international control.

8. Taking into consideration the importance of the specia~ session as a
significant event in the history of the United Nations, the non-aligned countries
should continue to be in the forefront of this action. The special session must
be very carefully and adequately planned so as to ensure that it is representative
and effective, and that at the same time, the equality of States in the decision
making process is guaranteed. The intention of the non-aligned countries is to
seek collaboration with all countries and endeavour to elaborate a' joint policy and
agree on a common approach in regard to fundamentals. The success and relevance of
the special session is closely linked with the active participation of all Member
States in its work at as high a level as possible. This conclusion is based on
the fact that the halting of the arms race, its elimination as a th~eat to
international peace and security and the release,' for peaceful economic
development, of the resources it consumes, is of cardinal interest to the
international community.

II. DECLARATION OF PRINCIPLES

9. An assessment of disarmament efforts in the past three decades indicates that,
despite some measures in the field of arms limitation, no real progress has been
made on the crucial question of disarmament, and in particular concerning the
nuclear arms race. It is therefore of paramount importance for the special session
to adopt a declaration embodying a set of up-to-date principles as well as to work
out a programme of priorities and measures dealing with all aspects of disarmament
negotiations.

I ...
---- ..-..
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10. Such a document, however, should be 4rafted in general terms, so that thewidest political support for its impletnentation may be secured. With thisobJectiye in mind, it seems essential not to lose sight of the political realitiesof our time wbich are of great significance in the field of disarmament. Thisprerequisite is of singular importance when dealing with questions affecting thenational security and territorial integrity of Member States. None the less, itshould not be cOhstrued in such a way as to curtail the endeavours of thenoh-a1igned and·other developing c6untries, particularly their rights to share, onan. equal basi~, in the access to modern nuclear ·technology for peaceful purposes.
11. The non-aligned countries have constantly considered that:

- Universal pe~ae and security can be assured by general and completedisarmament (GeD), in particular nuclear disarmament, under effectiveinternational control, and that measures to that end should include thecomplete cessation of all nuclear weapon tests pending the conclusion of atest ban treaty, the elimination of arsenals of all nuclear weapons as wellas other weapons of mass destru~tion, and an unequivocal renunciation ofthe use, or threat Of use, of such weapons.

... The tttea:td.on of zones of peace and, where appropriate, the creation ofnuclear....weapon....rree zones should be supported.

... Regional considerations in a nuclear-weapon-free zone may require thatformal procedures and arrangements should be flexible and that there shouldbea.ltel:"nativ-e ways and methods to suit the particular character of eachzone. The nuclear-weapon States should undertake to respect nuclear-weaponfree ~bhes and zones of peace and co-operation.

~ ~ear~s race is inconsistent with efforts aimed at aChieving the newinternational economic order in view of the urgent need to divert theresources utilized for the acceleration. of the arms race towards soclo:econolld.~ development, particularly of the developing countries.

- A~m~ents are used in certain areas of the world to suppress the right tosel·t...d.e'terminat'ion, freedom and independence of peoples under colonial,
.imper:iall~t or any other form of alien domination, as well as their rightt,o st.ruggleto that end.

- A programme.ot agreed measures is an essential prerequisite for the openingGt a process of genuine disarmament, in particular nuclear disarmament, andaccomplishment of general and complete disarmament, under effectiveinitern:s:tional control.

- I~ediaite prohibition of the production and stockpiling of all weapons ofJJD8S'S rdestruction,as well as the production and stockpiling of new weapons
(O~ .ma'Ss destruction is an essential first step in halting the arms race.

'The !dissOlution ·of' military blocs, great Power alliances and pact s ar~s~ng
~bere~:r.om, the dismantling of foreign military bases and withdrawal 6fJniJ:i.toary ::f'or-ees from :foreign territories would contribute to this end.
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The cessation of all forms of foreign interference in the internal affairs
of States.

12. The declaration should include new principles for disarma~ent negotiatiens~

taking as a basis the principles already agreed upon, as well as the obligations
undertaken by States in all international instruments related to disarmament and
United Nations resolutions on the subject as well as any new ideas stemming from the
debates during the special session.

13. The following principles, which though of a general nature, could provide a
broad framework for the declaration of principles:

- Disarmament is an integral part of a new international order founded on
national independence and international co-operation based on sovereign
equality, non-interference in the internal affairs of States, mutual trust
and justice, and renunciation of the pOlicies of spheres of influence and
domination.

= Highest priority should be given to measures of disarmament of nuclear,
chemical and other weapons of mass destruction.

- The United Nations, which has specific responsibility for disarmament under
the Charter, should participate in all efforts thereon.

- While disarmament is the responsibility of all States, full participation
of all nuclear-weapon States in neg~tiations on nuclear disarmament should
be secured.

- N'either the existing nuclear arsenals nor the addition of new and more
sophisticated weapons of mass destruction ensure or strengthen national
security.

- Given adequate safeguards, access to technology for the peaceful uses of
nuclear energy should not be subjected to discriminatory restrictions,
whether between nuclear-weapou and non-nuclear-weapon States or among
non-nuclear-weapon States themselves.

- ~he need to intensify disarmament efforts and accelerate the pace of all
disarmament negotiations thus contributing towards the relaxation of tension
and the advancement of peaceful relations among all State5.

- Negotiations on partial measures of disarmament should not preclude nor
postpone negotiations on a treaty on general and complete disarmament.

The principle of balanced disarmament should be kept in mind. It concerns
both a numerical decrease of men in arms and types of arms to pre-fixed
levels, as well as packages of disarmament measures by which an over-all
balance is achieved which is judged by all part'ies to be satisfactorJr in
the light of their own security~ Particular 0ffort3 will have to be
undertaken by military significant States in order to reduce the gap that
exists between them and other countries.

I ...
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... trhe ultimate eli)\'lination of ~~nventional armaments can be achieved only
W'ithin the frameflork of' general, and complete disarmEUl1ent.

~ Verification methods form an indispensable part of' disarmament measures. A
~ombination or se~eral methods should be employed, mutually reinforcing one
anot.her in order to achie~e the necessary assurances that a certain
disarmament measu~e is being obServed by all parties to such agreements..

w A Substsllt.ial portion ot the savings derived from measures in the field of
diGsrmament should be devoted to promoting economic and sOcial development,
particularly in the developing countries.

.... Publi.t! opinion should be giv~n adequate information about armament and
di§armament~ So that it may bring its influence to bear on the
strengthenillg Of efforts.
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14. Although the General .Assembly has adop"ted general and complete disarmament
under effective international cOlltrol as a goal, dis#'lxmamen't negotiations are
still conducted on 1'1. very narrow basis on selective issues of interest only to a
very few countries. -To overcome such a situation, a need for a programme of action
on disarmame~~ is widely felt.

15. The special session ~hou1d agree o~ a programme of action on disarmament
aimed at a~hieving tangible progress in order that the goal of general and
complete disarmament, under effective international control~ becomes a reality.

16. This programme of action would not constitute solutions or formal agreements
to be adopted in the special session, but '!ilould provide for, on the basis of the
activities of the United Nations~ WDC, CCD ano. regional and bilateral negotiations,
for gradual solution of inci.ividual questions within a reasonable time frame.

Elements of the programme

11. All efforts and negotiations should be geared in a balanced and integrated
way and lead to general and complete disarmament under effective international
control. The o:rder of priorities in disarmament negotiations shoule~ be as follOvTs:

1. Nuclear" weapons
2. Chemical and biological l-leapOns
3. Incendiary vlee.pons
4. other weapons of mass destruction
5. Other types of weapons
6. Reduction of armed forces.

18. The followixlg measures should be urgently implemented in order to achieve
prompt cessation of the arms race:

Cessation of all nuclear-weapons tests

Cessation of research and development of new types of nuclear weapons anc1.
weapon systems

Cessation of production of fissionable material for military purposes

- Freeze on the deployment of all types of nuclear weapons

Respect for the sta.tus of nuclear-loleapon-free zones and zones of peace

The prohibition of the developIilent, production and stockpiling of chemical
and biological weapons

Prohibition of the use of incendiary weapons
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Prohibition of' the development and manufacture of new types of non-nuclearweapons of mass dest:t'"1lction and new system,s of such weapons
Prohibition of the creation of new foreign milita:ry bases and thestationing of troop~ and military equipment in foreign territories..19. The following measures should also be implemented as concrete steps withinthe programme of. action for disarmament:

Gradual reduction and elimination of nuclear weapons
Destruction of chemical and biological weapons
Elimination of incendiary weapons

Elimination of all types of non-nuclear weapons of mass destruction ,andnew systems of such weapons

Complete withdrawal of foreign troops and military bases
Gradual redu~tion of other types of weal-,.,ns and a.rmed forces
Gradual reduction of armed forces.

20. Besides the measures concerned with cessation of the arms race anddisarmament, the possibility of adopting other collater~l measures, particularlythose concerned with the strengthening of international 1Je.~~e and security and therelaxation of tensions should be considered. It is a recl)gnized fact that thereis a close interrelationship betwecil disarmament, international pea.ce and securityand the peaceful settlement of disputes.

21. In this context, the following measures should be considered:
The renunciation or prohibition of the use, or the threat of t~e ofnuclear weapons against non-nuclear-weapon States
The non-use of force, o!" threat of use of force in any of itsmanifestations

The generl:.l prohibition of the use of nuclear weapons
Convening of regional conferences at the initiative. of the States ·of theregion for reduction of armaments' &ld armed forces
The creation of nuclear-weapon-free zones and zones of peace
The reduction of military expenditures.

22. During the periOd of the negotiations on disa.rmament measures t there shouldbe parallel negotiations in the appropriate tora for the establishment and
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development of United Nations peace-lteeping machinery and procedures in order to
increase and ensure the maintenance of international peace and security.

23. The General Assembly should consider annually the progress made in the
implementation of the programme of action. Il'his will entail an evaluation of the
over-all situation in the tield of disarmament. A special periodical review by
the United Nations General Assembly or a woe will allow an assessment and appraisal
of the strategy for disarmament and revise it as warranted.

IV. MACHINERY FOR DISARMAMENT

24. In addition to the well-known causes which have led to the -current
stagnation in the field of disarmament, the inadequacy of the existing disarmament
.machinery should be underlined. Therefore, the special session should make every
effort to ensure the full implementation ot the programme of action through the
strengthening of the central role of the United Nations in the disarmament process.

25. While the principal political decision~makingorgan of the United Nations
should continue to be the General Assembly, with one of its main committees
.;ntrusted solely to deal with disarmament questionf1, the necessity remains for an
efficient multilateral body to negotiate specific disarmament measures.

26. Since its establishment in 1961, the body that is now known as the CCD has
accumulated considerable experience but has not produced commensurate results.
This may partly be due to the fact that its endeavours have been mainly devoted
to partial or collateral aspects of the proolem, resulting merely in arms control
or arms limitations agreements. ~ei'efore, the time seems ripe for the special
session to devote attention to in." Dving the structure and working methods of
the CCD.

21. It "Tould be of primary iniportance to revise the membership of the CCD and to
ensure de jure- full member status to all nuclear-weapon $tates in it. Also, in
order to enable their actual participat·~on in its work, it would be necessary to
introduce, without delay, certain changes in the CCD' s organization 8..11d procedures $

and particularly the present system of co-chairmanship.

28. Furthermore, to enhance the ultimate responsibility that the United Nations
General ·As sembly bears for disarmament, an organic link with the' CCD should be
established.

29. The special session may consider the future role of the United Nations
Disarmament Commission.

30. The role of the United Nations Centre for Disarmcment may be considered in
the light of the future activities of the United Nations in the field of
disarmament.

31. The special session should also consider the question of convening of a woe.
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V. AGmmA Aim ORGAi'IIZATIO!I! OF \iOBK

32. .%er.da:

(a) Review anc.i. appraisal of the present international situation in the lightof the stagnation in the field of disarmament ll the continuine of the armsrace and close ir.lterrelatiollship between disarmament, internati.~nal peaceand sec:urity and economic development .

(b) Adoption of a Declaration of Principles on Disarmament

(c) A:doption of a Programme of Action on Disarmament

(d) Review of the role of' the United liations in disarmament, of' disarmamentmeChanisms, including the question of convening a World DisarmamentConference

33. Level of representati{.lu: The non-aligned countries consider that the specialsession should be held at as high a political level as possible.

34. Organization of the work: It may be necessary to convene one or morecor.mti.ttees, to meet simultaneously with the plenary of the special session.

:New York, 31 March 1911
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PlTh"'PARATORY COMMITTEE FOR THE SPECIAL
SESSION OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
DEVOTED TO DISARMAMENT

SPECIAL SESSION OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY DEVOTED TO DISARMAMENT:
NON-ALIGNED WORKING DOCUMENT CO:NTAINING THE DRAFT DECLARATION,

PROGRAMME OF Ac'rION AND MACHINERY FOR IMPLEMENTATION

DECLARATION ON DISARMAMENT

The Member States of the United Nations,

Alarmed by the threat to tbe very survival of mankind posed by the existence
of weapons of mass destruction, particularly nuclear weapons;

Convinced that global catastrophe can on~y be averted by arresting and
reversing the arms race and by the final elimination of all nuclear weapons and
other means of mass destruction;

Convinced al;;o that international peace as well as the security of all nations
cannot be maintained on the precarious basis of mutual deterrence through an ever
escalating arms race and that a true climate of peace can only be created through
the effective implementation of the security system as provided for in the Charter
of the United Nations and the speedy and substantial reduction of armaments and
armed forces by mutual example and international agreement;

Convinced further that the realization of the purposes and principles of the
Cha.rter of the United Nations are jeopardized by the arms race and that the vast
resources now being wasted in the arms race must be channelled for the betterment of
mankind through economic and social development;

Mindful of the role of the United Nations in the field of disarmament and in
the maintenance of international peace and security in accordance with the
provisions of the Charter and determined to strengthen that role;

Conscious that the peace of the world depends on concerted action to achieve
disarmament and to eliminate the danger of war;
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DECLARE:

I. Mankind today is confronted with an unprecedented threat ~f self-extinction onaccount of the massive and competitive accumulation of the most destructive weaponsman has ever produced. Existing arsenals of nuclear weapons alone, at the disposalof only a few States, are sufficient to destroy all life on earth several timesover. Yet the arms -race, particularly the nuclear arms race, is continuingunabated. This situation not only jeopardizes the peace and security of allStates, but acts as a stimulating factor for the persistence of internationaltensions and conflicts in various regions of the world, aggravates existingdifferences among nucleer-weapons States, consolidates military alliances andbrings ever nearer the threat of a nuclear confrontation for which nuclear-weaponsStates are in an ever-increasing stage of readiness.

II. Furthermore, the arms race, which is both the cause and result of great Powerrivalry, impedes the realization of the objectives of the United Nations Charter,especially those relating to the respect for sovereignty, the refraining from thethreat or usa of force against the territorial integrity or political independenceof any State, the peaceful settlement of disputes, and non-interference in theinternal affairs of States, and adversely affects the right of peoples to freelydetermine their systems of social and economic development, the struggle ofpeoples against colonial rule, racial or foreign domination or occupation.

Ill. Military expenditures have reached the staggering figure of about $400 billiona year, the highest percentage of which can be attributed to nuclear-weapons Statesand their allies, with prospects of further expansion and the danger of increasingexpenditure spreading to other countries. Vast human, natural, scientific,technological and financial resources are thus wasted in the preparation for war,when these resources could be channelled to eradicate hunger, disease and otherpressing economic and social problems hampering development in many parts of theworld. .

IV. Disarmament has thus become the most urgent international objective. However,no real progress has been made in this crucial field. Agreements that have beenreached so far relate only to measures of limited restraint, but have not slowed thepace of the arms race, the only genuine disarmament agreement. having been theConvention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production, and Stockpiling ofBacteriological (Biological) and Toxic Weapons and their Destruction. Negotiationsfor general and complete disarmament have been virtually abandoned for more than adecade.

v. General" and complete disarmament under effective international control remainsthe ultimate goal of the international community. The realization of this goalshould be reso.lutely pursued through the United Nations Or.ganization, or under itsauspices, on a bilateral or multilateral basis, or within the framework of regionalor other international fora, by all States, particularly by the nuclear-weaponsStates. -'

VI. Progress towards this objective WOuld require the conclusion andimplementation of agreements on genuine measures of disarmament according to t~eProgramme of Action on Disarmament, the first priority of which shall be the
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outlawing of nuclear war, and the elimination of nuclear weapons, which pose. the

greatest threat to the survival of mankind. High priority must also be given to

disarmament measures relating to all types of weapons of mass destruction,

including chemical weapons. Conventional weapons which give cause for grave

concern should also be the object of disarmament agreements in the context of

general and complete disarmament.

VII. Other measures in the field of disarmament, confidence building, and

improvement of the machinery for the peaceful set~lement of disputes could

significantly contribute to the lessening of international tensions and to the

creation of a situation conducive to the adoption of additional disarmament

measures. Such measures as the prohibition of the use of nuclear weapons and the

cessation of production of fissionable material for weapons purposes should be

undertaken forthwith. Other measures, including relevant regional agreements and

the progressive reduction of military expenditures should be undertaken as soon as

possible. The creation of nuc1ear-weapon-free zones and zones of peace constitute

one of the most effective disarmament measures within the reach of those States

which do not possess nuclear weapons. Regional considerations in a particular area

may require that formal procedures and arrangements to establish nuc1ear-weapon

free zones should be flexible and that there should be alternative ways and methods

to suit the particular character of each zone.

VIII. There is a direct link between disarmament and international peace and

secllrity since the latter cannot be built on the accumulation of weaponry nor be

sustained by military alliances and doctrines of strategic superiority or of

deterrence. Furthermore, the existing nuclear arsenals and the addition of new

and more sophisticated weapons of mass destruction do not ensure or strengthen

national security.

IX. There is also an integral link between disarmament and development. The

spiralling arms race and the resulting waste of resources are incompatible with the

need for accelerated economic and social development and for the establishment of

the New International Economic Order. Nevertheless progress in one of these areas

should not be contingent upon progress in the other.

X. Since the contradiction between the urgent necessity to curb the arms race and

stagnation in disarmament efforts is becoming increasingly intolerable, it is

imperative for all States to exert fresh efforts to overcome this situation and to

review and improve the existing machinery for disarmament negotiations.

XI. Disarmament negotiations shall be guided by the following principles:

(1) All States have the right and the duty to contribute to efforts in the

field of disarmament and to participate in disarmameut negotiations on an equal

footing. While disarmament is the responsibility of all States, the nuc1ear

weapons States have the primary responsibility for halting and reversing the arms

race. In this context, significant unilateral initiatives should be urgently

undertaken 1Jy them in order to promote reciprocal restraint and accelerate the whole

process of disarmament.
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(2) The adoption of disarmament measures should take place in a balancedmanner, both quantitatively and qualitatively, so that no individual state or groupof States obtain advantage over others.
The

1.

PROGRAMME OF ACTION ON DISARMAMENT

XII. Since prompt measures should be taken in order to arrest and reverse the armsrace, Member States commit themselves to comply with the above-stated principles andfaithfully and thoroughly implement the following Programme of Action.

3.

4.
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(5) Nuclear~weapons States shall undertake by means of a legally bindinginternational instrument to respect the statutes of nuclear-weapon-free zones orzones of peace.

(3) A mutually acceptable balance of rights and obligations between nuclearweapons States and n~n-nuclear-weapons States should be strictly observed.
. (4) Verification forms an indispensable part of disarmament measures. Asingle method cif verification is rarely sufficient. A combination of methods couldbe devised, thus providing adequate means of verification of the implementation ofdisarmament measures.

(6) A substantial p~t of the resources released as a result of disarmamentmeasures should be priI!arily devoted to social and economic development,particularly that of the dev'eloping countries.

(7) The United Nations, in accordance with
and responsibility in the field of disarmament.
this role, the United Nations shall be kept duly
taken outside its aegis.

(8) Measures of' disarmament shall not be construed in such a way as to hamperthe exercise of the right of all States to develop or to acquire without anydiscrimination nuclear technology or nuclear materials for peaceful purposes.Access to such technology and materials should be SUbjected to universal,standardized and non-discriminatory saf'eguards agreed upon by supplier and recipientStates.

The Programme of, Action contains priorities and measures in the field ofdisarmament that States should undertake as a matter of urgency with a view tohalting the arms race and starting the process of genuine disarmament leadingtowards the achievement of general and complete disarmament under effectiveinternational control.
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(I) PRIORITIES IN THE FIELD OF DISABMAMENT

The order of priorities in disarmament negotiations shall be as follo~:

1- Nuclear weapons

2. Chemical weapons

3. Incendiary weapons

4. other weapons of mass testruction

5. Conventional weapons

6. Reduction of armed forces

1- Nuclear weapons

(a) Prohibition of the use and as a first step, renunciation of nuclear
weapons against States which have no nuclear weapons on their territories.

(b) Renunciation of the first use of nuclear weapons.

(c) The reduction of stockpiles of nuclear weapons and their means of delivery
leading to their complete elimination constitutes an indispensable step towards
avoidance of the danger of nuclear war and the setting in motion of the process of
disarmament.

(d) The immediate conclusion of a treaty on the complete ban of nuclear
weapon tests is a most important task, and responsibility in this regard rests with
the nuclear-weapons States.

(e) The immediate cessation of the production of nuclear weapons and of
fissionable material for w~apon purposes.

(f) Urgent steps also are:

cessation of research and development of new types and systems of nuclear
weapons and their means of delivery and guidance,

freezing of the qualitative improvement of existing nuclear weapons and
delivery systems,

prevention of proliferation of such weapons and systems.

The two leading nuclea~-weapons States bear a particular responsibility with
regard to the realization of the above measures, while the other nuclear-weapons
States, as well as militarily significant States should contribute towards the
attainment of these objectives.
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(g) other measures:

(i) Establishment of nuc1ear-weapon-free zones and zones of peace in variousregions of the world on the basis of arrangements among states of suchregions. Respect by nuclear-weapons States of these zones and thestatutes thereof by means of legally binding international instrumentsthat include the obligation to refrain from the use or threat of use ofnuclear weapons against the States included in such zones. The process ofestablishing such zones 'should be encouraged with the ultimate obj~~tiveof achieving a world entirely free of nuclear weapons.

(ii) The status of the Indian Ocean as a zone of peace should be respected byall States, particularly by nuclear-weapons States and the ma' ,rmaritime users. In addition it would be desira.b1e to create zones ofpeace in the region of the Mediterranean and wherever feasib1~.
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(iii) The formulation of an international convention on the non-use of nuclearand other weapons of mass destruction, pending their final elimination.
2. Chemical weapons

The complete prohibition of the development, production and stockpiling of allchemical weapons and their destruction represent one of the most urgent measures ofdisarmament. Consequently, conclusion of a treaty on the effective prohibition ofthe development, production and stockpiling of all chemical weapons and of theirdestruction is one of the most urgent tasks of multilateral negotiations.

3. Incendiary weapons and other specific conventional weapons with especiallyinhuman effects
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Conclusion of a treaty on the comprehensive prohibition of the developme~t andproduction of ne~ types of weapo~s of mass destruction and new systems of suchweapons.
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Other weapons of mass destruction4.

,.

The reaching of agreement on the prohibition or l~mitation of the use of napalmand other incendiary weapons as well as use of specific types of conventionalweapons Which are deemed to be excessively injurious or to have indiscriminateeffects, constitutes an urgent task, All States are called upon to contributetowards carrying out this task as provided for in the General Assembly resolutionconvening the United Nations Conference in 1979.

(a) The 1imitatiG>ri alid gradual reduction of' conV'entional weapons on a globalbasis shoUld be resolutely p~jSued in the ~ontext of general alid complete
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disarmament. The limitation and reduction of armaments and armed forces in.Europe
would constitute a significant step for the attainment of that goal. The States
participating in negotiations ~~ such mea~ures in ~entral Europe should therefore
exert all efforts for the P~_~02~ of concluding, as soon as possible, an agreement
on the limitation and reduction of armaments ~nd armed forces in that region.

6. Reduction of armed forces

The reduction of armed forces of States to levels necessary for the maintenance
of internal order and fulfilment of oblig~Gions of States with regard to the
safeguarding of international peace shall take place within the context of general
and complete disarmament.

* * *
Implementation of these priorities should lead to gem;:ral and complete

disarmament under effective im,ernational control, which remains the ultimate goal
of' all efforts exerted in the field of disarmament. Negotiations on general and
complete disarmament shall be conducted concurrently with negotiations on partial
measures of disarmament. With this purpose in mind, the following measures shall
be taken as a matter of urgency:

(a) Elaboration of a comprehensive programme of disarmament measures which
vTould lead to the attainment of general and complete disarmament;

(b) Establishment of a special committee of the United Nations for the
elaboration of the comprehensive programme of disarmament measures to be submitted
to the thirty-fifth regular session of the General Assembly in 1980 at the latest.

(II) CONFIDENCE-BUILDING MEASURES

Solemn pledge by States to strictly observe the principle of non-use of force
or threat of force in any form against the sovereignty, independence and territorial
integrity of States would contribute to create a climate of confidence among States,
and it should be accompanied by measures such as:

(a) Prohibition of the establishment of new foreign military bases and
stationing of troops in foreign territories;

(b) Withdrawal of foreign troops and dismantling of foreign military bases;

(c) Freezing and gradual reduction of military budgets of States, particularly
those of nuclear-weapons States and other militarily Si~lificant States;

(d) Submission of reports to the United Nations by States of their milit~rf

expenditures on a standardized basis.

/ ...
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(Ill) CliMol'NELLING OF RESOURCES RELEASED THROUGHDISARMAMENT MEASURES

Elaboration of a system of reporting t.o the United Nations on the resourcesreleased through the reduction of military expenditures as a result of disarmamentmeasures, and of a set of principles for channelling of such resources fordevelopment purposes, taking p&rticularly into account the needs of developingcountries.

(IV) GUIDELINES FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THEPROGRAMME OF ACTION

(e) All States, in, particular the nuclear-weapons States, are c~lled toeontrib'l1.te to the implem.enta.tion of the Programme of Action;
(b) Specific measures of the Programme of Action shall be implemented byindividual States or groups of St.ates which ms.y conduct, for this purpose, bilate: ,.1

or multilateral negotiations end ~hall inform the United Nations of the resultethereof;

{c) Thase measures shall be implemented in ac cordance with the ab~ve-mentioned
priorities, 'bearing in mind the necessity to conduct, whenever possible, parallelnegotiations on several measures with a view to reaching agreement on each of 'themas soon as possible;

(d) Implementation should be in an agreed sequence, by stages, with eachmeasure and stage carried out withir, specified time-limits, the entire process beingcompleted. not later than the end of the next decade;
. (e) Irnp,....ementation of disarmament measures should ba facilitated by thespeeding up of. the process of resolring outstanding problems and disputes which.threaten in'liernational peace and security. This should include application, 't"hereappropriate, of the relevant provisions of the Charter of the United Ne.tions.

MACHINERY FOR DISARMAMENT NEGOTIATIONS
The Ur.ited Nations has, under the Cha.rter, So pl"imary role and responsibilityin the sphere of disa:r.marnent. Accordingly the General Assembly she.uld exert utmosteffo~ts to ensure the-observance of the principles embodied in the Declarationon Disa:'."lD.ament and the full implementation of the Programme of Action on Disarmament.To th;';; end it is essential that:

(c)
Conference
negotiatio

(i)

(ii)

(d)
necessary
thereof be

(e)

(f)

(a) The General Assem~ly remains the main political de~ision-makingorgan oftIle United N&tions in the field of disal"DlaIllent and will be responsible formoni+.oring the implementa.tion of- disarmament measur'es;
(b) The Firs~ Political Committee of the General A~se~bly deal in the futureonly with questiont. of ~isarmamP''1t and international SeC1J.Tit 2';

/ ...
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(f) The CCD adopt its rules of procedure.

(i) All Member States of the United Nations may submit directly proposals on
measures of disarmament that are the subject of negotiations in the CCD
and attend meetings of the working bodies thereof whenever such a proposal
or proposals are examined;

(ii ) The representative of the Secretary-General and the Centre for Disarmament
of the United Nations be assigned an enhanced role in the CCD;

(c) An organic link be established between the General Assembly and the
Confer.ence of the Committee on Disarmament, c'yrrently the main body for mui~ilateral
negotiations on disarmament. For this purpose it is necessary that:

(d) The revie of the present composition of the CCD and the creation of the
necessary conditions for the pa~ticipation of all nuclear-weapons States in the ~ork

thereof be made;
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DECLARATION ON DISARMAMENT

SPECIAL SESSION OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY DEVOTED TO DISARMAMENT:
NON-ALIGNED 1-JORKING DOCUMENT co;'prAINING THE DRAFT DECLARATION,

PROGRAMME OF ACTION A]TD ~1ACHlNERY FOR I~~LEMENTATION

Corrigendum

"(a) Prohibition of the use and as a fir~': step, renunciation of the use
of nuclear weapons against States which have no nuclear weapons on their
territories."

ii (e) Implementation of disarmament measures should be facilitated. by
the speeding up of the processes of resolving outstanding problems !l

-----------------------.....,..=-

GENERAL
ASSEMBLY

PREPARATORY COMMITTEE FOR THE SPECIAL
SESSION OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
DEVOTED TO DISARMAMENT

2. On page 8, under section (IV), subparagraph (e) should read as follows:

1. On page 5, under section (1), subparagraph (a) should read as follows:

UNITED NATIONS
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Corngendum

after paragraph (5) add-

Page 9.: after paragraph (f) ~

(g) At an appropriate time a world disarmament conference could be
convened with universe! participation and with adequate preparation.

(6) The maintenance of foreign military bases and the presence of foreign
military troops -.:>n the territory of a State represents Q permanenJ'" threat to
the establishment of genuine and effective national and regional secu't'ity and
therefore to the strengthening of international peace and security.

Page 6: at the end of paragraph (g) (i) ~ In appropriate cases, the
effectiveness of nuclear-weapon-free zones could be enhanced by the dismantling of
all foreign military bases and by no~ subjecting o.ny State in the region to acts of'
aggression.

and renumber subseguent paragraphS accordinglY.

SPECIAL SESSION OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY DEVOTE,!) TO DISARMAMENT:
NON-ALIGNED WORKING DOCUMENT CONTAINING THE Dm;·'l' DECLARATION,

PROGRAMME OF ACTION AND MACHINERY FOR IMPLEt4ENTATION

PREPARATORY COMMITTEE FOR THE SPECIAL
SESSION OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
DEVOTED TO DIS.ARMAMENT

Page 4:
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PREPARATORY CO~~JITTEE FOR THE SPECIAL

SESSION OF THE GEilfERAL ASSEHBLY
DEVO~'ED TO DISARr11U1TI:i~T

Some fundamental principles and norms for Eossible inclusion
in the ilDeclaration on Disarmament a envisar::ed in the' draft
agenda of.the special session of-the General Assembly devoted
to disarmament 2, approved ,by the Preparatory Committee on

18 Hay 1977

Hexico: working paper

- All the peoples of the world have a vital interest in the success of
disarmament negotiations.

General and complete disarmament under effective international control
should be the final objective of mankind.

G·:cadual progress to"ivards this objective reauires the conclusion of partial
agre,ements and authentic measures for disarmament.

llfl.e progressive reduction of nuclear weapons until their total elimination
has been achieved should have the highest priority among such measures •.

The reduction and elimination of the other "Tea-pons of mass destruction
deserve also a high priority.

The development, production, and stockpiling of na.pa~m and other incendiary
weapons nlust be prohibited~ and those existing in the arsenals of all States should
be destroyed.

~he international transfer of conventional weapons should be limited and
regulated.

* Reissued for technical reasons.
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International' verification constitutes an indispensable part for many of
the disarmc~ent measures. The use of a combination of various methods of'
verification offers the best ~arantee.

The adoption of the disarmament measures should take place in a balanced
manner so as not to endanger the security of any State.

- The creatioll of nuclear-free zones and zones of peace constitutes one of
the' most effective disarmament measures within the reach of those States which do
not possess nuclear weapons.

- Nuclear-weapon States must fulfil faithfully the obligations whi~b, in
accordance with the definition approved by the General Assembly, they have wIth
regard to the nuclear-free zones and the States included in such zones.

- The reduction or. the military budgets of the permanent members of the
Security Council and other militarily important States ~rould constitute a laudable
Dieasure of disarmament.

- There is a close relationship between disarmament and international pea~e

and security, on the one hand, and disarmament and development on the other.
Nevertheless, progress in one of those spheres must not be subordinated to progress
in the other or vice versa.

- The growing arms race and the resultant waste of resources are incompatible
~d,t:h the decisions of the United Nations aimed at the consolidation of a New
International Economic Order based on justice and equity.

- A considerable part of the resources freed by the adoption of disarmament
measures should be devoted mainly to the ~roillotion of the economic and social
development of the developing countries.

- It is necessary to have an acceptable balance of·mutual responsibilities
and obligations for n'Uclear and non-nuclear-weapon States.

- The proliferation of nuclear weapons could endanger the security of all
States and would ma,ke it even more difficult to achieve general and complete
disarmament under effective internationa:t. control.

- Access to nuclear technology for peacefUl purposes constitutes an
inalienable right of all States: which is subject only to the limitations derive~

from the relevant provisions incorporated in multilateral instruments designed to
prevent the proliferation of p.uclear we~.I.pons.

- Co~nitions should be established for the utilization of nuclear energy for
peaceful purposes which contribute to the elimination of the gap separating the
develo~ed from the developing countries.

In accordance with its Charter. and innumerable resolutions of the General
Assembly, the United Nations has a primary role and respons~bility in the sphere
of disarmam.ent.
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- The former reC,Ll1il"es that the General Assembly be kept duly informedregarding all s'tepa taken in the sphere of disarmament, whether Wli1ateral,bilateral, regional or multilateral.

- The deliberative machinery of the United Nations shoulli be reinforcedthrolJgh the institutionalization of a world disarmament conference on termsacceptable for all Member States.

- The organization and procedures of the C..Jnference of the Committee onDisarmament should be subject to the modifications deemed appropriate for theparticipation by China and France in its work.

- World public opinion should receive adequate information on the progress orwork on disarmament, so that it may exercise its influence for the reintensificationof efforts aimed at obtaining positive results in this field.

- Non-governmental organizatiuns recognized by the United Nations should haveat their disposal all the documentation necessary for them to carr.v ou~ theircomplementary work effectively.
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Note verbale dated 25 May 1977 from the Permanent Missionof the Philippines to the United Nations addressed to the
Secretary-Jeneral

The Philippil:les ~ in supporting the concept of a special session of" the GeneralAssembly devoted to disarmament~ strongly endorses the convening of said specialsession in May-·June 1978.

The Philippines believes that after 30 years of conside?ation of the issue ofdisarmament by the United nations~ time ha.s come indeed to take concerted measuresin order to achieve the over--all objective of disarmament. The special session ist:m approach that could open avenues to achievinp: a programme of gradual andbalanced disarmament measures which ultimately would lead to general and completedisarmament. In other words ~ now is the time for the super-Powers and the majormilitary Powers to give proof of aincere political will in co-ordinated andco-operative 'efforts towards resolving disarmament issues.

To achieve nuclear disarmament, all the world knows that there are threeessential steps t\) be taken: (1) the total and absolute cessation of nuclear'W'eapofis testing; (2) a" complete shut-dOwn ot nuclear weapons production; and(3) the destruction ot all existing nuclear weaponry•

The special session should be able to adopt a declaration of principles ondisarmament coupled with a programme of action in the implementation of saidprinciples. In this connexion~ and in so far as the Philippines is concerned,like man:f others, nuclear disarmament is number one in importance and should begiven the highest priority. We cannot conceive or envisage a peaceful world inWhich nucl~ar weapons exist. The imponderables of power politics are such thatthe risk and danger of ~ nuclear exchange is ever present as long as there arenuclear weapons. The escalation to an all-out nuclear war is not far-fetcheddue to the use and sophistication of nuclear warheads in both tactical andstrategic weapons.

/ ...•
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As mentioned above, the ultimate objective is general and complete disarmament.
But to our mind, if the essential steps and measures ere agreed upon tOtvards nuclear
disarmament, it would pave the wa:y' towards parallel steps and meaRures towards the
goal of general and complete disarmament. It is our hope that the special session
can find the framework and the priorities towards this end.

The special s~ssion, to be a success, should be well prepared and should be
approached by all interested parties with no reservations or pre-conditions.
All Members of the United Nations should whole-heartedl~' and actively participate
in the speci8J.session. 'It is obvious to us that the success of the speci~
session will spell a greater and more meaningful role for the United Nations in
the field of disarmament.
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PREPARATORY COMMITTEE FOR THE SPECIAL
SESSION OF THE GENERAL Assrn·1BLY
DEVOTED TO DISARMAMENT

Letter dated 27 May 1977 from the Permanent Representative
of Qatar to the United Nations addressed to the

Secreta~-General

With reference to your note No. Oh 421/6(3) dated 28 January 1976, I have the
honour to enclose herewith a copy of Qatar's views and all other relevant questions
relating to the special session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament.

(Signed) Jasim Y. JJll1AL
Ambassador

Permanent Representative of the State
of Qatar to the United Nations
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VIEWS OF THE GOVERNMENT OF THE STATE OF QATAR CONCERNING THE
AGENDA AND OTHER RELEVANT QUESTIONS RELATING TO THE SPECIAL

SESSION OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY DEVOTED TO DISARMAMENT

The State of Qatar has consistently and repea.tedly supported the convening of
an international conference devoted e~clusively to the problems of disarmament a.nd
where all nuclear and non-nuclear countries can participate on equal footing in
accordance with the principles of the Disarmament Decade.

Qatar believes that the mass production of chemical, biological and incendiary
weapons and napalm and the USe of such weapons must come to a halt and the special
session must adopt a programme of action prohibiting the manufacture of these
dangerous weapons.

Qatar also believes that zones of peal:!e and nuclear-weapon-free zones should be
created in ordE;r to lay the foundations for inte!"national peace and security. Qatar
attaches great importance particularly on the creation of nuclear-wea.pon-fr~ezones
in the Middle East and in the Indian Ocean. The United Nations in its Special
Session on Disarmament and all States are duty bound GO exert all possible means
on Israel which -has been rejecting the signature and adherence to the
Non-Proliferation Treaty. It is indispensable that all parties concerned in the
area proclaim solemnly and-iJimediately their intention to refrain from producing,
testing, obtaining, acquiring or in a.ny other way, possessing nuclear weapons, a.nd
call upon parties concerned in the area to e.ccede to the Non-Proliferation Treaty.

Qatar has repeatedly·supported the ~claration of the Indian Ocean as a zone
of peace, free of all foreign military bases, whether air or naval, in the territory
of the littoral countries or islands of the Indian Ocean, t:> contribute to the
security of the whole world. For the same reasons, Qatar also supports the
establishlllent of nuclear-weapon-fl"ee zones in South-Asia, the South Pacific and
Latin America.

Moreover, Qatar believes that the Special Session on-Disarmament should seek
to safeguar6'. sovereignty - independence and territorial integrity of all States, as
well as sovereignty over their natural resources.

As a member of the Non-Aligned Movement, Qatar is determined to contribute
positively toward the success of the special session which should constitute an
important step tc\ward bringing about a complete and general disarmament under
international cOI1,trol.
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PREPARATORY COMMITTEE FOR THE SPECIAL
SESSIOlIJ OF THE GEHERAL ASSEMBLY
DEVO'l'"ED TO DISARMAMENT

N"ote verbale dated 2 June 1977 from the Charge d'Affaires a. i. of
Portugal to the United illations addressed to the Secretary-General

The Charge d'Affaires a.i.,of Portugal to the United Nations presents his
compliments to the Secretary-General of the United Nation.s and has the honour to
transmit herewith the views of the Government of Portugal in response to His
Excellency's note OR 421/6(3) dated 28 January 1977 regarding the convocation of
a special session of the General Assembly devoted to disar.mament.
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Suggestions of the Portuguese Government regardins
the special session of the GeDgral Assembly devoted

·to disarmament

'D1e Portuguese Government supports the convocation ot a special session Colt the
United Nations General Assemb.ly devoted to disarmament', as proposed in paragraph 1
of resolution 311189 B ot the thirty-first session of the General Assembly. Such

. ~nitiative meets tJ1e concerns repeateclly expressed by the Portuguese Government
regarding the increasing armaments race that has been taking p~ace since the Second
World War and that has led to the waste of non-renewable resources and technicsl
knowledae extreJRly necessary tor the progress ot mankind.

However, the changes that have been taking place in international relations
during past years c;reate renewed hopes in the results of a wide discussion ot
di8&l'111BDleDt problems.

The Soviet-American talks on the limitation ot strategic weapons and the
balanced reduction of armaments should be considered in this context.

ID 'themu~e~tandingot the Portuguese Government, the principal objective of
the apecial session must be to arouse intema.tional public opinion regarding the
sravity ot the problems representijJd by the -unrestrained accmntl1ation of armaments
Dd to encourage the creation of a new spirit that will generate a. decisive impetus
in the disarmameut negotiations. .

In its opinion, the work of the Assembly should be oriented as tollows:

I. States should be represented on a high level.

11. 111e genaral debate should a.void confrontations ot a political cha.racter
ad. without being a mere repetition of the UBUaJ. discussions, should lead to the
approval ot a decltu"ation of principles t accepted by all States, which would
express the new appi'Oach in the disarmament negotiations.

Ill. In speciali~ed coDiDittees .there should be debated and approved:

(a) Concrete measures for disarmament or arms limitation, prepared by
specialized bodies.

(b) A p~sramme of medium and long-term action in which would be indica.ted
the problems needing prioxoity treatment. Among those, 'the Portuguese Government
suggests:

(1) Nuclear disarmament.

(2) Prohibition ot the manutactw;oe of new types of weapons ot mass
destruction. and reduction t under international control, of e:::!sting nuclear
arsenals. vith a vielt towards their complete extinction.
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(3) Prohibition of chemical, bacteriological (biological) and inc~ndiaryweapons.

(-4) Control Md r.eduction of the manufacture and trans fer of conventionalweapons.

The Por'.::,uguese Government is fully conscious of the difficulties involved inselving the a.bove-mentioned problems; respcmsiToil:i.ty for this should be given to.organs of a necessarily specialized nature within which opinions of all interestedStates should be heard,. The Portuguese Government, ho"r4-~ver~ does not believe thatstri~t timing can be fixed for the fulfilment of these measures •
.IV. One of the matters that must be carefully studi~d by the spe~ial sessionof the General Assembly is that of revision of the role of the United Nations,particularly its Centre for Disarmament. in the negotiations and stUdies to beundertaken. Also, should be reviewed the activi ties , composition and wcrk m.ethodsof other bodies charged with this type'of negotiations.

As was stated earlier, special attention must be taken to inform publicopinion of 'the problems and measures related to disarmament.

As the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Portugal stated in the general debateof the thirty-first session of the General Assembly:

ilPortugal is concerned about the intensification of the arms race, sootten camouflaged behind pacifistic declarations, and would like to seeconsecrated international detente &ld the existence of zones where therewould be no risk of violent confrontations •••

11 ••• Portugal does not refra.in from a.n intense intervention in thisdomain and believ~s that the small nations can now play a' decisive role inthe defense of the conditions of their security, so often different fromthose intended by the great powers."

Finally, the Portuguese Government must yet emphasize that, in a spirit ofconciliation, the resolutions of the Assembly must be adopted, whenever possible,by consensus, the only way of ensuring their universal applicability.

The Portuguese Government would like to declare once again its intention toco-operate most actively in the work of the special session devoted to disa~ament.
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(Signed) Radha Krishna RAMPHUL
Ambass~dor Extraordinary

and Plenipotentiary

Letter dated 9 June 1977 from the Permanent Representative of
Mauritius to the United Nations addressed to tae Chairman 0l:

the Preparatory Committe~

PREPARATORY COMMITl'EE FOR THE SPECIAL
SESSION OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
DEVOTED TO DISARHAMENT

I have the honour to submit attached for circulation as a document of the
Preparatory Committee for the special session of the General Assembly devoted to
disarmament, i.e. a working paper containing some views on the ~ontent of the
declaration on disarmament to be elaborated by the Preparatory Committee for
submission to the special session.
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Annex

Working paper containing elements to be included in the declarationon disarmament submitted by the Permanent Representative of
Mauritius to the United Nations on 9 June 1971

The framework

1. During the three decades that have elapsed since the Second World War, vasttransformations have taken place in the world and this development is continuing.The process of decolonization is nearly completed and has transformed thegeopolitical map of the world. All States, regardless of their size and theireconomic and military potential, are increasingly active in the discussion andsolution of major issues.

2. While fully recognizing the important role and responsibilities of greatPowers with respect to peace and security~ the small arid medium-sized States, thedeveloping countries and the non-aligned States, are all parties which must beinvolved in this time and age when the process of scientific and technologicaladvance and democratization is producing a new form of 'World society. The worldis in the search for a more and just acceptable world order. The positive resultsof this search are, however, constantly threatened by the co~tinuing arms race.In an international environment dominated by the arms race, military and strategicconsiderations stand to shape the over-all relations between States affecting alsoall other relation3 and transactions. Only if we make a major progress in thefield of disarmament will it be possible to create a system of world order basedon collective responsibility and a climate of international confidence.

3. The vast arsenals already accumulated and the ongoing ~ace to produce newarms make the peace and security of our world less stable. Stocks of nuclearweapons in the possession of the nuclear Powers have already for many years beensufficient to destroy the world many times over. Still the number of nuclearwarheads have increased fivefold in the last eight years. In addition, theseweapons are constantly being diversified and their performance characteristicsimproved. Already today we observe the development by the major Powers of newgenerations and types of nuclear weapons that are smaller in power b~t moreaccurate in finding their intended target. These can lead to a gradual erosionof the dividing line between the use of nuclear and conventional weapons. Thedanger over the spread of nuclear weapons increases with every year as the art ofnuclear technology becomes more widely known. The so=called conventional weaponsare becoming increasingly sophisticated and deadly. There is the real possibility.of development of new, even more dangerous weapons of mass destruction which wouldpose additional innumerable hazards to all mankind.

4. There is an evident need to end the present trend of massive diversion tomilitary ends of financial resources, manpower, raw materials, technical skillsand development capability. There is today a greater awareness that the wholeworld is facing a series of urgent and important problems which will require themobilization of all energies and resources ~or their solution. Chief among thesequestions is the problem of development and the associated task of establishing a

/ ....
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new international economic ~rder. There are consequently large claims on
investment, research and other resources in direct competition with military
demands. The arms race with its economic costs and social and political effects
constitutes the single most massive obstacle to effective progress. Effective
disarmament is needed to release resources for the peaceful development of all,
and especially o~ the developing countries. Disarmament must be a vital part of
our attempts to restructure the world order politically, economically and socially.
The need is today greater than ever.

5. Relieving the cpld war atmosphere has had an important effect in relaxing the
international climate, thereby diminishing the risk of an over-all nuclear war.
But detente has not extended to all areas of the world and it has not yet been able
to lead to ~ real break-through in the process of disarmament.

6. The disarmament efforts, since the Second World War, have produced some very
modest results in the ~ature of arms limitation, rather than disarmament. The
thrust has been on regulating competition in armaments proscribing certain
developments deemed to be particularly destabilizing, costly or otherwise
unacceptable rather than an attempt to sUbstantially reduce important weapons
systems. In the context of a rapidly innovating arms race such an approach is
bound to fail. Technological innovations tend to outstrip the pace of
negotiations. The momentum of the arms race makes it circumvent the too weak
barriers that ha,ve been built to stop it. Partial and colJ..ateral measures can
play a role in the cessation reversal of the arms race only if they are conceived
as part of a broader programme aimed at substantial disarmament in areas of
weaponry of central military significance ultimately leading to general and
complete disarmament and particularly nuclear disarmament under effective
international control.

7. Disarmament should be approached in a comprenensive manner, efforts should
aim at real disarmament. Work should be resumed on the elaboration of a treaty on
general and complete disarmament.

Principles for disarmament negotiations

8. The goal of negotiations is to achieve agreement on a programme which will
ensure:

Ca) That disarmament is general and complete and war is no longer an
instrument for settling international problems;

Cb) That such disarmament is accompanied by the establishment of reliable
procedures for the peaceful settlement of disputes and effective arrangements for
the maintenance of peace in accordance with the principles of the Charter of the
United Nations.

9. The highest priority should be given to disarmament matters dealing with
nuclear weapons.
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10. . All States should ha~re the opportunity to express their views on the substance
and basic principles of such a programme a~d on its scope, practical w~s and means
of i~plementing it and other aspects of the programme; they should particip~te

actively in terms of full equality in all phases of negotiations on the drafting
of the programme so that it may embody the will of all peoples and give expression
to their fundamental interests.

11. ~ne participation of all nuclear-weapon States and of all other major
military powers'in the efforts to contain the nuclear arms race and to reduce and
eliminate all armaments is indispensable for a full measure of success in the
disarmament efforts.

12. Disarmament being a matter of great concern to all States and to all peoples,
there is a pressing need for all Governments and peoples to be informed about and
understand the prevailing Eitu~tion in the field of the arms race and disarmament
and that the United Nations has a central role in this connexion in keeping with
its obligations under the Charter of the United Nations. The problems of
disarmament and particularly nuclear disarmament should not be a secret held by
certain categories of persons, politicians and soldiers; they directly affect the
security and the very lives of peoples and the peoples should know what action to
take in this direction in order to be able to have their say and defend their
vital interests. That is why public opinion and peoples of all countries must be
fully informed and periodic reports must be issued on the current status of
armaments and its consequences and on the steps to be taken to stop the arms race.

13. The United Nations which bears responsibility for disarmament under the Charter
should be kept informed of all unilateral, bilateral or multilateral ef'forts
thereon.

14. No disarmament or disarmament-related measure should adversely affect the
scientific, technological or economic future of nations. All nations have ~l
rights of access to all achievements of science and technology without any
restrictions whatsoever. .

Principles for the disarmament process

15. Internationa: agreement in the field of disarmament concluded so far should
become universal and all parties should fulfil all the obligations arising from
these treaties.

16. The programme for general and complete disarmament shall ensure that States
will have at their disposal only such non-nuclear ~rmaments, forces, facilities
and establishments as are agreed to be necessary to maintain internal order and
protect the personal security of citizens; and that States shall suppo:l."~' 8.nd
provide agreed manpower for a United Nations peace force.

17. To this end, the programme for general and complete disarmament shall contain
the necessary provisions, with respect to the military establishment of every
nation for:

. / ...
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(a) The disbanding of armed forces, the dismantling of military establishments,
including bases, the cessation of the production of armaments as well as their
liquidation or conversion to peaceful uses;

(b) The elimination of all stockpiles df nuclear, chemical, bacteriological
and qther weapons of mass destruction, ana the cessation of the production of such
weapons;

(c) The elimination of all means of delivery of weapons of mass destruction;

(d) The abolition of organizations and institutions designed to organize the
military effort of States, the cessation of military training, and the closing of
all military training institutions;

(e) The discontinuance of military expenditures.

18. The disarmament programme should be implemented in an agreed sequence, by
stages, until it is completed, with each measure and stage carried out within
specified time-limits. Transition to a sUbsequent stage in the process of.
disarmament should take place upon a review of the implementation of measures
included in the preceding stage and upon a decision that all such measures have
been implemented and verified and that any additional verification arrangements
required for measures in th~ next stage are, when appropriate, ready to operate.

19. All measures of general and complete disarmament should be balanced so that at
no stage of the implementation of the treaty could any State or group of States
gain military advantage and that security is ensured equally for all.

20. All disarmament JIleasures should be implemented from beginning to end under
such strict and effective international control as would provide firm assurance
that all parties are honouring their obligations. During and after the
implementation of general and complete disarmament, the most thorough control
should be exercised, the nature and extent of such control depending,on the
requirements for verification of the disarmament measures being carried out in
each stage. \ To implement control over and inspection of disarmament, an
international disarmament organization including all parties to the agreement
should be created within the framework of the United Nations. This international
disarmament organization and its inspecto~s should be assured unrestricted access
without veto to all places, as necessary for the purpose of effective verification.

21. Progress in disa~a~ent should be accompanied by measures to strengthen
institutions for maintaining peace arid the settlement of international disputes by
peaceful means. During and after the implementation of th~ programme of general
and complete disarmament, there should be taken, in accordance with the principles
of the United Nations Charter, the necessary measures to maintain international
peace and security, including the obligation of States to place at the disposal of
the United Nations agreed manpower necessary for an international peace force to
be equipped with agreed types of armaments. Arrangements for the use of this force
should ensure that the United ~jations can effectively deter or suppress any threat
or use of arms in viOlation of the purposes and principles of the United Nations.
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.22. States participating in the negotiations should seek to achieve and. implementthe widest possible agreement at the earliest possible date. Efforts shouldcontinue without interruption until agreement upon the total programme has beenachieved, and efforts to ensure early agreement on and implementation of measuresof disarmament should be undertaken without prejudicing progress on an agreementon the total programme and in such a way that these measures would facilitate andform part of that programme.

Other elements

23. The General Assembly should consider annually the progress made in theimplementation of the comprehensive programme. Every three years, the GeneralAssembly should review the comprehensive programme and revise it as.warranted.This will entail Qn evaluation of the over-all situation in the field ofdisarmament and a comparison between the development in regard to armaments anddisarmament. The Disarmament Commission might be reactivated and entrusted withpart of this task.

24. The practice of requesting the Secretary-General to prepare, with theassistance of expert consultants, authoritative studies on concrete questionsrelating to the arms race and disarmament should be continued.

25. The advisability of carrying out studies by qUalified groups of experts onspecific problems of disarmament, which warrant it, should be carefully exploredin the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament.

26. There should be more conferences and scientific exchanges among scientl.sts andexperts from various countries on the problem of the arms race and disarmament.
27. Universities and academic institutes should be encouraged to ~atablishcontinuing courses and seminars to study problems of the arms race, militaryexpenditures and disarmament.

28. The increased exchanges and publications of relevant information and datashould lead to greater openness, to the establishment of greater confidence a!!tOngStates ~nd increased knowledge and interest in these matters among the pUblic.
29. The feasibility· of convening, in due time and after appropriate preparatorywork, a world disarmament conference of all States should be thoroughly studied.
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Note verbale dated 10 June 1977 from the Permanent
Represe~ative of Egypt to the United Nations

add~~ssed to the Secretar§-General

~

A/AC.187/61
14 June 1977
ENGLISH
ORIGE~AL: ARABIC

Distr.
GENERAL.

The Permanent Representative of the Arab Republic of Egypt to the UnitedNations presents his compliments to the Secretary~Generalof the United Nations
and~ with reference to his note No. CR 421/6(3) dated 19 May 1977 whereby theSecretary-General invites all States to communicate to him ;ltheir views andsuggestions on the agenda and all other relevant questions relating to the specialsession of the General Assembly not later than 15 April 1977") has the honour toenclose herewith the Egyptian Government views in Arabic.

PREPARATORY COi:lIvlITTEE FOR THE SPECIAL
SESSION OF THE GE;::rERAL ASSEltJELY
DEVOTED TO DISAJU'~,fiill~T

GENERAL
ASSEMBLY

UNITED NATIONS

77-11686
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REPLY OF THE p~~ REPUBLIC OF EGYPT CONCERNING VIEWS
AND SUGGISTIC:TS ON TflE SPECIP~ SESSION OF THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY DEVOTED TO DISARM.AY.1I:KT IN ACCORDANCE WITH

GENERAL ASSEMBLY RESOLUTION 31/189 B

I. Introduction

1. The Government of the .Arab Republic of Egyp~ has always supported all
efforts and constructive proposals made for arriving at general and complete
disarmament under effective international control and has submitted a number of
suggestions which make a positive contribution towards the realization of this
major goal, both with regard to regional action to save specific regions from the
serious consequences of the arms race, in particular the riuclear arms race, and
with regard to international action to halt this momentous race which threatens
humanity and its achievements with total destruction at a time when the peoples of
the world are being deprived of important resources which could contribute to its
progress or help in coping with development problems, particularly with regard to
developing countries.

2. General and complete disarmament under effective international control is
therefore right~ regarded as one of the major objectives at the current stage of

. international development, if not the major objective to which many other
objectives, not least among them the turning of the wheel of development, the
reform of the international economic order and the direction of scientific progress
along a sound course which will serve the cause of peace, justice and progress 
the objectives for which the United Nations was founded and which it has made its
final objectives - are linked and on which they are based.

3. On the basis of the above views and convictions, the Egyptian Government
. cannot but support the convening of a special session of the United Nations General
Assenioly devoted to discussion of this major and vital topic; this support is
reflected, in its support for the General Assembly resolution on the convening of
this session.

H. The non-aligned movement and 415 armament

1. Ever since the establishment of this movement, of which Egypt is proud to
be a founder, the non-aligned States have taken a firm stand calling for general
and complete disarmament. The position of the non-aligned group has been a
reliable expression' of. the hopes which have tempted mankind ever since armament
or the arms race became a threat to the future of humanity, just as it J.B a threat
to its present, in view of the heavy 'burdens which it represents and Which are
actually borne by all peqples of the world at the expense of their. progress,
prosperity and security.

2. The States of the non-aligned group, both within the framework of the
Unit~d Nations and the General Assembly and within the framework' of the Ad Hoc
Committee on the World Disarmament Conference, have played a positive role in
promoting the objective of the realization of tangible progress towards
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disarmament; the initiative to convene a special session of the General Assemblydevoted to disarmament arose from the first Non-aligned Summit Conference and wasreaffirmed at the fifth Non-aligned Summit Conference held in August 1916 inColombo (Sri Lanka).

3. The non-aligned group took as its starting-point for this ini~iative thefact that the time has come to instigate joint action and a collectiveinternational approach in order to 'achieve genuine progress towards general andcomplete disarmament through the United Nations, which is considered the rightfulframework for the establishment of a world strategy to guarantee progress towardsthis objective. Moreover, the General Assembly's decision to undertake a studyof the question and its adoption of a significant number of declarations andresolutions on disarmament make it the most appropriate body to review measuresin respect o'f which widespread acceptance has been achieved and to determine whatprogress or action can be established on the basis ,thereof.

4. Furthermore, the non-al~gned States believe that the policy of the use offorce, which is regarded as the basis of the continuation of unjust circumstancespresenting a threat to world peace, stems from, is based on, and finds itsexpression in the continuation and development of ar-maments and the savage armsrace. Therefore, a halting of the arms race, the reduction of armaments, anddisarmament will serve to weaken and Ultimately put an end to the policy ofreliance on force and the use of force in international relations and open the wayto peaceful negotiation, peaceful coexistence and the peaceful solution ofproblems, which would be a sound expression and faithful implementation of' thepurposes and principles of the Charter, in which the non-aligned movement firmlybelieves.

5. It is, of course, clear that the position of the non-aligned States andthe developing countries generally, and indeed any sound position on the subject ofgeneral and complete disarmament, is based on the need to establish a j~st peaceand put an end to racism in all its forms, foreign occupation and pockets ofcolonialism, not on the imposition, acceptance or consecration of the status quo.The Egyptian Government considers that the elimination of all forms of racialdiscrimination and foreign occupation, the abandonment of theories of dominationand expansion, and respect for all established rights is an essential conditionfor the establishment of a just international order which would form the basicframework for general, complete and effective disarmament.

/ ...

1. Appraisal of the present situation with reB£rd to disarmament:

(a) Despite all the efforts made, the initiatives and decisions taken and theagreements arrived at, the importance of which must not be underestimated, thepractical results are not commensurate with the efforts made and the hopes placedon them. There is a clear contradiction between the pressing need to halt the armsrace - at least - and the paucity of actual achievements in the field and thevicious circle in which international efforts have become engaged.

III. The special session

1
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(b) The efforts currently being made, particula.rly at the bilateral level and
in the light of the responsibilities binding upon the two major Powers under the
provisions of the Charter and in accordance with the specific commitments arising
out of a number of international agreements, in particular article VI of the Treaty
on Non-Proliferation, merit careful attention and support inasmuch as they may
provide an effective point of departure for progress towards the halting of the
arms race and, eventu,ally, general and complete disarmament itself. This by no
means negates the importance of joint international action, nor is it a substitute
for "it. The issue is world-wide in its dimensions' and consequences, hence the
'importance of the forthcoming special seS!sion.

2. General principles of Egypt's position concerning the special session:

(a) The Egyptian Government would like to emphasize its faith in the role of
the United Nations in ta~kling all the problems facing mankind in our present age.
It would, however, at the same time, like to point out that a major step such as
a special session of the General Assembly should not conclude merely with a
declaration or declarations concerning the international community's zeal for
disarmament, but must tackle the problem with in-depth studies which take into
account the technical, political, economic, social and informational aspects of the
subject and which serve to link and co-ordinate the measures taken to this end in
the past with those being taken currently and those which may be taken in the near
future. In addition, there is the important question of planning for a programme
divided into time phases over which progress towards the agreed objectives is to be
achieved, taking into. account the elements mentioned above and other elements. All
this indicates clearly the important role which the Preparatory Committee must play
in steering action towards the realization of this study on a world-wide level and
towards the achievement of significant results at this session.
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(b) Furthermore, efforts must be made to check the trend towards
auctioneering and opportunism and prevent it from dominating, or at lea~

infiltrating, the discussions of the special ses~ion, as this possibility emerges
from some of the replies, which indicate a desire to utilize the occasion of the
session for the realization of specific objectives. In this connexion, in order to
make the matter clear, the Arab Republic of Egypt would point out once again that
the framewoI~ of the United Nations and acceptance of its decisions and the
agreements concluded under its auspices constitute the only appropriate basis for
serious and sincere work on general and complete disarmament.

(ii)

(ili)

(c) With regard to the decision taken by the Preparatory Committee for the
Special Session at its first session that decisions and declarations of the session
are to be based on consensuS where possible and that, vhere this is not possible,
the rules of procedure of the General Aesembl~ shall a.pI:ly in the taking of
decisions, the Egyptian Government oonsiders that cGJnsE&nS~s may be necessary at
the negotiation stage to arrive at agreement on the fundamental principles of
disarmament agreements and th~t wheti these principles have been agreed upon, the
rules of procedure of the General Assembly ~ust ~pply in the drafting process. In
general, consensus must be viewed as a factor for promGting a rapprochement bf
viewpoints and not as a means of hindering progress towards the completion of the
work envisaged.

(iv)

(v)
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3. Programme of action and agenda:

(a) It is essential that the special session should produce, as well as such
declarations and decisions as it may issue, a specific and clear programme of
action indicating the role of all committees and subsidiary organs active in this
field with regard to all points agreed upon or approved for stuQy.

(b) Progr8.Ilh"TIe of action and the role of United Nations bodies and machinery
in international action on disarmament: A study should be made of the role of the
Security Council in the field of disarmament;~ as the Council is the main boQy
concerned with the maintenance of international peace and security. It is
perfectly clear that there is a link between the maintenance of international p,.:;,,,ce
and security, on the one hand, and general and complete' dis arm£.: .;'lent, on the other.
The programme of action should take into consideration the co-ordination of the
political and :security aspects which are within the competence of the Security
Council, the economic and social aspects which are a matter for the Economic and
Social Council, and the technical aspects which concern the Ad Hoc Committee on the
World Disarmament Conference, as well as other aspects referred to specialized
committees and bodies. The General Ass embly will undertake the over-all
supervision and co-ordination of all these efforts within a specific tim~ period.

(c) With regard to the agenda, the Egyptian Government maintains that the
topics to be discussed at the special session, and in the Preparatory Committee for
the Special Session, should Llclude the -Pollowing:

(i) General principles, the link between disarmament anu the establishment of
international peace and justice, and the role of the principal organs of
the United Rations, such as the Security Council, in this respect;

(ii) Examination of what has been achieved so fa~ in the field: of disarmament,
the reduction of armam~nts, the banning of certain nucl~ar tests~ etc.;

(iii) The cessation of nuclear tests and, in particular, the question of the
conclusion of a treaty designed to achieve a comprehensive nuclear test
ban; the extent of implementation of the Treaty on the j:~on-Proliferation

of Nuclear Weapons, and measures for the implementation and strengthening
of that Treaty; the conclusions of the Review Conference held in 1975;
the enhancement of the safeguards system; the establishment of general
p~in~~ples concerning non-proliferation, binding on all parties, as a
result of the entry into force of the Treaty on Non-Proliferation as part
of the applicable rules ef international law;

(iv) The question of nuclear-free zones and its r~lation to eccession to the
Treaty on Non-PrOliferation;

(v) Consideration of measures to be taken in accordance with a specific time
table with regard to the banning of the production, stockpilinb and use of
nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass destruction and the prohibition
of the development of weapons of mass destruction;
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(vi) The importance of international control of peaceful uses; the question of
safeguards; and the measures to be taken in respect of non-compliance by
a State;

(".ri.i) Follow-up of progress achieved in bilateral talks, especially the Strategic
Arms Limitation Talks between the United States and the Soviet Union, in
the light 01' reports sublDitted by the two super-Powers to the special
session. In this connexion, the Egyptian Government pr'clposes thai; il;he
General Assembly should, at its thirty-second session, adopt a resclt:.1;"',on
calling on both super-Powers to submit such reports to the special 5easl~n,

(viii) Disarmament and the llvironment;

(ix) The economi~ aria. social implications of disarmament;

(x) The security of non-nuclear States pending the establishment of a
comprehensive nuclear disarmament rGgime;

(xi) Trade in armaments;

(xii) Machinery to supervise the implementation of eny commitments that may arise
from the resol~tions and instruments a~ ~ted at the special session;

(xiii) United Nations organs active in the field of disarmament;

(xiv) An international information programme on disarmament.

(d) The Preparatory Committee

In addition to determining the agenda Oli which the programme of action and
:~y other measures will be based, the Preparatory" Co~ttee shoUld consider the
frel~JBinary organization 0'1' work and submit its recommendations i.n that respect to
the General Assembly at its forthccmi'ng regular session so that the Asseliibly may
rete~ the "recommendations to the competent organs for study, and for the p-reparation
of theJ'elevant working papers. The Preparatory Committee should then meet :again
before the special $ession in order to finalize the documents for the special session
including anJ declarations and the programme of action.

- 1be 'Work ot the Preparatory Committee sllould receive support from other
organs spe.ci.ali;;i.ng in the field" of disa1'D1ament. Those organs should submit to the
P~paratQ17 eo_ttee ~eportl:) on matters which it has been ag-read should 'be' included
in tt.:: &~nda, so that tb~ york of :the special session wi.ll be new and comprehensive.

,. 'I'hit.'d1..y, tbe Preparatory Committee should examine the political action vh!ch
is to "be comb;i.ned with action in the field of disarmament~ such as that relating to
foreign military occupation and methods of curbing the arms race, so' that it will be
possible to sive conoiderationto the di~continuation and reduction of armaments
and to disarmament.
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Fourthly, the Preparatory Committee should submit a report on the
efficiency of existing disarmament machinery. The Egyptian Government is of the
view that it is important to maintain the Ad Hoc Cozmittee ::m the lvo1"ld Disarmament
Conference since this Committee has covered significant ground in considering
relevant topics, solving a number of issues, and reaching some conclusions.

It would also be worth while .for the Preparatory Committee to study the
possibility of a proposal to amend the Charter by the inclusion of a provision
prohibiting nuclear weapons, or a proposal for a commitment to seek such a
prohibition regarding the proliferation of military nuclear armaments as a threat
to international peace and security. The Committee may also consider the inclusion
in the programme of action of a provision requiring States to submit reports
periodically (e.g. annually) on the extent of their Ruclear armaments, on measures
they have taken in connexion with the reduction of such ~rmaments or the commitment
to nuclear disarmament, and on the enhancement of the authority of international
control of nuclear armaments.

Consideration of an international information programme to be carried out at
all levels to pUblicize the importance of disarmament.

(e) ~ollow-up of the conclusions of the spe~ial session:

Consideration should be given to the convening of another special session,
perhaps on the occasion of the thirty-fifth anniversary of' tl~e United Nations, in
other words, shortly before the thirty-fifth session of the General Assembly, which
will coincide with the end of the Disarmament Decade. Consideration might also be
given to the convening of an international conference on disarmament in which all
nuclear Powers would participate, since without their participation the Conference
'Would serve little purpose. .
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Corrigendum

Note verbale dated 10 June 1977 from the Permanent Representative
of Egypt to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General

PREPARATORY COMM~TTEE FOR THE SPECIAL
SESSION OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
DEVOTED TO DISARMAMENT

Page 2, Section II, sUbparagraph 2

lieplace the words "Ad Hoc Committee on the World Disarmament Conference" by
the words "Conference of the Committee on Disarmament".

Replace the words "convening of an international conference on disaI'lIiament"
by the words "convening of a 'World disarmament conference".

Replace the words "Ad Hoc Committee on the World Disarmament Conference" by
the words "Conference of the Committee on Disarmament".

Page 5, sUbparagraph (b)

77-12376

Page 7, first paragraph

Replace the words "Ad Hoc Committee on the World Disarmament Conference" by
the words "Conference of the Committee on Disarmament".

Page I, last paragraph

GENERAL
ASSEMBLY

UNITED NATIONS
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PREPARfl-TORY COMMITTEE FOR THE SPECIAL
SESSION OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
DEVOTED TO DISARMAMENT

Letter dated 2 June 1977 from the Permanent Representative of
Mauritius to the United Nations addressed to the Secretariat

of the United Nations

In view of the importance of the statement by the Secretary-General at the
opening of the Preparatory Committee for the Special Session of the General Assembly
Devoted to Disarmament, r have the honour to request that the text of His
Excellency rs statement be circulated in extenso as a document of the Preparatory
Committee. -

(Si€jned) Radha Krishna RAMPHUL
Ambassador Extraordinary

and Plenipotentiary

77-11789 I ...
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Statement made by the Secretary-General at the openinp.:
session of the Preparatory Committee for the Special
Session of the General Assembly Devoted to Disarmament

~ 28 March 1977

Disarmament is a vital aspect of the primary function of the Organization,
the maintenance of international peace and security, and we are now beginning
tlie preparations for the special session which 'Will, in all probability, be
the largest, most representative gathering ever convened to consider the
question of disarmament in all its aspects. Accordingly ~ I wish to take this
opportunity to make some comments on the tasks ahead and on the role of the'
United Nations.

In order to tackle the question of disarmame~t in all its ramifications,
we must examine the underlying problems of international order. During the
three decades which have elapsed since the Second World ~Tar, vast transformations
have occurred, and this development is continuing. The process of decolonization
is nearly completed and has transformed the geopolitical map of the world. All
States, regardless of their size and their economic or military potential, are
increasingly active in the discussion and solution of major issues.

~rhile fully recognizing the important role and responsibilities of the
great Powers with respect to peace and security, the small and medium-sized
States, the developing countries and the non-aligned States are all parties
which must be involved in this time and age when the process of scientific and
technological advance and democratization is producing a new form of world
society. The holding of a special session on disarmament may, therefore, be an
important element in the search for a more just and equitable world order. The
positive results of this search are, however, constantly threatened by the
continuing arms race. In an international environment a.ominated by the arms race,
military and strategic considerations tend to shape the over-all relations between
States, affecting also all other relations and transactions. Unless an end is put
to the arms race and unless a vigorous process of disarmament and, particularly,
nuclear disarmament is initiated, there can be no guarantee that relations among
States would be, in fact, based on the principles of national independence and
sovereignty, of non~interference in the domestic affairs of other States, of
full eg,uality of rights, of non-resort to force or to the threat of force and of
the right of every people to decide its own destiny.

It is, therefore, evident that the United Nations cannot be expec'fed to
function on the basis of the Charter and international law unless we succeed in
making ma,jor progress in the field of disarmament. Only then will it be possible
to create a system of world order based on collective responsibility and a
climate of international confidence.

The vast arsenals already accumulated and the ongoing race to produce new
arms make the peace and security of our world leSs stable. Stocks of nuclear
weapons in the possession of the nuclear Powers have already for many years been
SUfficient to destroy the world many times over. Still, the number of nuclear
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warheads has increased fivefold in the last ei~ht years. In,addition, these
weapons are constantly being diversified and their performance characteristics
improved. Already today we observe the development:. by the major Powers, ol' new
genera:ti6ns and types of nuclear weapons that are small.er in p01·rer but more:
accurate in findin~ their intended targets. This can lead to a gradual erosion of
the dividinr. line between the use of nuclear and conventional weapons. The
danr.er of a further spread of nuclear weapons increases with every year as the art
of nuclear technology becqmes more widely knovm. The so-called conventional
weapons are becoming increasin~ly sophisticated and deadly.

At the same time, we see a discussion among scientists of the possibilities
of development of new; even more danqerous lveapons of mass destruction, which
would face mankind with additional innumerable hazards: In this situation there
is only one road available that leads the world towards a peaceful and pros~crous

future ~ and that road is to"rarCl.s dise.rmament.

Progress in disarmament is alse needed in order to end the present trend
of a massive diversion to military ends of financial resources, manp01ver, raw
materials, technical skills and research £md development capability. There is
today a greater awareness that the world is facin~ a series of ur~ent arid important
problems which will require ~he mobiliza~ion of all our energies and resources for
their solution. Chief among these questions is the problem of development and
the associated task of establishing a new international economic order. There are,
consequently~ large claims on investment, research and other resources in direct
competition with military demands. The arms race with its economic costs and social
and political effects constitutes the single most ma.ssive obstacle to effective
progress.

For a number of years, world military expenditure has been around $300 billion
per year. Every year, the military absorb resources equivalent to about t"ro thirds
of the aggre~ate gross national product of the countries which tor-ether com~rise the
poorest half of the world:s population.

The vast benefits which could result from even triflin~ reductions in arms
expenditures are evident in ~any fields. So, for example, the World Health
Organization has spent about 083 million over 10 years to eradica~e smallpox
in the world. That amount "rould not ~ven suffice to bUy a sinp.:le modern supersonic
bomber. The Horld Health prograrnr..e to eradicate malaria in the world at an .
estimated cost of some G450 million, is dra~rinp on due to lack of funds. Yet
its total cost over the years is only half of what is spent every day for military
purposes.

In the area of nutrition, half a billion people are severely malnourished.
A large proportion of young children in developin~ countries are blocked in their
physical and mental development because of diet deficiencies with incalculable
consequences for the next r:eneration. In recf.'::1t years famine has struck enti:r:::
regions of the world. Pt the Uorld Food Conference in 1971~ it was estimated
that development assistance to ar-riculture needed to be steppecl. up to t-5~·6 billion
annually for the remainder of this decade.
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l~ile fund commitments for this purpose have risen sUbstantially since then,
they are still off the target of $2-3 billion. A reductio~ of the military budgets
of industrialized countries by a mere 1 per cent would be sufficient to close this
gap.

In the field of. scientific and technological capability the diversion of
resources to military ends is most massive. It is estimated that 25 per cent of
the world's scientific manpower is engaged in military-related pursuits and that
40.per cent of all research and development spending in the "Torld is devoted to
military purposes.

It is estimated that for the wor.ld as a Whole, altogether 60 million people are
engaged in military-related occupations, uniformed or civilian, public or private.
This corresponds to the entire labour force in manUfacturing in Europe outside the
Soviet Union, or to 70 per cent of the total employed in the United States in all
branches of activity. The arms race and the military expenditures thus create a
burden on all peoples and interfere with the economic development of all States.
Today, when the international community has accepted the objective of a new
interna:tional economic order, this burden should no longer be tolerated.

Effective disarmament is, therefore, needed to release resources for the
peaceful development of all, and especially of the developing countries.
Disarmament must be a vital'part of our attempts to restructure the world order,
politically, economically and socially. The need is today greater than ever.

It is obvious that relieving the cold war atmosphere has nad an important
eff.ect in relaxing the international climate, thereby diminishing the risk that
peripheral conf~icts will escalate into nuclear war. Improvement of international
co-operation, as recognized in the Helsinki Delcaration on Security and Co-operation
in Europe, is a prerequisite for a lessening of tensions. But detente has not
extended to all areas of the world and it has not yet been able to lead to a real
breakthrough in the process of disarmament.

Looking back over the disarmament efforts since the· Second t-Torld l-Tar, there
have been some, although 17'.odest? r.chievl:r-cmts. With the exception of the Convention
prohibiting biological weapons, the results have been in the nature of arms
limitation rather than disarmament. The thrust has been on regulatine competition
in armaments, proscribing certain developments deemed to be particularly
destabilizing, costly or otherwise unacceptable, rather than an attempt to
substantially reduce important weapons systems.

There is, todaY. a growing'realization that in the context of a rapidly
innovating arms race such an approach is bound to fail. Technological inventions
tend to outstrip the pace of negotiations. The momeiltum of the arms race makes it
circumvent the too wea.k barriers that have been built to stop it.

Partial and collateral measures can play a role in the cessation and
SUbsequent reversal of the arms race only if they are conceived as part of a
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broader programme" aimed at subGtantial disarmament in areas of weaponry of centl'almilitary significance ultimately leading to general and complete disar.mament and,particularly, nuclear. disarmament under effective international control.
What is needed, then, is a comprehensive approach to disarmament that is aimedat real disar.mament and which is realistic concer.ning both the possibilities ofdisarmament and the dangers of a continued lack of decisive progress.
It is in realization of this need of a new approach that the Gen~ral Assembly Ihas taken the decisive step to call for a special session devoted to disarmament.I hope that this initiative will become a turning point -in our search fordisarmament and thereby move us closer to attaining the broad objectives tor 'Whichthe United Nations was created. But there must be a willingness on the part of allto participate actively in what may be a very difficult and long drawn-ollt process.
There is a need to carry out the most careful preparations for the specialsession so that when it is convened, States will cane to it ~Tith a readiness toovercome their political differences, to discuss openly and to negotiate in goodfaith •. There should also be an involvement by world public opinion and theorganizations, governmental and non-governmental, that 'are active in mobilizingthis opinion. The United Nations General Assembly has repeatedl)" stressed thatabsolute priority should be assigned to nuclear disarmament. 'While we are meetingtoday, important negotiations between the Soviet Union and the United States havejust resumed in Moscow in an effort to overcome the present difficulties in theirstrategic talks. It is my earnest hope that the parties will reach 8gt"eement onimportant qualitative limitations and substantial reductions of their strategicnuclear weapons systems. Proposals have also been made, some agreements reached,and further negotiations are under way on such measures as the discontinuance otnuclear-weapon-free zones, preventing an arms race on the sea-bed, prohibitionof :the use of nuclear weapons, etc. It is my firm belief that only by. haltingthe production of nuclear weapons and the liquid,ation of the exisiing stocks canone Ultimately eliminate the danger of their ·further horizontal proliferation andthe prevention of a nulcear holocaust.

Importance should also be attached to the adoption of measures in the fieldof chemical and biological weapons, incendiary and othel" conventional weapons, aswell as to partial measures of disarmament, the reduction of military expenditures,and other means of military disengagement, leading eventually to general and incomplete disarmament, which was proclaimed as the main goal of the United ~lationsmore than a decade ago.

Under the prevailing circumstances, it is essential to give the United Nationsan enhanced role in the field of disarmament. It was in this spirit that Iproposed, two years ago, that the General Assembly should consider a basic reviewof the role of the United Nations in disarmament. I asked what could be done, inpractical and realistic terms, to strengthen the role of the United Nationssuch a way th~t the necessary prop,ress could be achieved in this fiel:d. I made atthat time some concrete proposals concerning infor.mation and studies on disarmament,
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the conduct of relevant discussions and negotiations, as well as for the follow-up
of disarmament agreements xeached. I am pleased with the response of the
General Assembly to this proposal. The measures adopted constitute a b~ginning

that should be continued with determination.

The special session should be a turning point in our efforts to promote real
and substantial measures aimed at achieving the ultimate goal of general and
com~lete disarmament under effective international control. I wish to assure you
that we in the Secretariat ~ill spare no effort to contribute to the successful
preparation for and conclusion of the special session.

The international community is at the crossroads. People expect the United
Nations to act to put an end to the arms race. The task is complex. Let us try,
through mutual co-operation and understanding, to fulfill their high expectations.
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Note verbale dated 7 June 1977 from the'Permanent
Mission of Surinam to the United Nations addressed

to the Secretary-General

The Permanent Mission of the Republic of Surinam to the United Nationspresents its compliments to the Secretary-General of the United Nations and, withreference to His Excellency's circular note No. OR 421/6(3) dated 28 January 1977regarding the special session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmamentscheduled for Hay/June 1978 in New York, has the honour to inform the latter of thef.ollowing views of the Surinam Government on the agenda and all other relevantquestions relating to the special session.

Disarmament is of vital interest to all States. The Surinam Government,therefore, welcomes the special session as a forum where all States can considerand express their views on this ~portant issue and consequently attaches greatimportance to the work 1;1J be done at the special session.

It is the view of the Surinam Government that the unbridled production,stockpiling of., and trade in conventional weapons, poses a serious· threat tointernational peace and security and to the very existence of mankind. The unabatedarms race not only menaces international peace and security but should be regardedas a regrettable waste of time, energy and resources in a world where poverty andhunger are still prevailing.

The Government of Surinam, furthermore, is firmly opposed to the productionand use of nuclear arms and other weapcms' for mass-destruction. In accordance "Tithits deeply felt conviction on this matter the Surinam Government recently ratifiedthe Treaty for the Prohibition ef Nuclear ~Teapons in Latin .America, concluded at£.1exico City on 14 Februa.ry 1967 (Treaty of Tlatelolco) and Additienal Protocol IIof 1968 relating ~o it.

It is the opinion of the Government ot Surinam that the special session shouldbe aimed at praotical, genuine and durable solutions in order to contain the furtherproduction and proliferation ot arms and simultaneousl] at setting the process ofgeneral disa~ment into motion. Given the limited period of the session,

77-12045 I , ..
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participants should en? ~avour to muk~ the most effective use of the time available.
A lengthy general debate should therefore be avoided, as such a debate may result
in b~stile exchanges and statements of a predominently propagandistic nature.

The Surinam Government suggests that the agenda of the special session include
the following items:

. I. The drawing up of a balance-sheet of weapon~ for maSS-destruction and
their'locations;

II. Prohibition of research, production, stockpiling and proliferation of
nuclear and other weapons for maSS-destruction;

III. Cessat20n of all nuclear-weapon tests;

ri. Establishment of nuclear-weapon-free zones and zones of peace;

V. The role of the United Nations in the field of disar.mament.

Since the issues to be dealt with during the special sessio~ concern the very
survival of mankind as a Whole, the question of disarmament cannot be considered as
regarding only a few powerful States, but as a matter of vital interest to a1]
peoples of the 't-Jorld.

Hence one of the objectives of the special session should be that widest
possirle information be given with regard to the dangers of the arms race and the
manner in which the session will be dealing with this problem.

Finally, the Surinam Government expresses its hope that the special sessi,~

on disarmameLt will marA an important stage in the pro~ess of halting the o::.rms 1.

and the re~lization of the goal of world-wide disarmament.
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PREPAHATORY COMMITTEE FOR THE SPECIAL
SESSION OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
DEVOTED TO DISARMAMENT

Note verbale dated 30 June 1977 f'rom the Permanent
Representative o~ Sri Lanka to the United Nations

addressed to the Secretary-General

The special session ,vill perhaps be a culmination o~ e~~orts set in motionby non-aligned countries as ~ar back "as 1961 at their first summit con~erence inBelgrade. At the fifth summit con~erence o~ non-aligned countries held inSri Lanka, heads o~ State or GoV(rnmellt reiterated their call ~or a special sessiono~ the Genera.l Assembly devoted to disarmament. H; is gratifying thatresolution 31/189 B was spcnsor~d by a large number o~ non~aligned and othercountries and was adopted without recourse to vote which is indicative o~ the widesupport ~or a special session among Member States o~ the United Nations.

The special session should undertake a ~ank and comprehensive evaluation o~the present state o~ negotiations on disarmament and examine in depth the impactwhich the continuation o~ the arms race is having on international peace andsecurity. .An important ,objective of'the special session should also be a studyo~ the massive expenditure O!l arms production, research and development and anexamination o~ ways and means o~ diverting such resources :for the economic andsocial well-being o~ all mankind. The reallocation, o~ course on the basis o~criteria relevant to development assistance, of even a portion o~ the estimated~300 billion being ex-pended on armaments cannot ~ail to have a signi~icant e~~ecton the world economy as a whole.

Without seeking to prejudge the deliberations o~ the special session, theSri Lanka Government is of' the view that the existing machinery ~ol" disarmamentshould be supplemented i~ signi~icant results are to be realized. Whilenegotiations being conducted bilaterally, regionally and between groups o~ Stateshave made some progress in limited areas, these negotiations must be expedited andextended in scope i~ they are to have a worth-while impact on the dangerous and~utile escalation o~ the arms race.

The Sri Lanka Government shares the wid ely held view that all Member Stateso~ the United Nations should have an active role in disarmament negotiations. Whilefew measures in the ~ield o~ disarmament can be really ef'~ective ivithout the
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participation of all nuclear Powers and the militarily significant States, smaller
States are no less concerned about the present continuing military ·escalation, the
consequences of which have a greater, more adverse economic effect on the smaller
and militarily weaker States. It is of course recognized that for practical
reasons it would not be feasible for all States to participate at all times in
negotiations leading to disarmament, but this should not preclude opportunities
for the views and interests of all States to be taken into ac -'ount in reaching
majqr decisions on questions of disarmament.

It is a matter of great satisfaction that the Preparatory Committee for the
special session has been able at its last session to agree on a draft agenda for
the special session. It is also to be noted that the members of the Non-Aligned
Group in the Preparatory Committee have circulated some preliminary observations
a.bout the special session.

Adequate preparations should be made in advance of the special session to
ensure the optimum use of the limited time available next year during the session
itself. Everi' effort should be made before the session to seek the co-operation
of all Member States of the United Nations. Members of the Preparatory Committee
have a special role anC' should be in continuous consultation with all Members of
the. United Nations so that the broadest possible range of viev.rs would be taken
into consideration to ensure that the session would have a truly universal
character.

Preparations for the special session shot:1d include discussions at a formal
and informal level (not confined to members of the Preparatory Committee alone) so
as to reach agreement at least on the broad substance and framework of the final
document to be adopted at the session.

The work of the special session should culminate ir two principal
documents - one a declaration sti::tti.ng out principles t6 govern disarmament and
the other a p~ogramme of action setting out practical and feasible measures within.
a reasonable time-frame which could.lead towards general and complete disarmament.
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Note verbale dated 6 July 1977 from the PermG~nent

Representative of Barbados to the United Nations
addressed to the Secretary-General

Third world countries suffer directly or indirectly from these consequences of
the arms race and must be allowed to bring their perspective to bea! upon these
serious problems. The economy of Barbados like that of small States depending on a
tourist industry could be seriou J disrupted by the kind of environmental
pollution which experimenters in arms developmeDt have caused over the years.
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The investment of large sums of money, vast quantities of technology and skill
in the manufacture of weapons of mass destruction represent gross misuse of the
world's resources in an era of scarcity. Not only does it pose serious danger to
life, limb and health but it diverts resources more needed in the eradication of
poverty to the useless exercise of increasing weapons of mass destruction.

For too long the issue of disarmament has been cC'mddered the special preserve
of experts from two countries - the United States of America and the Soviet Union.
The truth is that all countries are affected. Third world countries such as
Barbados are continually exposed to dangerous radio-active fall-out and the effects
of spoliation of the environment by those actively engaged in the arms race.
At~~spheric and marine pollution on the one hand and disruption of the ecological
balance on the other today represent a few of the major hazards. Such are the
consequences of the arms race.

PREPARATORY COMMITTEE FOR THE SPECIAL
SESSION OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
DEVOTED TO DISA~~~T

The Government of Barbados' opinion is that nuclear disarmament mllst be given
the highest priority on the agenda. The Government of Barbados enthusiastically
welcomes the United Nations special session on disarmament. We recognize that the
absence of political will has so far not enabled the establishment of an
international authority to guarantee the security of every country. We look forward
however to a solution of the disarmament problem. We consider the diversion of
resources from the creation of armaments to the satisfaction of the basic needs of
the developing nations would be a positive step in thi~ direction. We further
consider the mobilization 'of world opinion in favour of disarmament as necessary to
this end.
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Note verba1e dated 5 July 1977 from the Charge d'Affaires a.i
of the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya to the United Nations addressed

to the Secretary-General

The Charge d'Affaires a .. i. of the Socialist People's Libyan Arab Jamahiriya
to 'the United Nations pTese2ts his compliments to the Secretary-Genera1 of the
United Nations and, in response to His Excellency's note No. OR 421/6 (3), has the
honour to transmit herewith the views of the Socialist People's Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya regarding the convening of a special session of the General Assembly
devoted to disarmament.
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Views of the Socialist People's Lipyan ll.rab Je..mahiriya

The Socialist People's Libyan Arab Jamahiriya has long deplored the waste of
human and economic resources implicit in the arms race and the large-soale
expenditures on armaments. JlTot only could these resources have been better used
in the cause of economic and social development but also it is now well recognized
that. the arms ra.ce has only exacerbated international insecurity•. It is
furthermore well reeognized by the international cOlTl.Jnunity that despite varic~

initiatives and discussions in various formns little progress has been made ill the
field of disar!!1..ament since the establishment of the United Nations, whose
objectives under the Charter include disarmament. .

The Socialist People's Libyan Arab Jamahiriya was, therefore, one of those
States that stronGly supported the comrening of a special session of the General
Asser.'!.bly devoted to disarmament. Our support for tliis initiative is based on our
belief that the said special session would provide an excellent fOrufl for
multilateral discussions by sovereign States on an equal footing of such world-vTide
problems as the arms race and international security. The special session will be
an appropriate forum for discussions on issues that are extremely cO!'1plex and
inextricably interrelated, for it is widely recognized that such problems as the
arms race, internationaJ. insecurity and the consequences of acts of aggression and
other hostile practices, as they are perpetrated by Zionist and other racist
regimes, are just such interrelated issues. The special session of' the General
Assembly devoted to disarmament will be in a position to arrive at balanced
conclusions and assessments on these matters as well as fully taking into account
those aspects an~ implications of disarmament affecting the achievement of' the
new international economic order. The Socialist People's Libyan Arab Jamahiriya
believes that only if' all these factors are taken into consideration on a global
and comprehensive scale can progress be achieveo. in the field of disarmament.

The objectives' of' the special session of the General Assembly devoted to
disarmament should· therefore be to :('ocus the atterrl:;ion of the international
cOrJIllunity on the qocstion of disarmament and to make recommendations on certain
priority issues. Among the priority issues and principles that are particularly
important and urgent in the view of the Socialist People's Libyan Arab Jamahiriya
EI,re the following:

Full participation of all nuclear-weapon States must be secured, for the
utmost priority must pe given to.the elimination of all arsenals of nuclear,
cheLlical and other weapons of' mass destruction;

Complete cessation of all nuclear-l-Teapon tests;

Unequivocal renunciation by nuclear-weapon States of the use, or threat of
use of such weapons against any·State, especially non-nuclear-weo.pon States;

:r.luclear-weapon States must undertake to respect nuclear-weapon-free zones and
zones of peace and co-operation;
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The dissolution of military blocs, and the dismantling of foreign military
bases and withdrawal of military forces from foreign territories;

Funds released as a result of measures achieved in the field of disarmament
should be allocated to the economic and social development of the developing
countries;

Free and equal access of all States to the technologies and technical
information for the exploitation of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes.

The special session should, in accordance with its worthy and ambitious
objectives, consider the formulation of a declaration'callins upon all States to
pledge to refrain from the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons. This
declaration must be agreed upon and signed by all States and must be promulgated
under the auspices of the United Nations and considered an international covenant.

The Socialist People's Libyan Arab Jamahiriya realizes that the field of
diaarmament is very complex and extensive and therefore considers that the special
session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament must be carefully prepared,
if it is to achieve the desired results. Otherwise there is a risk that the
special session may be merely a repetition of the work of the First Committee of
the General Assembly, though at a higher level of representation. In this context,
the sp~cial session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament may wish to
consider the convening of a world disarmament conference to further pursue and
follow up on its objectives of achieving world disarmament under international
control and thereby ensuring international security.

The Socialist People's Libyan Arab Jamahiriya takes this occasion to repeat
its complete support for the United Nations efforts in the field of disarmament
and assures of its active co-operation at the special session of. the General
Assembly devoted to disarmament.
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I. INTRODUCTION

1. By resolution 31/189 of 21 December 1976, the General As'\sembly decided toconvene a special session devoted to disarmament, to be held in New York inMay/JUne 1978. It further decided to establish a Preparatory Committee for theSpecial Session of the General Assembly Devoted to Disarmament, composed of54 Member States appointed by the President of the Assembly on the basis of
equi~able geographical distribution, with the m~nd~te of examining all relevantquestions relating to the special session, including its agenda, and to submi~ tothe Assembly at its thirty-second session appropriate recommendations thereon.
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2. The General Assembly a~so requested the Secretary-General to render thePreparatory Committee all necessary assistance, including the provision ofessential background information, relevant documents and summary records.
3. At its 14th meeting on ~O May 1977, the Preparatory Committee requet3ted theSecretariat to prepare certain working papers. Included among them was a "briefsynopsis of disarmament and arms limitation negotiations since 1945 - includingtheir results - carried out 'Within the framework of the . :ited Nations, on aregional basis, or bilaterally, with indication, where appropriate, of theprocedures followed to keep the United Nations informed".

4. In response to this request of the Preparatory Committee, the Secretariat hasprepared this working paper, which draws mainly on the publication The UnitedNations and Disarmament 1945-1970 and its supplement The United Nations andDisarmament 1970-1975 and other United Nations documents. The synopsis is byno means exhaustive, since it covers only those negotiations on which informationis available to the Secretariat.
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II. DISARHAMEI~T At'lD ARMS LIMITATION NEGOTIATIONS vlITHIN
THE FRAMEWORK OF THE UNITED NATIONS OR LINKED TO IT

1. General remarks---
5. The United I'lations Cna:iA~r proclaimed as one of the Organization's primary
purposes "to maintain international peace and security" (Article 1). In order to
p:t:,0mote thi~ purpo~~ "wi.th t.he least diversion for armaments· of the wor.ld , s -human
and economic resources" (Article 26), it conferred specific responsibilities in
connexion with disarmainent and the reguletion of am."'-I!lents on the General Assembly
and the Security Council.

6. The General Al;lsembly was empowered to consider Irthe princ,iples governing
disarmament and the regulation of armaments li and to make "recommendations with
regard to such principles to the Members or to the Security Council or to both"
(Article 11). The Security Council was made responsible for formulating, with the
assistance of the Military Staff Committee (Article 47), "plans 'to be submitted to
the Hembers of the United Na-tions for the establishment of a system for the
regulation of armaments" (Arti~le 26).

7. The use of the first' atomic weapons in August 1945, shortly after the signing
of the Charter, gave disarmament greater immediacy and an enhanced place in the
sphere of international politics and security. Consequently, the General. Assembly's
first resolution 1 (I) established an Atomic Energy Commission with the urgent taBk
of suggesting immediate plans to ensure that atomic energy would. be used only for
peaceful purposes. Later that year, in resolution 41 (I) of 14 December 1946, the
General Assembly recognized the central role of. disarmament in relation to peace
and security. In February 1947, another body for disarmament negotiations ~ a
Commission for Conventional Armaments, was established by the decision of the
Security Council. It was entrusted with the task of preparing appropriatG
suggestions for the regulation and reduction of conventional arme~. forces and
armaments. This constituted the initial framework and machinery' for disarmament
negotiations existing until 1952.

2. The Atomic Energy COllll!lission (1946-1952)

8. According to resolution 1 (I) of 24 January 1946, the Commission was composed
of one representative from each of those States represented on the Security Council,
and Canada when it was not a member of the Council.

9. The Commission's terms of reference were set out under section 5 of the
resolution, requesting it, inter alia, to make specific p~oposals for the
elimination from national armaments of atomic weapons and of alJ. other ma,jor
weapons of mass destruction. ..

t

I ...

10. The Commission worked from June 1946 to July 1949, during whi ch p""~~~~'--1

considered various proposals for the irternational regulation of atonr.. c ene
forward by its members. Due to substantive differences in approach t.·"tl·leer
Western Powers and the Soviet Union (to the regulation of atomic energ" \. the
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3. The Commission for Conyentional Armaments (1947-1952)

12. The Atomic Energy Commiseion did not meet again after 29 July 1949 and was
dissolved on 11 January 1952 ty General Assembly resolution 502 (VI ~ •
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Commission soon reached an impasse in its work. The differences concerned, in
particular, the stage at which atomic wea.pons should be prohibited and international
control established, the question of international ownership or control of all
phases of atomic ~::uergy activities, inclUding resea'l:'ch, and the application of the
principle of unanimity in the Security Council when violations of an agreement were
before it. Consequently, in July 1949 the Commission reported to the Security
Council that the impa~se still existed and that the differences were
irreconcilable. 11 In view of this, the General. Assembly, by resolution 299 (IV),
of 23 November 1.94), requested the six permanent members of the Atomic Energy
Commission to continue consultations and explore all possible avenues for progress
in their uegoti~tions.

1:1.. The consultations of the six Powers~ which opened in December 1949 in response
to this request, ended without any results in January 1950, after the Soviet Union
had decided to withdraw from the consultations in connexion with the 2>articipation
of the "representative of the Kilomintang group". 2/

13. Although estab.'.ished by the General Assembly, the Atomic Energy Commission was
primarily ?eEpQnsi~:e to the Security Council as provided under section 2 of
resolution 1 (I). The Commission submitted three reports to the Security
Council, 3/ which in tut'n transmitted them to the General Assembly. 'Ihe Assem'Qly
considered these reports and by its resolution 191 (III) of 4 November 1948 approved
the general findings and reco~ndations of the first report and the specific
proposals of the> second report, which thereafter constituted the United Nations plan
:f'or the control of atomic energy. As already stated, the Commission informed the
Security Council on 29 July 1949 of the impasse it had reached in its work, this
information '!:'~ing its h'l.st comrrnmication to the Security Council.

14. The Commission for Conventional Armaments was established by the Security
Council on 13 Feb!"uary 1947, with the same composition as the Council. It was
instructed to submit to the Council, within three months, proposals: (a) for-
the genera.! regulatiun and reduction of armaments and armed forces; and (b) for
practical and effective safeguards in connexion with the general regulation and
reduction of armaments. During the negotiations, substantiaJ. differences emerged
a.gain between the Soviet Union and the Western Powers on the compe-tence of the
COJll1lU ssion to deal with atomic weapons.

15. The Commission held its last meeting in A:oril 1950, w~en the Soviet Union
"l'ithdrew from its work in ,:')nnexion with the participation. of "the representative
of the Kuomintang grOllpll. ~/ The COIlJIllission vras dissolved by the Security Council
in February 1952 in accord~~ce with the recommendations of the General Assembly
iD resolution 502 (VI) of 11 January 1950.

16. The Commissi.>'n regularly submitted its reports to t.he Security Council, which
in turn placed them hI 1'ore the General Assembly. In thia;'i''ftJ- the General Assembly

I'
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was kept informed of the work of the Commission and also directed it through'Various recommendations addressed to the Security Council, which were contained inresolution 192 (Ill) of 19 November 1948 and resolution 300 (IV) of 5 Dec~ber 1949,both dealing, inter alia, with the submission of information on conventionalarmaments and armed forces and its verification.

4. The Disarmament Commission (1952-1965)

1"(• The impasse in the two Commissions by 1950 was an important factor in bringingabout their consolidation into a single Disarmamant Commission. The Commissionwas established by General Assembly resolution 502 (VI) of 11. January 1952 and wasplaced under the Security Council. Like its predecessors, the DisarmamentCommission was composed of the members of the Security Council and Canada. It wasthe main subsidiar' disarmament body until the end of 1957.

18. The Commission t s terms of reference were set out in paragraphs 3-6 ofresolution 502 (VI), the main objective being the regulation, limitation andbalanced reduction of all armed forces and all armaments in a co-ordinatedcomprehensive programme by stages, including measures for the elimination of allmajor weapons adaptable to mass destruction, and for effective interna.tionalcontrol of atomic energy to ensure the prohibition of atomic weapons and the useof atomic energy for peaceful purposes only. Under paragraph 7 of the resolution,the Commission was directed to report periodically to the Security Council and tothe General Assembly, or to the Members ::J'f the United Iifations when the Assemblywas not in session.

19. lIben the Commission met in February 1952, different views were expressed onthe substantive issues placed before it b Tllese differences were, in fact, based onthe same approaches to the question of disarmament which the two sides had advocatedduring the previous period of negotiation. Thus, the'Soviet Union considered thatthe Commissira should place emphasis on the immediate prohibition' of atomic weaponsand the reduction of armaments and armed forces, whereae the Uestern Powers proposedover-all numerical limitations on' the size of armed forces as part of acomprehensive plan for the regulation, limitation and balanced reduction. of ermedforces and armaments.

20. Since the differences between the two sides proved insurmounta.ble, on19 April 1954 the Disarmament Commission, acting on the suggestion of the GeneralAssembly, created a Sub-Committee consisting of Canada, France, the Soviet Union,the Unit ed Kingdom and the United States, and entrusted it with the task ofsearching for agreement on a comprehensive and co-ordinated plan of disarmament.The Sub-Committee met i.n private from 1954 to 1957, r-aporting periodically to theDisarmament Commission and to the General Assembly.

21. After a period of impasse, negotiations in the Sub-Committee centered, inwid-1955~ on a number of issues~ the most important beinB ~ith regard to: (a) thec~ilings on the armed forces of the permanent members of the Security Council, Cb)the prohibition of nuclear weapons when 75 per cent of the reduction of armed forceshad been completed and (c) the need of an effective system of control.
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22. Following the July 1955 Summit meeting of the Heads of Government of France,the USSR, the United Kingdom and the United States in Geneva, ne,l proposals weresubmitted to the SUb-Committee, which again reflected serious differences inpriorities of various measures. The United States, for example, proposed a plan foraerial inspection to guard against the possibility ef large-scale surprise attacks,while the Soviet Union proposed that, as a preliminary step, the nuclear Powersundertake not to be the first 'to use nuclear weapons. As for aerial photography,the Soviet Union stfited that without regard' for the need to reduce armaments and toprohibit atomic weapons it would be less effective. Therefore, it expressedpreference for a system of ground control posts together with arms reductions andthe prohibition of atomic weapons. The United States, however s emphasizing that aneffective method of inspection and control was the first requirement of anarmaments agreement, placed in August 1955 a reservation on all of its "pre-Genevasubstantive positions" taken in the Sub-Committee or in the Disarmament Commissionor in the United Nations, pending the outcome of the study, jointly or separately,of inspection methods.

23. In view of the lack of progress towards agreement on a co-ordinatedcomprehensive programme, attention graudally shifted towards various partial
measure~ that could be implemented prior to reaching agreement or a cOlliprehensiveplan. A number of specific proposals of a partial nature 'Vlere submitted both inthe Sub-Committee and the Disarmament Commission, again reflecting substantialdifferences in approach. Thus, while the four Western States placed particularemphasis on T.he limitation and reduction of conventional armaments and armed. forceswith an app?opriate control system, the Soviet Union express~d interest in an earlydiscontinuance of nuclear-weapon tests and a..l undertaking not to use nuclearweapons. In view of irreconcilable positions, the Sub-Committee ended its work in1957.

24. Thereafter, the Disarmament Commission began to play a less prominent role indisarmament negotiations, notwithstanding the decision of the Assembly in 1957 toincrease the Commission's size by the addition of 14 new members and, in1958, to enlarge it again to include all the ~fumber8 of the United Nations. Effortsin 1958 to reconvene the new Disarmament Commission were u~successful. Since then,it held only two sessions - in 1960 and in 1965, with no results as far asdisarmament agreements were concerned. At its 1960 sessio the Commission Calledfor the earliest resumption of negotiations ".rhile in 1965 !.. t accorded priority tothe conclusion of a comprehensive test ban and an agreement on the non-proliferationof nuclear weapons.

5. Conference of Experts on Detection of Nuclear Tes'·~~.

25. In July 1958, following an exchange of views between the Heads of Governmen~of the USSR and the United States, a conference of experts from four Westerncountries (the United States, the United Kingdom, France and Canada) and fourEastern European countries (the USSR, Czechoslovakia, Poland and Romania) wasconvened in Geneva to study the possibility of detecting violations of a possibleagreement on sl:spension of nuclear weapon tests. It agreed OL a report 5/ that wassubmitted to the respective Governments and to the United Nations. The report
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concluded that the methods for detecting nuclear explosions made it possible,
within limits, to detect and identify such explosions. It also considered.it
technically feasible to establish a control system to detect violations of pn
agreement on the suspension of nuclear weapon tests. The Secretary-General was

i represented at the Conference by a personal representative.
I:;
i;1

~ 6. Conference on the Discontinuance of Nuclear Weapgn Tests
1
I

;'1
.~ 26. Later in the year, a tripartite conference of the Soviet Union, the United
W States and the United Kingdom began work in Geneve on a treaty on the suspension
.~

~i of nuclear weapon tests, on the basis of the findings of the conference vI' experts.
;j The Conference on the Discontinuance of Nuclear Weapon,Tests began in October 1958
ill and adjourned sine die in 1962, when substantial differences on the issue of
I·: verification made further progress impoAsible. The work of the ConferenC,;e was
!"1 reviewed each year by the General Assembly. By resolutions 1402 A and B (XIV),

1577 (A"V) and 1578 (XV), the Assembly requested the States concerned to report to
ij it and the Disarmament Commission oh the results of their negotiations, while the

later resolution also requested that information be provided -to thr- Commission on
the progress of the negotiations. The Conference was attended by &. ~ersonal
representative of the Secretary-General.
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7. Conference of Experts on Preven~. (: ..•~.. of Surprise Atta~

27. Again on the basis of an understanding between the Governments of the
United States and the Soviet Union, a conference of experts to study possible
measures which might be helpful in preventing s'lrprise attack also took place
in Geneva in 1958. It was attended by experts of five Western countries
(the United States, the United Kingdom, France, Canada and Italy) and five Eastern
European countries (the USSR, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Romania and Albania), as well
as by a personal representative of the Secretary-GeneraL Its report was submitted
to the respective Governments, which in turn transmitted it to the United
Nations. 6/ The conference was suspended at the end of 1958 after divergent
v,tews emerged on its terms of reference, and never reconvened.

8. Conference of the Ten-Nation Committee on Disarmament

28. The two-sides, East-West pattern of representation was continued in the
Conft~l'ence of the Ten-Nation Committee on Disarmament, which was established by a
decision of the Foreign Ministers of France, the USSR, the United Kingdom and the
United States in 1959. The 10 participating countries were: Bulgaria,
Czechoslovakia, Poland, Romania and the USSR on one side, and Canada, France,
Italy) the United Kingdom and the United States on the other. The Organization's
ultimate responsibility for disarmament was recognized by the major Powers 7/
which agreed that the Committee should present reports on its work to the ,
Disarmament Commission and through it to the General Assembly and the Security
Council.
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29. During the conference, the Secretary-General of the United Nations found it
necessary to raise some questions resulting from the conduct of negotiations
outside the formal framework of the United Nations. On 28 April 1960, the
Secretary-General addressed the Ten-Nation Conference on this sUbject. 8/ He
stated that policies on disarmament, pacific settlement of disputes and action
in view of breaches of the peace, were inseparable and integrated elements of
the policies of Member States within the framework of and through the United
Nations. Recognizing that negotiations were bound to reach a point where a study
of .the use of the United Nations in support of di~armament would be necessary, he
contended that 'the 10-nation body was not an organ of the United Nations.

30. The work of the Conference of the Ten-Nation Committee on Disarmament was,
however, terminated soon thereafter, in June 1960, as a result of the withdrawal
of the five Eastern European delegations in the aftermath of the U-2 incident
and the crisis atmosphere resulting from the abortive summit meeting scheduled
for Paris in June.

9. Tile Conference of the Eighteen-Nation Connnittee on Disarma.r.lent and
the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament

31. Following the termina'tion of the Conference of the Ten-Nation Committee on
Disarmament, the conference machinery underwen.t a new change. In 1961, an
agreement was reached between the Soviet Union and the United States, endorsed
by the General Assembly in resolution 1722 (XVI), to establish the Eighteen-Nation
Committee on Disarmament (ENDC), vThich in fact added to the original 10 countries
of the 1960 conference eight non-aligned members: Brazil, Burma, Ethiopia,
India, Mexico, Nigeria, Sweden and the United Arab RepUblic. The Government of
France decided not to participate in it, expressing the hope that it might be
possible later to discuss the question of disarmament among the Powers that
could contribute effectively to its solution. The ENDC opened in Geneva on
15 March 1962 at the foreign-minister level.

32. In August; 1969 the membership' of the Committee was enlarged from 18 to 26
by the inclusion of Argentina, Hungary, Japan, Mongolia, Morocco, the Netherlands,
Pakistan and Yugoslavia and the Committee changed its name to Conference of the
Committee on Disarmament (CCD). The General Assembly end.:::rsed the enlargement at
its next regular session by resolution 2602 B (XXIV), expressing at the same time
its conviction that, for future changes in the composition of the Committee, the
procedure followed in 1961 should be observed.

33. In 1974, the CCD invited the German Democratic Republic, the Federal
Republic of Germany, Iran, Peru and Zaire to become members as from
1 January 1975. The General Assembly endorsed the agreement by resolution
3261 B (XXIX) of 9 December 1974, expressing the conviction that to effect any
future change in the composition of the CCD the same procedure as had just been
followed. should be observed. -
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34. Since its establishment in 1962, the Committee has been meeting regularly~

Its w~?k is reviewed by the General Assembly, to which it submits its annual
reports and, when requested by the Assembly to do so, some special reports. A
personal representative of the Secretary-General attends the sessions of the
Committee. Annually, at the first meeting of the Committee, the Secretary-General
addresses a message to the Conference stating his views on disarmament questions.

35. As far as general and complete disarmament is concerned, the major documents
before the ENDC during the first session in 1962 were the draft Treaty on
General and Complete Disarmament under Strict International Control, submitted
by the Soviet Union on 15 March and the United States' "Outline of basic
provisions of a treaty on general and complete disarmament in a peaceful worldil

submitted on 18 April. These documents, as amended from time to time in the
course of the following three years, remain the bas~~ of discussions on general
and complete disarmament.

36. With regard to collateral measures, for a number of years the Soviet Union
and the United States have each had their own preferences, which they have put
forward someti~~s singly and sometimes grouped, with varying degrees of emphasis.

37. Among the measures favoured by the Soviet Union and its allies have been:
discontinuance' of nuclear-weapon tests, prohibition of the use of nuclear
weapons, nuclear-weapon-free zones, non-proliferation of nuclear weapons,
withdraival of foreign troops, elimination of foreign military bases, reduction
of the total num"]:\er of armed forces of States, reduction in military budgets and
a non-aggression pact between NATO and the Warsaw Pact Powers. These, as well as
some other collateral measures were containec in the memoranda submitted by the
Soviet Union in January and December 1964. Most of the previously favoured
measures were also put forward in a memorandum of i July 1968 which also stressed
several new items, including the question of chemical and biological weapons
and the prohibition of military use of the sea-bed. The memorandum of
28 September 1976 also contained a number of suggestions concerning the various
collateral measures of arms regulation and disarmament, including some new ones
such as the prohibition of the development of new types and systems of i'TeapOns
of mass destruction.

38. For its part, the United States and its allies have given priority to the
cessation or limitation in the production of fissionable material for milit~ry

purposes, the transfer of agreed stocks to peaceful uses, non-proliferation of
nuclear weapons, a nuclear test ban, a freeze OL strategic nuclear delivery
vehicles, the reduction of bombers, measures to reduce the risk of war by
surprise. attack, accident or miscalculation and regional disarmament.

39. The noa-aligned members of the Committee, from their part, have also
supported consideration of a number of collateral measures. To this effect they
have, individually or jointly, put forward various proposals. They have expressed
particular preference for the complete discontinuance of nuc~ear-weapon tests,
non~proliferationof nuclear weapons, both horizontal and vertical, prohibition
of chemical and biological weapons, prevention of an arms race in outer space and
on the sea-bed an( d., establishment of nuclear-1veapon-free sones.
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40. Some of these proposals for collateral measures led to specific agreements,
most of them 'Worked out in the El:DC and the CCD. The agreements concluded in
this body and transmitted in ita reports to the General Assembly were the
following:

Ca) Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, 9/ signed at
London, Moscow and tfashington on 1 July 1968. The General Assembly commended the
Treaty in resolution 2373 (XXII) of 12 June 1968;

(b) Treaty on the Prohibition of the Emplacement of Nuclear Weapons and
other Weapons of Mass Destruction on the Sea-Bed and the Ocean Floor and in the
Subsoil Thereof, !Q/ signed at London, Moscow and tfashington on 11 February 1971.
The General Assembly commended the Trea.ty in resolution 2660 (XXV) of
7 December 1970;

(c) Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production and
Stockpiling of Bacteriological (Eliological) and Toxin Weapons and on Their
Destruction, 11/ signed at Londons F40sco"T and Washington on 10 April 1972. The
General Assembly commended the Convention in resolution 2826 (XXVI) of
16 December 1971;

(d) Convention on the Prohibition of Military or any Other Hostile Use of
Environmental. Modification Techniques, 12/ signed at Geneva on 18 ~1ay 1977.
The General Assembly referred the Convention -to all States for their consideration,
signature and ratification by resolution 31/72 of 10 December 1976. -

41. The Treaty Banning Nuclear l-Teapon Test::= in the Atmosphere, in Outer Space
and Under Water 13/ was signed in Moscow on 5 August 1963 by the Foreign Ministers
of the Soviet Union, the United States and the United Kingdom, in the presence of
the Secretary-General of the United Nations. The Treaty "Tas the immediate result
of talks held in Moscow among -the three POl-rers, although intensive negotiations
had been conducted previous]~ in the ENDC. The General Assembly noted the
Treaty with approval by resolution 1910 (XVIII) of 27 November 1963.

42. All the above-mentioned egree!!lem: c are registered with the Secretariat of
the United Nations, in 8,ccordance with Article 102 of the Charter, except :for the
Convention on the Prohibition of Military or any Other Hostile Use of
Environmental Modification Techniques, which is not yet in force.

43. Negotiations 't-Tere also held in the ENDC on the outline of a draft treaty on
the proh:roition of: the ol'biting or statiotling in outer space of nuclear weapons
and other wea.pons of mass destl"uetiO:tl; submitted by Mexico in 1963. ill On
17 October of the sta.ine year, -the Getler'll1 AsI5eD1bly approved by acclstnatioI1
resolutiGn 1884 (XVIII), which ~81ie4 UpOh 811 Stlitea to i"efrain from such
activities. Thereafter, the question VaS matb1y considered. 'by the Committee on
the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space.
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10. The Committee on the Peaceful Us~s of Outer Space

44. As stated above, negotiations on an arms limitation agreement in outer space
continued in this Committee and led to the conclusion of the Treaty on Prin~iples

Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space,
including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies, 15/ signed at London, Moscow and
Washington on 27 January 1967. The General Assembly commended the Treaty in
resolution 2222 (XXI) of 14 December 1966.

11. First and Second Conferences of Government Experts on the Reaffirmaxion
and Development of International Humanitarian Law Applicable in Armed
Conflicts

45. These Conferences were held in Geneva 5 under the auspices of the International
Co~ittee of the Red Cross (ICRC), in 1971 and 1972. At the Second Conference
several proposals were submitted for the prohibition of the use of weapons which
might cause unnecessary suffering or have indiscriminate effects.

46. The United Nations was represented at both Conferences and the Secr~tary

General submitted two reports on the meetings to the General Assembly. !£/

12. Diplomatic Conference on the Reaffirmation and Development of
International Humanitarian Law Applicable in Armed Conflicts

47. At the first session of this Conference, held in Geneva between 20 February
and 29 March 1974, an ad hoc committee was set up to examine the question of the
prohibition or restriction of use of specific categories of conventional weapons
which may cause unnecessary suffering or have indiscriminate effects, such as
incendiary weapons. The issue was subsequently discussed at a Conference of
Goverr~ent Experts held in Lucerne later that year, in which such weapons were
reyiewed from the military, technical and legal points of view.

48. The second session of the Diplomatic Conference met in Geneva betwe~n.

3 February an.d 18 April 1975" Its ad hoc committee continued to discuss specific
proposals for banning or restricting the above-mentioned weapons. Finally, it
was decided to held a second session of the Conference of Government Experts 9

which took place at Lugano early in 1976. However, it was not possible to reach
a consensus on any of the proposals before the Conference.

49. The second meeting of experts was followed by a third and fourth session of
the Diplomatic Conference, during which no agreement was achieved on the prohibition
or restriction of use of the conventional weapons under discussion. However, the
Conference adopt~d by consensus a resolution recommending that a conference be
convened not later than 1979 with a view to real~hing agreement on the limitation of
use of certain specific conventional weapons. It also invited the General Assembly
at its thirty-second. session to take any further action that may be necessary for
the h01ding of the Conference in 1979, in the light of the results o~ consultations
to be held in accordance 'with the resolution.
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50. Since the adoption of resolution 2852 (XXVI) which requested the Secretm-yGeneral, with the help of governmental experts, to prepare a report on napalm andother incendiary weapons, the GenerRl Assembly has kept the question of theprohibition of certain specific conventional. weapons under permanent review. TheSecretar,y-General was invited to participate at the Diplomatic Conference and,accordingly, submitted to ·the General Assembly a report on each of thE: sessions ofthe Conference. 17/

13. Conference of Non-Nuclear-Weapon States

51. In conformity with re1301ution 2346 B (XXII) of the General Assembly, theConference of Non-Nuclear-Weapon States met in Geneva from 29 August to28 September 1968. The Conference adopted a Declaration, as well as a nl.iZ!'Qer ofresolutions on substantive issues relating to measures to assure the sectldty ofnon-nuclear-weapon States, the esta.blishment of nuclear-weapon-free zones,effective measures for the prevention of further proliferation of nuclear wee.pons,the cessation of the nuclear arms race at an early date and nuclear disarmament andprogrammes for co-operation in the field of peaceful uses of atomic energy. Thetext of the Final Document was circulated as an official document of the GeneralAssembly 18/ at the request of the President of the Conference. 19/ In view ofits resolution N, which invited the General Assembly to considerthe best way'and means for the implementation of the decisions taken by the Conference, it~as~ecid~d to include in. the agenda of the twenty-third .session of the Assembly anadditional item entitled "Conference of Non-Nuclear-Weapon States: Final Documentof the Conference". At subsequent sessions of the General Assembly questionsrelating' to this Document have also been considered.

14. Internat:i.onal Atomic Energy Agencl

52. Article III .A. 5 of the Statute of IA!.b. provides' that the Agency is authorized."to establish and administer safeguards designed to ensure that special fissionableand other materials, services, equipment, facilities and information made availableby the Agency or at its re,quest 'or under its supervision or control are not used'in such a way as to f'J.rther any military purpose; and to apply safeguards, at therequest of the parties, to any bilateral or multilateral arrangement, or at therequest of' So State, to any of that State's activities in the field of atomicenergy" •

53. In accordance with article III of NPT, "each non-nuclear-weap;:>n State Partyto the Treaty undel"takes to accept safeguards, as set forth in an agreement to benegotia.ted and concluded with the International Atomic Energy Agency in accordf,ncewith the Statute of the International Atomic Energy Agency and the Agency'ssafeguards system, for the exclusive purpose of verification of the fulfilment of
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its obligations assumed under this Treaty with e view to preventine diversion of
nuclear energy from peaceful uses to nuclear weapons or other explosive devices

54. Article 13 of the Treaty for the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in Latin
America states that "each Contracting Party shall negotiate multilateral or
bilateral agreements with the International Atomic Energy Agency for the
application of its safeguards to its nuclear activities ••• "

55. Information on safeguards agreements concluded under these provisions is
submitted to the General Assembly in the annual reports of the Agency, which are
considered both in the plenary and in the First r~mmittee.

15. Review Conference of the Parties to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation
of Nuclear Weapons

"
1

];

1

i

56. In accordance with article VIII of the NPT, a Review Conference of the Parties
to the Treaty was held in Geneva from 5 to 30 May 1975. The Final Declaration
adopted by the Conference, as well as interpretative statements made by delegations,
were issued as an official document of the First Committee of the General Assembly
at the request of Sweden. 20/ In addition, Mexico requested the circulation of a
working paper submitted toirhe Conference on a draft Additional Protocol regarding
the implementation of article VI of NPT. 211

. .

57. The Final Document of the Review Conference is in the custody of the archives
of the United Nations. As regards the convening of a second Review Conference, the
FillSl Declaration invited States parties to the Treaty which are Members' of the
United Nations to request the Secretary-General of the United Nations to include
the following item in the provisional agenda of the thirty-third session of the
General Assembly: "Implementation of the conclusions of the First Review
Conference of the Parties to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear lveapons
and establishment of a preparatory committee for the second Con.ference".

16. Review Conference of the Parties to the Treaty on the Prohibition of
the Emplacement of Nuclear loTeapons and Other loTeapons of Mass
Destruction on the Sea-Bed and the Ocean Floor and in the Subsoil
Thereof

58. In conformity with 'i~icle VII of the Treaty, a Review Conference of the
Parties to the Treaty was held in Geneva from 20 June to 1 July 1977. The Final
Document of the Conference is in the custody of the archives of the United Nations·.
At its 12th plenary r.eeting, the Ccnference decided to req~cst that its Final
Document, 10Thich contains the Declaration and all the summary records, be circulated
as an official document of the General Assembly. 22/
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17. Third United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea

59. An informcl composite negotiating text ~ is before the Conference as abasis for furt~."er negotiations. Although it does not deal strictly with disarmamentissues, some of its draft articles are related to matters that may have relevance. for future disarmament and arms limitation talks. Article 19 on the meaning ofinnocent passage provides that passage of a foreign ship shall be considered to beprejudicial to the pe'ace, good order or security ot the coastal State, if in theterritorial sea it engages, inter alia~ in any of the following activities:

(a) Any threat or use of force against the sovereignty, territorialintegrity or political independence of the coastal State;

(b) Any exercise or practice with weapons of any kind;

(c) The launching, landing or taking on board of any aircraft or anymilitary device.

60. Article 88 of the informal composite negotiating text states that the high seasshould be reserved for peaceful purposes, while article 141 envisages that thesea-bed and ocean floor and subsoil thereof beyond the limits of nationaljurisdiction should be open to use exc~usLvely ror peaceful purposes by all States,whether coastal or land-locked, without discrimination and without prejudice to theother provisions of the text.

61. In his annual report on the work of the Organization, the Becretary-General'submits regularly to the General Assembly information on the ac1;ivities of theConferen.ce.

18. The General Assembly

62. In pUrSU&lCe of Article 11 of the Charter, which defines the responsibilitiesof the General Assembly w~th regard to disarmam~nt matte~s, the Assembly hasregularly had disarmament questions on its agenda. While most disarmament itemsare allocated to the First Committee, some items are considered by the plenary onlyand, occasionally, by other Main Committees.

63. The GeneraJ. Assembly has thus provided guidelines for the work of itssubsidiary organs, as. well as other bodies dealing with disarmmment. Having thewidest membership, the General Assembly is the most representative body for thereview of disarmmment questions. In order to facilitate consideration of variousimportant d{sarmament issues, which were riot on the agenda of its subsidiary organsor other n~,!Qtiating bodies, the General Assembly has in recent years establishedseveral ad hoc committees. The work of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Indian Oceanand the Ad Hoc Committee on the World Disarmament Conference is still under way.

l . ..
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Ill. REGIONAL DISARMAMENT AND .ARMS LIMITATION NEGOTIATIONS

1. The Antarctic Treaty 24/

64. On 1 December 1959 the Antarctic Treaty was signed at Hashington, D.C. by
the Soviet Union, the United States, France, the United Kingdom and eight other
Powers. Article I provides for the demilitarization of Antarctica and article V
prohibits any nuclear explosions and the disposal of radio-active waste material
in the area covered by the Treaty. An inspection system is also established in
articles VII and VIII, all areas of Antarctica being open at all times to any
observers designated in accordance with the relevant provisions of the Treaty.

65. The Antarctic Treaty is registered with the Secretariat of the United Nations,
in accordance with Article 102 of the Charter.

2. Denuclearization of Latin America

66. The id.ea of the denuclearization of Latin America was first suggested by
Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Ecuador and Mexico in the early 1960s. This question was
included as a separate item in the agenda of the eighteenth session of the
General Assembly in 1963, which in its resolution 1911 (XVIII) noted with
satisfaction the initiative and expressed the hope that the Latin American States
would initiate studies concerning measures to achieve its aims. In 1965, the
General Assembly had before it the Final Act of the Preliminary Meeting on the
Denuclearization of Latin America, 25/ which had been held in Mexico City in
November 1964. Pursuant to a decision adopted at this meeting, a Preparatory
Committee was established to prepare a preliminary draft of a treaty for the
denuclearization of Latin America. The General Assembly was kept informed of the
progress of the negotiations in the Preparatory Committee, whose Chairman
transmitted to the Secretary-General the Final Act of each of its sessions with the
request that it be distributed as an offiGial document of the Assembly. 26/

67. The Treaty for the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in Latin America 27/
(Treaty of Tlatelolco) and its Protocols were op~ned for signature in Mexico City
on 14 February 1967. In its resolution 2286 (XXII), the General Assembly welcomed
the Treaty with special satisfaction and, since then, it has been kept informed of
developments relating to its implementation, such as the establishment of the
Agency for the Prohibition of Nuclear v.feapons in Latin America 28/ and signatures
and ratifications of the Treaty and its two Additional Protocol~ In this respect,
the General Assembly has adopted since 1970 a number of resolutions appealing to
the States contemplated in the Protocols to sign and rati:f'y them. The '1'reat;y for
the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in Latin Amsrica and its Additional Protoaols
ate ¥egistered with the Secretariat of the United Na~ions, in conformity with
the provisions of Article 102 of the Charter.

,
I •••
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68. In 1964, the Heads of State and Government of the Organization of African
Unity approved the Declaration on the Denuclearization of Africa, which solemnly
declared their readiness to undertake, through an international agreGment to be
concluded under United Nations auspices, not to manufacture or control atomic
weapons. At the reQuest of 34 African States, the Declaration was
issued as a document of the General Assembly. 29/

69. In resol~tion 2033 (XX) the GeneraJ. Assembly endorsed the Declaration and
expressed the hope that the African States would initiate studies to implement it.
Thereafter the Assembly has adopted resolutions 3261 E (XXIX), 3471 (XXX) and
31/69, reaffirming its call upon all States to respect and abide by the
Declaration on the Denuclearization of' Africa.
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4. gonference on Security and Ce-operaticn in Eur0pe

70. The Final Act of this Conference, adopted on 1 August 1975, contains
provisions concerning prior notification of military manoeuvres and exchange of
observers to attend them, as well as prior notification of military movements and
other confidence building measures. The Final Act also refers to disarmament,
expressing the conviction of participating States to take effective measures as
steps towards the ultimate achievement of general and complete disarmament und.er
strict and effective international control.

71. Since the adoption of the Final Act of the Conference, many references ha.ve
been made in the statements at the General Assembly stressing its significanc(,; and
its main provisions. The section It'elating to disarmament has been included in one
of the background papers prepared by the Secretariat for the Preparatory
Committee. 30/
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5. Mutual reduction of forces and associated measures in Central Europe

72. After preparatory talks which lasted from 31 January to 28 June 1973,
formal negotiations opened in Vienna on 30 October. Negotiations are continuing,
but no results have been announced.

73. The United Nations is not officially informed of the negotiating process.
However, the States participating in the negotiations and other States Members
have frequently referred to the i~ortance .of these talks at various sessions of
the General Assembly since 1973, expressing their hope that they would soon lead
to the solution of the issues under discussion.
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6. Declaration of Ayacucho

74. On 9 December 1974 Argentina, Bolivia, Chile~ Colombia, Ecuador~ Panama~ Peru
and Venezuela adopted in Lima this Declaration, in which they express ~heir

commitment to create conditions conducive to effective arms limitation, and to stop
the acquisition of arms for aggressive ends. They also condemn tre use of nuclear
energy for other than peaceful purposes.

75. At the 1975 session of the CCD, Peru reported the agreement reached among
those cOUlltries. 31/ At the request of the abeve-mentioned States, the text of the
Declaration was i;;ued as a document of the General Assembly on 2~ January 1975. 32/

7. Group o,f nuclear-supplier States

76. Since 1975 this group has reportedly been holding meetings in London on
nuclear export policyo Although not d.ealing with ,eapons or \.Jeapon-systems and
not regional in their membership, these talks are held on a ,mUltilateral basis.
They are concerned with preventing the diversion of exported nuclear material and
equipment from peaceful purposes to the manufacture of nuclear weapons or other
nuclear explosive devices.

77. The consultations among members of the group~ now 14 States, are private.
Official information on their results is not available at the United Nations, but
many references to them are found in statements made in the General Assembly and
the CCD.
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of th79. On 26 May 1972, two agreements were signed in Moscow: an Interim Agreement

on Certain Measures with respect to the Limitation of Strategic Offensive Arms,
with a Protocol, and a Treaty on the Limitation of Anti-Ballistic Missile Systems.
The texts of the Agreements 1'1ere issued as a United Nations document 33/ on
3 November 1972 at the request of Mexico, which drew attention to theneed for the
General Assembly to be kept informed of the progress of all negotiations and other
acts concerning disarmament "in whatever forum and form they may take place".
Subsequently, the texts were issued as a document of the CCD, also at the request
of Mexico. 34/ On 2 August 1974, both agreements were registered with the
Secretariatl;y one of the Parties, 35/ in conformity with Article 102 of the'
Charter. -

IV. BILATERAL DISARMAMENT AND ARMS LIMITATION NEGOTIATIONS

78. Following the opening for signature of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation
of Nuclear Weapons on 1 July 1968, the United States and the Soviet Union
annOlll1ced their intention to enter into bilateral discussions on the "limitation
and reduction of both offensive and defensive strategic nuclear-weapon delivery
systems and systems of derense against ballistic'missiles". After a preliminary
exchange of views at meetings held in Helsinki in November-December 1969, the
strategic arms limitation talks (SALT) opened in Vienna in April 1970. ,As a
result of the negotiations, several agreements between the two sides have been
concluded in SUbsequent years.

1. Strategi~ Arms Limitation Talks

,..-..-.~- -

80. During the second phase of the SALT negotiations, Which opened in Geneva in
November 1972, the Soviet Union and the United States signed. in Washington in
June 1973 two agreements on Basic Principles of Negotiationu on the Further
Limitation of Strategic Offensive Arms and on the Prevention of Nuc:lear War. The
texts of these agreements were circulated at the twelity-eighth session of the
General Assembly at the re~lest of the two signatories. 3(/ In 1974, they were
also issued as documents of the CCD at the request of Mexico. 37/ As in the
previous case,. the agreements have been registered with the Secretariat by one of
the Parties. 38/

81. On 3 July 1974 the Soviet Union and the United States signed in Moscow a
Protocol to the Treaty on the Limitation of Anti-Ballistic Missile Systems and the
Treaty on the Limitation of Underground Nuclear Weapon Tests, with a Protocol.
The latter Treaty and its Protocol are not yet in force. All these documents were
circulated, at the request of the two parties, as documents of the General
Assembl;Y~ 39/ and the CCD. !J2.!
82. At the USSR-United States su:tnmit meeting in Vladivostok, a joint statement was
issued oh 24 November 1974 giving gu.idance for further negotiations on the
.limitation of strategic offen~ive arms, by which the parties reaffirmed their
intention to conclude a formal agreement on the limitation of strategic offensive
arms to last through 1985. The agreement has not been concluded yet. The Joint
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statement was circulated, at ...'equest of the two sides, as a document of the
General Assembly on 25 Novemb,-. 1975. 41/ OIl 28 November Mexico requested" the
circulation, as a First Committee document, of paragraphs concerning the Joint
statement extracted from a statement by the United States in the CCD. 42/ '

83. Most recent: y, on 28 May 1976 the Soviet Union and the United States signed
the Treaty on the Underground Nuclear Explosions for Peaceful Purposes, together
with a Protocol and an Agreed Statement, which are not in force. At the request
of the Parties, these texts were issued as documents of the General Assembly 43/
and the CCD. 44/ In pursuance of General Assembly resolution 3484 A (XXX), which
invited the Soviet Union and the United States to provide information on their
consultations for the conclusion of the agreement envisaged in article V of NPT,
the Secretary-General reported to the Assembly that he had received a letter from
the Permanent Representatives of the two Powers concerned transmitting the texts
of that Treaty, its Pr.)tocol and the Agreed Statement. 45/

84. At each of its regular sessi0I?-s since 1972, when it approved resCllution
2932 B (XXVII), the General Assembly has adopted resolutions requesting the two
sides to keep it informed of the progress of their negotiations. While they have
made regular references to their talks and to the results achieved so far in their
statements in the General Assembly and CCD, both parties have held the view that
the negotiations were not within the purview of the General Assembly and should
therefore proceed along the lines set by the States concerned. As indicated
previously, most of the SALT agreements have been registered in accordance with
Article 102 of the Charter, and have beel~ or will be published by the United
Nations as part of the list of treaties recorded with the Secretariat.

2. Other bilateral negotiations between the Soviet Union and
the United States

85. Several agreements have been concluded as a result of thE.~se negotiations,
all of them registered with the Secretariat:

(a) Memorandum of Understanding Regarding the Establishment of a Direct
Communications Link, signed at Geneva on 20 June 1963; 46/

(b) Agreement on Measures to Improve the USA-USSR Direct Communications
Link, 47/ signed at Washington on 30 September 1971, and amended by an exchange
of letters on 29 April 1975; 48/

(c) Agreement on Measures to Reduce the Risk of Out"break of Nuclear War,
signed at Washington on 30 September 1971; 49/

(d.) Agreement on the Prevention of Incidents on and over the High Seas,
signed at Moscow on 25 May 1972; 50/

(e) Protocol to the Agreement on the Prevention of Incidents on and over
the High Seas, signed at Washington on 22 May 1973. 51/

/ ...

-.~--
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3. ~t~):'~__ :rt_E:'lgQ't~ations between France and the Soviet Union

86, 'rwo agreements have been concluded between the two Powers:

(a) Asr~emefit on the Prevention of Accidental or Unauthorized Use of
Nuolear Weapons, concluded through an exchange of letters on 16 July 1976. The
text or these letters was circulated, at the request of the two Parties, as a
Se~ul'itY" COWlcil d~cutl1ent. 2Y

(b) Fl'attobw$oviet Declaration on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons,
si~fiefi at Ram'bouil1et on 22 June 1977.

87. ~he Declaration has been transmitted ;;0 the Secretary-General, together with
t:lther documents signed at the Franco-Soviet summit meeting at Rambouillet. At the
:request of the Parties, they- were issued as Security- Council documents. 53/

4, ~!l_a:t~l:'tl.~L!1egb1;,i~;I;~on~betweenthe. Soviet Union and
:the pn~'ted, I{ingd,o!ll

00. At -the request of both Parties, a joint United Kingdom-Soviet Declaration on
-the N~n....Pr()J.ireratiofi of Nuclear Wea.pons signed at Moscow on 17 February 1975,
~ ~il"tm.lated as a document or the GeneraJ. Assembly. 54/

/ ...
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1.

I. INTRODUCTION

1. By resolution 31/189B of 2l December 1976, the General Assembly-decided
to convene a special session devoted to disarmament, to be held in New York in
M~v/June 1978. It further decided to establish a Preparatory Committee for the
Special Session of the General Assembly Devoted to Disarmament, composed of 54
Member States appointed bythe President of the Assembly on the basis of equitable
geQgr~phic~ di~tI1.but~on, .with the mandate o.f, examining all.relevant questions .
relating to the special session, including its agenda, and to Bubmit to- the
Assembly ci.t it.s thirty-second session appropriate recommendations thereon.

2. The General Assembly also requested the Secretary-General to render the
Preparatory Committee all necessary assistance, incl,!ding the provision of
essential background information, relevant documents and sumnary records.

3. At its ml3eting in May 1977, the Preparatory Committee requested the
Secretariat to prepare certain working papers. Included axoong them was "A'
comparative study of the scope originally proposed or aimed at in drartmulti
lateral disarmament treaties of a universal character concluded under United Nations
auspicies and the scope finally fixed in those treaties, including the contemplated
measures for expanding that scope".

4a In response to this request of the Preparatory Comnittee, the Secretariat
has prepared this paper, which covers the following six multilateral disarmament
treaties: Treaty Banning Nuclear Weapon Tests in the Atmosphere, in Outer Space
and Under Water (Partial Test Ban Treaty) of 5 August 1963; Treaty on Principles
Governing the Activities of States in the Explora.tion and Use of Outer Space,
Including the Moon and other Celestial Bodies (Outer Space Treaty) of 27 January 1967;
Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) of 1 July 1968; Treaty
on the Prohibition of the Emplacement of Nuclear Weapons and other We,apons of Mass
Destruction on the Sea-Bed and the Ocean Floor and in the Subsoil Thereof (Sea-Bed

.Treaty) of 11 February 1971; Convention on the Prohibition of the 'Development,
Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological (Biologi..:al) and Toxin Wcaapons and
on Their Destr'..lction (Biological Convention) of 10 April 1972; and Comrention on
the Prohibition of Military or any other Hostile Use of Environmental 140di~cation

Techniques (ENt-iOD Convention) of 18 May 1977.
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Introduction

5. The s'Qggestions for conclusion of an agreement to ban the testing of
nuclear weapons, either as an independent measure on its own merits or as one
item in an agreement pn more comprehensive foms of disarmament was first suggested
by' Ilidia in 1954. It was, thereatter, discussed in the five-Power Sub-eonmittee
of the Disarmam~t Conmi.ssio.n as well as in the General Assembly. By the end of
1956, the initial positions of various countries on this question were as follows:
the Soviet Union and India, maintaining tha~ no significant testing could go un
detected, caJJ.ed for an early and separate agreement on the banning of all nuclear
tests, the pro~'isions on supervision not being required; Yugoslavia urged con
clusion of an agreement with such controls as might prove necessary; and the
Western Powers regarded the limitation and eventual banning of nuclear testing,
with adequate supervision, as part of a comprehensive disarmament progranme.

6. Although consideration of the question continued, some progress was made
on],y in mid-1958 when the United States and the Soviet Union agreed to convene a
conference of eJlPerts to study the possibility of detecting violations of an
agreement on the suspension of nuclear tests _ The conference was held from 1 July
to 21 August 1958 at Geneva. The work of the Conference and its report paved the
wq to. convening the Conference on th~ Discontinuance of Nuclear Weapon Tests,
'With the participation of the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom and the United. States.
France made it mown that it would not sign a test ban treaty unless it were
accompanied by other measures of disarmament.

1/ Official Records of the Geneva Conference on the Discontinuance of Nuclear
Weapon Tests: Docwnent GEN/DNT/PV.l, pp. 5-11,

2/ Docmnent GEN/DNT/PV. 37, pp. 3-10.

!/ The Treaty was open for signature on 5 August 1963 at Moscow. It entered
into force on 10 October 1963.

7. The Conference was held at Geneva from ,31 October 1958 to January 1962.
A voluntary suspension of nuclear-weapon tests by the negotiating powers went into
effect at the time negotiations comnenced in Oetobe.r 1958.

8. At the outset of the work of the Conference, the Soviet Union tabled a
draft, treaty which provided for an obligation by the three nuclear Powers to cease
all tests of nuclear weapons. JJ The United States and the United Kingdom, in
rejecting the Soviet draft, emphasized that any agreement on the discontinuance
of nuclear tests must be based on an effective international system of control and,
also J be depemed on progress being made on other disarmament issues.. However J in
a statement on 19 January 1959, the two Western ·Powers announced that they no
longer~onsidered a nuclear test suspension contingent on progress in other dis
.armament areas and made it clear that such an agreement depended only on the
requirements of effective control. y The question of control became then the
main issue and the core of the negotiations.
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Question of' the scope

9. On 11 FebruaI7 1960 the United States, supporlied, by' the United K:ingdcm,
presented to the Conference a proposal for "a phased treatyll which called for a
ban on all tests in those environments where effective control could be '
established. 'JJ The proposal was formulated as follows:

liThe first phase of the agreement-which could be put into effect
in the near fuliure-should provide for the cessation of all nuclear
weapon tests in the earth's atmospher~; in the oceans, and in outer
space up to the greatest height with respect to which agreEment. can be
reached on the installation of effective controls."

The United States also suggested that this phase ~hould include provision for the
cessation of lmdergrolmd nuclear tests above a seismic magnitude IIthresholdll of
4.75 (corresponding, according to U.S. estimates, to a 19-k:Uoton yield) s~e
with regard 'to those events adequate control was feasible. For this purpose, it
suggested two alterliative SystEDS of on-site inspections. It also stated that
when a research progranme resulted in improved capabilities for identification
of small Wlderground disturbances, the "threshold" could be progressively lowered
to match such improvements.

10. The Soviet response was positive, in principle, but its cOlmterproposal
of 19 March 1960 did not provide for any on-eite inspection of those events above
seismic magnitude 4.75.!J/ It stated its readiness:

"To conclude a treaty on the cessation of aD. nuclear-weapon
tests in the atmosphere, in the oceans and in outer space, and of'
all undergrourA. tests which produce seismic oscillations of magni
tude 4.75 conventional units or above."

In addition, it agreed to participate in a research programe with the 'View to
improving capabilities for identification of such lmderground distm~,ances below
this IIthreshold"" The proposal and agreement were, however, based on the under
standing that all parties to the treaty would Ilassume at the same time the
obligation not to carry 'out during that pericd ~ nuclear-weapon tests producing
seismic oscillations of magnitude 4.75 conventional units or below".

11. In a joint declaration of 29 March 1960, the United Kingdom and the United
States agreed to the Soviet proposal provided that the moratorium would be for a
fixed peiod only. 21 Nevertheless, little further progress was made at the Conference
due to differences which arose in connmon with other sensitive issues. such as
the composition of the control conmission and the question of decision-maldng in
this body.

3/ Document GEN/DNT/PV.110, pp. ~9•

.'!Y Document G'i'Jf/DNT/PV.188, pp. 10-14.

51 Document GEN/DNT/PV.189, pp. 10-11.

_....- --
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12. l'lhen the Conference res'lDlled its work early' in 1961, the United States

and the United Kingdom S'ubnitted on 18 April a draft treaty which incorporated
a number of new elements. g; The scope was formulated as follows:

111. Each or the Parties to this Treaty undertake, subject to
the provisions of this Treaty and its Annexes:

A. to prohibit; and prevent the carrying out oi< nuclear-weapon
test explosions at arsy place under its jurisdiction or control and. . .

B~ to refraih from .causing, encour., or in any w8\Y' partici~
pating in, the carr,ing out of nuclear-weapon test explosions anywhere.

112. The obligations under paragraph 1 of this Article shall apply
to a.U. nuc1ear-weapon test explosions except those. underground explosions
which are recorded as seismic ev~nts of less than magnitUde 4.75. 11

The moratorium on underground tests below the 4.75 seismic threshold was fixed at
three years. The propo~al still required an international system of control con
cerning underground events above seismic magnitUde of 4.75, although it reduced
by two the number of control posts on Soviet territory and· provided for a sliding
scale of annual inspections ranging from twelve to twenty on-site inspections.

13. The deterioration in political relations between the two sides which
became apparent in the seccnd half of 1961 bad a strong bearing Dot only on the
progress of the negotiations but also on the conduct of their respect!ve nuclear
programnes. Thus, on 30 August 1961, the Soviet Government declared that it had
been compelled, in order to strengthen its security, to take a number of steps,
including the carrying out of experimental nucle~'!"..weapon explosions. From
1 September to 4 November, the Soviet Union conducted a series of tests, mostly
thermo-nuc1~ar.. The United States resumed underground testing on 15 September.

14. Upon the loesumption of the Geneva Conference on 28 November 1961, the
Soviet Union reiterated its opposition to any test ban treaty under international.
control whUe the arms race continued, and said that a new approach was necessary.
To this end, it put forward a draft; agreement on the discontinuance of nuclear
weapon tests in the atmosphere, in outer space and under water, which provided
for supervision of the ban to be carried out through tht. existing national means
of detection and also for a moratorium on underground tests until a control
system had been developed as part of a system of control over general a."d complete
disa.rmament. The relevant provisions read as follows: 1/ .

Artic~e I-
"The States Parties to tIns Agreement solannly undertake not to

conduct. tests of any kind of nuclear or thermonuclear weapons in the
atmosphere, in outer space or under water. .

•••

6/ Document GEN/DNT/IIO.

7/Document CEN/DNT/122.
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"The States Parties to this Agreement under take not to conduct
any undergrotmd tests of nuclear weapons until they have agreed
together on a system or control over such tests as a constituent
part of an international. system of control over compliance with an
agreement on general ·and complete disarmament. n

15. The United States and the United Kingdom rejected the proposal, inter
.!l.i:!, because in their opinion it contravened the recomendations of the 1958
conference, as well as the tenns of General Assembly resolution 1649 (XVI)
calli1tg for the establishment of international control over a test ban agreement. ,

16. After the Conference had adjourned in January J_962, the question of
nuclear-weapan tests \'laS taken up in the Eighteen-Nation CoI1l11ittee on Disarmament
(ENOO) when it started its work in l-rarch that year. 10 fact, the question was
continued by a Sub-Conmdttee, composed. of the same three nuclear-l'1eapol1. Powers:
the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom and the United. States. Their initial
positions in the Sub-Comnittee reflected, hO\'lever, the same. views that they had
advocated in previous negotiations. In orde.r to break the impasse in the
negotiations the eight non-aligned members of the ENDC - Brazil, Burma, Ethiopia,
India, Henco, Nigeria, Sweden and the United Arab Republic'" submitted, on
16 April 1962, a joint memorandum !V in \'lhich they emphasized the possibilities
of establi~hing a system. for continuous observations and effective control on a
purely scientific ba~i5. The memorandum also referred to the possibility of
setting up an international commission, consisting of a limited number of highly
qualified scientists, possibly from non-aligned countries, entrusted with pro
cessing all data and reporting on any nuclear eJC;Plosions. AJJ. tl't..ree nuclear
weapon P"O\-lers accepted the memorandum as one of the bases .for negotiations. There
l'laS, hOl'fever, a difference 01' opinion between them on the interpretation of the
memorandum, in particuJ.ar ·,'lhether it set forth obligatory or permisa.ive provisions
for on-site inspection.

••u; 2

Article III

a &X2.

i
I1

il
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17~ On 9 August 1962, the United States made a new move by proposing a
comprehensive ban. Its proposal was still based. on the principle of compuJ.sory'
on-site in!3pection but it provided for: (a) an unspecified reduction in the
annual number of on-site inspections, as compared with the previous proposal for
a sliding scale of twelve to twenty; cm.d, (b) reduction in the number of ~ontrol

posts from 180 to about 80, inc1udi.ng a change in the manning of such posts 
instead of being internationa.lly marmed and operated, the posts would accept an
international observer but loJOuld be manned by nationals of the country being
inspected.

18. On 27 AUo"USt ;L962, the United States and the United Kingdom submitted
two alternative draft treaties. One was a comprehensive treaty in harmo~ with
the proposals of 9 August, envisaging a ban on tests in'all environments and
making provision for a quota of on-site inspections in the case of suspicious
underground events. 2/' The other contemplated a test ban in the three non
controversial environments - in the atmosphere, .in outer space and under water -

8/ Official Records of the Dia~r.mement Commission SU lement for Janus
to Decembe~ 19 2, document ENDC/~8.

. 21 Ibid", ENDC/58 ..

-----,.. --,..- - .----..
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6.

without international verifica-cion.!Q/ The United States and the United Kingdom,while stating that they preferred a comprehensi'lre treaty, euc:plained. that -thepartial treaty was submitted liS a first stePtl as the Soviet Union was stillopposed to compuls017 on-site inspection in a comprehensive treaty. They wouldnot, however, accept an Meont,rolled moratorium of lmderground t~sts in any formwhatsoever. On 31 August, the United States and the united Kingdom proposed1 Janu8.L""Y' 1963 as the cut-orf date for tests 88 part of either the comprehensivetreaty or th~ partial one. The scope of the partial trea.ty, formulated inArticle I, read:
,

tll. Each of the Parties to this Treaty undertakes to prohibit. and prevent the carrying out of any nuclear-w'eapon tests explosionat any place under its jurisdiction or control:

(a) in the atmosphere, above the atmosphere, or in the
territorial or high seas; or

(b) in any other environment if such explosion causes radioactive debris to be present outside the territorial
limits of the State under whose jurisdiction or controlsuch explosion is conducted.
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10/ Ibid.,. ENDC/59.

12/ Document KNDC/PV.90, pp. 13-11.

Both the comprehensive and partial drafts contained provisions concerning explosionsfor peaceful purposes which were to be permitted. under strictly specified conditions.

11/ Official Records of the Disarmament Commission, Supplement forJanuary-December 1963, document ENDC/12.

"2. Each of the Parties to this Treaty undel"takes furthermor.e torefrain from causing, encouraging, or in arry way participating in, thecarrying out of any n\Jclear-weapon test explosion anywhere which wouldtake place in aiiy of the environments described, or have the effectprescribed, in paragraph 1 of this Article."

20. Expressing still its preference for a comprehensive ban the Soviet Union,on 10 December 1962, offered a new guarantee foz' effective control of such ~eement. WIn addition to existing manned national. means of detection, it proposed the use ofautomatic seismic stations ("blaCk boxes"). Two or three such stations, the SovietUnion said, could be established on the territories of each of the nuclear-weaponPowers and some in the neighbouring cOlUltries. In the USSR, there were three major

19. The Soviet Union rejected the United states proposals of 9 August and theUnited St.tes-United Kingdom comprehensive treaty on the grounds that they rancounte":' to the eight-Power memorandum and did not depart from the principle ofobligatory on-site inspection. The Soviet Union also rejected the partial treatyon the ground that it excluded underground tests, but was not opposed to consideringsuch a partial treaty if underground tests were voluntarily suspended until a finalsolution of the problem was reached. It supported a Mexican proposal that thereshould be a cessation of all tests from 1 January 1963. W

! Jan~.- -=,. 7 .'. 1.11I11111--------------------.__....J.zP r
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seismic zones - the Far East·, Central Asia and the Altai mountain region 
where "black boxes" could be usef'ully located. The .ealed boxes containing the
instruments would be periodically replaced and carried fran and to the head
quarters of the intemational conmission by Soviet personnel on Soviet aircraft,
but personnel of the international body could participate in the delivery and
removal of the t1black boxes" with appropriate precautionary measures.

21. The United states agreed tl)at the "black boxes" might be a useful
adjunct to manned detection stations if used in sufficient numbers and, if properly
equipped, operated and located. It also noted that the proposed participation of
international personnel in the placing and retrieval of the boxes had :ma.ny in- ,
teresting aspects. But it stated that such stations would not Bubstantia.11y
decrease the number. of significant unidentified events nor eliminate the need for
1l1a.rmed stations or on-site inspections.

22. The United Kingdom formally proposed that the whole question be examined
by experts, without any pre conditions. The Soviet Union rejected the proposal,
insisting that the United Kingdom. and the United States first accept the idea of
"black boxes" in principle befor.e there was any discussion of details.

23. These were the respective positions of the Soviet Union, the United
Kingdom and the United States when the ENDC went into recess on 20 December 1962.
The three-Power Sub-eonmittee on nuclear testing did not meet thereafter. When
theENDC reconvened on 12 February 1963, it again concentrated on a comprehensive
treaty banning tests in all enviromnents. The discussion revealed that there was
agreement mainly. on th~ following principles: (a) utilization of nationally manned
and nationally controlled seismic stations for detection and identification of
seismic events; (b) installation of automatic (umnanned) seismic stations in the
territories of nuclear Powers and adjacent countries as a check on the proper
functioning of the nationally manned stations, on the understanding that delivery
and removal of equipnent and records of 'these stations would be carried out with
the participation of foreign personnel under arrangements safeguarding the security
of the States concerned; and (c) an annual quota of on-site i,..spections as a means
to dete:nnine the nature of suspicious events.

24. There was disagreement on the number of annual inspections and on the
number of automatic seismic stations. The Soviet Union proposed two to three
on-site inspections a year; the United. States proposed eight to ten, a figure which
was later reduced to seven on condition that the verification system eventually
elaborated would be effective. The Soviet Union proposed the establishment of three
automatic seismic stations; the United States proposed seven such stations.

25. On 10 June 1963, the non-aligned members of the Committee - Ethiopia,
Nigeria and the United Arab Republic, submitted a joint memorandum suggesting that
for the time being "three, four .or so tl'Uly effe~tive inspections a year - or an
adequately proportiolled figure spread over more years", might be needed to dispel
mutual suspicions and to facilitate reaching a settlement. W Such a compromis~
quota of inspection would be contingent upon agreement on adequate and effective
modalities of inspection. They also expressed the conviction that direct talks
between the three nuclear-weapon Powers on a high level, might prove of great value
in reaching a solution of the problem.

13/ Official Records of the Diss.rmament Commission, Supplement for
JanUary-December 1963, document ENDC/94. ,...-~- --
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"l. Each of the Parties to this Treaty undertakes to prohibit,
to prevent, and not to carry out al\V nuclear-weapon test explosion,· or
aI\Y other nuclear explosion, at any place under its jurisdiction or
control:

Article I

(a) in the atmosphere; beyOnd its limits, including outer space;
or under water, including territorial waters or high seas; or

(b) in al\V other environment if such explosion causes radioactive
debris to be ·preseD.t outside the territorial limits of the
State under whose jurisdiction or control such explosion is
conducted. It is understood in thie comexi.-cn that the pro
visions of this sub-par~raph are without prejudice to the
conclusion of a treaty resulting in the pennanent banning of
all nuclear test explosions, including all.such explosions
underground, the conclusion of which, as th~ Parties have
stated in the Preamble to this Treaty, they seek to achieve.

1'2. Each of the Parties to this Treaty undertakes furtherJJK)re to
refrain from causing, .encouraging, or in a:t:JY way participating in, the
carI"3ing out of any nuclear weapon test explosion, or any other nuclear
explosion, anywhere which would take place in any- of the environments
described, or have the effect referred to, in paragraph 1 of this Artiicle."

. 27. The negotiations which began on 15 J14y ended on 25 July when the text
of the TreatY' was initialled. It was opened for signature on 5 August.!2I The
scope of the Treaty is defined as follows:

8.

28. The operative part of the Treaty does not contain any .provision concemiDg
measures for further expanding of the Treaty's scope. However, such a goal waS
proclaimed in the Breamble of the Treaty which states the -determination of' the Parties
to seek "to achiev-e the discontinuance of all test explosions of nuclear weapons tor
all time" i and to this end to continue negotiations. The same determination was
recalled in the Preamble of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons in·
1968.

26. On 10 June, it was announced that the Soviet Union, the United States
and ·the United Kingdom had agreed to hold talks in MoSCiOW in mid-July on the
cessation of nucle;uo tests. On 2 July, the Soviet Union stated that the United

. States and. the United Kingdom insistence on on-site inspections made an under
ground ban impossible; the Soviet Union was therefore prepared to sign a limited
treaty banning tests in the three non-eontroversial environments - in the
atmosphere, in outer space and under water. It also abandoned its previous
demands' that a partial test ban must be accompanied by a moratorium. on underground.
testi'ng. W

W Ibid. t ENDC/112.

ll! Treat)" Series t Treaties and International Agreemen~s registered 01'
tiled and recorded with the Secretariat ot the United Nations t . Vol. 480, p. 43.
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29. These efforts were, :L"'l fact, continued immediately following '~e .on
elusion of the partial 'agreement in 1963. Differing views on verifieat. ",
which had prevented inclusion of underground tests in that treaty, hav'e c(:mtinued
for years to block a.I\Y. further agreement. It was not before 1974 that some pro
gress was achieved. On 3 July 1974 the United States and the. Soviet Union signed
a Treaty on the L:iJni.tation of Underground Nuclear \'leapon Tests, with a Protocol
to the Treaty. 1:.2/ Under the terms of the Treaty, each Party agreed not to carry
out any tests of weapons having a yield in excess of ~50 ldlotons after 31 ~1a.rch
1976" to keep its underground tests to a minimtnn, and to work towards ending all
underground nuclear-weapon tests. Verification ",'ill be carried out by national
means of detection, but provisions are included in the Protocol to ensure that
nuclear-l·reapon tests under the threshold will be carried out in specific areas
under the jurisdiction or control of the Parties. Article ill of the Treaty f'ltated
that its provisions would not apply to nuclear explosions fo'" peaceful pUrpC>&SS;
and that these "shall be governed by an agreement \-lmch is to be negotiated and
concluded by the Parties at the earliest possible time. lI

30. On 28 J.fay 1976, the Sovi~t Union and the United States concluded a Treaty
on Underground Nuclear Explosions for Peaceful Purposes, together with a Protocol
and an Agreed Statement. 1'1/ The Treaty applies to all underground nuclear explo
sion for peaceful purposes conducted by the Partie03 ~±'ter 31 March 1976• Individual
eJq)losions with yields greater than 150 kilotons are prohibitedg as well as group
explosions exceeding 1,500 kilotons. In accordance with Article IV, for the purpose
of ensuring compliance with the Treaty each Party shall use national techn:i.cal means
of verification and provido informatipn and access to sites of explosions.

31. The question of underground nuclear-~reapon test5 nas been actively con
sidered in the Conference of the Committee Oft Disarmament (CCD)~ where a number of
suggestions and proposals have been submitted both by nuclear and non-nuclear-weapon
States. During the 1977 session of the Committee, there have been a number of
significant deve;lopments. On 22 February the Soviet Union introduced a draft treaty
on the complete' and general prohibition of nuclear-weapon tests. W Under the
Soviet draft, first submitted to the General Assembly in 1975 and later reviseJ., 1.21
nuclear-l'leapon tests would be prohibited in all env:ironments. Provisions are in
cluded in Article 11 to ensure compliance with the treaty through the' use of national
means of control supplemented by cooperation in an international exchar.ge of seismic
data, as well as by on-site inspection in case of doubts regarding the nature of a
seismic event. Article III exc1.1Xte from the prohibition any underground nuclear
explosions ~onducted by nuclear-weapon States on their jurisdictions or· in accordance
with Articl'iS V of the Treaty on the 'Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons.

('j
(" ~,

g

iea
16/ Document A/9698, Annexes I and II.

r :'17/ Document A/31/l25.

in' '18/ Document CCD/523.

19/ Document A/C.l/31/7.

. . ~ ."' - , -. _.
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32. On 5 July, Sweden tabled a draft, treaty banning nucleare-weapon test
explosions in all environments. 6Q/. By Article I, the prohibiti~nwould apply
to a."Y nuclear-weapon test e=..rplosion, or aJ\Y explosion of other nuclear devices.
Verification 'WOuld be carried out both by an effective international exchange
of. seismological data and on-site inspection. In accordance with Artiele nI,
States Parties 'WOuld engage the services of a consultative conmittee to ensure
the full observance and implementation of the provisions of the Treaty. As regards
peaceful. nuclear ~losions, they might be carried out only under intel"%7llitionrll.
~uperv:i.sion and control. Transitional arrangements are also contElllplated t,o
ensure the cessation of nuclear-weapon tests.

33. In pursuance of t 11e decision of the Conference of the Comnit.tee on
Disarmament!' (CCD) of 22 J~ 1976, the Ad Hoc Group of Scientific Expelts 't,c
Consider International Co-operative Measures to Detect and Identify Sei,rsmic
Events held during 1977 its second, third and fourth sessio~in Gene'1"a. Tr,:
Group is expected to specify the characteristics ot an international mon:\tor-b~g

system and estimate the detection and identification capability of such a
system; it should then provide factual results of its analysis for the benefit
of Governments.

34. On 28 July, the representatives of the United Kingdom, the Soviet Union
and the United States announced in the CCD the conclusion of the first round of
tripartite consultations on a comprehensive t: ~ ban treaty, which took place in
Geneva trom 13 to 27 July. gv' The United K1t1gdom expressed the hope that the
next round would enable the' three delegations to work towards an agreement· which
would ccmmand universal respect. The Soviet Union stressed that it would, for
its part, exert all efforts in order to achieve the objective of a complete and
general prohibition of nuclear-weapon tests. The United States said that it
looked forward to the resumption of those' negotiations and expressed the hope
that this would prepare the wa:¥ for fruiti"'..u. negotiations in the CCD towards the
goal of a truly effective comprehensive test ban treaty.
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Ill. TREATY ON PRINCIPLES at. ,/ERNING THE ACTIVITIES OF STATES
IN THE EXPLORATION AND USE OF OUTER SPACE, INCLUDING'

THE MOON AND OTHER CELESTIAL BODIES '9
(OUTER SPACE TREATY) '9

Iutroduction

35. Early efforts to prevent the spread of the arms race to outer space
were made in the Sub-Committee of the Disarmament Commission and the General
Assembly in the late 1950s. On 29 August 1951, in the Sub-Committee of the
Disarmament Commission, Canada, France, the United Kingdom and the United
states submitted proposals for partial disarmament measures, including one
by which a technical committee would be established to study the features
of an inspection system designed to assure that the ~aunching of objects
through outer space would be exclusively for peaceful and scientific purposes. !I
This proposal became one of the provisions of General Assembly resolution 1148
(XII), adopted on 14 November 1951.

?p. The debate of the item '''Question of the peaceful uses of outer space"
in 1958 at the thirteenth session of the General Assembly ultimately led to the
adoption of resolution 1348 (XIII), by which the General. Assembly established
an Ad Hoc Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. The COJ!ID.ittee reported
to the Assembly at the fourteenth session. As a result of the debate the
General Assembly, recognizing the common interest of mankind in furthering the
peaceful use of outer space and the great importance of int~rnational co-operation
in this field ll adopted resolution 1412 (XIV) of 12 December 1959 by which a
Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space was permanently established. It
was, however, understood. that the new Committee would, inter alia, "study practical
and feasible means for giving effect to programmes in the peaceful uses of outer
space which could appropriately be undertaken unde...• United Nations auspices",
while other organs at the United Nations would perform the task of, facilitating
progress on disarmament.

Question of the scope

31. The military aspects of the use of outer space were then taken up in
the Ten-Nation Committee on Disarmament. Several proposals put forward by the
Western Powers contained provisions for a ban on the placing of weapons of mass
destruction in outer space. gj However, these provisions were integral parts of
programmes on general and complete disarmament and, therefore, treated the issue
of out~r space in conjunction with other disarmament measures. This was also the
case with the Soviet draft treaty on general and complete disarmament submitted to
the General Assembly in S~ptember 196o~ which linked the question of demilitarization
ot outer space with such issues as the abolition of foreign military bases. 21 Thus,
th£ relevant section of that proposal read:

~ The ~reaty was open for signature on 21 January 1961 at London 7 Moscow and
Washington. It entered into force on 10 October 1967.

!I Official Records of the Disarmament Commission, Supplement tor January to
December 1951, document DC/U2, annex 5 (DC/SC~l/66)

gj The five Powers (Canada, France, Italy, the United Kingdom and the United
States) plan of: 1 6 March J.cfio (document TNCD/3) and the United States programme on
g~neral and complete disarmament of 27 June 1960 (document DC/15~).

21 Dacument A/4505. _..~- -
Digitized by Dag Hammarskjöld Library
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"4. From the very beginning of the first stage and until the final
destruction of all means ot delivering nuclear weapons, the placing into
orbit or stationing in outer space of any special devices, the leaving
ot their territorial waters by warships and the f.lying beyond the limits
of their national territory by milit~J aircraft capable ot carrying
weapons of mass destruction, wUl be prohibited."

;8. The question of the prevention ot the spread of the arms ra·ce to outer
space was raised again in 1962 in the coursa ot the work ot the newly established
Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament (E:rIDC).' Both the Soviet and United States
plans for general and complete disarmament submitted to the Committee dealt in
appropriate sections with this issue.!!/ AlthOUgt'1. the proposals were generally
welcomed, a number of States, in par'ticular Canada, Italy and Mexico, argued that
the question of demilitarization ot outer space should be considered independently
of general and complete disarmament and, to this effect, suggested that this issue
fOhould be given priority. No definite action was taken on these suggestions
during 1962, but at the General Assembly's seventeenth session, that year, the
United States declared its readiness to enter into such agreement.
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39. In order to facilitate and, at the same time, give fresh impetus to
the considerations of the issue as an independent disarmament measure, Mexico
submitted to the ENDC on 21 JW'le 1963 a working paper containing the outline of
a draft treaty. 2/ 1'he scope ot the treaty, defined in article I, was much broader
than previous proposals which were concerned only with nuclear weapons and other
weapons of mass destruction. The Mexican draft provided not only for denucl.earization
but tor a complete demilitarization of outer space. It read as follows:

"1. outer space and the celestial. bodies shaJ.l be utilized
exclus'ively tor peaceful purposes. Accordingly, every military measure,
among others, such as the placing ia orbit and the stationing in space
of nuclear weapons or. weapons of'mass destruction or of vehicles
capable ot delivering such weapons, is prohibited. Tests ot the said
weapons of destruction, or of any other war-like device for military
purposes, are likewise prohibited, as is the stationing or placing
in orbit of bases for launching weapons ot any type whatsoever.

"2. Nothing in this treaty shaD. prevent the employment of military
personnel or equipment, provided that they are used exclusively for
scientific research or for some other peaceful purpose."
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40. In introducing the draft, Mexico reiterated its view that the "question
of placing weapons of mass destruction, or of stationing special devices in space
which can serve as vehicles for these .weapons is ••• a question sui generis".
In its opinion, the ideas and objectives contained in the draft "answer the universal
desire to keep outer space free of nuclear weapons". §J .

-

I!J Official Records of the Disarmament Commission, Supplement for
January 1961 to December 196c, document DC/203 (ENDC/2 and ENDC/30).

21 Official Records of the Disarmament Commission, Supplement for
January-December 1963, document ENDC/98.

6/ Document ENDC/PV.l48, pp. 39-42.
! tile
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41. The matter was not immediately pursued any further. However, during
the General Assembly's eighteenth session in 1963 both the Soviet Union and the
United states announced their readiness to work towards reaching an agreement
on the preservation of outer space for peaceful purposes. In view of this,
at the initiative ot Mexico, the General Assembly adopted on 17 october 1963
resolution 1887 (XVIII), welcoming the intention ot the two nuclear-weapon
Powers. It also contained a call upon all states to refrain from military
activities in outer space, which was, however, restricted in scope to
activities concerning nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass destruction.
It read:

"2. Solemnly calls upon all states:

(a) to refrain from placing in orb~t around the earth any
objects carrying nuclear weapons or any other kinds of weapons
of mass destruction, installing such weapons on celestial
bodies, or stationing such weapons in outer space in any other
manner;

(b) to refrain" from causing, encouraging or in any way
participating in the conduct of the foregoing activities."

42. Thereafter, the matter was cons~dered in the Committee on the Peaceful
Uses of Outer Space and by the General Assembly. Nevertheless, the text of an
agreement was worked out lIainly in bilateral negotiations between the United
States and the Soviet Union in 1965 and 1966. The draft was finalized in
September 1966 and thereafter submitted to the General Assembly for its approval.
Resolution 2222 (XXI), adopted by acclamation on 14 December 1966, commended the
treaty. The principal disarmament provisions of the Treaty 1/ are contained in
article IV. It provid.es for two different scopes depending on the area of the
Treaty's application. Thus, the scope is narrower with regard to military
acti.".ities in orbit around the Earth and in outer space. The prohibiti.ons cover
only nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass destruction and not other military
activities. As far as the moon and other celestial bodies are con~erned the scope
is much wider -- it provides for their complete demilitarization. Article IV
reads:

"States Parties to the Treaty undertake not to place in orbit
around the Earth any objects carrying nuclear weapons or any other
kinds of weapons of mass destruction, install such weapons on celestial
bodies, or station such weapons in outer space in any other manner~

liThe moon end other celestial bodies shall ba used by all
States Parties to the Treaty exclusively for peaceful purposes. The
establishment of military bases, installations and fortifications,
the testing of any type of weapons and the conduct of milital'~r
manoeuvres on celestial bodies shall be forbidden. The use of'
military personnel for scientific research or for any other peacef~

purposes shall not be prohibited. The use of any equipment or·
facility necessary for peaceful exploration of the moon and other
celestial bodies shall also not be prohibited. 1t

'1J "Treaty Series, Treaties and International Agreements registered or
filed and recorded with the Secretariat of the United :tlatic)ns, Vol.610, p.205,
Legal Registration ~ber 8843.

-:r-.~__
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43. A syst,em of verification ot obligations under article IV is envisaged
in article XII of the Treaty. It is, however, limited only to verification of
activities with regard to the moon and celestial bodies. It stipulates:
"All stations, installations, equipment and space vehicles on the moon and
other celestial bodies shall be open to representatives of other states Parties
to the Treaty on a basis of reciprocity".

44. No specific provisions for expanding the Treaty's scope with regard
to the military activities in orbit around the Earth and in outer space were
-envisaged in the Treaty.
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IV• TREATY ON THE OON-PROLIFERATION OF

NUCLEAR WEAPOm '9 --
Introduction

45. The earliest efforts in the United Nations to a dratt treaty wnich
would ensure that the newly discovered atomic energy would be used exclusively
for peaceful purposes had as one of its aims the prevention of the spread "Of
nuclear weapons. The dissemination of knowledge of nuclear technology, as
distinct from its use for military purposes, was accelerated in the 1950s when
the United states and the Soviet Union undertook to render extensive technical
assistance in the fie~d of peaceful uses of atomic energy. In addition, the
policies of the major Powers and their strategic concepts led to the building
up of military alliances and other collective defence arrangements, including
in some cases the stationing of armed forces with nuclear weapons on the
territory of countries which themselves did not possess nuclear weapons. The
Soviet Union proposed, in 1956, a zone of limitation and inspection of armaments
in Central Europe and, in particular, a ban on the s~ationing of atomic military
formations and the location of atomic and hydrogen weapons of any kind in that
zone. y

46. The following year, the ,United States submitted a package of partial
disarmament proposals Y whereby, from the date of the cessation of produc:tion
of fissionable material for weapons purposes, each party would undertake not
to transfer out of its control any nuclear weapons or to accept transfer to
it of such weapons except where, under arrangements between the transferer and
the transferee, their use would be restricted to the eventuality of an armed
attack placing the parties in the situation of individual or collective
self-defence.

47. There thus developed two different approaches to the problem of
preventing the spread of nuclear weapons, namely, the creation of nuclear-free
zones in which all nuclear weapons would be prohibited and, secondly, agreement
on a treaty which would specifically ban the dissemination of nuclear weapons
by the nuclear Powers and the acquisition of nuc.lear weapons by states not
possessing them.

48 • During the period from 1958 to 1965, when the first draft -treaties to
prevent the spread of nuclear weapons wex-e ~ubmitted, 21 the question of non
proliferation was intensively considered in various bodies dealing with dis~ament

problems 8 At the initiativE: of Malta in 1958. the issue was also taken up in the
General Assembly which, by a number of resolutions adopted in the subsequent years,
contributed towards laying down the basis of an agreement on the non-proliferation

"'!J The Treaty was open for signature on 1 July 1968 at Moscow, London and
Washington. It entered into torce on 5 March 1970.

!I Official Records of the Disarmament Commission, SUpplement for
January-December 1956, document DC/83, annex 5 (DC/SC.l/4l).

gj Ibid., SU~lement for January - December 1957, document DC/113,
annex. 5 (DC/SC.l/6 •

~ The draft treaties on general and complete disarmament introduced by the
Soviet Union and the United States contained provisions, among the measures of the
first stage, to prevent the dissemination or acquisition of nuclear weapons by
non-nuclear-weapon States.
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Article I

"1. Each of the nuclear States Party to this Treaty undertak~s

not to transfer any nuclear weapons into the nationaJ. control 0'1 any
non-nuclear states, either directly, or indirectly through a military
alliance, and each undertakes not to take any other action which would
cause an increase in the total number ot States and other organizations
having independent power to use nuclear weapons.

50. The United states draft JY defined the scope ot the treaty in articles I
and 11 as tollows:

ot nuclear weapons. The discussions that took place during this period r~vealed,

however, substantive ditter"E!nces in approach to this issue not only betw-.en the
nuclear-weapon States, but also between these states and the non-nuclear-weapon
States. Thus, while the Soviet Union placed a s,pecial emphasis on the provisions
banning both the transfer of, and control over, nuclear weapons, and the stationing
ot these weapons on the territory of non-nuclear States, the United Kingdom and
the United States were concerned mainly with the transfer of and control over
nuclear weapons, since the other question, i.e. the stationing ot nuclear weapons,
tended, in their opinion, to prejudge their strategic military arrangements.
On the other hand, the non-aligned States suggested that, as a. first step, the
nuclear-weapon st$tes should agree to freeze the levels of nuclear armaments.
They also pointed out that other stops, such as a ban on nuclear weapon tests,
would also h.elp to prevent the proliferation of nuclear weapons.

49. Towards the mid...l960s, the consideration of the issue became further
complicated with the question of access to nuclear weapons through military
alliances, in view of the proposed plans under diacussion at the time by the
Western allies for establishing a NATO multilateral nuclear force (MLF). The
United Kingdom and the United States maintained that the projected establishment
ot the MLF was not in violation of the principe of non-proliferation as it did
not en~sage a transfer ot, and control over nuclear weapons. The Soviet Union,
in contrast, claimed that such an arrangement, in fact, would not quite preclUde
direct or indirect access to nuclear weapons by non-nuclear-weapon Powers, and
that therefore it was contrary to the idea of non,·proliferation. The draft
treaties submitted by the United States and the Soviet Union on 17 August and
24 september 1965 respectively, reflected their different positions on this
issu~.

"2. Each of the nuclear States Party to this Treaty undertakes
not to assist any non-nuclear state in the manufacture of nuclaar
weapons.

. Ar;ticl~ 11

"1. Each ot the nOn-nuclear states Party to this Treaty undertakes
not to manufacture nuclear weapons; each undertakes not to seek or to
receive the transter ot such weapons into its hational Qont:roi, either
directly, Or indireetly through a military allian~e~ and eaClh undertake.s
l'1ot to take any other actioh Which woU1<t cause an increase 1n the total
number of States and other organizations haVing independent power to
use nuclear weapons.

«-7' ,. ,' .....
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It 2. Each of the non-nuclear states Party to this Treaty under
takes not to seek or to receive assistance in the manufacture ot
nuclear weapons, or itself to grant such asslstELllce."

g 51. While explaining the draft treaty the United States emphasized that
since it prohibited direc~ and indirect forms of transfer into national·control
of non-nuclear-weapon States, no additional nuclear-weap.on Power coUld emerge,
whether national. or international. But, the United States added: "The treaty
would not, however, preclude the establishment of nuclear arrangements -- such
as a multilateral force vi'thin NATO -- so long as such arrangements would not
constitute an additional organization or entity having the power to use nuclea.:r
weapons independently of the participating nations presently possessing nuclear
weapons. A new organization having such iridependent power could come into
existence only if a present nuclear nation should voluntarily turn over its

entire stockpile of nuclear· weapons to a collective entity and should aJ.so
voluntarily renounce its ri.ght of veto over the collective force. Even in
the event o.r such a possi"IJility) however, no non-nuclear nation could acquire
independent power to use nuclear weapons under the draft treaty. This would be
barred by the prOVisions which preclude any transfer into the national control
of a non-nuclear country." dJ

52. The Soviet Union and its allies restated their strong objecticns to the
principle upon which the United States draft was based. They said that the draft
treaty failed to close all avenues of possible proliferation and contained
loopholes which wOlud enable the use of nuclear weapons by the NATO countries
which then could gain access to nuclear weapons indirectl.y. Poland maintained
that a non-proliferation treaty must introduce an absolute and comprehensive ban
on all forms of nuclear proliferation and, more specifically, should freeze the
present status of all States with respect to physical access to nuclear weapons,
their ownership, disposition) operation and control, as well as training in
their use and nuclear planning.

53. The Soviet draft §I dealt with the scope of the treaty in articles I - Ill.
They read as follows:

Article I

"1. Parties to the Treaty possessing nuclear weapons undertake
not to transfer such weapons in any form -- directly or indirectly, through
third states or groups of States -- to the ownership or control of states
or groups of states not possessing nuclear weapons and not to accord to
such States or groups of States the right to participate in the ownership,
control or use of nuclear weapons.

"The s8,id Parties to the Treaty shall not transfer nuclear weapons, or
control over them or over their emplacement and use, to units of the armed
forces or military personnel of States not possessing nuclear weapons,
even if such units or personnel are under the command of a military
alliance •

.21 Document ENDC/PV .228, p. 38.

§j Official Records of the General Assembly, Twentieth Session,
Annexes,agenda item 106, document A!5976 (ENDC!164).
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"2. Parties to the Treaty possessing nuclear weapons undertake not
to provide assistance -- directly or indirectly, through third states
or groups. of states -- to States not at present possessing nuclear'weapons
in the manufacture, in preparations for the manufacture or in the testing
ot such weapons and not to transmit to them any kind of manufacturing,
research or other information or documentation which can be employed
for purposes of the manufacture or use of nuclear weapons.

Article II

"1. Parties to the Treaty not possessing nuclear weapons undertake
not to ,create, man~f'acture or prepare for' the manufacture of nuclear
weapons either 'independently or together with other States, in their
own territory or in the territory of other s'tates. They also under
tak~ to refrain from obtaining nuclear weapons in any form -- directly
or indirectly, through third States 01.' groups of States -- for purposes
of ownership, control or use and shall. not participate in the ownership,
control or use of such weapons or in testing them.

"The said Parties to the Treaty shall not seek to acquire
control over nuclear weapons or over their emplacement and use fol'
units of their armed forces or personnel thereof, even if such units
or personnel are under the command of a military alliance.

"2. Parties to the Treaty not possessing nuclear weapons undertake
not to obtain or seek to obtain, from States possessing nUclear weapons,
assistance in the manufacture of such weapons or relevant manufacturing,
research or other information or documentation which can be employed
for purposes of the manufacture or use of nuclear weapons.

Article III

"1he Parties to this Treaty shall refrain from offering any support,
encouragement or inducement to States seeking -to own, manufacture or
exercise control over nuclear weapons".

54. The United States objected to the draft on the grounds that it
was intended to bar the existing practice for the deployment of United states
nuclear wea~ns, under its own control, on the territory of its allies and
preclude consultations on nuclear strategy between NATO allies.

55. The positions of other States to the problem of tne non
proliferation also reflected differences in emph~sis. The United Kingdom
and Canada supported the United States draft· as did Italy. However, Italy
at the same time stressed that the treaty should not remain an isolated
disarmament step but should be accompanied by a freeze on production of
nuclear weapons and by actual reduction of nuclear stockpiles. In addition,
on 14 September 1965, Italy submitt~4 a draft unilateral declaration of
non-acquisition of nuclear weapons,Y whereby States would unilaterally
undertake for an agreed period of time: (1) not to manufacture or acquire
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national. control over nucl~ar weapons; (2) not to seek or receive assistance
from other States in manufacturing these weapons; and (3) to accept applica
tion of the IAEA or equivalent international safeguards on nuclear activities.
These obligations could be prolonged, depending on progress on international
disarmament agreements', such as a non-proliferation treaty, halting of the
arms race and reduction of nuclear arsenals. Parties would reserve ali
freedom of action if any State acquired national control of nuclear weapons.

56. On the other hand, India proposed the conclusion of a two-staf~

non-proliferation agreement. The first stage (or a partial non-prolifera~ion

agreement) would apply only to nuclear-weapon Powers who would undertake,
under a formula acceptable to the two Power blocs: (1) not to pass on
weapons or tecrillology to other States; (2) to cease all production of nuclear
weapons and delivery vehicles, and to agree on the beginning of a programme
of reduction of their stocks; and (3) to agree al~o to incorporate other
measure·s. After this treaty had come into force and steps had been taken
by the nuclear Powers to stop all production and to embark on reduction of
stocks, the second stage of the treaty (or the comprehensive treaty) would
begin, which would provide for an undertaking by non-nuclear Powers not to
acquire or manufacture nuclear'weapons. The transition between the first
stage and the second stage of the treaty, or between the' partial treaty and
the comprehensive non-proliferation treaty, might be regulated by the Italian
proposal. Later, India declared that it would not press for beginning the
reduction of nuclear stocks before a non-proliferation treaty was signed.
However, the renunciation by non-nuclear Powers of the production, acquisition
and control of and access to nuclear weapons should be simultaneous with the
renunciation by nuclear Powers of further production of these weapons and
with agreement on reduction of existing nuclear stockpiles.

57. Sweden suggested that an agreement on a comprehensive test ban
would be the most practical measure to prevent an increase in the number of
nuclear Powers, since it was improbable that a nuclear Power coul~ emerge
without an extensive programme of nuclear testing. Sweden restated its
preference for a soiution of the non-proliferation problem within a package
of measures, including a comprehensive test b~n and a cut-off of production
of weapon-grade fissile materials. It supported the Italian proposal as a
temporary solution and suggested that, in order to make acceptance by some
non-nuclear States easier, the time-limit for a moratorium envisaged by the
Italian formula should be relatively short.

58. On 15 Septeniber 1965 the eight non-aligned members of the ENDC 
Brazil, Burma, Ethiopia, India, Mexico, Nigeria, Sweden and the UAR 
submitted a joint memorandum on non-proliferation of nuclear weapons,8/ which
expressed their belief that a treaty on non-proliferation was not an end in
itself, but only a means to an end, namely, the achievement of general and
complete disarmament a~d, more particularly, nuclear disarmament. They were
"convinced that measures to prohibit the sprea.d of nuclear weapons should,
therefore, be coupled with or followed by tangible steps to halt the nuclear
arms race and to limit, reduce and eliminate the stocks of nuclear weapons
and the means of their delivery ll.

8/ Ibid., document ENDC/158.
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59. In order to remove the main obstacles between the two sides on

the question of control of- nuclear weapons within the framework of military
alliances, on 21 March 1966, the United States submitted amendments to its
draft treaty of 17 August 1965 by which, inter alia, (1) it defined "control"
in the context of non..,;.pro1iferation a~ the :'right or ability to fire nuclear
weapons without .the concurrent decision of an existing nuclear-weapon State";
(2) it made clear that each'of the nuclear-weapon States party to the treaty
would undertake not to transfer nuclear weapons, not only· into the national
control of any non-nuclear-weapon State, but also into the control of any
association of non-nuclear-weapon States; (3) it stipulated that. the obligation
not to assist any non-nuclear-weapon State in the manufacture of nuclear weapons
extended to "preparation for such manufacture" as well as "the testing of

. nuclear weapons", and "encouragement or inducement to manufacture or other
wise acquire its own nu.c1ear weapons". None of the ac~ions prohibited by
the treaty could be taken either directly, or indirectly through third States
or associations of States, or through units of· the armed forces or military
personnel of any State, even if such units or personnel were under the
command of a military alliance. It stressed, however, that i tfavoured the
right of military allies to consult each other on the nuclear defence of the
alliance and implied that the issue was not negotiable. The relevant articles
of the draft if were formulated as follows: .

Article I

"Each of the nuclear-weapon States paI·~y to this treaty undertakes:

"1. Not to transfer nuclear weapons into the national control
of any non-nuc1ear-weapon State, or into the control of any a.ssociation
of non-nuc1ear-weapon States. .

"2. Not to provide to any non-nuclear-weapon State or association
of such States

(a) assistance in the manufacture of nuclear weapons,
in preparation for such manufacture, pr in the testing of
nuclear weapons; or

(b) encouragement or inducement to manufacture or otherwise
acquire its own nuclear weapons.

"3. Ifot to take any other action which would cause an increase
in the total number of States and associations of States having control
of nuclear weapons.

"4. Not to take· any of the actions prohibiten in the preceding
paraeraphs of this Article directly, or indirectly, through third
States or r:Lssociations .of States, or through units of the armed forces
or military personnel of any State, even· if such units of personnel
are U1lder the command of a military alliance".

9/ Ibid~, document ENDC/l52.•
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Article 11

!lEach of the lion-nuclear-weapon States party to this treaty
undertakes:

"1. Not to manufacture nuclea.r weapons, and not to seek or to
receive the transfer of nuclear weapons into its national control or
into the control of any association of non-nuclear-weapon States of
which it is a member.

"2. Not to seek or receive, and not to provide, whether alone
or in any association of non-nuclear-weapon States:

(a) assistance in the manufacture of nuclear weapons, in
preparations for such manufacture, or in the testing of nuclear
weapons; or

(b) encouragement or inducement to manufacture or other
wise acquire its own nuclear weapons.

"3. Not to take any other action which would cause an increase in
the total number of States and associations of States having control
of nuclear weapons.

"4. Not to take any of the actions prohibited in the preceding
paragraphs of this Article directly, or indirectly through third
States or associations of States or through units of its armed
forces or its military personnel, even if' such units 0' personnel
a.re under the command of a military a.lliance".

In response, the USSR and its allies restated their position, indicating
that they woula not sign a non-proliferation treaty which did not rule out
all forms of participation by the NATO non-nuclear powers in the control of
a multilateral nuclear d~terrent.

60. As far as the non-aligned States were concerned, they reiterated
in the ENDC their primary emphasis on the need for an acceptable balance of
mutual responsibilities and obligations of nuclear and non-nuclear-weapon
States. On 19 .ll:l1gust 1966; they submitted a. joint memorandum 10/ which
stated, inter alia, that the question of nuclear jefence arrangements within
military alliances was the concern mainly of the major nuclear Powers and
their allies, whereas for th~~ non-nuclear, non-aligned countries, the
question of the balance of mutual responsibilities and obligations between
the nuclear and the non-nuclear Powers was of particular importance. A
non-proliferation treaty, the memorandum said, should impose an obligation
of the non-nuclea~ Powers to refrain from the acquisition of nuclear ~eapons;

Md, in order to assure the desired balance of mutual obligations and
responsibilities the nuclear Powers should undertake a number of tangible
dteps to halt the arms race and to limit, reduce or 'eliminate stocks of

10/ Official Records of the Disarmament Commission, Supplement f~
U{ti~ dGtUJliettt DC/228, annex 1, ENDC/178. .
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nuclear weapons and their Llean& of d~livery. A comprehensive nuclear test
ban, a complete cessation of the pr0nuction of fissionable material for
weapon purposes, a freeze on. lUld a..n gradual reduction of, nuclear weapon
stocks and means of delive}:y, a IJM on the use of nuclear weapons, and
security assurancer to the non-n~clear States were among the measures
proposed in the memorandum, for possible incorporation in a treaty or as a
<::eclaration of intent.

61. The USSR, the United Kingdom and the United States held that
it would be harmful to the cause of non-proliferation if the non-aligned
members of thr Committee were to insist on making the non-proliferation
treaty dependent on the implementation of other di~armament ID~asures. The
agreement of the three nuclear Powers on this issue was soon followed by a
significant reconciliation of their positions with regard to the scope of
the treaty. Thus, on 24 August 1967, III separate but identical drafts of
a non-proliferation treaty were submitted to the ENDC by the United States
:l11d the Soviet Union. Articles I and 11 were formulated as follows:

Article I

"Each nuclear-weapon State Party to this Treaty undertakes nc ~

to transfer to any recipient Whatsoever nuclear weapons or
other nuclear explosive devices or control over such weapons
or explosive devices directly, or indirectly; and not in any
way to assist, encourage, or induce any non-nuclear-weapon
State to manufacture or otherwise 'acquire nuclear weapons or
other nuclear explosive devices, or control over such weapons
or explosive devices".

Article 11

"Each non-nuclear-weJ..pon State Party to this Treaty undertakes
not to TPceive the transfer from any transferor whatsoever
of nuclear weapons or other nuclea~ explosive devices or'ot'
control over such weapons or explosive devices directly, or
indirectly; not to manufacture or otherwise acquire nuclear
weapons or other nuclear explosive devices; and not tu f1eek
or receive any assistance in the manufacture of nuclear weapons
or other zilUclear ~xplosive devices".

62. In preseuting the draft, both the United States and the Soviet
Union~ stat~d that i~ was based on a compromise approach and that it took
into account a number of views put forward by the non-aligned States.
Although the draft was welcomed in general, it invite':' 5.dditional comments
and proposals, particularly from the non-aligned States, Some of' them were
directed towards a widening of the scope concp.rning both the commitments of
the non-nuclear and nuclear-weapon Powers , 'l'he United Arab Republic, for
instance, proposed that the language of articles I and II be strengthened

III Ibid., Supplement tor 1967 and 1968, document DC/230 and Add. 1 ,
ENDC/192 and ENDC/193.
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to preclud:.e transfer of nuclear weapons in any form whatsoever, including gifts
and p'artial ownership.W Romania, however, suggested that the nuclear Powers com
mit therr".;,e~.ves , in a separate article, to adopt specific measures with a view to
halting the manufacture of nuclear weapons ,the redu.ction of stocks and the final
destruction of nuclear weapons and delivery vehicles. Similarly, India continued
to express the over-all objection that the treaty's scope must not only prevent
"horizontal proliferation", i.e. the acquisition of nuclear weapons 'by non-nuclero-
weapon States, but also "vertical proliferation", i.e. the further expansion of
exi8ting stocks and the development of new nuclear weapons. Brazil, Burma and
Ethiopia also made references to the need of including in 'che treaty a firm under
taking of the nuclear Powers cancer••. ng their own nuclear disarmament.

63. On 18 January 1968 the United States and the Soviet Union submitted to the
ENDC new identical revised drafts!i/ which included some important changes in the
previous texts, none of them in the basic proviFJions en scope. However, in order
to accommodate the views of non-nuclear~weaponStates, the'sponsors inserted
Article V on the availabiltty of the potential benefits of· peaceful nuclear explosions,
Article VI containing an undertaking to pursue negotiations with a view to the cessa
tion of the nuclear arms race, and. Article VII on the right of States to conclude
agreements on nuclear-weapon-f:ree zones.

64. A number of suggestions were made by non-nuclear-weapon States in the ENDC
for the purpose of introducing further improvements to the draft, but only some of
them referreQ to the question of the scope. Brazil tabled amendments to Articles I
and 11 which would permit non-nuclear-weapon States to possess nuclear explosive
devices for peaceful purposes ~ and the United Arab Republic re-stated its proposal
for the strengthening of the prohibitions contemplated in those Articles.

65. On 11 March 1968 the sponsors submitted to the Committee a joint draft
treaty!21 which incorporated some of the sugge'1tions made by delegations. No changes
were made in Articles I~ :U and VI. The new text was submitted to the General
Assembly together with the proposals and working papers introduced in the ENDC.!Q!

66. At the resumed twenty-second session of the General ASsembly, the joint
draft treaty was again revised, mainly the preamble and Articles IV and V, in order
to reflect the comments made by several delegations during the debate. Thus the
relevant articles concerning the scope of the Treaty,11/ which was commended by
General Assembly resolution 2372 (XXII) of 12 June 1968, read as follows:

121 Ibid. , ENDC/I:"1.

13/ Ibid., ENDC/192/Rev.l and ENDC/193/Rev.1.

14/ Ibid., ENDC/20l/Rev.2.

15/ Ibid., annex 11, ENDC!222.

16/ Document A/7012 (DC/230).

111 Treaty Series, Treaties and International Agreements registered or filed
and recorded with the Secretariat of the United N..'t~ons, 1 129 161 L
R • ... .... vo • , p. ,egal
eg1stration Number 10485.
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Article I

"Each nuclear-weapon State Party to the Treaty undertakes not totransfer to any recipient whatsoever.'luelear weapons or other nuclearexplosive devices or control over such weapons or explosive devicesdirectly, or indirectly; and not in any way to assist, encourage, orinduce any non-nuclear-weapon State to manu1'acture or otherwise acquirenuclear weapons. or other nuclear explosive. devices, or control oversuch weapons or explosive devices."

Artic;J..e 11

'~ach non-nuclear-weapon State Party to the Treaty undertakes notto receive·the trans1'er 1'rom any trans1'eror whatsoever 01' nuclear weaponsor other nucle~ explosive devices or 01' control over such weapons orexplosive devices directly, or indirectly; not to manufacture or otherwise acqUire nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices; and notto seek or receive any assistance in the manufacture 01' nuclear weaponsor other nuclear explosive devices. lI

•••• 0

Article VI

''Each 01' the ?arties to the Treaty undertakes to pursue negotiationsin good faith on ef1'ective measures relating to cessation of the nucleararms race at an early dat~ and to nucles.... disarmament, and on a treaty ongeneral and complete disarmament under s~~ict and ef1'ective internationalcontrol."

Further measures

67. On 1 July 1968, the same d~ that the' Treaty ,jn the Non-Proli:reration ofNuclear Weapons had been vpened for signature, the Sov!c~ Union and the United Statesannounced their intention to enter into bilateral discu:;,sions on the "limitationand reduction o1"both of1'ensive and de1'ensive strategic nuclear-weapon deliverysystems and systems 01' de1'ense against ballistic missiles". Or. 16 April 1970 thestrategic arms limitation talks opened in Vienna. In addition, hoth powers haveconducted negotiations on other measures.

68. Since the Treaty entered into force on 5 March 1970, the following agreements have been concluded by the Soviet Union and the United States, either in thecontext of' SALT or other bilateral consultations:

1. AgreeJHent on Measures to Improve the USA-USSR Direct CommunicationsLink, signed at WaShington on 30 September 1971 .!§I and amended'tJ an exchange 01' letters on 29 April 1975.

2. Agreement on 1-1easures to Reduce the Risk 01'· Outbreak 01' NuclearWar, signed at Washington on 30 September 1971. 121

1§1 Treaty S"'~:,,~es, Treaties and International Agreements registered or filEtlendrecorded with the Secretariat 01' the United Nations, Vol. 806, p.li02, LegalRegistration Number 6839.
W ,J:bj,g, vol. 807, p. 57, Legal Regis tration Number 11509.
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3e Agreement on the Prevention of Incidents on and over the High
Seas, signed at Moscow on 25 May 1972. gg;

4. Interim Agreement on Certain Measures with respect to the
Limitation of Strategic Offensive Arms, with a Protocol, 'and
Treaty on the Limitation of Anti-Ballistic Missile Systems,
signed at Moscow on 26 May 1972• .mI

5. Protocol to the Agreement on the Prevention of Incidents on and
over the High Seas, signed at Washington on 22 May 1973. '?:W

6. Agreements on Basic Principles of Negotiations on the Further
Limitation of Strategic Offensive Arms and on the Prevention of
Nuclear War, signed at Washington on 21 and 22 June 1973. W

7. Protocol to the Treaty on the Limitation of Anti-Ballistic
Missile Systems and Treaty on the Limitation of Underground Nuclear
Weapon Tests, with a Protocol, signed at Moscow on 3 July 1974. g!U

8. Joint Statement giving guidance for further negotiations on the
limitation' of strategic offensive arms, issued at Vlad.1vostok
on 24 November 1974. ?:2J

9. Treaty on Underground Nuclear Explosions for Peaceful Purposes,
with a Protocol and an Agreed Statement, signed at Moscow and
Washington on 28 May 1976. g§j

69. The General Assembly has adopted a number of resolutions on SALT. In 196
by resolution 2456 D (XXIII), the General Assembly urged the two cOWltries to enter
at an early date into bilateral discussions on the limitation of offensive strategi
nuclear-weapon delivery systems and systems of defence against ballistic missiles.

20/ Statement of Treaties and International Agreements, ST/LEG. /SER.A/310,
p.13, Legal Registration Number 12214.

21/ Official Records of the General Assembl
agenda item 30 A/C.l/102

22/ Statement of Treaties and International Agreements, ST/LEG./SER.A/325, p.
Legal Registration Number 12214.

W Officia.l Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-Eighth Sassi.on, Annexes,
agenda item 33 (A!9293}o

24/ Ibid., Twenty-ninth Session, Annexes, agenda item 35 (A/9698).

£2/ Ibid., Thirtieth Session, Annexes, agenda item 41 (A/C.l/1069).

g§j Document A/31/125.
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-70. The following year the General Assembly adopted resolution 2Cb2 (XXIV).Aftar noting with. satisfaction that, on 17 November 1969, the Governments of theUSSR and the United Stat~s had initiated bilateral negotiations on the limitationof offensive and defensive strategic nuclear-weapon systems, the Assembly appealedto the two Governments to agree, as un urgent prel:l:minary measure, on a moratoriwnon further testing and deployment of new offensive and defensive strategic nuclearweapon systems.

71. In 1970, the Gener.al Assembly adopted resolution 2661 A (XXV) by which,after noting with satisfaction the continuation of the SALT negotiations and express~ the belief that the chances for rapid succes~ in these bilateral talks wouldincrease if the nuclear-weapon Powers halted the development of new ,feapons, theAssembly urged the nuclear Powers to end the nuclear arms race and to cease alltesting and development of nuclear weapon systems.

72. The question was again considered by the General Assembly in 1972, whenit adopted resoiution 2932 B (XXVII) which, noting with satisfaction the resultsof SALT I, appealed to the USSR and the United States to expedite further agreementsincluding important qualitative limitations and substantial reductions of strategicweapon systems.

73. By resolution 3184 A (XXVIII), the General Assembly appealed in 1973 tothe USSR and the United States to bear in mind the necessity and urgency of reachingagreement on important qualitative limitations and substantial reductions ofstrategic nuclear-weapon ~ystems.
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74. In 1974, by resolution 3261 C (XXIX), the General Assembly shared the concern raised by the USSR and the United States over the gravity of the situationcreated by eXisting nuclear arsenals and the continued nuclear arms race; urged thesetwo Powers to broaden the scope and accelerate the pace of their SALT negotiationsand stressed once again the necessity and urgency of reaching agreement on importantqualitative limitations and substantial reductions of their nuclea~weapon systems.
75. At its thirtieth session in 1975, the General Assembly adopted resolution3484 C (XXX) by which it regretted the lack of positive results at the SALT negotiationsduring the last two years, expres~ed its concern over the high nwnerical ceilingsand the absence of qualitative limitations in the Vladivostok Agreement and Ul'gedthe two Powers concerned to accelerate the talks and reach agreement on importantqualitative limitations and substantial reductions L~ their nuclear arms.
76. At its thirty-first session, in 1976, by resolution 31/189 A, the GeneralAssembly regretted the absence of positive results during the last three years ofthe SALT negotiations, express~d its concern over the very high nwnerical 'Ceilingsand the absence of qualitative lirnitations of nuclear arms , and urged the SovietUnion and the United Sta ~s to accelera'tte the talks and reach agreement on importantqualitative limitations and substantial reductions of their nuclear weapons.
77• At each of its regular sess ions since 1972, when it approved resolution2932 B (XXVII), the General Assembly has adopted resolutions requesting the SovietUnion and the United States to keep it informed of the progress of their negotiations.l{hile the Soviet Union and the United States have made frequent references to theirtalks and to the results achieved so far, they have held the view that the negotiations
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,,,ere not wi"chin the purview of the General Assembly and should therefore proceed
along the lines set by the States concerned.

78. In accordance with Article VIII.3 of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation
of Nuclear vleapons, a Review Conference oi' the Parties to the Treaty was- held in
Geneva from 5 to 30 May 1975, to review its operation with a view to assuring that
the purposes of its Preamble and provisions 10Tere being realized. As regards
A":"ticles I and II of the Treaty, the Final DeclarationW confirmed that their
provisions had been faithfully observed by all Parties. In reviewing 'Article VI,
the Conference welcomed the various agreements en arms limitation and disarmament
concluded over the last few ;years. At" the same time, it expressed its serious '
concern that the arms race, in particular the nucLar arms race, 10ms continuing
unabated, and urged constant and resolute efforts by the Parties to the Treaty, in
particular by the nuclear·..weapon States, to achieve an early and effective imple
mentation of Article VI. Interpretative statements were made by various delegations
with respect to the Final Declaration. Some of them, made by the Group of 77, con
tained proposals concerning the implementation of Article VI of the Treaty.g§/

27/ NPT/CONF./35/l.

28/ Ibid.
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Introduction

77. Growing interest in the use of the resources of the sea-bed and the oceanfloor and the subsoil thereof beyond the limits of national jurisdiction developedin the 1960s as it b~eame clear that advances in science and technology would permitman to benefit from the potential riches of the area. At the same time, it wafilrecognized tha.t an international regime would have to be established to for'.;; ~,.,~',"potential rivalries and to 'ensure that exploration and exploitation of' the se6.-·U",~and the ocean floor would be carried out for peaceful purposes and for the benefitof all mankind.

v. TREATY ON THE PROHIBITION OF THE EMPLACEMENT OF NUCLEAR WEAPONSAND OTHER WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION ON THE SEA-BED AND THEOCEAN FLOOR AND IN THE SUBSOIL THEREOF (SEA-BED TREATY) *1

U Official Records of the Dis8.rmament Commission SU lement for 1967.at1d 1968,document DC 231, annex I, ENDC/227.

y Ibid., ENDC/228.

78. At the initiative of Malta., the whole question was "taken up in 1967 bythe twenty-second session of the General Assembly Which, by its resolution 2340 (XXII),established an Ad Hoc Committee with the main task of exploring practical means ofpromoting international co-operation in the exploration, conservation and use or thesea'bed, the ocean floor and the subsoil thereof beyond the limits of nationaljurisdiction. The debate revealed widespread support for the principle of reservingthis area exclusively for peaceful purposes and many delegations referred to theAntarctic Treaty and the Outer Space Treaty as precedents in this regard. At thesame time, it was felt that the effort to ward off the danger of an arms race in thesea-b~d should be pursued in the context of disarmament negotiations, since the issuesat stake concerned matters relating to national and international security.

79. The question ot an international agreement limiting the military use of thesea-bed and the ocean floor was first formally raised as a disarmament measure bythe Soviet Union in its Memorandum on some urgent measures for stopping the arms raceand for disarmament of 1 July 1968, 11 submitted to the Eighteen-Nation Committee onDisarmament (ENDC). 'In the memorandum the Soviet Union stated that advances oftechnology ~, this field made it possible to consider the question of establishing aregime such as would ensure "the utilization of the sea-bed beyond the limits of thepresent territorial waters solely for peaceful purposes" and, in particular, prohibitthe establishment ot fixed military' installations in that area, and proposed that theENDC start negotiations towards that end. The President of the United States, inhis message of 16 July 1968 to the ENDC, 2/ urged the Committee to begin negotiationson an agreement "which w'Ol.'~d prohibit the-use of the new environment for the emplacementof weapons of mass destruction". The Committee welcomed these suggestions and agreedthat the subject could be considered under the heading "other collateral measures",one of the four principal items of the provisional agenda.

'!..,/ The Treaty was open' for signature on 11 February 1911 at London, Moscow andWashington. It entered into force on 18 May 1972.
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80. The decision of the Committee met with widespread support at the twenty
third session of the General Assembly in 1968. At the same time, the discussicn of
the problem revealed the existence of substantial differences of opinion as to the
best method of accomplishing this goal. A number of States, including tbe-Soviet
Union, supported a complete demilitarization of the area, while the United States and
a number of other member States favoured consideration ot an agreement prohibiting
only the emplacement of veapons of mass destruction .., .

81. The General Assembly did not take a position on either approach. In its
resolution 2454 B (XXIII) on general and complete disa.rmament it; only called for
urgent measures to negotiate collateral measUres of disarmament, which by implicati6n
included the question of the sea-bed and the ocean floor. 3/

Question of the scope

82. During the 1969 spring session of the ENDC both the Soviet Union and the
United. States submitted specific proposals on the military uses of the sea-bed and
the ocean floor, Which fully reflected the positions which these two Powers had ex
pressed in the General Assembly.

83. The Soviet draft treaty was submitted on 18 March 1969. 4/ In presenting
the draft the Soviet Union emphasized that it was guided by General Assembly resolution
2340 (XXII) Which, having noted that developing technology was making the sea-bed 'and
the ocean floor and the subsoil thereof accessible and exploitable for military
purposes, called upon all States t.o use the sea-bed and the ocean floor exclusively
for pt;&ceful purposes. In order to meet 'this req,uest, the Soviet Union stated, the
draft provided for a compl~te demilitarization of the environment beyond a coastal
zone of 12 miles. In the Soviet view this was a ncesssary prerequisite for the
successful development of international co-operation in opening up that environment
for peaceful purposes. 2.1 Article I of the draft read as follows:

"The use for military purposes of the sea-bed and the ocean floor
and the subsoil thereof beyond the twelve-mile maritime zon~ of coastal
States is prohibited.

"It is prohibited to place on the sea-bed and the ocean floor and
the subsoil thereof objects with nuclear weapons or any other types of
weapons of mass destruction, and to set up military bases, structures,
installations, fortifications and other objects of a military nature.1!

3/ At the same time, the General Assembly by its resolution 2467 !XXIII) transformed
the Ad Hoc Committee into a permanent forty-two member Committee on the Peaceful
Usesof the Sea-Bed and the Ocean Floor Beyohd the Limits of National Jurisd~ction
(Sea-Bed Committee). The military aspects having been brought to the attention
of the ENDC, it was understood that the Sea-Bed Committee would direct its efforts,
primarily, though not exclusivelY,. towards the study of the non-military aspects
of the exploration and exploitation of the sea-bed and the ocean floor.

4/ Official Records of the Disarmament Commission Su lement for 1969, document
DC 232, annex C, ~DC/2 o.

V ENDC/PV. 395.
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ENDC/pv.4l0, ENDC!PV.399, ENDC/pv.402, ENDC/pv.406, ENDC/pv.400 9 ENDC!pv.40?
and ENDC/PV. 403.

85. While supporting in general complete demilitarization of the sea~bed and
the ocean floor, Brazil 9/ and India 10/ considered that if', due to the prevailing
international situation,-it proved impossible to reach a comprehensive solution, at
least an agreement should be concluded prohibiting the use of nuclear weapons and
other weapons of mass· destruction on the sea-bed and the ocean floor" As to. other
activities of a military nature, in the opinion of India, they should also be
prohibited but after a thorough exci.ange of views and without "intert'ering with the
legitimate rights of maritime naticn.s in respect of communication links, navigational
aids and other requirements".

7/ ENDC/PV. 406 , para. 19.

8/ ENDC/Pv.405, para. 71-

9/ ENDC/pv.413

10/ ENDC/pv.404.
11/

12/

13/

14/

84. The r~sponse of the members of the Committee to the Soviet draft varied.
Thus, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Ethiopia, Mexico, Poland, Romania, Sweden and the
United Arab Republic expressed, explicitly or in principle, their preference for a
complete demilitarization of the sea-bed and the ocean floor beyond the natipna1
jurisdiction. 6/ In this connexion Poland stated that the 1imit~tion of the scope
of the treaty tc! weapons of mass destruction "might also be interpreted by some States
as complete freedom to set up conventional military installations on the sea-bed and
the ocean t10or, for example, in the vicinity of the territorial waters of other
States, which would inevitably lead to the escalation of international tension". 7/
Sweden pointed out that the most striking possible use of the sea-bed for military
purposes conce~ned underwater missile bases tor nuclear weapons. Other possible
military uses concerned, in its opinion, anchoring mines, storing vital supplies, such
as fissionable material or weapons in "caches" in the sea-bed, communications facilities
and monitoring devices, base facilities for sUb'mari'les, as well as the introduction
ot defence structures against various weapons. Sweden also noted that establishments
tor civilian purposes, such as oil extraction units, could be combined with a military
installation, such as a missile base or an observation post. In its opinion "the
potential realization of new developments will be dependent mainly on the underwater
depth at which the various installations can be placed, for technical or economic
reasons". 8/

86. Several members of the Committee however expressed doubts with regard to the
Soviet proposal. The United States, for instance, while fully supporting peaceful
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11/ ENDC/PV.397, para. 35.

12/ ENDC/pv.404.

13/ ENDC/pv.4l0, para. 48.

14/ ENDC/pv.4l0, 5.
15/

para.
16/

88. While supporting in principle the reservations of the sea-bed and the ocean
floor exclusively for peaceful purposes, Canada considez:ed that the problem of de
militarization of this environment should be approached on a practieal basis, Which
would assure the agreement of a large number of States. In order to facilitate this
effort Canada 14/ suggested that, in elaborating an agreement on the subject, consid-
eration shouldbe given to the prohibition of: -

suc
ari
def

Art

~.~- -

all nuclear weapons and all weapons of mass destruction;
all components of nuclear weapons and weapons of mass destruction;
storage containers, launching platfo~s or vehicles fo~ deployment
or delivery of nuclear weapons and weapons of mass destruction;
all other weapons, military activities, undersea bases or
fortifications from which military action could be undertaken against
the territory, territorial sea or air space of another State,
including but not limited to:
(i) shore bombardement weapons or systems

"(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)

87. .The United Kingdom supported this view, suggesting that priority should be
given to the prohibition of those weapons on which there was agreement, that is, on
nuclear 'weapons and other weapons of mass destruction. As to other proposals for
specific bans ~hey should be consinered on their own merits. 12/ A similar position
was also taken by Italy, whi,ch considered that complete demilitarization was "not a
realistic or acceptable basis for an agreement" since there were "certain uses of a
typically defensive nature - for example, the emplacement of means of communication
or the installation of acoustic systems for detecting and facilitating un~erwater

navigation - which, in our opinion, should continue to be authorized in any case". 13/

uses of the sea-bed and the ocean floor, pointed out that in exa.uu.n1ng the question
of arms control on the sea-bed it should not be forgotten that some sea-bed uses,
such as communication and navigational aids, ~ere for both military and non-military
purposes. In its opinion the existence of submarine fleets required States to take
action in self-defence, such as establishing warning systems on the sea-bed. In
addition, much useful scientific research on the sea-bed was supported or carried out
by mi,litary personnel using militaI'.Y' non-weapons 'equipment. Therefore, it concluded,
complete demilitarization would be "Unworkable and probably harmful". Moreover, it
would be completely impractical to try to prohibit conventional weapons on the sea'l"'bed
since f'that type of prohibition would raise insuperable verification problems". In
view of this the United States considered "that the most urgent problem is the danger
of the emplacement of weapons of mass destruction on the sea-bed. Such deployment,
whether nuclear, chemical, biological or radiological. in nature, should be banned". 11/

ea

~h

ties

le
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(ii) devices capable of disrupting communications, air and
maritime navigation and other peaceful pursuits

(H.i ) devices to counter, disrupt', neutrali ze or render
inef;f'ective any defensive instruments of ano·ther State 
th~t is, detection, surveillance, defensive .first control
and so on,

(iv: installations from. which manner incursions could be mounted
against another State

(v) chemical or other means of destroying or denying the
sea-bed resources of another State."

89. Responding to some :f the objections the Soviet Union made clarifications
of certain provisions of its draft which dealt with scope. 15/ It pointed out that
the concept of demilitarization covered specific matters, namely, renunciation of
the right to station troops and to deploy objects and structures of a military
character. In view of this definition it followed, in its opinion, "that demilitar
ization.in no way implies the destruction, or prohibition of the emplacement and use,
of· means of communication, beacons and o'ther installations having ne direct milite,:r.y
purpose". With regard to the obje~tions that a considerable part of scientific
research work was carried out by military personnel, the LJviet Union stated that
it had become widely recognized that such personnel and military auxiliary equipment
could be used for peaceful scientific research, especially in areas where the carrying
out of such research met with considerable difficulties. Consequently, this question
"cannot and should not constitute an obstacle to the complete demilitarization of the
sea-bed and the ocean floor ll

• As far as the question of a tracing sys'tem for the use
of submarines for purposes of self-defence was concerned, the Soviet Union stated:

, "In this connexion we should like to point out that the Soviet draft treaty pr~vides

for the establishment of a twelve-mile coastal zone which would not be covered by
the treaty and which would therefore be within the area in which States would have

. freedom of action, including the freedom to place submarine tracing stations. This
provision of the draft treaty adequately meets the interests of States seeking to
Lafeguard the security of their own territory. As for States which plan to place
such stations far from their own coasts in neutral waters, the question naturally
arises as to whether such stations are' really being established for purposes of self
defence or for some other purpose."

90. On 22 May 1969, the United States submitted its own draft treaty. 16/
Article~ I and II of the draft read as follows:

Article I

"1. Each State Party to this Treaty undertakes not to emplant or emplace
fixed nuclear weapons or other weapons of mass dest.ruction or
associated fixed launching plrtforms on, within or beneath the sea-

15/ ENDC/pv.400.

16/ Official Records of the Disarmament Commission, Supplement for 1969, document
DC/232, annex C, ENDC/249.
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b';~d and ocean floor beyond a narrow band, as defined in Article IT
of this Treaty, adjacent to the coast of any State.

! '

11 2.

"1.

"2.

11 3.

Each State Party to the Treaty undertakes to refrain from causing,
encouraging, faci ',itating or in any way participating in the
activities pr(". __ tl:l +:ed by this Article."

Article 11

For the purp9se of this Treaty, the outer limit of the narrow band
referred to in Article I shall be measured from baselines drawn
in the manner specified in paragraph 2, hereof. The width of the
narrow band shall be three (3) miles.

Blank (Baselines)

Nothing in this Treaty shall be interpreted as prejudicing the
position of any ~tate Party with respect to rights or claims which
such State Party may assert; or with respect to recognition or non
recognition of rights or claims asserted by any other State,
relating to territorial or other contiguous seas or to the seabed
and ocean floor."

91. In presenting tile draft the United States restated itsbel~ef that the only
practical ~~y to prevent an arms race on the sea-bed would be an agreement banning
the ~placement or fixing of nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass destruction.
"Such an agreement would remove the major threat to the peaceful uses of the sea-'bed.
At the same time, it would reduce the verification problem to manageable proportions
and would be consistent with the security interests of coastal States." 17/

92. These differences in approach among members of the Committee, formalized by
the submission of the different drafts, persisted for some time., In the course of the
subSequent work of the Committee positions that had been taken by the member States
were reiterated.. Japan, having joined the Committee, declared itself in favour of
complete demilitarization, but in view of the existing differences urged, at least,
conclusion of an agreement prohibiting nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass
destruction on the sea-bed and the ocean floor. 18/ In reiterating its position in
support of partial demilitarization of the environment, the United States emphasized
that 11some non-nuclear but very clearly military uses of the sea-bed ••• strictly
defensive, are presently essential to our security and that of others and therefore
must not be SUbject to treaty prohibitions ll

• 19/ The Soviet Union, however, maintained
that it did not see any grounds for limiting the problem of prohibiting military
activities to prohibition of nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass destruction,

17/ ENDC/pv.414, para. 6.

18/ ENDC/pv.420.

19/ ENDC!pv.42l, para. 36.
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in other words to such weapons as could be us~d tor striking against the territory

of States. It believed "that weapons which may be designed to strike at ships and

to disrupt sea co~unicationswith a view to interrupting economic and trade relations

between States represent no less danger to peace and world security.' We must consider

the question of prohibiting the emplacement of both nuclear and conventional weapons

on the sea-bed i:ll its entirety without trying to introduce any artificial limitations". 20/

93. After a ~eries of informal consultations, a compromise solution on the scope

vas finally agreed. On 7 October 1969 the USSR and,the United States jointly submitted

a draft t~eaty, 211 whose Articles I and 11 reads as follows:

Article I

"1. The States Parties to this Treaty undertake not to emplant or emplace

on the seabed and the ocean floor and in the subsoil thereof beyond

the maximum contiguous zone provided for in the 1958 Geneva Convention

on the Territorial Sea and the Contiguous Zone any object~ with

nuclear weapons or E'.ny other types of weapons of mass destruction,

as well as structur~s, launching installations or any otr.~r

racilitie~ specifically designed for storing, testing, or usi~g

such werJIond.

11 2. The undertakings of paragraph 1 of this Article shall also apl'ly

within the contiguous zone referred to in paragraph 1 of tt-is

Article, except that within that zone they shall not apply to the

eoast:e.l State.
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"2.

11 3. The St&tes Parties to this T,reaty undertake not to assist, ericourage

~!' induce any State to commit actions prohibited b.Y this 'rreaty and

nut to parti,-=ipate in any other way in such actions,,"

Articl~

"1. For the purpose of this Treaty the outer limit of the contiguous zone

referr.ed to in Article I shall be m~asured in accordance with th~

provisions of Section 11 of the 1958 Geneva Convention on the Terri

torial S~a and the Contiguous Zone and in accordance with international

law.

112. Nothing i~ this Treaty shall be interpreted as supporting or prejudicing

~he position of any State Partf with resp9ct to right~ or claims. which

su~h State Party may assert, or with respect to recognition or non

r~cognition of rights or claims asserted by any other State, related

to wate:rs off its coasts, o~ to the sea-bed and the ocean floor."

20/ ENDC/PV.423, para. 45.
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94. Introducing the draft the Soviet Union emphasized that its objective was
to settle at this stage the most important part of the problem of the demilitarization
of the sea-bed., namely to prohibit the emplacement of the most dange:rous types o.l
weapons - weapons of mass destruction. This prohibition constituted only a first step
towards complete demilitarization to which end the preamble stated the determination
of the parties to continue negotiations concerning fur+her measures. 22/ The United
States, for its part, gave a detailed explanation of the scope. Thus:-it stated that
the provisions of Article I should be interpreted to prohibit, inter alia, nuclear
mines that were anchored to or emplaced on the sea-bed, and that facilities specifically
designed for using prohibited WeSl)nS would not, because they could also use conventional
weapons, be exempted from the prohibitionsw On the other hand, the United States
remarked, the treaty w'ould not apply to facilities for research or for commercial
exploitation not specifically designed for storing, testing or using weapons of mass
destruction? Neither would it apply tc vehicles which· would navigate in the water
above the sea-bed, including submal."ines when eit:ler resting on or anchored to the sea
bed. Finally, it stressed that the prohibitions of the treaty were "not intended in
any way to affect the conduct of peaceful nuclear explosions or to affect applications
of nuclear reactors, scientific research, or other non-weapons applications of nuclear
energy, consistent with other treaty obligations". 23/

95. On 30 October, a revised joint draft 24/ was tabl~d in the Committee by the
two co-sponsors in an attempt to meet the reservations of a number of delegations. As
regards the question of scope, the next text introduced an additional paragraph 2 in
Article I which reads as follows:

"2. 'The undertakings of paragraph 1 of this Article sh.all also apply
within the contiguous zone referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article,
except that within that zone they shall not apply to the coastal State."

96. At the twenty-fourth session of the General Assembly, many delegations
commented on the draft treaty and some of them submitted proposals suggesting further
ch&~ges in Articles I and 11. Argentina tabled a working paper providing a text for
those Arti.cLes, 25/ designed to remove its objections to the reference to the 1958
Geneva Conventio~ In a working paper 26/ containi~g considerations and proposals
concerning the draft treaty, Mexico suggested the deletion of the reference ~o that
Convention.

22/ ENDC/pv.440.

23/ ENDC/pv.440, para. 26.

a4/ Document A/774l (DC!233), Annex A.

25/ Official Records of the General Assembly, Twent.Y-fourth Session, u.nnexes,
agenda item 29 (A!C.l!997).

~§j Ibid., document A/C.l!995.
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97. By resolution 2602 F (XXIV), the General Assembly welcomed the submission
of the draft treaty and the various proposals and suggestions made in regard to it,
.and called on the CCD to cor.rtinue its work on the subject.

98. On 23 April 1970, the Soviet Union and the Unit~d States submitted a revised
draft treaty 271 with Articles I, II and IV, substantially identical with the
Argentine proposal in the General Assembly. A new revised draft, 281 tabled by the
co-sponsors on 1 September, introdl~.:l:ed additional changes in otherprovisions, while
the above-mentioned Articles remained as in the 23 April version. The scope of the
Treaty~.~ commended by General Assembly resolution 2660' (XXV), reads as follows:

Article I

"1.. The States Parties to this Treaty undertake not to emp1ant or
emplace on the sea-bed and the ocean floor ~"1d in the subso~.l

there.of beyond the outer limit of a sea-bed zone, as defined in
article 11, any nuclear weapons -or any other types of weapons of
mass destruction as well as structures, launching installations or
any other facilities specifically designed for storing, testing
or using such weapons.

11 2. Th~undertakings of paragraph 1 of this article shall also a~~ly

to the sea-bed zone referred to in the same paragraph, except
that within such sea-bed zone, they shall not apply either to
the coastal State or to the sea-bed beneath its territorial
waterf>.

iI 3. The States Parties to this Trea.ty undertake not to assist,
encourage or induce any State to carry out activities referred
to in paragraph 1 of this article and not to participate in any
other ws:y in such actions."

Article 11

"For the purpose of this Treaty, the outer limit of the .sea-bed
zone referred to in article I shall be coterminous with the
twelve-mile outer limit of the zone referred to in part II of
the Convention on the Territorial Sea and the Contig-.;)us Zone,
signed at Geneva on 29 April 1958, and shall be measured in
accordance with the provisions of part I, section 11, of that
Convention and in accordance with international law."

Official Recores of the Disarmament Commission, SUpplement for 1970~
document Dc/233, annex C, CCD/269!Rev. 2.

Document CCD/269/Rev. 3.

Official, Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-fifth session, Supplement No. 28,
(A/8028), Annex to Resolution 2660 (XXV), Legal Registration Num'ber 13678 "
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Article IV

"Nothing in this Treaty shall be interpreted as supporting or
prejudicing the position of any State Party with respect to existing
international conventions, including the 1958 Convention on the ~

Territorial Sea and the Contiguous Zone, or with respect to rights
or claims which such State Party may assert, or with respect to
recognition or non~recognitionof rights or claims asserted by any
other State, related to waters off its coasts, including, inter
alia, territorial seas and contiguous zones, or to the sea-bed and
the ocean floor, including continental shelves."

Further measures
I

99. The agreement on the partial demilitarization of the sea-bed and the ocean
floor, did not close the matter of the scope all together. Many States expressed
the view that the issue should be fl~ther pursued and that, therefore, appropriate
provisions should be included for the continuation of negotiations on the further de
militarization of the a~ea. In response to this concern, in their joint draft of'
1 October 1969, the co-sponsors iJicluded a provision in the thirc ::-,j.~eambular paragraph
which sta.ted the determination of the parties to continue negotiati:zls for the exclusion
of the sea-bed and the ocean floor from the arms race. Although many delegations
welcomed it as an appropriate commitment, many others were of tile view that it was not
sufficiently strong. Sweden, for example, consirle?'efi. it would be preferable to
include such provision in the operative part of ' 'C: Treaty, and to this effect put

.forward the text of a draft article, 30/ which l ~d.d:

"Each of the Parties to the Tre'8.ty undertakes to continue negotiations
in good faith on further measures relating to a more comprehensive
prohibition of the use for military purposes of the sea-bed and the ocean
floor and the subsoil thereof. 1I

100. This view was shared by Bulgaria and Czechoslovakia, which supported the
SWedish suggestion. However, in spite of the large measure of agreement among all
the delegations that such a provision should find its place in the Treaty, differences
l1ersisted concerning the need 01" a separate article. Consequently, neither the first
nor the second joint revised drafts, submitted 011 30 October 1969 31/ and 23 April
1910, 32/ introduced any changes in this regard. Nevertheless, in~e course of the
cleliberations 9 Sweden, supported by Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Japan, Nigeria
anfJ. Poland, reiterated on severlll occasions its proposal for a separate article
cov~ring the commitment on further negotiations. The same proposal was contained in
a working paper submitted on 30 July 19100y nine non-aligned members of the Committee 
BurJ"la., Ethiopia, Mexico, Morocco, Nigeria, Pakistan, Sweden, the United Arab Republic
and Yugoslavia. )3/ Since the substance of the proposed provision did not seem to be

30/ Official Records of the Disarmament Commission, ~upplement for 1969,
document DC/232, annex' C, CCD!27l.

~ ~., annex. A, CCD/269/Rev. 1.

~ ~., Supplement for 1910, document DC/233, annex C, CCD/269/Rev. 2.

~ ~., CCD/297.
,,- ...... - -
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controversial, the co-sponsors agreed to accommodate the demands for a separ~te

article. The third, and at the same time the last joint revised draft, subnitted
to the CCD on 1 September 1970, included a new article, Article V, containing an under
taking. by the Parties to continue negotiations. Although the wording was somewhat
changed, in substance it corresponded to the non-aligned proposal. Without any
further changes it was included in the final text of the Treaty as follows:

Article V

"The. Parties to this '1're~ty undertake to continue negotiations in
good faith concel~ing further measures in the field of disarmament for
the prevention of an arms race on the sea-bed, the ocean floor and the
subsoil thereof.';

101. The ques'cions relating to the scope of the Treaty and the commitment of
Parties to continue negotiations were taken up again at the Review Conference of the
Parties to the Treaty, which was held from ,~O June to 1 July 1977 at Geneva, in
pursuance of Article VII. The Article stipulates that "five years after the entry
into force of this Treaty, a conference of Parties to the Treaty shall be held in
Geneva, Switzerland, in order to review the operation of this Treaty wi.th a view t.o
assuring that the purposes of the preamble and the provisions of the Treaty are being
reali zed" •

102* Although the Conference unanimously concluded that the obligations undertaken
pursuant to Articie I have been faithfully observed by States Parties, several
participants, nota.bly Iran, Romania, Sweden and Yugoslavia referred to the need
of examining carefully the possibilities of expanding the Treaty's scope. In this
connexion a number of States recalled the provisions of ft~ticle V, many of them
expressing concern over the fact that the commitment contained in that article had
not yet been fulfilled. The Soviet Union, for its part, expressed its readiness to
negotiate an international agreement or agreements to ban the emplacement on the
sea-bed and the ocean floor of military objects tha~ are not covered by the existing
Treaty and other measures to reverse or contain the arms race on the sea~bed and the
ocean floor. ~ Even those States which considered that there was little prospect
for an arms race on the sea-be(l.~ inclUding Australia, Canada, Denmark, Norway and
the United States, agreed that the issue should be kept under review. Consequently,
the Final Declaration, ~ unanimously adopted, expressed the following in this respect:

"The Conference affirms the connnitment undertaken in Article V
to continue negotiations in good faith concerning further measures in
the field of disarmament for the prevention of an arms race on the sea-

341 SBT/CONF./sR.2.

35/ SBT/cONF./24.
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bed, the ocean floor and the subsoil thereof. To thi.s end, the Con
ference requests that the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament,
in consultation with the States Parties to the Treaty, taking into
ac~~unt the proposals made during this Conference and any relevant
technological developments, proceed promptly with consideration t:lf
further measures in the field of disarmament for the prevention of an
arms race no the sea-bed, the ocean floor anft the subsoil thereof."
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VI. CONVENTION ON 'rHE PROHIBITION OF THE DEVEIDPMEN!,
PRODUCTION AID2. srroCKPfLING OF BACTERIOIOGICAL (BIO
IDGICAL AND IroXIN WEAroNS AND ON THEIR DESTRUCTION

(Biological Convention ~

Introduction

103. In its first resolution (l(I) of 24 January 1946, the General Assembly
envisaged not only the elimination of atomic weapons, but also "of all other major I
weapons adaptable to' mass destruction".. Also, in resolution 41(I) of 14 December
1946, the General Assembly made specific recommendations to ensure the elimination
of, "atomic and all other' major weapons adaptable 'now or in the future to mass
destruction". In disarmament negotiations conducted in various bodies prior to the
establishment of the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament (ENDC) in 1962, many
references had be'en made to the elimination of "all weapons of mass destruction",
and suggestions fo!' the control and the elimination of chemical and biological
weapons had been explicitly inc:!.uded in various proposals put forward at the time,
but no detailed discussion took place on the subject. Only in recent years has
this question moved closer to the forefront of disarmament negotiations.

104. In th~ "Joint statement of agreed Jlrincip1es for disarmament negotiations"
of 1961,l! one of the principle;;:; agreed to by the Soviet Union and the United States ..
and acceptec oy the General Assem"bly in resolution 1722 (XVI), was that a programme
for general and complete disarma.llent should contain provisions for the "elimination
of all stockpiles of nuclear, chemical, bacteriological and other weapons of mass
destruction, and the cessation of the production of such weapons". Both the Soviet
Union and the United States drafts for general and complete disarmament, submitted
to the ENDC in 1962l/ contained provisions for the elimination of chemical and
biological weapons.gj

105. During the 1968 session of the ENDC, the Committee adopted a provisional
agenda which, under the heading "non-nuclear measures", envisaged the discussion of
the question of chemical and bacteriological warfare. A number of proposals on the
subject were also made during the session. One of them was a working paper on micro
biological warfare submitted by the United Kingdom,.2I in which it was asserted that,
for a number of reasons, the Geneva. Prt:'+.ocol of 1925 was not an entirely satisfactory
instrument for dealing with the quest: .:: of chemical and microbiological warfare,
and it was suggested that the problem could become more manageable by consider:i.ng
chemical and microbiological methods of warfare separately. In view of this, the
United Kingdom proposed the early conclusion of a new convention for the prohibit1,on
of microbiological methods of warfare, which would "supplement but not supersede" the
Geneva Protocol. This Convention would ban the use for hostile purposes of mlcro-

'!.J! The Convention was open for signature on 10 A),'ri1 1972 at Iondon, Moscow and.
Washington~ It entered into force on 26 March 1975.

1/ Official Records of the General Assembly, Sixteent~ Session, Annexes, agenda
item 19, document A/4879.-

2/ Official Records of the Disarmament Commission, Supplement for J&nuary 1961
to December 1962, document DC/203, annex 1, dection C (ENDC/2), s~ction F
(ENDC/30) •

3/ Ibid., Supplement for 1967 and 1968, document DC!231, annex I, ENDC/231.
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biological agents causing death or disease by inf'ection in man, other animeJ.s, or
crops, and it would alejO include a ban on the production of microbiological agents
"which was so worded as to take account of the fact that most of the microb.iological
agents ths.t could be used in hostilities are also needed for peaceful purpos~es."

106. 'The Soviet Union was of the opinion that the British propos8l. meant the
re-opening of issues which were long solved.. In its view, the Geneva Protocol

I was no~ obsolete and its prohibitions covered not only methods and agent~ of war
fare which ex1sted at the time the Protocol had been. concluded, but also the new
methods and agents of w,arfare that had emerged since then..

107. The cOMideration of the issue subsequently resulted in the adoption
by the General Assembly. of resolution 2454 A (XXIII), requesting the Secretary
General to prepare, with the assista.'"1ce of 8. group of experts, a report on the
effects of the possible use of chemical and bacteriological means of warflU"e.. After
the submission of the report,.!!! the ENDC gave considerable attention to the question
of chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons.

108. In compliance with its approach to this issue, which called for aeparate
regulation of chemical and biological weapons, the United Kingdom submitted on
10 July 1969 a draft con·.,entlon for the prohlbltion of biological methods of
warfare.21 The scope of the draft convention read as follows:

&:ticle I

''Each of the Parties to the Convention undertakes, insofar as it
m88' not already be 'committed in that respect under Treaties or othe.r
instruments in force prohibiting the use of chemical and biological
methods of warfare, never in BXry circumstances, by 'making use for hos
tile purposes of microbial or other biological agents causing death,
damage, or disease by infection or infest8tion to man, other animals,
or' crops f1 to engage in biological methods of warfare.1I

Article 11
u-

"Each of the Partier. to the Convention undertakes:

(a) not to produce or otherwise acquire, or assist in or permit
t"h.e production or acquisltion of:

(i) microbial or other biological agents of' types and. in quantities
that have no indepE1ndent Justification for prophylactic or
other peaceful purposes;

(il) ancillary equipment or vectors the purpose of which is to
facilitate the use of such agents for hostile purposes;

----~-----,_.-

41 U~ited Nations Publication, Sales No. E.69.I.24 (Document AI1515 and
S/9292) •

51 Official Rec9rds of the Disarmament Commission, Su:eple1'fl~nt ..!...~r 1.969,
document DC/232, annex C, ENDC/255/Rev.1.
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(b) not to conduct, assist or permit research· aimed at production
of the kW prohibited in sUb-paragraph (a) of this Article; and

(c) to destroy, or divert to peace:f\1l purposes, within three months
after the Convention comes into force for that Party, any stocks in its
possession of such agents or ancillary equipment or vectors as have been
produced or otherwise ~quired for hostile purposes."

109. The Unit~d States supported the British position and stressed the dif
ference beween tJ'le two types of weapons. It pointed out that cheJII.ical weapons,
un1:1.ke biologi~al weapons, had actually been used in warfare and that, conssequently,
many States would be l~eluctant to give up the possession of chemical weapons without
reliable ~surances that other States were not developing, producing and stockpiling
chemical weapons. It held that biological weapons presented less intractable prob
lems, and that an agreement on banning them should not be delayed until agreement
on a reliable prohibition of chemical weapons could be reached.

110. In obJecting to the British approach, the Soviet Union agreed that
chemical and biological weapons had been treated together in the Geneva Protocol
and in the General Assembly resolutions, as well as in the report of the Secretary~

General, and should therefore continue to be dealt with in the same instrument.
In its opinion, a separate convention covering only biological weapons, might serve
to intensify the chemical arms ra~e.

111. On 19 September 1969 the Soviet Union, together with Bulgaria, the Bye
10r"~.ssian SSR, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Mongolia, Poland, Romania and the Ukrainian
SSR'submitted a draft convention on the prohibition of the development, production
and stockpiling of chemical and bacteriological (b~ological) weapons, and on the
destruction of such weapons.21 The relevant provisions of the draft were formulated
as folloWs:

.Article I

''Each State Party to this Convention undertakes not to develop, produce,
stockpile or otherw'ise acquire chemical and bacteriological (biological),
weapons."

Article II

"Each State Party to this Convention undertakes to destroy within a
period of - observing all the necessary precautions - or to divert
to peaceful uses all previously accumulated chemical and bacteriological
(biologi';:;~) weapons in its possession.1I

Article III

n Each State Party to the Convention undertakes not to assist, encourage
or induce ai'ly particular State, group of States or international organizations
to develop, produce or otherwise acquire and stockpile chemical and bacteria
log:i.~al. (biological) weapons."

Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-fo:.1rth Session, Annexes,
agenda item +04, document A/7655 •.
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112. The draft convention won explicit support from a number of States which
for a long time had favoured 8, comprehensive prohibitien. Some other states,
while welcoming the comprehensive approach, pointed out that it would be
acceptable only with' an adequate control system,.

113. On 25 Novembt",r 1969, the United States unilaterally renounced the tirst
use ot lethal or incapacitating chemical agents and weapons, and unconditionally
renounced all methods of biological warfare. On 14 February 1910 the ban was
extended to cover toxins. This action was followed by a number of other
sta~es. Thus, canada, Sweden and the United Kingdom announced tbat they had
no biological weapons nor the intention to produce them. Although these uni
lateral actions were widely welcomed, it was generally recognized that they
should be followed by a binding international commitment. A breakthrough was
made on 30 March 1971 when the Soviet Union, tocether with Bulgaria,
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Mongolia, Poland and Romania submitted to the CC» a
new draft convention limited in scope to biological ~eapons and toxins.1J
Its pertinent provisions read as follows:---, '

Article I

"Each State Party to.this Convention undertakes not to develop,
produce, stockpile or otherwise acquire:

(1) microbiological or other biological agents or toxins
of such types and in such quantities as are not designed
for the prevent;l.on of disease or for other peaceful
purposes;

(2) auxilIary equipment or means of delivery designed to
facilitate the use of such agents or toxins for hostile
purposes."

Article l1

"Each state Party to this Convention undertakes to destroy within
a period of three months after the entry into force of the Convention 
observing all the necessary precautions - or to divert to peaceful
uses ell previously accumul&ted weapons in its possession as well as
the equipment ~nd means of delivery mentioned in Article I ot the
Convention."

Article III

11 Each Stlltt:i Party to the Convention undertakes not to assi~t,

encourage or i~juce any particula~ State, group ot states or inter
national organizations to take action contrary to the provisions of
this Convention."

114. A number of States, in particular non-aligned, while welcoming the
draft in general, reiterated their preferenc~tor a comprehensive prohibition

11 Official Records of the Disarmament Commission, Supplement for 1971,
document DC!234, CCD!325!Rev.l.
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Ibid., documents CCD/337 and CCD/338. -10/ Ibid., document CCD/353~

The United Nations and Disarmament, 1970-1975 (United Nations Publication,
Sales ~o. ~.76.IX.I), pp~ 246-247.

"Each State Party to this Convention undertakes never in any
circumstances to develop, produce, stockpile or otherwise acquire
or retain: .

(1) Microbial or other biological agents, or toxins whatever
their origin or method of production, of types and in

-quantities ~hat have no justification for prophylactic,
protective or other peaceful purposes;

(2) Weapons, equipment or means of delivery designed to use
such agents or toxins for hostile purposes or in armed
conflict. u

of both chemical and biological weapons. Objections were raised to Article I,
80S the proposed ban did not cover research 'Work. In view of this, the United
Arab Republic submitted a sp~cific proposal with the purpose of inciuding it
among the activities to be prohibited.§!

115. Those States which had advocated a separate regulation of biological
weapons wel~ med the draft convention as an acceptable basis for further nego
tiations. :i'hey also made it clear that it was the only possible way of
approaching this issue if unnecessary delay was to be avoided. FollCM ing
further exchanges of views, on 5 August 1971, the co-sponsors of the 30 March
draft and the United States submitted separate but identical texts of a draft
co~vention on bacteriological (biological) and toxin weapons.2V All three
articles dealing with the scope were further improved by widening it. For
example, the undertaking in Article 11 to destroy, or to divert to peaceful
purposes, the agents, weapons and materials possessed by the Parties, as
specifi~ in Article I, was extended to cover those under their jurisdiction
or control. Similarly, the undertaking in Article III was broadened to
include a ban on the transfer. The main objections to the draft related again
to the prohibition of research work, as a number of states considered that this
would considerably strengthen the Convention. Others, however, argued that
research work was indispensable for the use of biological agents or toxins
for prophylactic and other peaceful purposes. No agreement was reached,
either on this issue or with regard to a ban on research work concerning
weapons, equipment or means of delivery designed to use these agents and
toxins for hostile purposes. Some states agreed that, in view of the total
destruction of these weapons and the prohibition of their production, such
a provision would be redundant. Additional changes were later introduced
in the draft, some of them in article I, which further strengthened the
undertaking by insertion of the words n never in any circumstances". The
new revised draftlE! was tabled. on 28 September 1971 also with the co
sponsorship of canada, Italy, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom and
transmitted to the Gene~al Assembly for its consideration.

116. On 16 December, by resolution 2826 (XXVI), the Assembly commended the
Convention. The relevant articles read &6 follows.~

8/ Ibid., document CCD/328.
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Article 11

"Each State Party to this Convention undertakes to desth17. or to
divert to peaceful purposes, as soon as possible but not later than
nine months after the entry into force of the Convention all agents~,
toxins, weapons, equipment and means of delivery specified in
Article I of the Convention, which are in its possession or under its
jurisdiction or control" In implementing the provisions of this
4rticle ail necessary safety precautions shall be observed to protect
populations and tQ,e environment.:1

Article III

IlEach State Party to this Convention under~altes not to transfer to
any recipient whatsoever, directly or indirectly, and not in alW way
to assist, encourage, or induce any state, group of States or inter
national organizations to manufacture or otherwise acquire any of the
agen.ts, toxins, weapons, equip.ment or means of delivery specified in
Article I of the Convention."

Further measure.!.

117. As soon as it became obvious that a joint ban of chemical and bio-
logical weapons was not possible, and that the efforts would concentrate first
on biological weapons, the question of further measures for broadening the
proposed scope to cover chemical weapons as well received increased attention
by a numbe~ of States, particularly non-aligned. The identical drafts of
5 August 1971 contained several provisions concerning this question. Thus,
the eleventh preambular paragraph stated:

"Convinced that an agreement on the prohibition of bacterio
logical (biological)· and toxin weapons will facilitate progress
towards the achievement of agreement on effectivemeasw-eB to

~rohibitthe development, production and stockpiling of chemical
weapons, otiations will be con~inued", Article VIII
of the drafts was even more e =----

"Each State Party to this Convention undertakes to conduct
negotiations in good faith on effective measures for prohibiting
the development, production and stockpili.ng of chemical weapons
and fOI' their destruction and on appropriate measures concerning
the equipment and means of delivery specifically designed for the
production or use of chemical weapons for warfare".

118. These provisions were generally welcomed. However, a number of sug
gestionswere made with a view to giving practical effect to the proposed
undertaking. Mexico, for example, put forward a specific proposal for the
inclusion of an additional article in the draft which would read:~

"Pending the agreement referred to in Article VIII, the states
Parties to this Convention undertake to ~efrain from any further

W Official Recor's of the Disarmament CODDDiasion. Supplement for 1971 s
document 00/234 _ CCD/346. --.~ ... ,
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development, production or stockpiling of those chemical agents
for weapons purposes. which because of their degree of toxicity
have the highest lethal effects. The agents in question are
listed in the Protocol annexed to this Convention".

ll9. A similar proposal was made by Morocco, which stated that it would
be highly desira'Qle to reach agreement» immediately after the entry into
torce of the biological convention, on the cessation of the production of

. chemical w~apons.W ~thoush BUpported by several delegations, the pro
posal could not be accepted by other delegations, which considered that such
an underteking, inter alia, should be adequately verified. However, dis
cussions which followed resulted in the improvement of the proposed text ot
the draft convention. Changes were made in the preambular paragraph and in
article VIII strengthening the link between biological and chemical disarma~

ment.. 'the relevant pl'OvisioD6 of the Convention in its final form read:

Eighth pr~bular Paragraph

"Recognizing that an agreement on the prohibition of bacterio
logical (biological) and toxin weapons represents a first possible
step towards the achievement of agreement on effective measures also
tor the prohibition of the development, production and stockpiling
-of chemical weapons, aDd determined to continue negotiations to
that eDd",

.. '"

Article IX

."Each state Party t~o this Convention aftiz'ms the recognized
objective of effective prohibition of chemical weapons and, to this
end, undertakes to continue negotiations in good faith With a view
to reaching early agreement on effective measures for the pro~

hibiticn ot their development, production and stockpiling and for
their destruction, and on appropriate measures concerning eqUip
ment aDd Jleans of delivery specifically designed for the produc
tion or use of chelllicalagents tor ·weapons purposes".

120. 1'be negotiations in pursuance of these provisions are continuing in
tb-e COD. A number ot proposals have been put forward, including three draft
conventions~ On 28 Marcll 1972, the Soviet Union introduced a draft convention
OD the prohibition ot the development, production and stockpiling of ·chemical.
weapons and on their destructi~n,~ co-sponsored by Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,
Hungary, Mongolia, Poland and Romania. During the 19'1' session, Argentina,

W ill1., document CCD!347.

!!11 ~., Supplement for 1972, document DC/235, annex B, CCD/361.
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Brazil, Burma, Egypt, Ethiopia, Mexico, Morocco, Nigeria, SWeden and .
Yugoslavia submitted a working paper ('.Ontaining suggestions tor a ban on ,
chemical weapons.!2/ In April 1974, Japan tabled a draft convention o~ the
prohibition of the deVelopment, production and stockpiliog ot chemical
weapons. and on their destructioD&!§I On' July 1974, the Soviet Union
and the United. states agreed to consider a joint initiative in the CC» with
respect to the conclusion, as a first step, of an international conventioD
dealing with the lIost dangerous, lethal lIeans ot chemical warfare.!1.I CaD
aultatioDllJ are being h~ld by the two powers concerning the joint initiative.
Oa 12 August 1916 the United Kingdom introduced in the COD a dr&ft eODventioD
on the prohibition ot the development, production and stockpiling of chemi
cal weapons on their destruction.~

16/ Ibid., Twenty-nin.th Session, Supplement No. 21 (A/9621), document CCD/426.

17/ Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-ninth Session, Annexes,
agenda item 28, document A/9698.

18/ Document CCD/512.
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2/ Of.ficial Recor~s of the General Assem,bly, ~entY~ninth Session, Annexes,
agenda i.tem 28, dOcument A/9698.

3/ Orticiai .Reco.rqS of :the .General Assem~l ~~ntiY"'r1intb B~$l;don, Anne~es,
agenda ~tem 103, Document A/~103 incorporating document A/9102!Corri1).

! / The Convention was opened for signaturt:! on 18 May 1977 at Geneva.

-
VII. Convention on the Prohibition of Milita:tl.

or any Other Hostile Use of Emrironmental_
Modification Techniques (ENMOD Convention) !../

"L For the purposes of this Convention, the activities referred to
in Article I consist of those active influences on thE" surface of the
land, thE" sea-bed and the ocean floor, the depths of the earth, the marine
environment, the atmosphere or on any other elements of the environment
that may cause damage by the following means:

"Each of the Parties to this Convention undertakes not to use
meteorological, geophysical or any other scientific or technological
means of influencing the environment, including the weather and climate,
for military and other purposes incompatible with the maintenanceJot
international security, hwnan well-being and health, and, furthermore,
never under any circumstances to resort to such means ef influencing the
environment and climate or to carry out preparations for their use."

(a) Introduction to the cloud systems (air masses) of chemical
reagents' for the purpose of causing precipitation (formation of
clouds:) and other Ineans of bringing about a redistribution of
water resources;

120. At the 1974 session of the CCD, Sweden suggested that the meteorological
field required closer attention to see what measures could be taken to prevent the
development of ~ethods for meteorological warfare. 1/

122. Also in 1974, at the request of the Soviet Union, an item on the
prohibition of action to influence the environment for military and other purposes
was inscribed in the agenda of the General Assembly. 1/ On 24 September, the Soviet
Union introduced in the Assembly a draft resolution~ subsequently revised and
co-sponsored by 23 other States, to which a draft convention was annexed. Articles
I and 11 of the draft convention read as follows:

121. On 3 July of the same year, the Soviet Union and the United States made
a joint statement in 'which, after recognizing that the use of environmental modifi
cation techniques .for military purposes could have widespread, long-lasting and severe
erfects, they advocated the most effective measures possible to overcome the dangers
of the use of such techniques. They also decided to hold a meeting of United States
and Soviet representatives for the purpose of exploring the problem. 2/ It was on
this occasion that, for the first time) the elements for the scope of an eventual
ban on environmental warfare were included in an international document.

.....-----------_.........------'-'-
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(b) Modification of the ~

hydrological system on lal.
earth;

~nts of the weather~ climate and the
in any part of the surface of the

e

(£) Direct or indirect action to influence the electrical processes
in the atmosphere;

(£) Direct or indirect disturbance of the elements of the energy
and water balance of meteorological phenomena (cyclones, anticyclones,
cloud front systems);

(~) Direct or indirect modifications of the physical and chemical
parameters of the seas and oceans! the seashore, sea-bed and ocean
floor that may lead to a change in the hydrological system, water
interch&lge process and ecology of the biological resources of the
seas and oceans;

(f) Direct or indirect stimulation of seismic waves by any methods
or means that may produce earthquakes and accompanying processes
and phenomena, or destructive ocean waves, including tsunami;

(g) Direct or indirec·t action on the surface of an area of water
that may lead to a disturbance of the thermal and gaseot\s interchange
between the hydrosphere and the atmosphere;

(h) The creation of artificial continuous electromagnetic and
acoustic fields in the oceans and seas;

(i) Modification of the natural state of the rivers, lakes, swamps
and other aqueous elements of the land by any methods or means,
leading to reduction in the water-level, drying up, flooding,
inundation, destruction of hydrotechnical installations or having
other harmful consequences;

(j) Disturbance of the natural state of the lithosphere, including
the land surface, by mechanical, physics.! or other means, causing
erosion, a change in the mechanical structure, desiccation or
flooding of the soil, or interference with irrigation or land
improvement systems;

(k) The burning of vegetation and other actions leading to a
disturbance of the ecology of the vegetable and animal kingdom;

(~) Direc~ or indirect action to influence the ionized or ozone
layers in the atmosphere, the introductioIl of heat and radiant
energy absorbing agents in the atmosphere and the contiguous layer,
O~ other action that might lead to disturbances of the thermal and
radiation equilibrium of the earth-atmosphere-sun system."

"2. Subsequently, in accordance with the provisions of this Convention,
the list of actions enumerated in paragraph I of this artic+e may be supplemented
or amended depending upon the progress of scientific and technological research.

! "
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123. The draft resolution was adopted as resolution 3264 (XXIX), by which the
General Assembly consi~ered it necessary to work towards an international convention
on environmental warfare; took note of the draft convention submitted by the Soviet
Union, as well as other views and suggestions put forward during the discussion;
and requested the CCD to proceed as soon as possible towards achieving agreement on
the ·text of a convention •
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HAs used in Article I, the term !!environmental modification techniques"
refers to any technique for changing - +' :..'ough the deliverate manipulation of
natural processes .. 'che dynamics, composition or structure of the earth,
including its biota, lithosphere, hydrosphere, aad atmosphere, or of outer
space, so as to ca·;J.se such e:ffects as earthquakes and tsunamis, an upset in
the ecological balance of a region, or changes in weather patterns (clOUds,
precipitation, cyclones of various types and tornadic storms), in the st&te
of the ozone layer or ionosphere, in climate patterns, or in ocean currents."

. 124. During its 1975 session, at the request of Sweden, the CCD held informal
meetings on the.subject, an4 on 21 August 1975 the-Soviet Union and the United States
SUbmitted identical texts of a draft convention on the prohibition of military or any
other hostile use of environmental modification techniques. 4/ Articles I and 11,
dealing with the question of scope, read as follows: -

Article II

Article I

"1. Each State Party to this Convention undertakes not to engage
in military or any other hostile use of environmental modification techniques
h~ving ~idespread, long-lasting or severe effects as the means of destru~tion5

damage or injUry to another State Party.

"2. Each State Party to this Convention undertakes not to assist,
encourage or induce any· State, 'group of States or international organization
to engage in activities contrary to the provision of paragraph 1 of this
article. '!

125. At its thirtieth session, in 1975, the General Assembly considered the
report -of the.CCD on the matter and adopted resolution 3475 (xxx) which noted with
satisfaction the submission of the identical draft conventions and that other
delegations offered suggestions and preliminary observations regarding the drafts •.
It requested the CCD to continue negotiations with a view to reaching'early
agreement~ if possible during the CCD's 1976 session, on the text of a convention
on the prohibition of military or other hostile uses of environmental modifica~ion

techniques.

126. At the 1976 session of the CCD, a number of suggestions were made in
connexion with the scope of the prohibition as provided for in Articles.I and 11
oi'the identical drafts, both in plenary statements and in the Ad Hoc Working Group
established by the Committee for the purpose of considering any modifications to
tbe identical texts of a draf'~ convention and of' facilitating_the negotiation of a
textof'an agreement.

..1!!CCD1411. andccn1412.

i '.
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Article f

127. As regards Article I, several comments and proposals for modification
vere put forward, as discussed below under headings indicating their contents:

1. Suggestions for clarifying or eliminating the phrase "having widespread
long-lasting or seve,re effects."

128. Argentina and Mexico suggested the deletion of the phrase, which they I

felt would not provide for a comprehensive prohibition. 5/ Yugoslavia also favoured
ea; ban on techniques which caused any damage. 6/ On the other hand, the Uilited
Kingdom held that the phrase should be retained, but believed that there should be
a definition of the terms. 7/ The Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, Japan and
Sweden expressed similar views. 81 The Netherland~ strongly stressed the need for
a clear understanding of the terms and concluded that, on balance, a total bBli was
preferable. 9/ Iran also thought that a t".,tal ban would be more effective. 1:Q/
The Soviet Union stated that the choice of those words was due above all to the fact
that those were the types of effects· which presented the main danger, while'the
United States held that the low threshold of applicability of.the prohibition
raised a strong practical inhibition against any hostile use of techniques having,
or that would be expected to have, effects anywhere near the threshold criteria.JJj

2. Restricting the ban to "hostile use" without reference to "military use"

129. Canada, Egypt, the Federal Republi c of Germany, Sweden and ~he United
Kingdom expressed doubts on the need for the word llmilitary", .arguing that it
ws unnecessary or even contusing. 12/ While agreeing that this term was not
essential, the co-sponsors maintained that it emphasized the prohibition of the
military use of environmental modification techniques in armed conflicts, as well
as their hostile use when nu v~her weapons were being used or when there was no
overt conflict. 13/ Bulgaria, India and Mongolia expressed similar views. W

3. Replace the words "having .•• effects;; with "likely to have ••• effects",
or a similar phrase

130. Japan, the Netherlands and Sweden considered that it would be desirable
to amend the phrase along those or similar lines. 15/ The United States explained
that the ban was intended to cover only those uses that resulted in the specitied

21 CCD/pv.695 and CCD/PV.724.
6/ CCD/PV.701.
7/ CCD/PV. 695.
8/ CCD/pv.697, 70l~ 699 and 697.
9/ CCD/PV.692.
10/ CCD/pv.697.
111 CCD/PV.726 and CCD/127.
12/ CCD/pv.699; CCD/PV.70l; CCD/pv.697 and 702; CCD/pv.697 and CCD/pv.695.
13/ CCD/pv.69l and CCD/pv.698.
~ CCD/PV.103; CCD/PV.7l0; and CCD/PV.702.
15/ CCD/pv.699; CCD/pv.692 and CCD/pv.697.
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effects or those which could reasonably have been expected to result in such
effects. 16/ Canada and India stated that the word "having" was more comprehensive
than the suggested changes. 17/

4. Addition of a. ban on tlthreat of use It

131. Egypt, Japan, Pakistan B...'ld Sweden, 18/ supported by the Federal Republic
of Germany, Italy and Romania 19/ suggested such a ban. In the opinion of the
co-sponsors, this change was not necessary since Parties would undertake not to use
environmental modific~tion techniques for military or other hostile purpose. 20/
Bulgaria held similar views. 211 --. -

5. Addition of a ban on "preparation for use ll or on "rese~rch and development ll

132. The N"etherlands, supported by Argentina, Hungary and Romania, favoured
such a ban. 22/ Cannda, India and the United States noted that a ban on research
and d.evelopment would be either ineffective or impracticable, 23/ while the German
Democratic RepUblic considered that the prohibition of military use covered the
preparation of armed forces for such use. 24L

6. Application of the ban to all States rather than to States Parties only

133. Egypt, Iran, Japan, Mexico, the Netherlands and Yugoslavia suggested
that the ban on use should apply to a.ll States, parties or not to the convention. 25/
The Soviet 'Onion, supported by BUlgaria, Canada and Mongolia, stated that in that
ease States not parties would have no incentive to accede to the convention. 26/
India 'also supported the wording of the draft. 271 -

7. Quest~ons relating to the interpretation of Article I
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134. A n\llTlbe:~ of questions were also discussed in the Committee concerning
the inter:'pretation 01 the provisions of' Article I, such as the application of the
ban to acts of retalia.tion and self-defence, the need to avoid duplication with the
draft protocols on humanitarian law in armed conflicts and the meaning of the phrase
"destruction, damage or inju.ry" •
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Article II

135. ;~s regards Article II, a number of delegations suggested changes or:r..dditions to the definition of the term "environmental modification techniques"or to the list of examples included in the draft. Other delegations held that sucha list was unnecessary and superfluous. Still others maintained that. it l{aS theresult of very careful consideration and would serve a useful purpose, while anumber of them proposed that, since the list was only illust.ra.tive, it should forman annex to the.convention.

136. As a result of. the deliberations in the Ad Hf>c Working Group, somemodifications were introduced in the origitisl draft. The text of Article I wasmaintained, but an understanding was agreed to, interpreting, for the pu~poses ofthe Convention, the terms "widespread", along-lasting" and "severe". '1'he definitionof "environmental modification techniques" in Article IT was also retained. However,the list of examples originally included in the Article became part of an understanding, which noted its merely illustrative character and stated that all the phenomenathus listed would be prohibited. 'l'he revised draft also included a new Article VIIIrelating to the convening of review ~onference3 which should, in particular, :'examinethe effectiveness of th~ provisions of paragraph 1 of Article I in eliminating thedangers" of environmental w-arfare. Articles I and II of the draft convention andtheir understandings read as follows:

Article I

"1. Each State Pa:'ty to this Convention undertakes not to enga.ge inmilitary or any other hostile use of environmental modification teChniqueshaving widespread, long-lasting or severe effects as the means of destruction,damage or injury to any other S~ate Party.

"2. Each State Party to this Convention undertakes net to assist,encourage or induce any State, group of States or international organizationto engage in activities contrary to the provisions of paragraph 1 of thisarticle ••,

Article IT

"As used in art1c-le I, the term "environmental modification techniques"refers to any technique for changin~ - through the deliberate manipulationof natural procEsses ~ th~ dynamics, composition or structure of the earth,including its biota 9 lithosphere, hydrosphere and atmosphere, or of outerspace. "

Understanding relating to Article I

":t is the understanding of the Comtnittee that. for the purposes of' thisConvention, the terms "widesprea.d'·, 'llong...last:iIig" and "severe" shall beinterpreted as follows:
V

(~) "widespread": encompassing an area on the scale of severalhundred square kilometres;

(b) "long-lasting'!: lasting for a period of months, or approximat.ely
a seMon; I

___I_!!!~"":;!..--r·::
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(£.) l!severe 0' : invQlv.ing serious or significant disruption or
harm to human life, natural and economic resources or other assets.

lilt is further understood that the interpretation set forth above is
intended exclusively for this Convention and is not intended to prejudice
the interpretation of the same or similar terms if used in connexion with
any other international agreement."

Understanding relating to Article II

lilt is the un.derstanding of the Committee that the following examples
. are illustrative of phenomena that coul:d be caused by the use of environmen:t,al
modification techniques as defined in Article'II of the Convention: earthquakes;
tsunamis; al'1 upset in the ecological balance of a region; cb~\11ges in weather
patterns (clouds, precipitation, cyclones of various types &ld tornadic
storms); changes in climate patterns; changes in ocean currents; changes in
the state of the ozone layer; and changes in the state of the ionosphere.

"It is further understood that all the phenomena listed above, when
produced by military or any other hostile use of environmental modification
techniques, would result, or could reasonably be expected. to result, in
widespread, long-lasting or severe destruction, damage or injury. Thus,
military or any other hostile use of enviror-mental modification techniques
as defined in Article II, so as to caus~ those phenomena as a means of
destruction, damage or injury to another State Party, would be ,?rohibited.

"It is recognized, moreover, that the list of examples set out above
is not exhaustive. Other phenomena which could result from the use of
environmental modification techniques as defined in Article 11 could also
be appropriately .included. The absence of such phenomena from the list
does not in any way imply that the unrlertaking contained in Article I
would not be applicable to those phenomena, provided the criteria set out
in that article were met."

137. Although there was nc agreement in the Ad Hoc Working Group on.other
modifications, Argentina and l,fexico, ill particular, continued tq hold the view that
the phrase "having widespread, long-la.sting or' severe effects ll in Article I might
legitimize many acts of environmental warfare. 28/

138. Finally, the CCD agreed to transmit to the General Assembly, as an annex
to its report, the report of the Ad Hoc Working Group containing the draft convention,
as well as comments dissenting views and reservations thereon. 29/

139. At its thirty-first ~ession, the General Assembly adopted by 96 in favour,
8 against and 30 abstentions reSOlution 31/72 Which, inter alia, referred the
Convention on the Prohibition of Military or Any Other Hostile Use of Environmental
Modification Techniques 30/ to all States for their consideration g signature and
ratification; and requested the SEcretary-General to open it for signature and
ratification at the earliest possible date. On 18 May 1911 the Convention was
opened for signature at Geneva.

28/ CCD/PV~727.

gjJ Official Records of the Gr.o;neral AssemblY·, Thirty-first Session, Supplement No. 21,
T.A/31/21) •

30/ See Annex-to re$olution 31/72.
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INTRODUCTION

1. By its resolution 31/189 of 21 December 1976, the General Assembly decidedto convene a special session devoted to disarmament, to be held in New York inMay/June 1978. It further decided to establish a Preparatory Committee for theSpecial Session of the General Assembly Devoted to Disarmament, composed of54 Member States appo;inted by the President of the Assembly on the basis ofequitable geographical distribution, with the mandate of examining all relevantquestions relating to the special session, including its agenda, and to submit tothe Assembly at its thirty-second session appropriate recommend~tions thereon.

2. The General Assembly also requested the Secretary-Gem:.i"'al to render thePreparatory Committee all necessary assistance, including the provision ofessential backg.-ound information, relevant documents and summary records.

3. At its 14th meeting on 20 May 1977, the Preparatory Committee requested theSecretariat to prepare certain working papers. Included among them was"A comprehensive study of official proposals or declarations made and decisionstaken by the General Assembly on the procedure of unilatera.l or negotiatedmoratoria as a provisional measure for the prohibition of nuclear-weapon tests, aswell as their application by any State".

4. In response to this request of the Preparato!Jr Committee, the Secretariat hasprepared this working paper, Which draws mainly on the publication The UnitedNations and Disarmament, 1945-1970 and its supplement The United Nations andDisarmament, 1970-1975 and other United Nations documents.

MORATORIA FOR THE PROHIBITION OF NUCLEAR-WEAPON TESTS

1. Voluntary suspension of testing 1958-1961

5. In 1957, nuclear testing reached a higher level of activity than in anyprevious year. The United Kingdom and the United States completed a programme oftests in November and early December of that year, while the Soviet Unionconcluded a series of tests at the end of March 1958.

6. On 31 March 1958, the Supreme Soviet of the Soviet Union adopted a decreeunilaterally suspending nuclear testinlS, and on 4 April, Premier Khrushchevwrote to President Eisenhower drawing a.ttention to the Soviet decision and callingon the Western Powers· to suspend 'nuclear testing also, but reserving the right toresume testing should the Western Powers do so. In his reply of -8 April,President Eisenhower observed that the forthcoming United States programme oftesting had been announced for a long time; he proposed that technicians :cromboth s:Ldes should study the specific control measureS· which .would be necessary ifan agreement ~ere ever to be reached on the limitation or suspension of testing.At the end of the month, the United Kingdom and the United States resumed tes'tihg;

7. During the thirteenth session of the General Assembly in 1958, the United.Kingdom and the United States announced their intention to suspend tests foroXle year from. 3i Gctober 1958, when test ban negotiations .among the three nut:1e'ar
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Powers were to begin in Geneva, provided the Soviet Union did not resume n\lclear
testing. They further offered to extend the suspension on a year-by-year basis
prc~lded that the inspection system to be established during the first year of
a test ban treaty was working effectively and that llsatisfactory progress tl was
being made in other fields of disarmament.

8. On 4 ~;~vember 1958, the General Assembly adopted resolution 1252 A (XIII), by,
which the General Assembly, inter alia, urged the parties involved in negotiations
on the suspension of nuclear-weapon tests not to undertake further testing of
nuclear weapons while these negc~iations were in progress.

9. On 31 October 1958, the Soviet Union tr8J.ismitted to the United Nations a
statement in connexion with the Conference on the Discontinuance of Nuclear Weapon
Tests. 1/ Observing that the United States 3Ild the United Kingdom had intensified
their nuclear-weapon testing programme after the USSR had unilaterally suspended
testing on 31 March, the Soviet Union declared its right to continue test
explosions on a "one-to-one ratio" to the combined number of explosions carried
out by the two Western Powers since 31 March.

10. On 7 November the United States transmitted the text of a statemen't by
President Eisenhower 2/ noting that the Soviet Union had continued the testing of
nuclear weapons a.espite the opening of negotiations in Geneva on 31 October and
despite the General Assembly's adoption of resolution 1252 A (XIII) on 4 November.
President Eisenhower said that the United States would, nevertheless, continue the
suspension of tests, and hoped that the Soviet Union would do the same. In fact,
the Unit~d Kingdom suspended nuclear tests after 23 September 1958, the United
States after 30 October and the Soviet Union after 3 November.

11. At the fourteenth session of the GeneraJ. Assembly, in 1959, India submitted
a draft resolution, co-sponsored by 23 other countries l 3/ Whereby the General
Assembly would appeal to the States concerned in the Geneva discussions to continue
their present voluntary suspension of tests, and to other States to desist from
such tests. It was adopted as resolution 1402 B (XIV).

12. Austria, Japan and Sweden also submitted a draft resolution, 4/ by which the
~ Assembly would urge the States concerned to continue their voluntar.r discontinuance

of the testing of nu.c1ear weapons. It was adopted as resolution 1402 A (XIV).

13. The Western Powers considered 'chat the unilateral undertaking to suspend
nuclear-weapon tests had expired on 1 December 1959 when President Eisenhower had
issued the following statement:

ilAlthough we consider ourselves free to resume nuclear-weapons testing,
we shall not resume nuc1ear-we.apons tests without announcing our intelltion
in advance of any resumption. During the period of voluntary suspemdcn of
nuclear-weapons tests, the United States will continue its active program
of weapon research, development and laboratory-type examination. 11

14. On 3 January 1960, Premier Khrushchev stated that the Soviet Union would not
resume testing unless the lvestern pr-rers did so.

/ ...

I
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15. At the Geneva conference in March 1960, the Soviet Union proposed that a
tre.aty should ban tests in the atmosphere, in outer space, under water, and
underground to a seismic threshold of 4.75 and should be associated with a
moratorium on all testing below the 'threshold of 4.75. Following the meeting
bet"reen President Eisenhower and Prime Minister MacMillan at the end of March,
the Western Powers ~greed to the Soviet proposal! provided that a co-ordinated
regiona~ programme to improve detection procedures was instituted forthwith
ana that the I4oratorium on testing below the threshold was for a fixed term only.

18. The United States explained that it would abstain on both the three-Power
and 26-Power draft resolutions. The United States had reservations about the
requests in both drafts for the continuance of the present voluntary suspension
of nuclear-weapon testing. The policy of the United States Government remained
that the morator:i.umhad ended on 31 December 1959. Though the United States
would not resume nuclear~weapon tests without stating in advance its intention
ef doing so, it was concerned lest the possibility of the indeterminate extension
of voluntary suspension of nuclear testing came to be regarded as an acceptable
alternative to a safeguarded agreement on nuclear testing.

19. On 20 December 1960, the Assembly adopted the three-Power text as
resolution 1577 (XV) and the 26-Power text as resolution 1578 (XV). 71

20. At the Geneva conference between March and May 1961, the United States and
the United Kingdom submitted new proposals, among others, extending to three
years the moratorium on underground testing below the 4.75 seismic threshold.

21. On 30 August 1961, the USSR Government declared that, faced with 'the
increasing aggressiveness of the NATO militar,y bloc, it had been compelled, in
order to strengthen its security, to take a number of steps, including the
carrying out of experimental nuclear-weapon explosions. 81

22. The President of the United States declared on the same day that the HSSR's
unil.ateral decision obliged the United States to decide 'what its own national
interests required. From 1 September to 4 November, the Soviet Union conducted
a series of tests, mostly thermonuclear and all but one in the atmosphere. The
United States reslEI.ed undergrc)'und testing on 15 September and announced several
underground explosions before the end of 1961. 91
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23. On 23 October 1961, a draft resolution on 'che continuation of the suspension
of .nuclear and thermonuclear-weapon tests, submitted to the GeneraJ. Assembly by
Ethiopia, Ghana, India, Nepal, the United Arab Republic and Yugoslavia, 10/
urged the States concerned to refrain from further test explosions pending the
conclusion of necessary internationally binding agreements in regard to tests.

24. The six-Power draft resolution was opposed by all the nuclear Powers - France,
the Soviet Union, the United States and the United Kingdom. The United Kingdom
and the United. States declared that they would n~t accept another uncontrolled
moratoriUlil because it had failed in the past and had 'permitted secret preparations
owing to the lack of controls.

25. On 6 November, the Assembly adopted the non-aligned draft as
resolution 1648 (XVI). 111

26. Upon the resumption, on 28 November 1961, of the Geneva. Conference, the Soviet
Union put forward a draft agreement on the discontinuance of nuclear-weapon tests
in the atmosphere, in outer space and under water, which provided for supervision
of the ban to be carried out through the existing national means of detection and
also for a moratorium on underground tests until a control system had been
developed as part of a system of control over general and complete disarmament.

27. The United Kingdom and the United States opposed the proposal for another
uncontrolled moratorium.

28. The Conference adjourned on 29 January 1962 sine die.

29. At the 1962 session of the ENDC, Brazil proposed the susp~nsic~ of tests in
the atmosphere, in outer space and under water, accompanied by a limited
moratorium - for example, six montr..s - pending an agreement on underground tests.

30. At the seventeenth session of the General Assembly, the Soviet Union
reiterated its position that it would agree to a partial treaty on the understanding
that underground tests should not be carried out while r!egotiations continued an.d
until agreement was reached. The United Kingdom and the United States rejected
any form of an unin13pected moratorium.

31. On 6 November 1962, the Assembly adopted a non-aligned draft resolution as
resolution 1762 A (XVII) by Which the Assembly recommended that if, against all
hope, the parties concerned do not reach agreement on the cessation of all tests
by 1 January 1963, they should enter into an immediate agreement prohibiting
nuclear-weapon tests in the atmosphere, in outer space and under water, accompanie-d
by an interim arrangement suspending 11 underground tests.

32. At the Moscow talks on a limited test ben treaty in July 1963, the Soviet
Union did not insist on its previous demand that a partial test-ban must be
accompanied by a moratorium on underground testing. Agreement was reached on a
text of a Treaty banning nuclear-weapon tests in the atmosphere, in outer space
and under water.

"----Digitized by Dag Hammarskjöld Library
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33. At the ENDC in 1965, the United Arab Republic suggested that agreement be
reached on a partial undergro'lmd test ban covering events of seismic magnitude
of 4.75 and above, coupled w'ith a moratorium on underground testing below that
magnitude.

34. At the tw'entie-th session of the General Assembly, the Soviet Union
reiterated its support for the United Arab Republi c is proposal, made in the ENDC,
that an underground ban should cover tests above a threshold of 4.75 seismic
magnitude provided that there was a 'moratorium on tests below that threshold.

35. At the 1966 session of the ENDC, the United Arab Republic recalled its
proposal in the ENDC, in 1965, for a treaty banning underground tests above the
lithresholdv1 of seismic magnitude 4.75 and a moratorium on tests below the
1!threshold". Burma urged consideration of a voluntary test suspension with
verification by challenge.

36. On 17 August 1966, the eight non-aligned countries tabled a iiJoint Memorandum
on a Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty", 12/ in which they called on the l1uclear Pow'ers
to discontinue nuclear-weapon tests pending conclusion of a comprehensive test-ban
treaty.

37. In the discussion at the twenty-first session of the General Assembly, in 1966,
the USSR reiterated its acceptance of the United Arab Republi c is proposal for a
i1threshold ban Vi with an indefinite moratorium. A number of other countries
favoured banning und~rground tests above a "threshold\l, but without a moratorium
on tests below the suggested threshold. Other~ urged that the threshold should be
progressively lowered as monitoring techniques improved.

38. On 5 December, the General Assembly adopted resolution 2163 (XXI), by which
the General Assembly, among others, called upon all nuclear-weapon States to
suspend nuclear-weapon tests in all environments. This call was reiterated in
resolutions 2343 (XXII), 2455 (XXIII), 2604 B (XXIV), 2663 B (X~l), 2934 A (XXVII)
and 3257 (XXIX).

3. Recent development in the 1970s

39. At the twenty-sixth session of the General Assembly in 1971, Saudi Arabia
submitted a draft resolution by which the General Assembly would appeal to the
nuclear Powers to desist from ~arrying out further nuclear tests of any kind.
The General Assembly adopted the draft as resolution 2828 B (XXVI). The USSR voted
in favour, France, the United Kingdom and the United States abst ained. China voted
against.

. 40. Another draft resolution was submitted by Australia, Austria, BelgLun, Canada,
Denmark, Ethiopia, Finland, Ghana, Ireland, Japan, Morocco, the Netherlands ~

Nigeria, Norwa.y and Sweden, and subsequently joined by Iran. The draft resolution
was adopted as resolution 2828 C(XXVI). France, the United Kingdom, the United
States and the Soviet Union ab.stained and China voted against. The resolution
urged that all States that had not yet done so adhere vdthout further delay to
the Treaty alid meanwhile refrain from testing in the environments covered by' the
Treaty. This urgi.1.g was reiterated in resolution 2934 A (XXVII).
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41. The resolution also called upon all Governments that had been conducting
nuclear-weapon tests, particularly those of parties to the Partial Test Ban.
Treaty, immediately to undertake unilateral or negotiated measures of restraint
that would suspend nuclear-weapon testing or limit or reduce the size and number
of nuclear-weapon tests, pending the early entry into force of a comprehensive ban
on all nuclear-weapon tests in all environments by all States. This call was
reiterated in resolution 2934 B (XXVII).

42. At the 1972 session of the CCD, Canada suggested a commitment by the United
States and the USSR to reduce significantly the size and number of their nuclear
weapon tests, or alternatively, an agreed moratorium of a fixed duration. Any
extension of the moratoria beyond the agreed duration would be condition~..l on
the adherence of all nuclear-testing Powers to it or on their participation in
substantive negotiations towards a comprehensive nuclear-test ban.

43. A draft resolution sponsored by Mexico and 14 other Latin American members,
and along the general lines of resolution 2828 A (XXVI) sponsored by a similar
group at the twenty-sixth session, was adopted as resolution ·2934 C (XXVII).
Albania, China, France and Portugal voted against. Toe USSR and other Eal:'tern
European countries, the United Kingdom and United States abstained. This resolution
urged the Governments of nuclear-weapon States to 'bring to a halt all nuclear-weapon
tests at the earliest possible date, and in any case not later than 5 August 1973,
either through a permanent agreement or through unilateral or agreed moratoria.
This urging was repeated in resolution 3078 A (XXVIII).

44. At the Review Conference of the Treaty on Non-Proliferation of Nuclear
Weapons in 1975, Mexico, supported by a number of non-aligned States parties to the
Treaty, submitted a draft resolution with a working paper containing a draft
additional protocol to the Treaty regarding nuclear-weapon tests, 13/ which read
as follows:

IlArticle 1. They /the Depositary Govelnments of the Treaty undertake
to decree the suspension of all th~3.:r underground nuclear-weapon tests for a
period of 10 years, as soon as the number of Parties to the Treaty reaches 100.

"Article 2. They undertake also to eJ..'tend by three; years the moratorium
contemplated in the preceding article, each time that five additional States
become Parties to the Treaty.

I1Article 3. They undertake to transform the moratorium into a permanent
cessation of all nuclear-weapon tests, through the conolusion of a multilateral
treaty for that purpose, as soon as the other nuclear-weapon Stat<es indicate
their willingness to become parties to said Treaty."

45. While no decision was taken at the Conference on the draft resolution 'J2±I
and the working paper annexed to it, they were reproduced in full in Annex II of the
Final Dooument of the Conference at the request of Mexico, on behalf of the Group
of 7.7.

46. The inoluaion of the draft resolution and the draft additional protocol into
the final document of the Review Conference -was noted in a preambular paragraph of
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reso~ution 3466 (xxx) adopted at the thirtieth session of the General Assembly.
The Assembly also noted in another preambular paragraph that the desire was expressed
by a considerab~e number of de~egations at the Conference that the nuclear-weapon
States parties to the Treaty should enter into an agreement to halt all
nuc~ear-weapon tests for a specified time, whereupon the terms of such an agreement
would be reviewed'in the ~ight of the opportunity at that time to achieve a
.universal and permanent cessation of all nuclear:-weapon tests. In an operative
paragraph the Assembly called upon all nuclear.:.weapon States to bring to a halt
al~ nuc~ear-weapon tests through an agreed suspension subject to review after a
specified period, as an interim step towards the conclusion of a formal and
comprehensive test-ban', agreement. China voted against the resolution 3466 (XXX),
and France, the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom and the United States abstained.

41. At the 197? f\H.~~,s,i.onoi the CCD, Mexico reiterated 15/ the proposal of a
moratorium indicated in the draft additional protocol to the Non-Proliferation
Treaty mentioned above and in General Assembly resolution 3466 (XXX).

48. At its thirty-first session, the Genera.l Assembly adopted reso~ution 31/66
by which the Assembly called again upon all nuclear-weapon States to suspend the
t~sting of nuclear weapons by agreement ~ subject to review after a specified period,
as an interim step towards the conclusion of a formal and comprehensive test-ban
agreement.
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I. INTRODUCTION

1. By resolution 31/169 of 21 December 1976, the General Assembly decided to
~onvene a special session devoted to disarmamen-+, to be held in New York in
May/June 1978. It fUrther decided to establish a Preparatory Committee for the
Special Session of the G~neral Assembly Devoted to Disarmament, composed of 54
Member States appointed b:r the President of the Assembly on the basis of equitable
geographical distribution, with the mandate of examining all relevant questions
relating to the special session, including its agenda, and to submit to the
Assembly at its thi~ty-second session appropriate recommendations thereon.

2. The General Assembly also requested the Secretary-General to render the
Preparatory Committee all necessary assistance, including the provision of
essential background information, relevant documents and summary records.

3. At its 14th meeting on 20 May 1977, the Preparatory Committee requested the
Secretariat to prepare certain working papers. Included among them vTas "A
synthesis of the arguments adduced for and against each of the four proposals for
the creation of nuc1ear-weapon-free zones that havo been included in the General
Assembly's agenda (Africa, South Asia~ the Middle East and the South Pacific) and
for and against the proposal for the estab1ishmen.t of a zone of peace in the
Indian Ocean, inclUding a subject indf!x and a country ind.exll

•

4. In response to this request of the Preparatory Committee, the Secretariat
has prepared this working paper. It should be noted that, in expressing their
views on the question of the establishment of the various nuc1ear-weapon-free
zones and a zone of peace in the Indian Ocean, Membei'" States have expressed their
support for the concept of such zones, which are generally recognized as a
valuable contribution to disarmament efforts undertaken at the United Nations.
Different approaches or divergent opinions did emerge, however, in the discussion
of specific proposals relating to these questions.

5. In order to fulfil the mandate assigned to it, as well as to reflect
properly the arguments adduced by Member States in connexion with the various
proposals submitted to the General Assembly, the Secretariat has included in this
working paper mainly those views expressed during the general debate on disarmament
hems in the First Committee, when aspects of the creation of such zones have been
examined in depth.

6. In many cases, delegations unable to support resolutions dee...ling with the
establishment of the zones have made it clear that their reservations related to
the wording or procedures contemplated thereto, while at the same or dif:ferent
o~~asions they reaffirmed their sympathy and understanding of the objectives of
the initiative.

7. As consideration of the various proposals for the establishment of zones
led to discussion of specific aspects or problems relating to each of them,
Member States have addressed themselves to these questions and thus less attention has
been given to the arguments for and against the creation of zones during the
debates. Therefore, views expressed on such arguments became less frequent as
the respective items were regularly included in the agenda of the General Assembly.

_..~--Digitized by Dag Hammarskjöld Library
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11. PROPOSAL FOR THE CREATION OF A NUCLEAR~WEAPON-FREE ZONE IN AFRICA

8. In 1961 t fourteen African States submitted to the General Assembly a draft
resolution 011 the denuclearization of Africa t which was adopted Ofl. 24 November of
that year by 55 in favour t none against and 44 abstentions t as resolution 1652
(XVI). It reads as follows:

liThe General AssemblYt

"Recal1ing its resolutions 1378 (XIV) of 20 November 1959
on general and complete disarmament t 1379 (XIV) of 20 November
1959 on the question of French nuclear tests in the Sahara t 1576
(XV) of 20 December 1960 on the prevention of the wider dissemination
of 'nuclear w'eapons t and 1577 (XV) and 1578 (XV) of 20 December 1960
on the suspension of nuclear and th':,rmo-nuclear tests t

I;Recalling further its resolution 1629 (XVI) of 27 October 1961 t
which declared that both concern for the future of mankind and the
fundamental principles of international law impose a responsibility
on all States concerning actions which might have harmful biological
consequences for the existing and future generations of peoples of
other States t by increasing the levels of radio-active fall-out t

"Concerned about the present rate of nuclear armament and the
possible spread of nuclear weapons t as well as the resumption of
nuclear tests in the continent of Africa which is being emancipated t

lIRecognizing the need to prevent Africa from becoming involved
in any competition associated with the ideological struggles between
the Powers engaged in the arms race and t particularlYt with nuclear
weapons t

"Recognizing further that the task of economit! and social
development in the African States requires the uninterrupted attention
of those States in order to allow them to fulfil their goals and to
contribute fully to the maintenance of international peace and securitYt

lICalls upon 14ember States:
(a5 To refrain from carrying out or continuing to carry out in

Africa nuclear tests in any form;
(b) To refrain from using the territorYt territorial waters or

air space of Africa for testing t storing or transporting nuclear
weapons;

(c) To consider and respect the continent of Africa as a
denuclearized zone. lI

9. During the general debate t Brazil said that it would support the resolution t
since the denuclearization o.f Africa would strengthen the cause of peace by
removing at least one source of international friction.l/

1/ Official Records of the General AssemblYt Sixteenth Session t First
Committee t l183rd meeting.
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10. While introducing the pertinent draft resolution, Ghana said that its
purpose was to ensure that Africa should be kept free of nuclear tests and nuclear
weapons, and should be treated as a den~~learized neutral zone. There could'be no
difficulty in that, since Africa was an il~egral territorial unit, a continent in
which, with the exception of France, no power had attempted to conduct nuclear
tests. Ethiopia held that the adoption of the resolution would be an effective
first step towards the ultimate prohibition by treaty of the use of nuclear weapons
to settle disputes betw·een nations. The Soviet Union stated that it was in favour
of the establishment of nuclear-weapon-free zones in various parts of the world,
including Africa. The establishment of such zones would reduce the danger of
armed conflict, prevent the spread of nuclear weapons and help to create confidence
among States.. At the same time, it could provide useful experience at the regional
level in the organization of control and inspection. Eoland said that the
resolution would give Africa some measure of security pending the achievement of
general and complete disarmament, and would, in fact, represent a major step towards
disarmament in a large geographical area.gj

11. For its part, Yugoslavia maintained that the denuclearization of Africa might
encourage the creation of nuclear-weapon-free zones elsewhere. \~ile appreciating
the desire of the sponsors, the United Kingdom said that it had reservations about
the manner in which they sought to isolate Africa from the threat of nuclear war.
With regard to the appeal for Africa to be regarded as a denuclearized zone, it was
not for the United Nations, or any group of States, to direct States to follow any
particular policy. Moreover, there could be no guarantee of Africa' s effective
denuclearization in the absence of procedures for international verification. With
regard to the question of halting nuclear tests, the only way to deal with this
problem was to conclude an agreement halting tests everYWhere under effective
international control. Romania stated that a l1u~lear-weapon-free zone in Africa
would help to reduce the risk of nuclear war, while Czechoslovakia said that the
establishment of such a zone would help to strengthen peace not only in that
continent but throughout the world, and would increase the security of the African
countries. The resolution did not impose obligations on any State. It was merely an
appeal, to which each Government could respond as it saw fit • Although in full
sympathy with the motives of the sponsors, the United States feared that the
initiative might interfere·with its proposal for a programme of general disarmament.
Moreover, the right of self-defence by whatever means might be appropriate was
established in the United Nations Charter. If nuclear weapons could not be stored
or transported in Africa, an African State attacked by a non-African State with
nuclear weapons would be deprived of the right to defend itself by the use of such
weapons. Al'30, the United States did not consider it appropriate for the United
Nations to initiate recommendations to particular countries or areas for disarmament
measures limited to only one region of the world, particularly by means of uncontrolled
declarations. Once the African States had concluded appropriate regional agreements,
Member States could properly be asked to co-operate in their implementation.
Ivory Coast explained that it was unable to support the resolution, since it
considered as a first step the conclusion of an international convention covering
disarmament and military bases, as well as nuclear weapons and tests, and prnviding
for international control. The General Assembly should then be asked to guarantee
that convention.J! .

gj Ibid., 1189th meeting.

J! Ibid., 1190th meeting.
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12. Mali held that, since no African State possessed nuclear weapons, 'the
argutnent that the African States would be unable to defend themselves against
nuclear atta'ck was meaningless. The resolution in no way confli~ted with the
procedure suggested by the Ivory Coast. Tunisia stated that the African States
had no obje~tion to an effective system of international control. In connex10n with
the argument advanced concerning the right of self-defence, it stated that the
resolution was intended as a moral condemnation of nuclear weapons.4/

13. France ful~ appreciated the intentions of the sponsors, but it considered
that the United Nations was not competent to lay down a special status for any region
or continent, so long as the countries concerned had not agreed amongst themselves
on a. particular status. It was dangerous to seek to begin disarmament vith measures
which were not accompani~d by ef'f'ective international control. While fully appreciating
the intentions of' the sponsors, Argentina, Colombia, Spain, Uruguay and Venezuela
abstained f'rom wting in vie" that there was not unanimity among the African States
on the resolution.'i/

14. Mexico held that i't. fully \Ulderstoo~, the desire of the sponsors, but it f'elt
that it was f'or each ~frican State to decide for itself whethe~ ;:~~ territory,
tel'ritorial waters and air space were or were not to be used in testing, st9ring or
transporting nuclear weapons. The General Assembly could not impose restrictions on
the USe which those sovereign States made of their national territory. On behalf of
the members of' the Union Africaine et Malgache, Upper Volta expressed views similar
to those of' the Ivory Coast.§J

15. At the twentieth session of the General Assembly, ~wenty-eight African States
submitted a dra:rt resolution adopted on 3 De~ember 1965 by 105 votes to none, with
3 abstentions as resolution 2033 (XX). It reads a.s f'ollows:

"The General Assembly, ,

"Believing in the vital necessity of saving contemporary
andf'uture generations from the scourge of a nuclear war, '. ' '.

.
"Recalling its resolution 1652 (XVI) of 24 November 1961,

which called upon all Member States to refrain from testing,
storing or transporting nuclear weapons in Africa and to consider
and respect the continent as a denuclearized zone,

"Recalling its resolution 2028 (XX) of 19 November 1965
on thenon-prolif'eration of' nuclear weapons,

ll,9bserving that proposals f'or the establishment of' denuclearized
zones in, various other areas of the world have also met with general
approval.,

"Conv:incedthat the denuclearization of' various areas of' the
vorldWO-uldhelp to achieve the desired goal of' prohibiting the use
of nuclear weapons,

4/ Ibid., 1191st meeting •

.5/ Ibid., 1193rd meeting.

·6/ Ibid., 1194th meeting.

.'
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"Considering that the Assembly of Heads of State end
Government of the Organization of African Unity, at its first
regular session, held at Cairo from 17 to 21 July 1964, issued a
solemn declaration on the denuclearization of Africa in which
the Heads of' State and Government announced their readiness to
undertake, in an international treaty to be concluded under the
auspices of the United Nations, not to manufacture or acqui'h:
control of nuclear weapons,

~ng

"Noting tha.t this declaration on the denuclearization of
Africa was endorsed by the Heads of State or Government of
Non-Aligned Countries in the Declaration issued on 10 October 1964,
at the close of their Second Conference, held a.t Cairo,

'Ulecognizing that the denuclearization of Africa would be
a practical step towards the prevention of the further spread of'
nuclear weapons in the 'World and towards the achievement of general
and complete disarmament and of the objectives of the United Nations,

"1. Reaffirms its call upon all States to respect the
continent of Africa as a nuclear-free zone;

"2. Endorses the declaration on the denuclearization of Africa
issued by the Heads of State and Government of African countries,

"3. Calls upon all States to respect and abide by the
aforementioned declaration;

"4. Calls upon all States to refrain from the use, or the
threat of use, of' nuclear weapons on the African continent;

1'5. Calls upon all States to refrain from testing, manufacturing,
using or deploying nuclear weapons on the continent of Africa, and
from acquiring such weapons or taking any action which would compel
African States to take similar action;

"6. Urges those States possessing nuclear weapons and
capability not to transfer nuclear weapons, scienti,fic data or
technological assistance to the national control of any State,
either directly or indirectly, in any form which may be used to
assist such States in the manufacture or use of nuclear weapons in
Africa;

"7. Expresses the hope that the African States will initiate
studies, as they deem appropriate, with a vi'dw to implementing the
denuclearization of Africa, and take the necessary measures through
the Organization of African Unity to achieve this end;

"8. Urges the African States to keep the United Nations
informed of any fUrther developments in this regard;

Digitized by Dag Hammarskjöld Library
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"9. Requests the Secretary-General to extend to the
Organization of African Unity such facilities and assistance as
may be requested in order 'co achieve the aims o~ the present
resolution."

16. Nigeria said that it had always supported the creation of nuclear-weapon-free
zones in various parts of the worM.> since it believed that that would be the first
step towards limiting and eventually halting the spread of nuclear weapons. By
deciding to denuclearize their continent, the African States we!'e taking a most
responsible step which would contribute immensely towards world peace and stability.I!

17. The United Republic of Tanzania said that man was devoting resources, energy
and creative genius to developing a process which threatened the extinction of human
life, and that the African nations wanted no part in that suic"idal process. The
African countries were a.ti~ious to remain non-aligned, and one way to ensure that was
to prevent their continent from becoming a zone of conflict between the major nuclear
powers, Le. to make it a nuclear-weapon-free zone. There wa.s nothing in the proposal
that was aimed against non-African States; on the contrary, its adoption would give
a lead to other continents and regions. The spread of nuclear-weapon-free zones
would be a major advance towards general and complete disarmament and, indeed, towards
international peace and security. Ethiopia said that it considered the question of
the denuclearization of Africa as an aspect of the general problem of banning
nuclear wea.pons. The proposal had the same objectives as the non-proliferation of
nuclear weapons, since it sought·to prevent States from acquiring such wea.pons, an
argument also advanced by Senegal. Liberia held that the problems of economic and
social development confronting Africa required the uninterrupted attention of the
African States, without ·the additional burden entailed by the manufacture or
acquisition of nuclear weapons. It was o.bvious that, for political, economic and
strategic reasons, Africa should be considered a nuclear-weapon-free zone, and
should not find itself in the paradoxical position of spending huge sums, far beyond
its means. Nor did Africa wish to be drawn into the conflicts of the big powers by
allowing their nuclear weapons on its territory. Peru said that, since the great
Powers were unable to reach agreement on even the partial and gradual destruction of

. nucle.a.I' weapons, the efforts being made by the African countries to secure the
denuclearization of their continent were to be welcomed. The proposal must be
regarded as a part of the framework of principles on Which United Nations legislation
concerning nuclear questions should be based.~

18. Ghana said that it was necessary to eliminate all foreign military bases in
order tc remove the threat of nuclear weapons being introduced or stored by a
foreign Power on African soil; there was also the risk that a colonial Power in
Africa which was allied to nuclear Powers might agree to store nuclear weapons in
the territories under its domination, on the pretext that they were essential to the
defence arrangements of' that military alliance and the metropolitan Power concerned.
The initiative was intended ·to insulate the African continent from the threat of a
nuclear holocaust. The UnitedArab Republic said that the denuclearization of any
region was as important to the world at large as it was to the countries and peoples
ot that region. It could' not, therefore, be treated in isolation from the

7/ Ibid., l387th meeting.

§} Ibid., l388th meeting.
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circumstances prevailing in the region or in the countries surrounding it. As
far as Africa was concerned, moreover, denuclearization could not be carried out
unless the following conditions were met: first, all foreign military bases
should be dismantled; secondly, any programme for the denuclearization of Africa
should take into account the foreign military bases on the islands surrounding
Africa; thirdly, all.racist regimes, whether in the heart of Africa or established
on its borders, should be under obligation to cede authority to the original
inhabitants or be brought under international guarantees which would not enable
them to nullity an international agreement on the denuclearization of Africa;
fourthly, the nuclear powers should undertake not to extend any assistance to any
racist regime in or around Africa which might assist those regimes to manufacture
nuclear weapons; lastly, the geographic definition of "Africa" in the context of
denuclearize.tion must be clearly established. Somalia held that the proposal made
a definite contribution to the objectives of the propq,sed treaty' on the non
proliferation of nuclear weapons. The prospects for keeping Africa and the
surrounding islands a nuclear-weapon-free zone were improved by the fact that the
continent was virtually free from the power struggle between the two major blocs.9/

19. Jamaica said that the proposal was welcomed because it approached the
problem of the proliferation of nuclear weapons from a new angle. It was important
to explore every means of isolating and restricting the use and deployment of
nuclear weapons. The Soviet Union said that it had consistently advocated the
establishment of nuclear-weapon-free zones in various parts of the world as an
effective way of limiting the areas in which nuclear weapons could be stockpiled
and used, and thereby reducing the threat of nuclear war and limiting the scope of
the arms race. It fully supported the position of the African States and stressed
that the creation of nuclear-weapon-free zones implied the eliminat5.on of foreign
military bases which could be used for storing such weapons. Pakistan and Cyprus
said that the denuclearization of Africa would lessen the threat of nuclear war and
constitute a significant step towards general and complete disarmament. Libya held
a similar view.IO/

20. Romania supported the African States' proposals, for it was convinced that
it would help to limit the sphere of operation of nuclear weapons and to strengthen
peace and security in Africa and throughout the world. The United States held that
it welcomed the initiative, for its objectives were in harmony with the United States
policy of halting the proliferation of nuclear weapons. With regard to the
arrangements to be made to achieve the denuclearization of Africa, it reserved its
position until it could examine the provisions of the convention which would give
legal effect to thf;! Declaration of the Mrican Heads of State and Government. The
fact that the initiative was being taken by the States concerned was in line with
one of the principles which should govern the establishment of denuclearized zones.
The United States would examine the legal instruments also in the light of other
principles, namely, that the ~one should preferably include all States in the area,
especially those whose failure to participate may render the agreement ineffective,
that no State or group of States should d.erive military advantage from the creation

V Ibid., 1389th meeting.

10/ Ibid., 1390th meeting.
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of the zone; and that provision should be made for adequate verification. Mexico
said that it supported with the greatest satisfaction the proposal on the
denuclearization of Africa. It was a noble enterprise, analogous to the denucleari
zation of Latin America which had the same aim and the same motive: the vital
necessity of saving present and future generations from the scourge of nuclear war.
Denuclearization was the most effective way of preventing the proliferation ot
nuclear weapons, the supreme goal being general and complete disarmament and, more
particularly; nuclear disarmament. While supporting the proposal, Yugoslavia said

. that it always attached particular importance to ,the denuclearization of various
parts of the world, conddering that to be one of the initial measures which should
contribute to general and complete disarmament. Brazil supported the resolution and
held that the first condition for establishing a nuclear-weapon-free zone wes the
political will freely expressed by all countries of a given geographical area. The
second was the readiness of the nuclear powers to respect the status of denucleariza
tion in all its aspects and consequences. The world's balarice of power would gain,
from the point of view of political stability, if Africa was denuclearized.
Cl~echoslovakia said that it welcom.ed the proposal, since the creation of nuclear
weapon-free zones would reduce the danger of nuclear war. Under the Charter of the
United Nations ,Member Sta.tes had an Obligation to aid the African countries. The
United Kingciomvoted for the resolution, adding that it would wait the results of
the studies mentioned in operative paragraph 7 and the text of the' treaty or
co~vention which would presumably result from those studies.lll

21. South Africa abstained from the vote, stating that ,although in full agreement
,with its obJectives~ it could not endorse the role given to the Organization of African
Unity.12/

22. NewZeaJ.and supported the resolution, but said tha.t this did not mean
endorsement of all its provisions. In this context, it maintained that the military
and political circumstances prevailing in each area must be taken fully into account
in,eV:aluating the establishment of nuclear-weapon-free zones in certain regions of
,the world. Australia said that it supported the resolution, on the understanding that
arrangements for nuclear-weapon-free zones should be made on the initia.tive of the
countries of the region and with their unanimous support. They should not upset the
strategic balance, including the balance of forces in the area, and include provision
for verification and control.13/

23. Venezuela held that, in view of the unanimous agreement reached by the African
States, it would support the resolution.14/

24. During the twenty-ninth session of the General Assembly, twenty-six African
States submitted a draft resolution, which was Unenimously adopted on 9 December 1974
as resolution 32pl E (XXIX)., It reads as follows:

"The General Assembly,

"Determined to promote an agreement on general and
complete disarmament, in pursuance of the objectives of the United

,!bid., 1391st .:teeting.

Ibid.

Ibid.

Ibid., l392nd meeting.
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Nations, which would put an end to the armaments race and eliminate
the incentive to the production, stockpiling and testing of all
kinds of weapons, particularly nuclear weapons,

"Convinced that the proliferation of nuclear weapons would
seriously enhance the danger of nuclear war,

"Believing that militarily denuclearized zones covering the
territories of Member States would arrest the proliferation of
nuclear weapons and contribute to the maintenance of peace and
security in their respective regions and the world,

"Affirmi~ the inalienable right of all the peoples of the
United Nations to develop research, production and use of nu.clear
energy for peaceful purposes, ,

"Recalling its resolutions 1652 (XVI) of 24 November 1961
and 2033 (XX) of 3 December 1965, which called upon all States to
consider and respect the c.ontinent of Africa, including the
continental African States, Madagascar and other islands surrounding
Africa, as a nuclear-free zone, .

"Considering that the Assembly of Heads of State and Government
of the Organization of African Unity, at its first ordinary session,
held at Cairo from 17 to 21 July 1964, issued a solemn declaration on
the denuclearization of Africa, in which the Heads of State and
Government announced their readiness to undertake, in an international
treaty to be concluded under the auspices of the United Nations, not
to manufacture or acquire control of nuclear weapons,

"Noting that the aforementioned Declaration on the Denuclearization
of Africa, adopted by the African Heads of State and Government, was
endorsed by the Heads of State or Government of Non-Aligned Countries
in the Declaration issued on 10 October 1964 at the close· of their
second conference, held at Cairo,

"1. Reaffirms its call upon all States to cons'ider and respect
the continent of Africa as a nuclear-free zone;

"2. Reiterates its call upon all States to respect and abide
by the Declaration on the Denuclearization of Africa issued by the
Assembly of ]leads of State and Government of the Organization of
African Unity;

"3. Reiterates further its call upon all States to refrain from
testing, manufacturing, deploying, transporting, storing, using or
threatening to use nuclear weapons on the African continent;

"4. Reguests the Secretary-General to render all necessary
assistance to the Organization of African Unity towards the
realization of the aims and objectives of the present resolution;

---~LDigitized by Dag Hammarskjöld Library
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"5. Decides to include in the provisional agenda of its
thirtieth session an item entitled "Implementation of the
Declaration Oil the Denuclearization of Africa."

25. While introducing the draft, Nigeria also stated that the purpose of the
resolution was to reaffirm the vital necessity of saving the world from the scourge
of nuclear war, to register opposition to the consequences of radio-active fall-·out
and to express concern about the possible spread of nuclear weapons. As regards
other considerations relating to the submission of the draft, the delegation recalled
that South Africa had nuclear capability and expressed the apprehension that this
could be used to blackmail the independent African States so as to weaken their
opposition at the United Nations and elsewhere to the policy of apartheid. With
respect to the text of the resolution, it said that the idea of "transporting" in
paragraph 3 reflected fear that nuclear weapons in transit across Africa might be
dropped or even fc:J.11 accidentally on the continent.15/

26. Canada stated that it was strongly sympathetic in principle to the concept
of nuclear-weapon-free zones, where they were feasible and promote stability and
when specific proposals for their creation were put forward by the countries of the
region concerned. Accordingly, it expressed support for the resolution, on the
understanding that it in no way sought to constrain recognized rights of passage
in international '·laters. Similar interpretations WE'":'e made by Greece and Italy.
China voted for the resolution, but reserved its views on the questions of general
and complete disarmament and non-proliferation of nuclear weapons referred tc. in
the preamble. Three delegations abstained from voting the draft in the First
Committee, explaining the reasons for their reservations. While sympathizing with
the desires of the African States, the United Kingdom held that it had to abstai~

in order to retain its formal freedom of action in view that many details of the
project would still have to be worked out. For its part, France explained that it
had abstained since its Government could not accept, in matters of self-defence,
any distin.ction between the different parts of its territory. The United States
welcomed the initiative, but said that it felt compelled to abstain since it could
not subscribe at that early stage of the development of the zone to the particular
set of undertakings contained in operative paragrapn 3.16/ After informal
consultations which clarified the objectives and wordingof the draft, the three
delegations were able to vote in favour of it in the plenary.

27. At its thirtieth session in 1975, the General Assembly adopted unanimously
resolution 3471 (XXX). The draft had been introduced by thirty-four African States.
The text of the resolution reads as follows:

liThe General Assembly,

"Convinced that'nuclear-weapon-free zones provide the
best and easiest means whereby non-nuclear-weapon States can, by
their own initiative and effort, ensure the total absence of
nuclear weapons from their territories and enhance their mutual security)

15/ Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-ninth session,
A/C.l/PV.2025.

16/ Ibid., A/C.l/PV.2026.
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"Reaffirmin6,. the inalienable right of all States to develop
research, .. production and use of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes,

"Mindful of the fact that nuclear-weapon-free zones
strengthen and promote the regime for the non-proliferation of
nuclear weapons,
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"Recalling its resolutions 1652 (XVI) of 24 November 1961,
2033 (XX) of 3 December 1974, which called upon all States to
consider and respect the continent of Africa, including the
continental African States, Madagascar and other is~.ands surrounding
Africa, as a nuclear-weapon-free zone,

"Noting the solemn Declaration on the Denuclearization of
Africa., adopted by the Assembly of Heads of State and Government of
the OI'ganization of African Unity at its first ordinary session, held
at Cairo from 17 to 21 July 1964,

"Noting also that the aforementioned Declaration was endorsed
by the Second Conference of Heads of State or Government of Non-Aligned
Countries, held at Cairo from 5 to 10 October 1964,

"1. Agrees that implementation of the Declaration on the
Denuclearization of Africa, adopted by the Assembly of Heads of
State and Government of' the Oganization of" African Unity, wilJ be
a significant measure to prevent the proliferation of nuclear weapons
in the world, conducive to general and complete disarmament, particularly
nuclear disarmament;

"2. Reaf:fi.:ms its call upon all States to respect and abide by
the Declaration on the Denuclearization of Africa;

"3. Reaffirms further its call upon all States to consider and
respect the continent of Africa, including the continental African
States, Madagascar and other islands surrounding Africa, as a nuclear
weapon-free zone;

!l4. Reiterates its call upon all States to re~rain frum testing,
manufacturing, deploying, transporting, storing, using or threatening
to use nuclear weapons on the African continent;

H5. Requests the Secretary-General to render all necessary
assistance to the Organization of African Unity towards the
realization of the solemn Declaration on the Denuclearization of
Africa, in which the African Heads of State and Government announced
their readiness to undertake, in an international treaty to be
concluded under the auspices of the United Nations, not to manufacture
or acquire control of nuclear weapons;

"6. Decides to include in the provisional agenda of its
thirty-first session the item entitled "Implementation of the
Declaration on the Denuclearization of Africa."

........ 1-'
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28. Practically no debate wa~ n.eld on the proposal. In introducing the draft,
Nigeria reiterated ..hat its purposes were the same as those mentioned when it
introduced resolution 3261 E (XXIX) the previous year.171

29. At the thirty-first session, in 1976, the General Assembly considered a
draft resolution submitted by thirty-five African States. The draft was adopted
without a vote as resolution 31/69, which reads as follows:

.
'The General AssemblY,

"Recallin5, its resolutions 1652 (XVI) of 24 November 1961,
2033 (XX) of 3 December 1965, 3261 E (XXIX) of 9 Decembor 1974
and 3471 (XXX) 01' 11 December 1975, in which it called upon all
States to consider and respect the continent of Africa, including
the -:ontinental African States, r'!adagascar and other islands
surrounding AfricB, as a nV.clear-weapon-free zone,

"Recognizing that. implementation of the Declaration on the
Denuclearization of Africa adopted by the Assembly of Heads of
State and Government of the Organization of African Unity in
1964 would contribute to the security of all the African States
and to the goals of' general and complete disarmament,

"Bearing in mind that the Assembly of Heads of State and
C,overnment of the Organization of African Unity at its thirteenth
ordinary session, held at Port Louis from 2 to 6 July 1976, expressed
grave concern over the continuing collaboration between certain States
Members of the United Nations and the racist regime of South Africa,
particularly in the military and nuclear fields, thereby enabling it
to acquire nuclear-weapon capability,

"Con~..),cned that; further development of South Africa's military
and nuclear-weapon potential would frustrate efforts to establisll.
nuclear-weapon-free zones in Africa. and els'ewhere as an effective
means for preventing the p!'oliferation, both horizontal and vertical,
of nuclear weapons and for contributing to the elimina,tion of the
danger of a nuclear holocaust,
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"1. Reaffirms its call upon all States to resp~;~G end abide
by the Dec~aration on the Denuc1earization of Africa;

"2. Further reaffirms its call upon all States to consider and
respect the continent or Africa, including the continental African
States, 'Madagascar and other islands surrounding Africa, as a
nuclea.r-weapon-free ~one;

"3. Appeals to all States l.lO·~ to deliver to South Africa or
place at its disposal any equipment or fissionable material or
technology that will ena.ble the racist regime of South Africa to
acquire nuclear-weapon capability;

17/ Offidal RecoY.'l1s of the General Assembly, Thirtieth Session,
A/C.l/PV.2103. ~~

----
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"4. Requests the Secretary-General to render all necessary
1>:::; .'.ltance to the Organization of African Unity towards the
re~ization of its solemn Declaration on the Denuclearization of
Africa, in Which the African Heads of State and Government announced 
their readiness to undertake, in -an international treaty to be
concluded under the auspi,ces of the United Nations, not to
manufacture or acquire control of nuclear weapons;

il5. Decides to include in the provisional agenda of its
thirty-second session the ite&~ entitled "Implementation of the
Declaration on the Denuclearizatiol'1 of Africa. I:

30. Waile supporting action by the General Assembly on the item, Mauritius expressed
its concern over the threat posed by the militari~ation,andnuclear programme of
South Africa to the independence of African States.18/

31. As in previous sessions of the Genera.l Assembly', ~ageria introduced the draft
resolution. It explained that its preoccupation was the threat and danger which the
atomic bomb in the incked hands of apartheid South Africa posed to Africa and the
world. It also stated that its immediate concern was over the, continuing assistance
which certain Powers were givir.g to South Africa to achieve its cruel nuclear
ambitions .19.!

32. The United Kingdom said that if there had been a vote, it would have voted in
favour of the resolution~ e~though it regretted that the text did not do more to
encourage negotiations by 'the States of the region. It added that because of its
nuclear non~proliferationpolicy and, in particular, its opposition to apartheid, its
Government would not sanction the export to South Africa of any nuclear material,
equipment or technology contributing to the development of a military nuclear
capability. France also said tha'c it would have "ioted in favour of the resolution if
it had been put to a vote, and explained t.hat the French Government had ensured the
absolute impossibility for South Africa to progress towards obtaining military
nuclear capacity because of the functioning of the Koberg power station. l~ile

jcining the consensus without any reservations, the Federal Republic of Germany s'i:;ated
that it did not permit -(;he export to South Africa of nuclear material, equipment
or technology which might contribute to the development of a nuclear weapon capability
by that country.20/

lej Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirty-first Session,
A/C.l/3l!PV.29.

19/ Ibid., A/C.l/31/PV.48.

20/ Ibid., A/C.l/31/PV.50.
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Ill. PROPOSAL FOR THE CREATION OF A NUCLEAR-WEAPON-FREE ZONE IN SOUTH ASIA

33. At the twenty-ninth session of the General Assembly in 1974, Pakistan

requested the inclusion in the agenda of an item concerning the establishment of a

nuclear-weapon-free zone in South Asia. During consideration of the item, India and

Pakistan submitted two separate draft resolutions. The Indian draft w~s adopted as

resolution 3265 A (XXIX) by a vote of 104 (including the Soviet Union) in favour,

1 against and 27 abstentions (including China, France~ Pak:..stan, the United Kingdom

and the Un.ited States). The Pakistani draft was also adopted as resolution 3265 B

(XXIX) by a vote of 96' (including China) in favour, 2 against (Bhutan and India)

and ~6 abstentions (including France, the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom and the

United States). The resolutions read as follows:

"A

"The General Assembly,

"Recalling its resolution 1378 (XIV) of 20 November 1959,

which established the goal of general and complete disarmament

under effective international control,

"Convinced. that the highest priority should '\.)e accorded to

measures in the field of nuclear disarmament,

"Recalling its resolutions 1652 (XVI) of 24 November 1961
entitled "Consideration of Africa as a denuclearized zone", 1911

(XVIII) of 27 November 1963 entitled "Denuclearization of Latin

America", 2033 (:xx) of 3 Decen.ber 1965 entitled "Declaration on

the denuclearization of Africa" and 2286 (XXII) of 5 December

1967 entitled "Treaty for the Prohibition oj.' t~uclear Weapons in

Latin America",

"Recognizing that conditions and procedures for the creation

of such zones differ from region to region,

"Recognizing further that, in appropriate regions and by

agreement among the States concerned, the creation of nuclear

weapon-free zones could nromote the cause of general and complete

disarmament under effective international control~

"Con~ide.!'s, therefore, that the initiative for the creation

of a nuclear-weapon-free zone in the appropriate region of Asia

should'come from the States of the region concerned, taking into

account its specie.J.. features and geographical extent.

"B

i'Whe, Gen~ta;t _AS6~ntbj.l:,
.,
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llRealizin~, at the same time, the dangers of diversion
to milita~' purposes inherent in the development of nuclear energy,

llRecalling its resolution 2456 B (XXIII) of 20 December 1968
concerning the establishment of zones free from nuclear weapons,

"Expressing the conviction that the establishment of such
zones in various regions of the world is one of the meastlres which
can contribute most effectively to halting the proliferation of
nuclear weapons and to promoting progress towards nuclear disarma
ment as a step towards general and complete disarmament under
effective international controls with the ultimate goal of total
destruction of all nuclear weapons and their means of delivery,

llBelieving that the establishment of nuclear-weapon-free
zones will strengthen the security of regional Stat~s against
nuclear threat,

"Recalling the AntarctIc Treaty of 1959, the Declaration on
the Denuclearization of Africa adopted by the Assembly of Heads of
State and Government of the Organization of African Unity in 1964
and the Declaration adopted by the Foreign Ministers of the
Association of South East Asian Nations in 1971,

"Bearing in mind that the establishment of a nuclear-weapon
free zone would, inter alia, entail:

!lea) Commitments by the States concerned to use exclusively
for peaceful purposes nuclear materials and facilities under their
jurisdiction &id to prevent the testing, use, manufacture, production,
acquisition or storage of any nuclear weapons or nuclear launching
devices,

"(b) An equitable and non-discriminatory system of verification
and inspection to ensure that nuclear programmes are in conformity
with the foregoing commitments,

'r ( c) Undertakings by nucl(:::ar-weapon States not to use or
threaten to use nuclear weapons against the States of the region,

"Havin~ considered the question of the establishment of a
nuclear-weapon-free zone in South Asia without prejudice to the
extension of the zone to include such other regions of Asia as may
be practicable,

"Desirous of pre'lenting such a zone or any wider area as
contemplated in -the preceding paragraph from becoming involved in
a ruinous nuclear arms race,

\:h:~' '~'<:':;';'.~.'

:. -,~
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"Considering that the Treaty for the Prohibition of'
Nuclear Weapons in Latin America could serve as a model to be
emulated with advantage by other regions,

"1. Takes note of the affirmation by the States of' the
region not to acquire or manufacture nuclear weapons and to devote
their nuclear programmes exclusively to the economic and social
advanceme~t of their peoples;

"2. Endorses, in principle, the concept of a nuclear-weapon
free zone in South Asia;

"3. Invites the States of the South Asian region and such
other neighbouring non-nuclear-weapon States as may be interested
to initiate, without delay, necessary consultations with a view to
establishing a nuclear-weapon-free zone and urges them, in the
interim, to refrain from any action contrary to the achievement of
these objectives;

"4. Expresses the hope that all States, in particular the
nuclear-weapon. States, will lend their full co-operation for the
effective realization of the aims of the present resolution;

"5. Requests the Secretary-General to convene a meeting for
the purpose of the consultations envisaged in paragraph 3 above,
to render such assistance as may be required for the purpose and to
report on the subject to the General Assembly at its thirtieth
session;

"6. Decides to include in the provisional agenda of its
thirtieth session the item entitled "Declaration and establishment
of a nuclear-free zone in South Asia."

34. During the debate in the First Committee, P8.kistan stressed that there was
no difference between a peaceful nuclear explosion and one that was conducted to
develop a nuclear weapon, and that India's nuclear explosion of May 1974 might
~~eretore have removed the restraint on nuclear proliferation. It underscored the
res:ponsibility of nuclear weapon Powers to give security assurances and guarantees
to ·the non-nuclear weapon States, so that the latter would not feel obliged to join
in the nuclear arms race on grounds of security.!!

35. India said that it had no intention to develop nuclear weapons and that it
would use nuclear energy and technology, including underground use of nuclear
explosive devices, e'l:clusiveIy for peaceful purposes. It also stated that South
Asia could not be cor".Jidered a distinct zone, as it was an integral part of the
Asian and Pacific region, which was surrounded by nuclear weapon Sta.tes or countries
belonging to their alliances. As regards India's position with respect to nuclear·
weapon-free zones, it held that it had supported such zones whenever it had been

11 Official Records of the General Assembly? Twenty-ninth Session,
A/C.l/PV.200? and 2020.
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demonstrated that there was prior consultation and agreement among the States in
the regions.2/

36. Bangladesh exp~es6ed that it believed that the denuclearization of regions~

expecially in the developing world, would greatly assist in lessening international
tension and consolidating international peace and security, but it felt that before
a. proposal was brought before the General Assembly the countries of the region should
consult among themselves about the desirability of such an idea.3/ Similar views
were held by Mauritius4/ and Bhutan.2l -

37. Tunisia held that it supported every initiative iL;ended to promote peace and
security throughout the world and that, in this context, it also supported the
Pakistani proposal to esta.blish a nuclear-free zone in South Asia. It took note, too,
of the reiterated statements of India regarding the peacetul uses of its atomic
energy.§.!

38. As the debate on the item continued~ India stated that, in the past, it had
supported nuclear-weapon-freezones in Latin America and Africa because conditions
were suitable for the establishment of such zones in those areas, and because the
countries in each area had agreed to join their common efl!orts •. That, it maintained,
was not the case in South Asia., where no prior consultations had taken place and no
agreement had been reached in a matter bearing on the vital interests of each
country in the area.IJ

39. Pakistan, on the other hand, held that its draft reoolution he.d gone as far
as possible to accommodate Iudia's legitimate preoccupations and concerns, since at
that time it sought only endorsement ofi;he principle of establishing a nuclear
weapon-free zone in South Asia.8/

40. The United States abstained on both resolutions, explaining that the
establishment of nuclear-weapon-free zones required basic agreement on the goals
and conditions for such a zone. It added that it did not believe that the two
resolutions, which embodied quite differing approaches, would advance the objective
of a nuclear-free zone in South Asia. The Soviet Union held that it supported the
creation of nuclear-free zones in various parts of the world, as a step towards
preventing regional proliferation of nuclear weapons and easing the threat of
nuclear war, provided that measures were taken to transform the territory of the
States concerned into a zone totally free from nuclear weapons. It also considered
desirable tha.t a decision by the General Assembly on the item should be preceeded
by a common unders.tandingon the part of the States which might participate on the

2/ Jbi4.., A/C.l/PV.2002 and 2016.

3/ Ibid., A/C.l!PV.2011.

4/ Ibid., A/C.l/PV.2016.

2! Ibid., A/C.l/PV.2024.

§J Ibid., A/C.l/PV.2013.

I} Ibid., A/C.l/PV.2016.

8/ f:bid., A!C.l/PV. 2016, 2024.
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establishment of such a zone, with regard to its geographical limits a..'1d the
content of anY' future agre~men·t. ConsequentlY', it voted for the Indian draft
resolution and abstained from voting the Pakistani draft. China abstained on the
Indian draft and voted in favour of the Pakistani proposal, explaining that in its
view the ;Latter was just and reasonable. France, for its part, abstained from the
vote on the two resolutions, maintaining that it believed that the first condition
to establish a nuclear-free zone was that of full agreement among those States
included in that zone.21 Sweden also abstained in the voting of both resolutions,
for similar reasons.10/

41. Japan voted in favour of both resolutipns. In its opJ.nJ.on, they soug.u· !

promote a nuclear-free zone and met therefore with the approval of its delegatio~.l,

which was concerned with the need to prevent nuclear proliferation. The United
Kingdom abstained from voting both resolutions, since in its view theY' contained
no reference to the Trea.tY' on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons and should
define more precisely not onlY' the geographical area of the proposed zone but also
the method of verification. It also stated that arr~gements for a nuclear-free
zone should exclude the development of nuclear explosive technology in the area.ll/

42. At the thirtieth session of the General AssemblY', India and Pakistan again
tabled separate draft resolutions which were adopted without a vote as resolutions
3476 A (XXX) and 3476 B (XXX) respectivelY'. TheY' read as follows:

!lA

"The General Assembly"',

"Recal1in~ its resolution 3265 A (XXIX) of 9 December 1974,
in which the General Assembly, while recognizing, inter alia,
that the creation of nuclear-weapon-free zones could promote the
cause of general and complete disarmament under effective inter
national control, considered tha.t the initia~dve for the creation
of a nuclear-weapon-free zone in an approp~iate region of Asia
should come from the States of the region concerned, taking into
account its special features and geographical extent,

~'Noting with appreciation the comprehensive study of the
question o:r nuclear-weapon-free zones in all its aspects, which
has been prepared bY' the Ad Hoc Group of Qualified Governmental
Experts under the auspices of the Conference Of the Committee on
Disarmament,

"Having considered the basic principle unanimouslY' accepted
bY' the experts that~ wherever appropriate conditions for s.

9/ Ibid., A/C.l/PV.2024.

10/ Ibid., A/C.l/PV.2025.

11/ Ibid., A/C.l/PV.2025.- -_.
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nuclear-weapon-free zone exist, the initiative for the creation ofa nuclear-weapon-free zone should come from States within theregion concerned, and participation must be voluntary,

"Decides to give due consideration to any proposal for thecreation of a nuclear-weapon-free zone in Em appropriate regionof Asia, after it has been developed and matured amo;g the interestedStates within the region concerned.

"B

"The Gerleral Assembly ~

"Recalling its resolution 3265 B (XXIX) of 9 December 1974,in which it endorsed, in principle, the concept of a nuclear-weaponfree zone in South Asia,

"Noting the note by the Secretary-General,

"Further noting that, in the intrOduction to his report onthe work of the Organization, the Secreatry-General has urged theinterested countries of the different regions to consult togetherwith a view to the establishment of additional nuclear-free zones,

"I. Urges the States of South Asia to continue their effortsto establish a nuclear-weapon-free zone in South Asia, asrecommended by the General Assembly in resolution 3265 B (XXIX);

"2. Further urges those States to refrain from any actioncontrary to the objective of establishing a nuclear-weapon-freezone in South Asia;

"3. Decides to include in the provisional agenda of itsthirty-first session an item entitled "Establishment of a nuclearweapon-free zone in South Asia."

43. During the debate, India reiterated its position and added that South Asiawas a subregion and an integral part of the region of Asia ~ld the Pacific. Theexistence of nuclear weapons in the region of Asia and the Pacific and the presenceof foreign military bases in the Indian Ocean complicated the security environmentof that region, and made the situation inappropriate for the establishment of e.nuclear-weapon-free zone in the subregion of South Asia. For a zone to be viableit should come into being as a result of the basic desire of States to ensure theirsecurity. The initiative should be the product of common secu~ity concern, oo~onperception of the threats to security, and a common desire to help each other inmeeting such threats. It was of the essence that participation in a zone wasvoluntary.12/

. 12/ Oi'f:LeiB:;!. lR~£9rds .. of the! GenetaJ.. ..A$.Semblt •.~ift(i,eth ..se~.siQn,A/O.l/PV.2088 anl 2102.
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44. Pakistan said that its proposaJ. expressed the unanimous will of the States
of South Asia not to acquire or develop nuclear weapons. Agreement among aJ.l
those States would be necessary before the zone was formally established, but
there was no bar, in tp.e meantime, to the Assembly's consideration of this
question and encouragement of the proposal As regards the proximity of nuclaar
Powers to South Asia, the response of the States of the region should be to make
arrangements whereby th~se States could obtain binding undertakings from the
nuclear-weapon States not to introduce nuclear weapons into the region or to use
or threaten to'use these weapons against them.13/

45. Af'ter the adoption, of the resolutions,' China said that, had they been put to
a vote, it would have voted in favour of the Pakistani text 7 . and would have
abstained on the Indian proposal. The United States expla;i.ned that it would have
abstained on both resolutions, for the reasons Liven the year before. It added
that an important consideration in determining its attitude towards any particular
zone arrangement was based on whether it effectively prohibited the indigenous
development of any nuclear explosive capability for whatsoever purpose.14/

46. In 1976, at the thirty-first session of the General Assembly, only one draft
resolution' was submitted by Pakistan, being adopted as resolution 31/73 by 91 in
favour (including China) 2 against (Bhutan and India) and 43 abstentions (including
France, the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom and the United States). The
~esolution reads as follows:

"The GeneraJ. Assembly,

"Rec~ling its resolutions 3265 B (XXIX) of 9 December
1974 and 3476B(XXX) of L'. December 1975 concerning the establishment
of a nuclear-weapon-fTe~ zone in South Asia~

"Reiterating its conviction that the establishment of nuclear
weapon-free zones in various regions of the world is one of the
measures which can contribute most effectively to haJ.ting the
proliferation of nuclear wea.pons and to promoting progress towa.rds
nuclear disarmament as a step towards general and complete disarmament
unde:r effective international control , with the ultimate goal of
totaJ. destruction of aJ.l nuclear weapons and their means of delivery,

"Bearing in mind the comprehensive study prepared by the .Ad Hoc
Group of Qualified GovernmentaJ. Experts for the Study of the Question
of Nuclear-Weapon-Free Zones,

"Believing that the establishment of a nuclear-weapol.l-free
zone in South Asias as in other regions, will strengthen the security
of the States of the region against nuclear threat or attack,

13/ Ibi4.., A/C.l/PV.2l02.

14/ Ibid., A/C.l/PV.2l05.
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"Noting the affirmation by the States of South Asia not
to acquire or manufacture nuclear weapons and to devote their nuclear
programmes exclusively to the economic and social advancement of 
their peoples,

"Recalling that in the above-mentioned resolutions the General
Assembly had called upon the States of the South Asian region &'1d
such other neighbouring non-nuclear-weapon States as might be
interested to initiate, without delay, necessary consultations with
a view to establishing a nuclear-weapon-free zone and urged them,
in the interim, to refrain from any action contrary to the
achievement of the objectives of such a nuclear-weapon-free zone,

"Recalling that in resolution 3265 B (XXIX) the General
Assembly had requested the Secretary-General to convene a meeting
for the purpose of the above-mentioneo. consultations to render such
assistance as might be required,

"1. Reaffirms its endor.sement in principle of the concept
of a nuclear-weapon-free zone in South Asia;

"2. Urges once again, the States of South Asia and such
other neighbouring non-nuclear-weapon States as may be interested
to continue to make all possible efforts to establish a nuclear
weapon-free zone in South Asia and to refrain, in the meantime,
from any action contrary to this objective;

"3. Requests the Secretary-General to render such assistance
as may be required to promote the above efforts for the
establishment of a nuclear-weapon-free zone in South Asia and to
report on the subject to the General Assembly at its thirty-second
session;

"4. Decides to include in the provisional agenda of its
thirty-second session the item entitled "Establishment of a
nuclear-weapon-free zone in South Asia."

41. While introducing the text of the resolution, Pakistan said that its proposal
reflected the conviction that the non-nuclear weapon States should take it upon
themselves to avert the nuclear threat at least in their own regions.15/

48. India recalled that its position had been explained in great detail at~he

previous sessions ,of the Assembly, adding that its most fundamental objection to
the "lroposal l{aS that it sought to establish a nuclear-weapon-free zone in an area
Which was not appropriate for the purpose. It al~o reiterated that the initiative
for the creation of a zone should come from States within the region and that
participation should be voluntary.16/

15/ Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirty-first Session,
A/C.l/3l/pv.42.

~6/ Ibid., A/C.l/3l/pv.45.
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49. Hungary abstained from voting on the resolution, saying that any nuclearweapon-free .zone should be entirely free from nuclear weapons or other explosivedevices and that the initiative for its creation should come from the States ofthe region concerned. It also held that South Asia could not b~ treated inisolation from other parts of Asia. France also abstained, explaining that itwas not unfavourable to the establishment of a nuclear-weapon-free zone in SouthAsia. However, a fundamental element was missing, namely the agreement of theStates which were to become part of the zone. Similar views were expressed bySweden and Yugoslavia. In commenting on the resolution, Pakistan expressed itswillingness to'continue consultations with other States concerned and reiteratedthat its proposal had called for the reaffirm.ation of the endorsement in principleof the concept of a nuclear-weapon-free zone in Asia, and not for the iInlllediateestablishment of such' a zone.17!
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IV. PROPOf' AL FOR THE CREATION OF A NUCLEAR-WE,,'\PON-FREE-ZbNE IN THE MIDDLE EAST

50. At the twenty-ninth session qf the General Assembly in 1974, Iran and
subsequently Egypt requested ~he inclusi~n in the agenda of an item entitled
"Establishment of a nucle~"_ ·.fl.":'pon-free zone in the Middle East". The two countries
submitted later a draft resolution Which was adopted by 128 votes in favour (including ~

China., France, the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom and the United States~ none
against and 2 abstentions (Israel and Burma) as resolution 3263 (XXIX). It reads as
follow.s:

"The General Assembly,

"Having consi.dered the question of the estab-lishment of
of a nuclear-weapon-free zone in the region of the Middle East,

"~iring to contribute to the maintenance of international
peace and security by bolstering and expanding the ~xisting

regional andglobal·st:uctureg for theprohibition and/or
prevention of the further spread of nuclear weapons,

"Realizing that the establishment of nuclear-weapon-free
zones with an adequate system of safeguards could accelerate the
process towards nuclear disarmament and the ultimate goal o~

general and complete disarmament under effective international
control,

"Recalling the resolution adopted by the Council of the
League of Arab States at its sixty-second session, held in Cairo
from 1 to 4 September 1974, on this subject,

"~ecalling the message sent by His Imperial Majesty the
Shahanshah of Iran on 16 September 1974 on the establishment ,if
a nuclear-weapon-free zone in the region of the Middle East,

"Con·sidering tha.t the establishment of' nuclear-weapon-f'ree
zones, on the initiative of' the States situated within each zone
concerned, is one of the measures which can contribute most
effectively to halting the proliferation of thGse instrwnents of'
mass destruction and to promoting progress towaras nuclear
disarmament, with the goal of total destruction of all nuclear
weapons and their means of' delivery.

"Mindful of' the political con&itions particular to the
region of the Middle East and of the potential danger emanating
therefrom, which would be further aggravated by the i"ltroduction
of nuclear weapons in the area,

"Conscious, th.erefore, of the need to keep the countries of
the region from becoming involved in a ruinous nuclear arms race,
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"Recalling the Declaration on the Denuclearization of
Africa issued by the Assembly of Heads of State and Govermnent
of the Organization of African Unity in July 1964,

"Notin~ that the establishment of '3. nuclear-weapon-free
zone in the region of' the Middle East would contribute effectively
to the realization of' aims enunciated in the Declaration on the
DenuclearizE'.tion of Atiica,

"Recalling the notable achievement of the countries of
Latin America in establishing a nuclear4free zone,

"Also recallin1£. resolution B of the Conference of Non
Nuc.lear-Weapon States, held at Geneva from 29 August to 28
September 1968, in which the Conference recommended that non
nuclear-weapon States not comprised in the Latin American nuclear
free zone should study the possibility and desirability of
establishing military denuclearization of their respective zones,
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"Recalling the aims pursued by the Treaty 011 the Non
Proliferation "f i~uclear Weapons, in particular the goal of
preventing< the furth~:l' spread of nuclear weapons,

"Recalling its :resolution 2373 (XXII) of 12 June 1968,
in Which it expressed the hope for the widest pcssible adhe~ence

to the Treat:,~ on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons by both
nuclear-weapon and non-nuclear-weapon States,

"1. Commends the idea of the establishment of a nuclear~

weapon-free zone in the region of the Middle East;
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"2. Considers that, in order to advance the idea of a
nuclear-wea.pon-free- zone in the region of the Middle East, it is
indispe~sable that all parti~s concerned in-the area proclaim
solemnly and immediately their intention to refrain, on a.
reciprocal besis, "from producing, testing, 0 bta.ining, a.cquiring
or in any other way possessing nuclear weapons; ,

"3. Calls upon the parties concerned in the area to accede
to -:he Treaty on the Iqon-Proliferation (\f Nuclear Weapons;

lt4. Expresses the hope that aJ.l States, in particular the
nuele8.,r-ft~eapon Sta.tes, wUl lend their full co-operation for
the ef'fe.ctive realization of t?:le aims of' the present rl~solution;

"5 • .Requests the SI"<:!retary-General to ascertain the views
of the parties conaerned with respect to the implementation of the
present reso~,~tion, in particular with ~egard to its paragraphs 2
and 3 ~ and to report totlle Security Council a~; at"1 early date and,
subsequenUy, to t~~ General Assembly at its thirtieth session;
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"6. Decides to include in the provisional agenda of its
thirtieth session the item entitled "Establishment of a nuclear
weapon-free zone in the region of the Middle East."

51. While referring to the inclusion of this and other items relating to the
establishment of nuclear-weapon-free zones, Mexico said that non-nuclear States
seemed to be prepared to resort to procedures similar to those which apply in the
case of an epidemic: to seek gradually to broaden the zones of the world in which
nuclear weapons are prohibited for all time, so that the territories of the nuclear
Powers would constitute something like contaminated islands, subject to a special
regime.l/

52. During the debate, Egypt suggested the following principles for consideration:
(1) The States of the region should refrain from producing, acquiring or

possessing nuclear we~pons;

(2) The nuclear-weapon States should refrain from introducing nuclear weapon~

into the area, or from using such weapons against any St~te of the region; and
(3) An effective international safegua::,,'d system should be established.g/

53. Iran recalled the dissemination of scientific knowledge in the field of
nuclear energy and said that in view of the political and economic situation
prevailing in the Middle East, the introduction of nuclear arms in that area could
mean much more than simply a burdensome arms race, which in itself would be
catastrophic .'lj

54. Yemen held that as the dangers in th~ ~uddle East increased, it was the duty
of the world and of the countries of the area to try to remedy the situation by
banning the production of nuclear weapons in that part of the world, and also to ban
their acquisition. If any country acquired these means of destruction, other countries,
feeling they were threatened, would try in turn to acquire those weapons.!U

55. Jordan supported the proposal and stated that the Middle East was an area where
the introductiC'';l of .nuclear weapons would mean dreadful complications and the direct
threat of sliding into nuclear confrontation. The proposal of denucleari~ationCif

the Middle East was therefore consistent with and expressive of the purposes of the
Non··Proliferation Treaty. The States of the area should all sign and become members
of the Non-Proliferation Treaty, in order to fulfil the most basic and essential
requirement of. the denuclearization o:f the area. 5/

56. Qatar said that it supported the proposal because the creation of nuclear-
weapon-free zones, in addition to contributing to the relaxation of tension, would
also constitute steps forward in the area of comprehensive world disarmament. The
Middle East could not be exposed to a nuclear arms race and Qatar had a natural

11 Official Records of the General Assembly, Twen" 'r-ninth Session, Plenary
meetings, A/PV.226l.

gj Ibid., Twenty-ninth Session, First Committee, A/C.l/PV.200l.

J! Ibid., A/C.l/PV.2000.

!U Ibid., A/C.l/PV.2003.

21 Ibid., A/C.l/PVo2004.
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and earnest desire for the stabilization of peece and security. Kuwait maintained
that the Middle East was still enmeshed in a conflict of such proportions that it
m~ engulf all its peoples in a horrible inferno. International endeavours designed
to wipe out the causes of conflict in the area were essential to contain local ,
passions. Attempts to introduce nuclear weapons into the area would amount to an
ominous act of crass insensibility.§!

57. Somalia stressed the importance of the Middle East as a vital source of the
world's energy re'quirements. The security of the area should. be guaranteed, and it
should be kept free of nuclear weapons of any k~nd and of any capacity for destruction.
The United :Arab Emirates held that the Middle East was suffering from the fears of
lengthy wars and was in great need, more than any time before, of any ste'Ps that could
be devised to remove the spectre of a nuclear war.'l!

58. Tunisia said that the establishment of a '.uclear-weapon-fl"ee zone in the
Middle East would be a positive contribution, not only to peace in the region but also
for the security of mankind as a wllLle.§J
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59. Israel abstained in the vote of the resolution because, in its view, it did
not provide for full and frank consultation between all States concerned, without
which the proposal could not be realized.21
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"The General Assembly,

"Recalling its resolution 3263 (XXIX) of 9 December 1974,
in which it overwhelmingly commended the idea of the establishment
of a nuclear-"W'sapon-free zone in the region of the Middle East,
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A/C.l!PV.20l0.

A/C.l/PV.20l3.

A/C.l/PV.2028.

A/C.l/PV;2028.

§! Ibid.,

V Ibidu,

§J Ibid.,

2/ Ibid.,

10/ Ibid.,

61. During the thirtieth session of the General Assembly in 1975, Egypt and Iran
and subsequently Bahrain, Jordan, Kuwait and Tunisfa submitted a draft resolution
later adopted by 125 votes to none, '\odth 2 abstentions (Israel and the United
Republic of Cameroon). It reads as follows:

60. The United States supported the resolution, but expressed doubts in connexion
~rlth the approach taken in operative paragraph 2, which in its opinion urged States
in the region to undertake immediate commitments with regard to the zone, in advance
of actual negotiations and the conclusion of an agreement. France also voted for the
resolution, although it reiterated its reservations with respect to the Treaty on the
Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons. It also expresaed its wish to see complete
agreement among the States concerned. While supporting the resolution, the Soviet
Union said that this did not mean agreement with the eleventh preambular paragraph
on a nuclear-weapon-free zone in Latin America.lO/
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"Taking not~ of the reports of the Secretary-General to
the Security Council and the General Assembly, and the replies
contained therein, on the question of the establishment of a
nuclear-weapon-free zone in the region of the Middle East,

"Recognizing, on the basis of the above mentioned reports,
that the establislunent of a nuclear-weapon-free zone in the
Middle East enjoys wide support in the region,

"Mindful of the prevailing political situation in the
region and of the potential danger emanating theref'rom, which
would be further aggravated by the introduction of nuclea: weapons
in the area,

"Conscious, therefore, of the need to keep the countries
of the region from becoming involvod in a ruinous nuclear arms race,

IITaking note of the comprehensive study of the question of
nuclear-weapon-free zones in aJ-1 its aspects, prepared by the
Ad Hoc Group of Qualified Governmental Experts pursuant to Ger.?r~

Assembly resolution 3261 F (XXIX) of 9 December 1974,

"Recalling its resolution 2373 (XXII) of 12 June 1968, in
which it expressed the hope for the widest possible adherence to
the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nucl'-,,-l' Weapons by both
nuclear-weapon and non-nuc1eax--weapon State.,."

"1. Expressfs the opinion that the Member States with whicq
the Secretar;y'-General has consulted through his notes verbales of
19 March 1975 and 13 June 1975 pursuant to General Assembly
resolution 3263 (XXIX) should exert efforts towards the realization
of the objective of 'establishing a nuclear-weapon-free zone in
the region of the Middle East;

"2. Urges all parties directly concerned to adhere to the
Treaty on the Non-Prolife~ationof Nuclear WEapons as a means of
promoting this objective;

"3. Recommends that the Member States referred to in
paragraph 1 above, pending the establishment of the nuclear
weapon-free zone under an effective system of safeguards, should:

"(a) Proclaim solemnly and immediately their intention to
refrain, on a. reciprocal basis, from producing, acquiring or in
any other ~ay possessing nuclear wea.pons and nuolear explosive
devices, and :f'rom permitting the stationing of' nuclear wea.pons,
in their territory or the territory under their control, by any
third partY'~
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"(b) .Refrain, on a reciprocal basis, from any other
action that would facilitate the acquisition, testing or use
of such weapons, or would be in any other we:y detrimental to
the objective of the establishment of a nuclear-weapon-free zone
in the region under an effective system of safeguards;

"4. Recommends to the nuclear-weapon States to refrain
from acy action contrary to the purpose of the present resolution
and the objective of establishing, in the region of' the Middle
East" a nuclear-weapon-free zone under an effective system of
safeguards and to extend their co-operation to the States of the
region in their efforts to promote this objective;

"5. Decides to include in the provisional agenda. of its
thirty-first session the item entitled "Establishment of a
nuclear-weapon-free zone in the region of the Middle East."

62. During the debate, Egypt recalled that the resolution adopted the previous
year called upon the parties concerned in the area to accede to the Non-Proliferation
Treaty. It added that Egypt had signed the treaty in 1968 and was rea.dy to rati fy
it· the moment Israel acceded to it.ll/

63. In introducing the text of the resolution, Iran said that in the political
climate of the Middle East, the intrOduction of nuclear weapons not only could not
be discounted but also would represent the most dangerous aspect of nuclear-weapon
proliferation and would seriously complicate the prospects for peace and security
in the region. Mere expression of support for the idea of a nuclear-weapon-free zone
VIIS not in itself sufficient to override the existing obstacles; nor could the
advocacy of conventional means for the realization of the idea stand the test of
credibility in the face of the particular climate in the region. Through actions
Which could be interpreted unequivocally as gestures of good faith, feelings of
trust and confidence among the States of the region could be generated. Adhesion
to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Wea.pons by the States directly
concerned could pr>~duce such a beneficial resul"\;. By spelling out the urgent
measures to be undertaken by the States of the region, the proposed text tried to
prevent pre-emptive action tha.t would dei'eat the purpose of the zone.12/

64. For its part, Israel reiterated its desire to consult 8..'ld confer with the
Governments of the countries concerned. It held that its Government had voted in
favour of' the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons and was continuing
its examination ot the Treaty's implications and tha.t Israel had solemnly stated
that it will no't be the first 'to in'troduce nuclear -lfeapons in the Middle East.13/

W Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirtieth session,
A/C.1/PV.2094.

12/ Ibid., A/C.l/PV.2J.Ol. ..

13/ Ibid., A/C.l/PV.2l03.
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65. The United States explained that it had voted in favour of the resolution,
although it questioned the approach of asking Sta.tes to undertake commitments in
advanc."" of the negotiations of a zone arrangement.14/

66. During the thirty-first session of the General Assembly in 1976, Egypt, Iran
and Kuwait submitted a draft resolution later co-sJ?onsored by Bahrain~ Jordan,
Mauritania, Sudan and the United Arab Emirates. The draft was adopted as
resolution 31171 by a vote of 130 to none, with 1 abstention (Israel). It reads as
follows:

"~e General Assembly,

"Recalling its resolution 3263 (XXIX) of 9 December 1974,
in which it overwhelmingly commanded the idea of the establishment
of a nuclear-weapon-free zone in the region of t.h~ Middle East,

"Recalling also its resolution 3474 (XXX) of 11 December
1975, in which it recognized that the establishment of a nuclear
weapon-free zone in the Middl,e East enjoys wide support in the
region,

"~udfu1 of the prevailing political situation in the region
and the potential danger emanating therefrom that would be further
aggravated by the introduction of nuclear weapons in the area,

"Concerned that the lack of any appreciable progress in the
direction ef the establishment of a nuclear-weapon-free zone, iL
the present atmosphere in the region, will further complicate the
situation,

"Convinced that progress towards the establishment of' a
nuclear-weap.on-freezone in the Middle Ea.st will greatly enhance
'the cause of peace both in the region and in the world,

"Conscious of the particular nature of the problems involved
and the complexities inherent in the situation in the Middle East,
and the urgency of keeping the region free from involvement in a
ruinous nuclear arms race,

"1. ExEresses the need for further action to generate momentum
towards realization of the establishment of a nuclear-weapon-free
zone in the ~tiddle East;

"2. Urges all parties directly concerned to adhere to the
Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons as a means of
promoting this objective;

"3. Reiterates its recommendation that the Member States

14/ Ibi~., A/C.l/PV.2l06.
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referred to in paragraph :2 above, pending the establishment c.:>fthe nuclear-weapon-free zone under an effective system ofsafeguards, sho'uld:

"(a) Proclaim solemnl;y and immediately their intentionto refrain, on a reciprocal basis, from producing, acquiring orin any other way possessing ~uclear weapons and nuclear explosivedevices, and from permitting the stationing of nuclear weaponsin-their territory or the territory under their control by anythird party; ,

"(b) Refrain, On a reci.procal basis, from Wly other actionthat would facilitate the acquisition, testing or use of suchweapons, or would be in any other way detrimental to the objectiveof the establishment of a nuclear-weapon-free zone in the regionunder an eff~ctive system of' safe~~ards;

"(£.) Agree to place al.l their nuclear activities under theInternational Atomic Energy A,gency safeguards;

tr4.Reaffirms the reco:mmendations to the nuclear-weapon
S~ates to refrain from any action contrary to the purpose of thepresenf resolution and the objective of establishing, in theregion of the 'Middle East, a nuclear-weapon-free zone under aneffective system of safeguards and to extend their co-operationto the States of the region in their efforts to promote thisobjective;

"5. Invites the Secretary-General to explore the possibilitiesof making progress towards the establishment of a nuclear-weapon-freezone in the ar~a of the Middle East;

"6. Decides to include in the provisionaJ. agenda of itsthirty-second session the item entitled "Establishment of a
nuclear~weapon-f'ree zone in the region of the Middle East. or

67. During the debate, Egypt said -U~iit :urael was the only country in the area notto support previous resolutions, which eall~d on the countries concerned to adhereto the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nu.clear vTeapons. It recalled that Egypthad stated and continued to state that it was ready to ratify the Treaty the momentIsrael declared its adherence to it.15/

68. Kuwait said that it would become a party to the Treaty on t.he Non-Proliferationof Nuclear Weapons, provided Israel also bacame a :party to it. It, also believed thataccession to the Treaty by all States of the region was a prerequisite for establishing an effective nuclear-weapon-free zone~16/

15/ OfficiaJ. Records of the General Assembly, Thirty-first session,A/C.l/3f1PV.3~.•

16/ Ibid., A/C.l!3l!PV.26;
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69. Iraq, for its part, felt that one way of achieving the goal of declaring the
Middle East a nuclear-weapon-free zone would be through the adherence of all to the
Non-Proliferation Treaty and the renunciation of the production, manufacture or
acquisition of nuclear weapons.17/

70. In introducing the text of the resolution, Iran said that no one could
entertain any doubt that the consequences of allowing nucleafo weapons into the
region would far transcend the peace and security of the immediate area under
consideration.18/

71. Israel abstained from voting the resolution, indicating that negotiations
betwee~ all the States of the region was an indispensable requirement for the
establishment of a nuclear-weapon-free zone in the ~nddle East.19/

72. While voting in favour of the resolution, the United States reiterated the
views expressed on the vote of previous resolutions. It also stated that i.i~s

support for e~y nuclear-weapon-free zone was contingent upon its compatibility with
criteria that the United States had frequently articulated in the past. Those criteria
were that the initiative for the creation of the zone should come from the States in
the region concerned; that all States whose participation was considered important
should participate in the zone; that th€' zone arrangement should not disturb existing
security arrangements; and that the zone should effectively prohibit its parties from
developing any nuclear explosive device.20/

17/ Ibid., A/C.l/31/PV.35.

18/ Ibid., A/C.l/3l!pv.41.

19i Ibid., A/C.l!3l/pv.45.

20j Ibid., A/C.l/3l/pv.45.
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V. PROPOSAL FOR THE CREATION OF A NUCLEAR-WEAPON-FREE 'ZONE IN THE SOUTH PACIFIC

73. At the thirtieth session of the General Assembly, the item entitled "Est.:3.blish-
ment of eo nuclear-weapon-free zone was included in the agenda at the request of Fiji
and New Zealand. Both countries also initiated a draft resolution, If>.ter co-sponsored
by Chile, Ecuador, Malaysia, Peru, Philippines and Singapore. The draft was adopted
by the General Assembly by 110 votes (including China) to none with 20 abstentions
(including France"the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom and the United States) as
~esolution 3477 \XXX). It reads as follows:

"The General Assembly,

"Conscious of the urgent need for agreement on measures to
achieve the goal of general and complete disarmament, including
nuclear disarmament, under effective international control,

"Convinced that the proliferation of nuclear weapons and
the continuance of the nuclear arms race are among the greatest
threats' to world peace and the survival of mankind,

"Noting ·that article VII of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation
or Nuclear Weapons acknowledges the right of any group of States to
conclude regional' treaties in order to ensure the total absence of'
nuclear weapons in their respective territories,

"Noting further 1;lle declaration of the Review Conference of
the Parties' to the Treaty on the Non-Prolife~ationofNuclear
Weapons that the establishment of internationally recognized nuclear
weapon-free zones, on the initiative and with the agreement of the
directly concerned States of the zone, represents an effective
means of curbing the spread of nuclear weapons and could contribute
signifiaantly to the security of those States,

"Endorsing the declaration of the Review Conference that the
co-operation of the nuclear-weapon States is necessary for the
]i'laximum effectiveness of any treaty arrangements for establishing

. a nuclear":weapon-free zone,

"Recalling, in particular, the Declaration on the Denuclearization
of Africa, adopted by the Assembly of Heads of State and Government
of the Organization of African TJnity at its first ordinary session,
held at Cairo from 17 to 21 July 1964, and the notable progress
achie~ed by' the Latin American States towards the denuclearization
of their region~

"Noting, in addition, that the Heads of Government of the
independent or self~governingStates members of the South Pacific
Forum emphasized in their communique of 3 July 1975 the importance
bf keeping the South ~acific region free from the risk of nuclear
contamination and of involvement in a nuclear conflict and commended
the diea of establishing a nuclear-weapon-free zone in the South Pacific
as a means of aChieving th~t aim,
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"1. Endorses the idea of the establishment of a nuclear
weapon-free zone in the South Pacific;

"2. Invites the countries concerned to carry forward
consultations about ways and means of realizing this objective;

"3. Expresses the hope that all States, in particular the
nuclear-weapon States, will co-operate fully in achieving the
objectives of the present resolution;

"4. Requests the Secretary-General to render all necessary
assistance to the States of the region in 6iving effe~t to the
purpose of the present resolution."

74. In introducing the text of the draft resolutionln the First Committee, New
Zealand stated that every State in every region had the right to do what it could
to free itself from the danger of nuclear conflict over which it could have no control.
The principle that the initiative for the creation of a nuclear-weapon-free zone
should come from States within the ,region concerned had been given effect in the
case of the South Pacific. The Heads of Government of the South Pacific Forum had
"emphasized the importance of keeping the region free from the risk of nuclear
contamination and of involvement in a nuclear .conflict and commended the idea of
establishing a nuclear-free zone in the South Pacific as a means of achieving that
aim". As other regions had done, the South Pacific countries had considered that
the first step towards the establishment of a zone in their area was to secure the
endorsement of the concept in principle by the United Nations. The co-sponsors had
conceived their initiative as being complementary to the Non-Proliferation Treaty,
by Which almost every member of the South Pacific Forum was bound.l/

75. Fiji held similar views, and added that it was not the intention of its
Government to deprive any State 5 against its will, of its right to free and unimpeded
passage of the high seas or the right of iralocent passage in other waters. However,
it vigorously opposed any empla~ement or testing of nuclear weapons within territories
in the South Pacific region.2/

76. Singapore said that the establishment of a nuclear-weapol1-free zone in the
South Pacific could make a positive contribution to the peace and security of the
region. The establishm~nt of nuclear-weapon-free zones could be a very effective way
of promoting and· strengthening the Non-Proliferation TreatY.;J

77. While understandj 'J,,!; the motives of the co-sponsors, the So'riet Union abstained
in the vote of the res«;'pcion, since in its view operative paragraph 1 allowed for
the possibility of e~~anuing the zone to the high sea$, which could then lead to
attempts to restrict freedom of navigation in the open seas. Mexico supported the
r'esolution, stressing that the establishment of nuclear-weapon-free zones was an

!I Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirtieth session, A/C.l/PV.2074.

'Ej Ibid., A/C.l/PV.2085.

'J! Ibid., A/C.l!PV.2098.
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effective means to mak~ progress tqwards general and complete disarmament vianuclear disarmament. It a.lso stated that the resolution noted a.rticle VII of theTreaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, which ackl'iowledged the right ofany group of States to conclude a treaty to assure the total absence of nuclearweapons in heir respective territories, and held that one of the best ways ofmaking the '~reaty attractive would be to give proof that all States, particularlythe nuclear-weapon States, were prepared to comply wi·th the commitments entered intounder that Treaty. Japan also voted for the resolution, on the understanding thatconsultations would be held about ways and means of realizing its objective. Itsdelegation also sai'd that, in its view, a nuclear-weapon-free zone should becreated in accordance with the established pri'llciples of international law, includingfreedom of naVigation on the high seas, the principles of the United Nations Charterand fundamental principles guiding mutual relations of States. Also, a nuclearweapon-free zone should contribute to the strengthening of regional interna.tionalsec1ll"ity and be compatible with the objective of strengthening internatiOlial securityon a global scale with peace-keeping mechanisms.4/

80. The United Kingdom abstained on the resolution, explaining that itsGovernment had consistently opposed the idea of maritime zones cuvering large areasof the high seas. A maritime zone would interfere with generally accepted principl~sof freedom of navigation. Similar views were expressed by the Federal Republic ofGerma.v and Italy. The United Ste-tes also abstained, recalling that the proponentsintended to seek extension of the zone eventually to include areas of the high seas.It, therefore, could not endorse a proposal that contemplated restrictions oninternationally recognized rights of navigation and over flight of maritime areas,inclUding the rights of innocent passage through territorial seas. France explainedthat it had abstained from voting the resolution, in view that the exact territorialarea of the proposed zone was not clearly stated. In addition, the resolution didnot define what rules would be proposed by the countries concerned with respect tothe open seas end the international straits.21

~j Ibid., A/C.l/PV.2l00.
~~.I Ibid., A/C.l/PV.2l00.
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VI. PROPOSAL FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A ZONE OF PEACE IN THE INDIAN OCEAN

81. At the twenty-sixth session of the General Assembly in 1971, the item"Declaration of the Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace" was included in the agend.aat the request of Ceylon, later joined by the United Republic of Tanzania. Adraft resolution was subbmitted to the Assembly by thirteen countries andadopted by 61 votes (including China) to none with 55 abstentions (includingFrance, the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom and the United states) asresolution 2832 (XXVI). It reads as follows:
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1

"The General Assembly,

"Conscious of the determination of the peoples of the littoral andhinterland states of the Indian Ocean to preserve their independence, sovereigntyand territorial integrity, and to resolve their political, economic and socialproblems under conditions of peace and tranquility,

"Recalling the Declaration or the Third Conference of Heads of Stateor Government of Non-A:i.igned Countries, held at Lusaka from 8 to 10 September 1970,calling upon all states to consider and respect the Indian Ocean as a zone ofpeace from which great Power riValries and competition as well as bases conceivedin the context of such rivalries and competition should be excluded, anddeclaring that the area should also be free of nu:~lear weapons,

"Convinced of the desirability of ensuring the maintenance of suchconditions in the Indian Ocean area by means other than military alliances,as such alliances entail financial and other obligations that call for thediversion of the limited resources of the states of the area from the morecompelling and productive task of economic and social reconstruction and couldfurther involve them in the rivalries of power blocs in a manner prejUdicial totheir independenc~ and fTeedom of action, thereby increasing internationaltensions,

"Concerned at recent developments that portend the ext~nsions of thearms race into the Indian Ocean area, thereby posing a serious threat to themaintenance of such conditions in the area,

"Convinced that the establishment of a zone of peace in the Indi~Ocean would contribute towards arresting such developments, relaxing internationaltensions and strengthening international peace and security,

"Convinced further that the establishment of a zone of peace in anextensive geogz'aphical area in one region could have a beneficial influence onthe establishment of permanent universal peace based on equal rights and justicefor all, in accordance with the purposes and principles of the Charter of theUnited Nations,

"1. Solemnly declares that the Indian Ocean, within limits to bedetermined, together with the air space above and the ocean floor subjacentthereto, is hereby designated for all time as a zone of peace;
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"2. Calls upon the great Powers, in contormity with this
Declaration, to enter into ilDJlediate consultations with the littoral
states of the Indian Ocean with a view to~

(a) Halting the further escalation and expansion of their
militar:f presence in the Indi&l1 OCean;

(b) Eliminating trom the Indian Ocean all bases, military
installations and logistical supply tacilities, the disposition ot
nuclear weapons and weapons ot mass destructiqn and any manifestation
ot great Power military presence in the Indian Ocean conceived in the
context of great Power rivalry;

",~ Calls upon the littoral and hinterland States of the Indian
Ocean, the permanent members of the Security Council end other major maritime'
usersot the Indian Ocean, in pursuit of the objective of establishing a
system of universal collective security without military alliances and
strengthening international security through regional and other co-operation,
to enter into con:5UltatitJns with a view to the implementation of this Declaration
and such action as may be necessary to ensure that:

(a) Warships and military aircr~ft may not use the Indian Ocean tor
any threat or use ot torce against the sovereignty, territorial integrity and
independence of any littoral or hinterland State ot the Indian Ocean in
contravention ot the purposes and principles of the Charter of the United
Nations;

(b) Subject to the f.oregoing and to the norms aM principles ot
international law, the right to free and unimpeded use of the zone by the
vessels of all nations is unaffected;

(c) Appropriate arrangements are made to give effect to any international
agreement that lIlay Ultimately be reached tor the maintenance ot the Indian Ocean
as a zone of peace; "

"4. Requests the Secretary-General to report to the General Assembly
at its twenty-seventh session on the progress that has been made with regard to
'the implementation ot this Declaration;

"5. Decides to include in the prOVisional agenda of its twenty-seventh
session an item entitled "Declaration of the Indian Ocean as a zone of peace".

82. Yugoslavia said that it had great understanding for Ceylon's efforts to
save 'the Indian" Ocean from becoming an area of confrontation of foreign powers.
The adoption of the proposal would be of vital interest to countries of the region
and d.so to peace and security in the world. !I
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83. Ceylon held that peace c~uld not be established merely by outlawing
nuclear weaponstrora a region. When cond.itions permitted, as in the Indian
Ocean, it waD important to outlaw conventional weapons as well and thus hasten
the advance towards general and complete disarmament. It also stated that the
proposal. wo'lld, by the COlllllOI). cons~nt of the littoral States, create the conditions
in which great Power rivalries would be excluded from the area and ultimately
enable the elimination of all military bases in the region. gj

84. Kenya supported the Declaration of the Indian Ocean as a zone of peace, as it
would be a step to torestall the possibility ot a cold wu confrontation and a
practical development towards both disarmament and nuclear non-proliferation.
Afghanistan expressed ~ppreciation in principle for the initiative, believing
tbat it ~uch zones could 'be recognized in different regions, this would contribute
to the strengthening ot world peace and security. The United Republic of Tanzania
said that no great Powers should make the area the acene of their confrontation and
recalled that the concept of zones of peace had 10Dg ago been proposed as a means
01' saving selected areas 01' certain regions from the tragedy of nuclear war. 2/
85. While sharing the legitimate concern of the sponsors, France held that 1t wa5
in the interest of the international co~unity that ~ertain essential principles
reu.in outside all decisions ot a·specl:':-ic nature, such as the principle relating
to the law 01' the sea, especially since this subject was to be considered on a
general level. !l/
86. The Soviet Union said that the creation of a zone 01' peace in the Indian
Ocean should provide tor actual steps to limit the arms race and, above all, for
the dismantling of e~~istins foreign military bases in the region. 1he declaration
should not lead to the undermining or weakening of the existing generally recognizee.
principle~ of international law on the freedom of the high seas. It added that
the proposal. should obtain the agreement of ~he parties concerned before the
General Assembly reached a decision on 1t. ?J
81. While sharing the desires of the sponsors that the Indian Ocean should be
an area of peace, the United Kingdom said that the resolution did more than
request consultations; it also enumerated specific measures which wotUA pre-determine
the outcome at the proposed consultations. 1he Un!ted Kingdom had military facilities
in the Indian Ocean Which did not threaten any littoral states, and could not agree
to proposals which pl~vented it trom tultilling its legitimate responsibilities
and col1llDitments in the region. §}

88. The United States .id that it had c nwnber ot difficulties with the language
of the declaration, particularly Fn:h regard 'to such princ1.ples as freedom of
navigation on the high seas, an~ ,ejected the view that a group of States in a
certain region could establish a legal regime for the high seas in the region.
New Zealand explained that its absentention was due to the tact that the resolution
did not have the support either of the great Powers concerned or of all littoral

gj !P.!2..11 1834th meeting.

~ ~., 1836th meeting.

JY ~., 1838th meeting.

2J ~., 1841st meeting.

§} ~., 18118th meeting.
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states. Japan said that it had voted in favour of the resolution because of
sympathy with the aspirations of' the littoral states to maintain and strengthen
peace in their area. However, it held that the declaration would need further
elaboration. '1/
89. During the twenty-seventh session of' the Genel'al Assembly, 29 countries submitted
a draft resolution pn the basis of which resolution 2992 (XXVII) was adopted by
95 votes (including China) to none, with 33 abstentions (France, the Soviet Union,
the United Kingdom and the United States). It reads as follows:

"The General Assembly,

"Recalling its resolution 2832 (XXVI) of 16 December. 1971 entitled "Declaration
of the Indian OCean as a zone of peace",

"Noting the report ot the Secretary-General submitted in accordance with
pa.',ragraph ,4 of that resolution, in which he was requested to report to the
General Assembly at its twenty-seventh session on the progress made with regard
to the implementation ot the Declaration,

"Noting :further that the consultations envisaged in paragraphs 2 and 3
of that resolution have not taken place,

n,ConviklCed that action in furtherance of the objectives of the Declaration
would be a substantial contribution to the strengthening of international peace
and security,

"Nc:>ting that, in the Georgetown Declaration of 12 August 1972, the Conference
of Foreign Ministers of Non-Aligned Countries took note with satisfaction ot the
adoption by the General Assembly at its twenty-sixth session of the Declaration
ot the Indian Ocean as a zone ot peace and agreed that, further steps should be
taken at the Assembly's twenty-seventh session towards implementation of the

"Declaration,

"1. Calls upon the littoral and hinterland States of the Indian Ocean,
the permanent members of the Security Council and other major maritime users of
the Indian Ocean to support the concept that the Indian Ocean should be a zone
of peace;

"2. Decides to establish an Ad-Hoc Committee on the Indian OCean, consisting
of no more tli'ii1fi'tteen members, to"'StUdir thei:np1ications of the proposal, wi'Gh
special referenCf! to the practical measures that may be taken in furtherance of the
objectives ,of Gen~ralAssemblY reso~utlon 28'2 (XXVI), having due regard to the
security interests otthe l.ittoral,and hinterl.and States of the Indian Ocean and
the interests ot any other State consistent with the purposes and principles of
the Charter ot the U4ited Nations, and to report to the General Assembly at
its twenty-e:!Lghth session;

1V3. Decides further that the Ad Hoc Committee shall consist ot the following
States: Australia, China, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Japan, Madagascar, Malaysia,
Mauritius,Paltistan, Sri Lanka, United Republic of Tanzania, Yemen and Zambia;

1.1 ~., 1849th meeting
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"4. Urges all the Stat""s cC'''ncel'ned to ext~nd their co-operation to the
Ad Hoc Committee in the d1s f ~e ot its tunctions;

"5. Requests the Secretary-General to render all necesssry assistance to
the ~c Committee; .

"6. !!!!£\S!!, to include in the provisional agenda ot its twenty-eighth
session the item entitled "Declaration ot the Indian Ocean as a zone ot peace". If

90. During the debate, which was not particularly active, Sri Lanka said that
existing circumstances in the Indian Ocean, as distinct trom other oceans ot
the world, were specially conducive tor ccmsidering the area as a zone ot peace;
the countries ot the region needed conditione of peace and tranquility in which
to transfonD and modernize their economies and societies. It added that immediate
action was considered necessary to arrest and reverse certain trends which had
lately become manifest and which, it allowed to continue, 'Would render the
progressive militari~~tionot the Indian Ocean unavoidable. §/

91. The United states abstained, explaining that the reasons for abstaining
on the previous year remained valid and applied as well to the resolution. The
United Kingdom expressed a simUar view. France held that the basic principles
of international law could not be modified even in a limited geographical region
by any resolution of the United Nations even though, as in this case, i.t was
inspired by peaceful and laudable intentions. 21
92. Somalia supported .the resolution, since in its view the Declaration on the
Indian Ocean as a zone of peace was a major contribution to the strengthening ot
international peace and security, as well as a tangible expression of the principle
of regional cooperation. While sharing thre hope of the sponsors that the Indian
Ocean shouJ.d continue to be a zone of peac:e, Sweden explained that it had to abstain
in view that the consultations envisaged in the previous year's resolution had
not taken place. MY

-Seventh Session,

93. The Soviet Union declared its readiness to settle, along with other interested
States and on an equal footing, the question of declaring the Indien Ocean as
a zone ot peace, but held that it could not support the resolution because it was
not fully consistent with the elimination of all foreign military bases in the
area, and with universally recognized rules of international law, particularly
the principle ot freedom of navigation. W
94. In 1973, at the twenty-eighth sess ion ot the General Assembly, sixteen
countries submitted a draft resolution, which was adopted as resolution 3080 (XXVIII)
by 95 votes (including China) to none, with 35 abstentions (including France, the
Soviet Union, the United Kingdom and the United States). It reads as follows:

"The General Assembly,

"Recalling its resolution 2832 (XXVI) of 16 December 1971, entitled
"Declaration of the· Indian Ocean as a zone of peace",

r
i
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OIReaf'firming its conviction that action in furtherance ot the objectives
of the Declaration would be a substantial contribution to the strengthe~ling of
international peace and security,

"Noting the report of the Ad Hoc Coomittee on the In-dian Ocean established
by General Assembly resolution 2992 (XXVII) of 15 December 1972 to study the
implications of the proposal, with special reference to the practical measures tWit
may be taken in furtherance of the objectives ot Assembly resolution 2832 (XXVI),
having due regard to the security interests of the littoral and hinterland ~ta.tes

of the Indian Ocean and. the interests at any other state consistent with the
purposes and principles of the Charter of the United Rations,

"Noting with satisfaction the progress' made by the Ad Hoc Committee in
fultUling its mandate,

"l. Urges all States to accept the principles and objectives contained in
Gsneral Assembly resolution 2832 (XXVI), entitled "Declaration of the Indian
Ocean as a zone of peace", as a constructive contribution to the strengthening
ot regional and .international security;

"2~ Requests the Ad Hoc Committee on the Indian Ocean to continue its
work, to cury out .consultations in accordance with its mandate and to report with
recolllllendations to the General Assembly at its twenty-ninth session;

"3•. Urges all States, especlally the major Powers, to extend their
co-operation to the Ad Hoc COlDlll.ittee in the discharge ot its functions;

"4. Requests the Secretary-General to continue to render all necessary
assistance to the Ad Hoc Committee;

"5. Decides that the Ad Hoc COIIID.ittee shall be provided with sunmary records
of its proceedings; .

le6. Requests the Secretary-General to prepare a factual s'tatement ot the
great Powers' milit&r3 presence in all its aspects, in the Indian Ocean, with
special reference to their naval deployments, conceived in the context of great
Power rivalry;

"7. Recommends that the statement should be based on available ma'terial
and prepared wi~h the assistance ot qUalified experts and competent bodies
selected by the Secretary-General;

"8. Requests that the statement be transmitted to the Ad Hoc Committee
at an early da~e, .if possi~le by 31 March 1974;

"9. Decides to include in the provisional agenda of its twenty-ninth
session an item entitled "Implementation of the Declaration of the Indian Ocean
as a Zone of Peace"."

95. The debate in the First Committee concentrated mainly on various aspects
ot the implementation ot the Declaration, and only a small number of delegations
advanced arguments in connexionwith the zone of peace.
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96. Japan recalled the aspirations of the natioJ1s of the Indian Ocean ~egion
to keep themselves out ot the great Power rivalries, to create in the region
conditions of peace and tranquility, under which they could devote themselves
to the constructive task of developing their own societies. ~

97. The Soviet Union ~eiterated the reservations expressed in connexion with
the previous year's resolution•.The United states, for its part, said that the
resolution embodied a number of cOQcepts and premises that it had originally
found unacceptable. W
98. SWeden voted this time in favour, since in its view the resolution enjoyed
the support ot the countries in the region. ~

99. Italy abstained, explaining that certain aspects of the Declaration of
the Indian Ocean as a zone of peace might lead to mis~nterpretation,particularly
in connexion with the freedom of the high seas. France said that it could not
support the resolution, in view of its attachment to that principle. !21
100. At the twenty-ninth session of the General Assembly, Sri Lanka introduced
in the First Committee the report "of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Indian Ocean
and the draft resolution annexed to it. The draft was adopted by the Ass~mbly

as resolution 3259 A (XXIX) by 103 votes (including China) to none, with
26 abstentions (including France, the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom and the
United States). It reads as follows:

"The General Assembly,

"RecaJ.lins the Declaration of the Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace,
contained in resolution 2832 (XXVI) of 16 December 1971, and recalling also
GeneraJ. Assembly resolutions 2992 (XXVII) of 15 December 1972 and ;080 (XXVIII)
of 6 December 1973,

"Firmly convinced that further and continuous efforts are required to
j'.l1fil the objectives of the Declaration, and thus to contribute to the strengthening
ef regional and international peace and security~ "

"Notins the report of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Indian Ocean,

"Further noting the factual statement of the great Powers' military
presence in all its aspects, in the Indian Ocean, with special reference to their
naval deployments, conceived. in the context of great Power riValry, p!'epar~d by the
Secretary-C~neralwith the assistance of qualified experts pursuant to General
Assembly resolution 3080 (XXVIII),

"Deeply concerned that the competitive expansion of the military presence
of the great Powers in the Indian Ocean would constitute a serious intensification
ot the arms race, leading to an increase of tension in the area,

W Official Records of the General AsseJ1bly, Twenty-Eighth Session,
First Committee, A/C.l/PV.1956

"f2J ~., A/C.l/PV.1969.
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"Considering that the creation ot a zone of peace in the Indian
Ocean requires:

(a) The elimination ot all manitestations ot great Power military
presence in the region, conceived in the context ot great Power rivalry,

(b) Co-operation among the regional states to ensur~ condition:s ot
security within the region as envisaged in the Declaration,

,
"Further beli\:ving that tor the realization of the objective of' the

Declarat19n it is necessary that the great Powers enter into immediate consultations
with the states concerned with a view to adopting positive measures for the
elimination of all foreign bases and of all manifestations of great Pow~r military
prescance in the region, conceived in the context of great Power rivEl1ry,

Ill. Urges the littoral and hinterland States of the Indian Ocean, the
permanent members of the Security Council and other major maritime users of the
Indian Ocean to give tangible support to the establishment and pre:servation of
the Indian Ocean as a zone of peace;

"2. Calls upon the great Powers to refrain from increasing and stl:engthening
their military presence in the region of the Indian Ocean as an essential first
step towards the relaxation of tension and the promotion of peace and security
in the area;

"3. Endorses the recommendations, concerning the future work ot the Ad Hoc
Committee on the Indian Ocean, ~s contained in paragraph 35 of the report of the
Committee;

"4. Requests the littoral and hinterllIDd Sta.tes of the Indian Ocean to
enter, as soon as possible, into consultations with a view to convening a
conference on the Indian Ocean;

"5. Invites all states, especially the gr~at Powers, to co-operate in a
practical manner with the Ad Hoc Cowmittel! in the discharge ot its functions;

"6. Expresses its thanks to the Secretary-General tor his etforts in the
preparation of the factual statement of the great Powers I military presence in
the Indian Ocean;

"7. Requests the Ad Hoc Committee to cCintinue its work and consultations
in a -:cordance with. its marldate and to report to the General Assembly at its
thirtieth session;

"8. Requests the Secretary-General to continue to render all necessary
a~sistance to the Ad Hoc Committee."

101. Kuwait said it was keenly interested in ensuring conditions of security
within the region. In its view, among the means to achieve this end would be a
commitment by the nuclear powers not to deplf.>Y nuclear weapons in the area, the
elimination from the area-of all toreign military bases and a ban on the
establis~ent of new bases or the enlargement of existing ones. !§/

!§j Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-ninth Session,
First .Committee, A!C.l/PV.2002.
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102. Yemen recalled that the arms race that developed during recent years
in the r~,gion and the arrival of international competition had induced the
United Nations to declare the Indian Oceana zone of peace. !11
103. Australia said it would not wish to see an escalation of great Power military
rivalry in the Indian Ocean. It urged the major POl-:e~s to limit their naval
deployments and military presence there in a spirit of mutual restraint and assured
other countries of the area of its cooperation in an effort to preserve the Indian
Ocean as a zone of peace. !§/

104. Bangladesh noted that non-aligned st~t~~ had advocated the concept of the
Indian Ocean as a zone of peace because it had become an arena of great Power
r i vall·y. !2J
105. Madagascar held that the creation of a zone of peace in the Indian Ocean
would make it possible for the countries concerned to get together in order to
establish co-operation based on genuine mutual trust. They would be able to
utilize their material resources for purely peaceful purposes and to guarantee their
independence and sovereignty withQut direct or indirect interference. 20/

106. Sri Lanka recalled that, in requesting the inscription of the item
at the twenty-sixth session of the General Assembly, it had considered immediate
action necessary to arrest and reverse the trend that had lately become manifest,
Which, if allowed to conttnu,~ unchecked, cou.ld render the progz'essive mU~.tarization

of the Indian Ocean unavoidable. ~

107. Mauritius said that it was deeply concern~d that the competitive expansion
of the military presence of the great Powers in the India~ Ocean would lead to an
increase of tension in the area, and called upon the great Powers to refrain
from increasing and strengthening their military presence in the region. ggf

loB. China held that the desire of the countries of the India~ Ocean zone to
maintain peace in the region shouJ.d be respected, and that the establishment
of the zone also depended on those countries basing their mutual xelations on
the principles of respect tor sovereignty and territorial integrity, mutual
non-aggression, non-interference on each other's internal affairs, equaJ.ity and
mutual benefi.t and peaceful coexistence. W

ID ~." A/C.l/PV.200,
!§j Ibid., A/C.l/PV.2004

W Ibid., A/C.l/PV.20l1

?:9J Otfi.cial Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-Ninth Session,
Plenary Meetirlgs, AjPV.2l39
~ Of1ficial Records of the General Assembl

First Committee, C.l 2015.

gy ~. ~ A/C.l/2016

W ~., A/C.l/20l9
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109. The Soviet Union abstained from voting on the resolution, explaining
that it was ready to take part, on an eqt..al footing with all other interested
States, in the search for favourable solutions to the problem of the Indian Ocean,
provided that there was observance of the generally acknowledged rules of
international law. In drafting the provisions of the Declaration, there sh<;u1.d be
no infrir..gement of the principle of freedom of navigation, particularly when it
comes to the carrying out of scientific research by means of naval vessels.
The SOvi~t Union h~d never had or created, and was not now creating military or
navul bases in the Indian Ocean region and the Declaration required prtmarily
the eltmination ot all foreign bases in the area.. Canada also abstained, although
it made it clear that this did not indicate a lack ot sympathy towa.rds the intention
of the co-sponsors. In its opinion, the responsibility for elaborating specific
proposals for denuclearized or demilitarized zones rested prtmarily with the
States of the area most directl.y concerned. and this goal should be substantially
achieved before other States were called upon to endorse such arrangements. The
United Kingdom shared the desire of the sponsors to maintain and enhance peace and
stability in the region of the Indian Ocean, but it had felt obliged to abstain
because the resolution might prevent the United Kingdom from fulfilling some of
its commitments within and beyond the area Which, it stated~ presented no threat
Whatever to any State in the area. France fully understood the anxiety of the
states bordering on the Indian Ocean and their ciasire to rid that area of the
seeds of conf1ict. However, it held that this objective could not be sought by
establishi1".g arrangements that would lead to modifying the essential principles
of international 1aw, such as 'the freedom of navigation on the high seas. g}jj

110. At its thirtieth session, the General Assembly had before it the report
of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Indian Ocean with a draft res01ution annexed to' it.
The draft resolution was adopted'as resolution 3468 (xxx) by 106 votes to none j

with 25 abstentions. China voted in favour, while France, the Soviet Union, the
United Kingdom and the United States abstained. The resolution reads as follows:

liThe General Assembly.,

"Rec.l111ing the Declaration of the :J:ndian Ocean as a Zone of Peace,
contained in its relS01ution 2832 (XXVI) of 16 December 1971, and recalling
also its resolutions 2992 (XXVII) of 15 December 1972, 3080 (XXVIII) of
6 December 1973 and 3259 A (XXIX) of 9 December 1974,

"Reaffirming its conviction that action in furtherance of the
objectives of the Declaration would be a substantial contribution to the
strengthening of international peace and security,

Il£!.gj.ng attention to the provisions of resolution 3259 A (XXIX),
especially paragraph 4, in which the General 'Assembly requested the littoral
and hinterland states of the Indian Ocean to enter, as soon as possible, into
consultations with a view to convening a conference on the Indian Ocean,
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"1. Notes the report qf the hi. Hoc Committee on the Indian Ocean,
in particular:Section II thereof concerning the consultations entered into by
the littoral and hinterland states of the Indian Ocean in pursuance of paragraph 4
of General Assembly resolution ,259 A (XXIX);

"2. Notes further that ll 'as a result of these consultations, an agreement
in principle on the convening of a conference on the Indian Ocean has emerged
among the littoral and hinterland states of the Indian Ocean;

",. Requests the littoral and hinterland states of the Indian Ocean to
continue their consultations on the convening of a conference on the Indian Ocean,
with particular attention to the follOWing six points:

(a) Purposes of the conference;
(b) Date and duration;
(c) Venue
(d) Provisional agenda;
(e) Participation;
(f) Level of participation;

"4. Requests the Ad Hoc Committee to continue its work and consultations
in accordance with its mandate and to submit to the General Assembly at its
thirty-first session a report on its work, inclUding the results of the
consultations referred to in paragraph 3 above;

"5. Invites all States, in particular the great Powers and the major
maritime users of the Indian Ocean, to co-operate in a practical manner with the
Ad Hoc Committee in the discharge of its functions;

"6. Reques·ts the Secretary-General to continue to render all necessary
assistance to the Ad Hoc Committee, including the preparation of summary records."

111. During the debate in the First Committee, Australia urged the major Powers
to attempt to exercise mutual restraint against expansion of their military and
naval competition in the Indian Ocean. Mutual arms limita:tion measures could have
a regional as well as a global. dimension, and Australia would welcome a more
positive attitude on the part of the major Powers to the objectives of the plan
to make the Indian Ocean a zone of peace. gzf

112. Bangladesh held that the major objective of the proposal to establish
the Indian Ocean as a zone of peace and neutrality was to exclude great Power
rivalries and competition, as well as bases conceived in the context of such
riValries; the secondary objective was to complement this concept by strengthening
regional cooperation and unity~ g§J

11,. Somalia said that it always supported the Declaration because it gave
practical expression to important principles of non-alignment and also because
its implementation would be a significant contribution to the goal of general
and complete disarmament and the strengthening of world peace and security. g]j

gzf Official Records of the General Assembl Thirtieth Sess2.on,
First Committee, A C.l PV.2079

g§J Ibid., A/c.I/pv. 2086

W ~., A/C.1/PV.2088
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114. Sri Lanka maintained that agreemelllt in a region as vast as the
Indian Ocean on the application of the provisions of the Declaration -
resolution 28;2 (XXVI) -- could, by the elimination of great power rivalry
and military bases from the region, greatly reduce the risks of war. g§j

115. Indonesia held that recent developments in the Indian Ocean had added a
sense of urgency tCl the desire of progress on this issue. Among these factors
was the growing concern that big power rival~y was being heightened. Of particular
importance was the immediate prospect of a conventional naval arms race, as well

.as the increasing activities of fleets possessing nuclear capability. '?:2J

116. India said that manifestations of great Power riValry in the region had
increased. Vasts suma of money were being spent in strengthening bases and
facUities, and naval activities had also incres.sed. If the Declaration were
implemented in letter and in spirit, resulting in thehalting of the escalation
and the evek~tual elimination of grea't Power rivalry in the Indian Ocean, the
question of the regional. security of the states concerned would pose no problem
at all. ~

117. While introducing the text which was adopted by the General Assembly, Sri
Lanka held that the Indian Ocean peace zone ·was directed to establishing conditions
of peace and security which would obviate the need for military alliances or for
the acquisition of armaments by countries of the area or for the military presence
of any great Powers in the area. As regards fears that the zone would interfere
with the freedom of the high seas, it noted that there was no intention of inter
fering with the peaceful uses of the ocean. It also stated that the sponsors
were not seeking to convert the Indian Ocean into a private lake with special.
rights or privil~ges for the littoral and hinterland States, but rather the
assumption by all States, through international agreement, of certain restraints
in the interests of both regional and global security. Such internationally agreed
restraints could not be determined unless there was active consultation between
the States of the region and those outside it. 2lJ
118. In explaining its abstention, the Soviet Uni~n reiterated the views
expressed in connexion with the resolution adopted the previous year. It also
emphasized that the Declaration would require, in the first place, the elimination
of all foreign military bases in that region. ~

119. At its thirty-first seflsion, the G6neral }..ssembly considered the report
of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Indian Ocean and the draft resolution annexed to it.
This draft was adopted by 106 votes to none, with 27 abstentions. China voted in
favour, while France, the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom and the United States
abstained. The text of resolution 31/88 reads as follows:

g§j ~., A/C.l/PV.2089

?!JI IE.!!!., A/C.l/PV.2094

2Q/ Ibid., A/C.l/PV.2095

2Y ~., A/C.l/PV.2Q98

2Y ~, A/c.l/pv~2100
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"The General .Assembly,

"Reca1l.ing the Declaration of the Indian Ocean as a Zone of Paace, .
contained in its resolution 2832 (XXVI) of 16 December 1911, and recalling also its
resolutions 2992 (XXVII) of 15 December 1912, 3080 (XXVIII) of 6 December 1913,
3259 A (XXIX) of 9 December 1974 and ;468 (xxx) ot 11 December 1915,

"Reaffirming its conviction that concrete action in furtherance of the
objectives of the Declaration would be a substantial contribution to the
strengthening or international peace and security,

"Noting the resolution adopted at the Fifth Conference of Heads of state
or Government of Non-Aligned Countries on the subject of the Indian Ocean Peace
Zone Proposal,

"Deeply concerned that there has been an escalation of the military
presence of the great Powers conceived in the context of great Power riValry in
the Indian Ocean, and believing therefore that the implementation of the purposes
and objectives of the Declaration of the Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace has
acquired a new urgency,

"Regretting that, despite repeated invitations, certain great Powers as
well as certain major maritime users of the Indian Ocean have not so far found it
possible to co-operate with the Ad Hoc Committee on the Indian Ocean and the
littoral and hinterland states of the Indian Ocean,

"1. Ta.'ltes note of the report of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Indian Ocean,
in particular section II thereof concerning the consultations entered into by the
littoral and hinterland states of the Indian Ocean in pursuance of paragraphs 3
and 4'of General Assembly resolution 3468 (xxx);

"2. Requests the Ad Hoc Committee and the littoral and hinterland states of
the Indian Ocean to continue their consultations with a view to formulating a
programme of action leading to the convening of a conference on the Indian Ocean;

"3. Invites once agai!:.! all States, in particular the great Powers and the
major marit~e users of the Indian Ocean, to co-operate in a practical manner
with the Ad Hoc Committ~e in the discharge of its functions;

"4. Requests the Ad Hoc Committee to continue its work and consultations
in accordance with its mandate and to submit to the General Assembly at its
thirty-second session a report on its work;

"5. Requests the Secretary-General to continue to render all necessary
assistance to the Ad Hoc Committee, including the provisions of summary records."

120. Sri Lanka said that the implementation of the zone of peace in the Indtan
Ocean had assumed a new urgency. Recent developments could lead to tension and
conflict in the Indian Ocean through growing great Power competition for nav~l

superiority in the area. 22/

/
23J Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirty-first Session~

A C.IT!il/PV;20
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l~l. Nepal held that the stationing and strengthening ot arms bases and
~tber military installations in the region continued at an unabated rate in
total disregard ot the ~claration. ~

122. Dle PhUippines said that the logic was overwhelmingly in favour ot
arre.ting .. naval arms race in the Indian Ooean" one which would be costly
to those invol\l'ed and threatening to the states in the area and would result
in a net decrease in world security. 221
12'. Yu80llavia held that the establishment of the zone would eliminate to a
Sl'Eat extent the danger ot confrontation between the major mUitary powers and
would constitute an essential pre-condition far t~e dismantling of military bases
and the withdrawal ottoreign troops from foreign texoritories in general, and
tl'Olll these zones in particular. }§j

124. Mauritius recalled that the Declaration of the Indian Ocean as a Zone of
Peace aought to protect the independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity
at States in the region. In calling upon all states to consider and respect
the Indian Ocean as a zone ot peace, it was not intended to limit the right to
tree and unimpeded ~e ot the Ocean by the vessels of those countries in
cOiltol'lDity with international law, as long as such vessels posed no military
or strategic threat to the independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity of
the littoral and hinterland states. W
125. Pakistan pointed out that the rivalries of the great Powers in the Indian
OCean were, in part at least, a reflection of the disputes, tensions and conflicts
BODg the States of the region. A zone of peace in the Indian Ocean required
that regional states be assured against threats from both within and without the
region. )§J

126. WhUe being sympathetic towards the proposal, the Soviet Union abstained
trom voting on the resolution. It reiterated its views on previous resolutions,
explaining also that it would be ready, together with other States, to seek ways
ot reducing on a mutual basis the militar,y activities of non-coastal States in
the Indian Ocean and the a!'eas imediately adjacent to it. Such measures should
fully take into account the universally acknowledged norms of international law
with regard to treedom of navigation on the high seas, the need fQr putting into
ports ot coastal. States, and freedom of scientific research. 2JJ

~ ~., A/C.1/31/PV.2J.

~ ~., A/C.1/3l/PV.22

~ ~., A/C.l/31/PV.25

}]j ~.; A/C.l/3l /PV.29
1JJ ~. 11 A/C.1/31jPV.42

~ ~., A/C.l/31/PV.44
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127. The United states st.ared the desires of the nations of the Indian Ocean
area for peace and tranquility and their wish not to be SUbjected to military
preilsure by outside powers. It added that it was prepared to advance the cause
of peace and stability in the region, and hoped that a si!uUar commitment will
be reflected in the actions of other outside powers. However, it abstained- on
the resolution because, in its opinion, its preambular reference to the original
Indian Ocean Peace Zone resolution of 1971 could be interpreted a,s acknowledging
that littoral States would have the right to establish a legal r~gime tor the
high seas in the region. The delegation also had reservations with respect to
the multilateral conference contemplated ln the resolution, as well as to the reference
in its preamble to the Colombo Resolution ef Non-aligned countries. ~ ,

IJW ~., A/C.l/'l/PV.44
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INTRODUCTION

1. By resolution 31/189 of 21 December 1976, the General Assembly decided to
convene a special session devoted to disarmament, to be held in New York in
Mey/June 1978. It further decided to establish a Preparatory Committee for the
Special Session of the General Assembly Devoted to Disarmament, composed of
51; Member States ~ppointed by the President of the Assembly on the basis of
equitable geographical distribution, with the mandate of examining all relevant
questions r~lating to the special session~ including its agenda, and to SUbIili\', to
the Assembly at its thirty-second session appropriate recommendatiolld tLereon.

2. The Ger.era1 Assembly a~so requested the Secretary-General to rende~ the
Preparatory Committee all necessary assistance, including the provision of
essenti9.1 background information, relevant documents and summary recor;'d::l.

3. At its 14th meeting on 20 May 1977, the Prepar.J.tory Committee requestec'!. the
Secretariat to prepare certain working papers. Included among them was "A .
comprehensive study of the origin, development, and present status of the various
alternatives proposed for the prohibition of the use of nuclear weapons ll

•

4. In response to this request of the Preparatory Committee, the Secretariat has
prepared this working paper, which draws mair on the publication The United
Nations and Disarmament, 1945-1970 and its sUP.t:llement The United Nations and
Disarmament, 1970-1975 and other United Nations documents.

PROHIBITION OF THE USE OF NUCLEAR ,\-1EAPONS

1. Early in5.tiatives

5. On ~9 June 1946, the Soviet Union proposed t~e unconditional prohibition of
use of nuclear weapons in a draft convention 1/ submitted to the Atomic Energy
Commission. Its Article I provided that the parties to the Convention assume the
following obligations:

(a) Not to use atomic weapons in any circumstances whatsoe~er;

(b) To prohibit the production and storing of weapons based on the use of
atomic energy; and

(c) To destroy, within a period of three months from the day of the entry into
force of the present convention, all stocks of atomic energy weapons whether in a
finisl1ed or unfinished condition.

6. The question of non-use of nuclear weapons wa.s later considered in the
Sub-Committee of the Disarmament Commission in connexion with the consideration of
a comprehensi"l'e and co-ordinated plan of disarmament. Members of the Sub-Committee
were Canada, F'rance, the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom and the United States.

I . ..
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7. On 1 June 1954, the Soviet Union submitted a draft resoll1tion 2/ on non-use of
nuclear weapons, which read:

"The Disarmament Commission deems it essential that, as an import'3.nt
step towards achieving complete elimination from the armaments of all 5tates
of atomic, hydrogen and other types of weapons of mass destruction, together
with the simultaneous establishment of strict international control securing the
observance of an agreement to prohibit the use of atomic energy for military
purposes, the States concerned should assume a solemn and unconditional
obligation not to emp10Y atomic, hydrogen or other weapons of mass
destruction."

8. The position of the Soviet Union was reiterated in its proposal 1/ entitled
IlBasic provisions of a draft international convention for the prohibition of
atomic, hydrogen and other weapons of mass destruction~ for a substantial reduction
in armaments and armed forces, and for the estaolishment of international control
over the observance of the convention", submitted to the Sub-Committee on
11 June 1954.

9. On the same day, France and the United Kingdom proposed ~he conditional
prohibition of use in submitting to the SUb-Committee a joint proposal, 4/ the
first paragraph of which provided:

liThe States members of the Sub-Committee regard themselves as prohibited
in accordance with the terms of the Charter of the United Nations from the
use of nuclear weapons except in defence against aggression. They recommend
that the disarmament treaty should include an immediate and explicit
acceptance of this prohibition by all signatory States, pending the total
prohibition and elimination of nuclear weapons a~ proposed in the subsequent
paragraphs of this memorandum. They further recommend that the obligations
assumed by the Members of the United Nations to refrain in their
international relations from the threat or use of force against the
territorial integrity or political independence of any State should be
accepted by all signatory States not members of the United Nations. 11

10. In connexion with the above proposal, the Soviet Union at the ninth session
of the General Assembly in 1954, proposed 21 that the General Assembly instruct the
United Nations Disarmament Commission to study and clarify the question and submit
its recommendations.

11. During the debate, the Soviet Union observed that the French-British proposal
for the conditional prohibition of the use of nuclear weapons "except in defenL:e
against aggression" might sanction the use of atomic weapons on the pretext of
defence. 6/

12. Subsequently, the five members of the Sub-Committee sponsored
resolution 808 (IX), which concluded that a further effort should be made to reach
agreement on comprehensive and co-ordinated proposals to be embodied in a draft
international convention providing for the total prohibition of the use and
production of nuclear weapons, together with the conversion of existing stocks of

/ ...
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such weapons for peaceful purposes, in the context of other measures concerning a
major reduction of all armed forces and all conventional armaments and the
prohibition of weapons of mass destruction of every type.

f \,
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13. On 8 March 1955, Canada, France, the United Kingdom and the United States
submitted to the Sub-Committee a joint draft resolution 7/ in which the General
Assembly would, inter alia, consider that all States possessing nuclear weapons
should regard themselves as prohibited, in accordance with the terms of the Charter
of the United Na~ions, from using such weapons, except in defence against aggression.

014. On 10 May 1955, the Soviet Union submitted to the Sub-Committee a draft
disarmament'programme 8/ entitled IIReduction of Armaments, the Prohibition of Atomic
Weapons, and the Elimination of the Threat of a New Warli in which the Soviet Union
proposed:

"Simultaneously with the initiation of measures for the reduction of the
armaments and armed forces of the five Powers by the first 50 per cent of the
agreed reduction to the prescribed levels and before the entry into force of
the agreement on the complete prohibition of atomic weapons, States shall
assume a solemn obligation not to use nuclear weapons, which they shall regard
as prohibited to them. Exceptions to this rule may be permitted for purposes
of defence against aggression, when a decision to that effect is taken by the
Security Council.. if

15. At a meeting of the Sub-Committee in August 1955, the Soviet Union introduced a
proposal 9/ that, as a preliminary step, the nuclear Powers assume the obligation
not to be the first to use nuclear weapons.

16. On 30 April 1957, the SoV'iet Union submitted to the SUb-Committee a
proposal 10/ for the reduction of armaments and armed forces and the prohibition of
nuclear weapons. The proposal provided for an undertaking in the first stage to
renounce the use of nuclear weapons of all types, including aerial bombs, rockets
carrying atomic and hydrogen warheads irrespective. of range, and atomic art illery.

17. On 29 August 1957, Canada, France, the United Kingdom and the United States
submitted to the SUb-Committee a working paper 11/ for practical disarmament
measures, reiterating the proposal for the conditional ban of use submitted on
8 March 1955.

18. At the twelfth session of the General Assembly, the Soviet Union submitted a
draft resolution 12/ 'which, among other steps~ would give priority to the
prohibition of atomic weapons and their elimination and would call upon States
possessing nuclear weapons to assume, as a first step, an obligation not to use such
weapons for a period of at least five years. The Soviet draft resolution was not
adopted in the First Committee. 13/

2. Efforts towards a convention on non-use of nuclear
weapons in the 1960s

19. At the sixteenth session of the General Assembly in 1961 a draft resolution 14/
was submitted by Ethiopia, together with 11 other African and Asian countries 
Ceylon, Ghana, Guinea, Indonesia, Liberia, Libya, Nigeria, Somalia, Sudan,' Togo
and Tunisia - calling for a ban on the use of nuclear weapons and requesting the
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Secretary-General to conduct an inquiry into the possibility of convening a
'1, conference to sign a convention on the prohibition of the use of these weapons.

20. Italy submitted a number of amendments 15/ to the 12-Power text providing, in
effect, for the prohibition of the use of nuclear and thermonuclear weapon~ only
when "contrary to the Charter of the United Nations".

21. The United States opposed the draft resolution on the ground that its aim could
only be achieved by complete and controlled disarmament and that it sanctioned, by
implication, other means of warfare. Both the United States and the United Kingdom
maintained that the right of individual and collective self-defence, including the I

right to determine the degree of force necessary to repel aggression, could not be
abrogated.

22. The Soviet Union considered that the declaration would provide a good basis for
the solution of the problem of the prohibition of the use of nuclear weapons and
that it w'ould facilitate the implementation of general and compiete disarmament.

23. After rejecting the Italian amendments, the Assembly, on 24 November 1~61,

adopted the draft resolution as resolution 1653 (XVI). The operative part of the
resolution reads as follows:

"1. Declares that:

(!!!) The use of nuclear f"nd thermonuclear weapons is contrary to the
spirit, letter and aim'3 of the United Nations and, as such, a direct
violation of the Charter of the United Nations;

(b) The use of nuclear and thermonuclear weapons would exceed even
the scope of war and cause indiscriminate suffering and destruction to
mankind and civilization and, as such, is contrary to the rules of
international law and to the laws of humanity;

(£.) The use of nuclear and thermonuclear weapons is a war directed
not against an enemy or enemies alone but also against mankind in general,
since the peoples of the world not involved in such a war will be subjected
to all the evils generated by the use of such weapons;

(d) Any State using nuclear and thermonuclear weapons is to be
considered as violating the Charter of the United Nations, as acting contrary
to the laws of humanity and as committing a crime against mankind and
civilization;

2. Reguests the Secretary-General to consult the Governments of Member
States to ascertain their views on the possibility 01 convening a special
conference fol' signing a con1'ention on the prohibition of the use of
nuclear and thermonuclear weapons for war purposes and to report on the
results of sl~h consultation to the General Assembly at its seventeenth
session. fl

/ ...

I
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24, Ih ~ccord~hce with thiM resolution, the Secretar~-Gehera1~ requested Member
Go~rbments to st~te their ~iewB on the posBibilit~ of cOhvenihg a special
cotlre~etlce, !h A~ril, he submitted a report transmittih~ the views of 58 Member
Go\l"et'llliiehts 161 ~tld.~ in September and necembet'~ two supp1ementar~ reports giving
the ~ie'\TS of"lT more Member Go~ei~hmentEl. 11/

25, i.rhese ~epo~ts showed that 33 Oovernment13 had e:ltpf'essed favourable views about
the ~ossibilit~Qf convening a special conference fot' signing the proposed
coh~tltiotl; 26 Goverttments had. e:ltpressed negative views or had some doubts about

. the p~posed course of action at the time; and 3 Governments had indicated a
~~ete~ehce fo~ ~~ititlg the results of the Conference of the Eighteeh-Nation
Co~ittee oh nisarmRmeht before sUbmitting their views.

26.. At the :se'V'ehte'ehth session of the General Assembly-, in 1962, a. draft
~eBo1utiotl 18/ sUbmitted b~ 21 hOh~aligned countries requested the Secretary
Ge~~i 'to "'COtlsill.t further the Gov-erl:unents ••• to ascertain their views on the
~:SBibili~or cOh~nin~ a special conference fot' signing a c0n;~ntion on the
}?'i"Ohibiti'Otl or the Use of tluclear and thermonuclear weapons for war purposes, and
t-o ~e:t>O!I."t 'On the !l."esu.lts of such 'con~u1tation to the ••• Assemb1y-'t,

2'(" Oh 1-4 nece"tli:bet' 1962~ the dt'aft was adopted b~ the General Assembly as
~esoiutlo~ 1801 (XV!!)~ ~he United States e:ltp1ained that it had abstained in the
~ot~ be~~~se a ~otl~ehtion against the Use of nuclear weapons, not accompanied by
o~e~ ~~~~ le~ding to general and complete disarmame~t, ~ou1d actually increase
'the aa'l'1ge~ 'Or :aiggt"e:ssioh~ The SO\i"iet Union l'ej ected the implication that those
~ho ~oted i~ ta\i"o~ of the resolution thereby indicated less concern about general
::al'1d. co'.ttl:',Ple'te d.is~l"1I'l~ent, and said that the proposed convention would be one of the
i'ttl.1>O~t,al1t ~tial 'tn~:SUl"e:s~

~.a.. !:rl Se'Pte'm.be~ 1'963, the :Secl"etary~Genera1 submitted a report 19/ to the
~el'1e~~l As~e'm.b~y on the results of his further consultations, convey-ing the replies
-01' ::I.~ GO"tl"el'l'.ill1e1'lt:s~

~,. The -qu.estion <:>tccnv.ening a confel"ence for the purpose of signing a
-e.mJ.~'ti;Onon tbe "p'l"cbibiti'onof the use of nuclear and thermonuclear weapons was
~aUl .conS:l1:ered. :at the .Ass:e-,mblyls eighteenth session. In resolution 1909 (XVIII),
Mo~'tea. -on 2'7 November 1963., the Assembly referred the matter to the Eighteen-Nation
C01II!Ili't'tcee -on Di~a:ment {ENDCj i'or urgent consideration. The Soviet Union voted
."3;n :f'.a':V01Iroi' 'the ::resoJ:utioO!l; France, the United Kingdom and the United States,
~'tea Aga:i:ns't i"t"

3D.. In :ENDCll :Etmo]Jia expressed the view that a convention '\vould be a
~ionary :meE.SUTe "to ;protect humanity :from a nuclear catastrophe at a time
-rrlreIl :nmil~ -stDCJ.q::lil-es were being in'creased and perfected and when efforts were
.Et:ill DEing :made ""c:o cope "'¥7i"th the dangers o:f i;he prQ1iferation of nuclear
~<o :Etlrio]Jia urged tba't ENDC recommend to the General Assembly that it
:CDIlVe!re "t1re lJTO:PDBen :interna-tionalconi'erence.

3l<. Th'e 'TIrd-u:n8ta1;,es lIlaint'8.ined that nuclear war could not be prevented by a
~Dn Di' :int€ITtion alone:. aconventi,on might even create a false sense of
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security as it would give the impression that an act of aggression could be
committed without the risk of nuclear war. The United states could not, tnerefore~

agree to the holding of the conference. ~

32. The Soviet Union stated that, although the convention in itself could not
prevent a nuclear war, it could reduce the possibility of such a war. Nigeria
suggested that the convention might be linked to measures to reduce the risk of war
and to a non-aggression pact. Mexico, while in favour of the ultimate signing of .
the convention, considered that a special conference must be held within the context
of general and complete disarmament, that is, when the process of disarmament has
already been effectively initiated.

33. During the 1965 session of the Disarmament Commission, the Soviet Union
introduced a draft resolution gQj calling upon all States to bring about the
conclusion of a convention on the prohibition of the use of nuclear and
thermonuclear weapons not later than the first half of 1966, and in the meantime
inviting States possessing nuclear weapons to declare that they would not be the
first to use them. A number of countries supported this approach, but others
contended that the question must be dealt with in the context of balanced general
disarmament. The Soviet Union did not press for a vote on its draft resolution.

34. At its twentieth session, in 1965, the General Assembly decided to refer the
item on the question of convening a conference to sign a convention on the
prohibition of nuclear weapons to ENDC for further study and postponed its
consideration to the twenty-first session. ?1/

35. At the Committee's 1966 session, however, the Soviet Union stressed the
importance it attached to a ban on the use of nuclear weapons and, as a first step,
to a declaration by States that they would not be the first to use them. 22/

36. At the tw~nty-first session of the General Assembly, the question of convening
a conference to sign a convention on the subject was again on the agenda, and a
draft resolution was submitted by Ethiopia, India, Mexico, the United Arab Emirates
and Yugoslavia, requesting that "the forthcoming world disarmament conference" give
serious consideration to this matter. In supporting the resolution, Pakistan stated
that no effective disarmament measure could be taken without the support of all
nuclear Powers, including the People's Republic of China, while Albania referred to
a proposal of tIle People's Republic of China that the question of complete
prohibition and total destruction of nuclear weapons be dealt with at a world
conference. France and Ireland expressed doubt that a purely declaratory agreement
to prohibit the use of nuclear arms could be effective, while Canada thought the
prospects of success of a world disarmament conference 'muld not be enhanced by the
referral of this matter to it. On 5 December 1966, the General Assembly adopted
the non-aligned proposal as resolution 2164 (XXI).

37. At the request of the Soviet Union, the question of concluding a convention on
the prohibition of nuclear weapons was placed on the agenda of the twenty-second
session of the General Assembly as an urgent matter. 23/ Attached to the Soviet
Union's request was a draft convention under which the-contracting parties would
undertake:

I
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(1) To refrain from using, or from threatening to use, nuclear weapons and
from inciting other states to use them; and

(2) To reach early agreement on ceasing production and destroying stockpiles
of nuclear weapons, in conformity vdth a treaty on general and complete disarmament.

In an explanatory memorandum, the Soviet Union deplored the fact that, despite long
consideration of tnis matter in the United Nations and the positive attitude of many
Governments, such an important convention had not yet been concluded. The question
had now assumed special urgency, the Soviet Union maintained, as a result of the
accumulation of huge nuclear weapons stocks and the aggressive action of certain
S~~~e~._ ~n the ensuing discussion, the Soviet Union stressed the close link between
the proposed convention and the General Assembly's declaration of 24 November 1961.

38. Among those supporting the idea of such a convention, Afghanistan, Ghana, India
and the United Arab Emirates stressed the view that, to be effective, the agreement
would require the support of all nuclear Powers, which, Ghana specifically stated,
should include. the People I s RepUblic of China, Nepal favoured the holding of a world
disarmament conference for the purpose of concluding such a convention. The United
states opposed any ban on the use of nuclear weapons in self-defence, and maintained
that agreements with verification provisions must first limit and later reduce and
f'ully eliminate nuclear weapons, in the context of general and complete disarmament
under strict international control. France also thought measures which, by their
very nature, could not be verified were neither realistic nor desirable as first
steps in a programme of disarmament. Australia, Canada, the Netherlands and the
United Kingdom believed such a ban could best be dealt with in the context of general
and complete disarmament, while Italy thought the proposed ban might reduce the
incentive to seek this goal. On the other hand, Poland, Yugoslavia, Algeria and
Ethiopia not only supported the proposed measure but believed it would facilitate
negotiations towards general and complete disarmament.

39. On 8 December 1967, the Assembly adopted resolution 2289 (XXII), the operative
part of' which reads as follows:

ill. Expresses its conviction that it is essential to continue urgently
the examination of the question of the prohibition of the use of nuclear
weapon!3 and of the conclusion of an appropriate international convention;

"2. Urges all States, in this connexion, to examine in the light of the
Declaration adopted by the General Assembly in resolution 1653 (XVI) the
question of the prohibition of the use of nuclear weapons and the draft
convention on the prohibition of the use of nuclear weapons proposed by the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and such other proposals as may be made on
this question, and to undertake negotiations concerning the conclusion of an
appropriate convention through the convening of an internationai conference,
by the Conference of the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament, or directly
between States;
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"3. Requests the Secretary-General to transmit to all States Members of'
the United Nations and to the Conf'erence of' the Eighteen-Nation Committ~e on
Disarmament the draf't convention on the prohibition of' the use of' nuclear
weapons proposed by the Union of' Soviet Socialist Republics and the records of'
the meetings of' the First Committee relating to the discussion of' the item
entitled 'Conclusion of' a convention on the prohibition of' the use of' nuclear
weapons' • 11

40. In the provisional agenda f'or the Committee's future work adopted by ENDC
during the latter part of' its 1968 session, 24/ the Committee noted that members
might discuss the non-use of' nuclear weapons-ullder the priority agenda item relating
to nuclear disarmament. At the twenty-third session of' the General Assembly, the
item was not on the agenda, as in the past, but was listed in the Soviet Union's
memorandum 25/ of' 1 July 1968, on some urgent measures f'or stopping the arms race
and for disarmament ~ which was placed on the agenda as a special item at the request
of' the Soviet Union. The memorandum proposed that ENDC discuss the Soviet Union's
draft convention as a matter of' high priority and exchange opinions on the convening
of an international conf'erence to sign an appropriate conv·ention. The general
position of' the Soviet Union and other States of' East Europe on the subject was
supported in the debate by Af'ghanistan, the Democratic Republic of' the Congo, India,
Madagasca:r., Pakistan, the United Arab Emirates and Yugoslavia. India thought such
a ban, as other declaratory prohibitions in the past, would have a considerable
moral and psychological ef'f'ect. Ireland, on the other hand, stressed its
reservations on negotiating a convention which might develop a f'alse sense of'
security and lead States to reduce their ef'f'orts to halt the further spread of'

L nuclear weapons. The Assembly adopted no resolution either directly on the subject
or on the subject of' the Soviet Union's memorandum.

41. At the 1969 session of ENDC, there was little discussion of t~e subject,
although the Soviet Union renewed its call for agreement on a draf't convention.

3. Consideration in the context of' nuclear-'lleapon-free zones

(a) Central Europe

42. On 14 February 1958, Poland published a memorandum 26/ which provided f'or the
establishment of' a nuclear-weapon-f'ree zone covering Poland, Czechoslovakia, East
Germany and West Germany, and f'or the prohibition of' the use of' nuclear weapons
against the area. On 28 March 1962, Poland submitted to ENDC a plan f'or a
denuclearized and limited armaments zone in Europe and reiterated the proposal
indicated in the memorandum. Those proposals were f'ound unacceptable to the main
Western Powers which held that they contained no limitation on conventional f'orces
and made no contribution to the reunif'ication of' Germany.

(b) Latin America

43. Additional Protocol 11 of the Treaty for the Prohibition of' Nuclear Weapons
in Latin America provides that the nuclear·-weapon Powers would undertake f'ully to
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respect the status of denuclearization of Latin America and also would undertake not
to use or threaten to use nuclear weapons against the parties to the Treaty.

44. At the twenty-second session of the General Assembly in 1967, a draft
resolution 27/was submitted by the Latin American States, by which the General
Assembly would, inter alia, welcome with special satisfaction the Treaty; and
invited the Powers possessing nuclear weapons to sign and ratify Additional
Protocol II of the Treaty as soon as possible. The draft was adopted by the General
Assembly on 5 December 1967 as resolution 2286 (XXII.). France and the Soviet Union
abstained, while the United K:lngdom and the United States voted in favour.

45. In 1968, the Conference of Non-Nuclear-Weapon States adopted resolution B 28/
on the establishment of nuclear-weapon-free zones, by which the Conference regretted
that not all the nuclear-weapon States had yet signed Additional Protocol II of the
Treaty of Tlatelolco and urged the nuclear-weapon Powers to comply fully with the
relevant provision of resolution 2286 (XXII).

46. At the twenty-third session, the General Assembly adopted resolution
2456 B (XXIII) by which the Assembly reiterated the recommendation made at the
Conference of Non-Nuclear~WeaponStates in its resolution B.

47. Since then, the General Assembly adopted resolutions 2666 (XXV), 2830 (XXVI),
2935 (XXVII), 3079 (XXVIII), 3258 (XXIX), 3467 (xxx) and 31/67 by which the Assembly
called upon all nuclear-weapon Powers to adhere to Additional Protocol II of the
Tlatelolco Treaty. Up to the present time, China, France, the United Kingdom arid
the United states have become parties to the Protocol.

(c) Africa

48. At the Assembly's twentieth session, African countries submitted a draft
resolution 29/ on the denuclearization of Africa. It p~ovidedthat the General
Assembly 'WOuld call upon all States to refrain from the use, or the threat of use,
of nuclear weapons on the African continent. The United States, while giving the
African initiative its enthusiastic support, recalled its position on the non-use of
nuclear weapons that it could not subscribe to declarations or pledges of non-use
of nuclear weapons outside the framework of general and complete disarmament.

49. The Soviet Union sUFPorted without reservation the aspirations of the African
States to create a denuclearized zone and was prepared to respect all denuclearized
zones if other Powers would assume the same obligation.

50. The General Assembly adopted the draft resolution on 3 December 1965 as
resolution 2033 (XX).

51. At its twenty-ninth session in 1974, the General Assembly adopted resolution
3261 E (XXIX) on the implementati.on of the Declaration of the Denuclearization of
Africa, by which the General Assembly, inter alia, reiterated its call upon all
States to refrain from using or threatening to use nuclear we9.pons on the African
continent. At the thirtieth session in 1976, the General Assembly repeated this
appeal by resolution 3471 (XXX).
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(d) South Asia

52. At its twenty-ninth session, the General Assembly considered the establishment
of a nuclear-weapon-free zone in South Asia and adopted, at the initiative of
Pakistan, resolution 2362 B (XXIX) in the preamble of which the General Assembly
bore in mind that the establishment of a nuclear-weapon-free zone would, inter alia,
entail undertakings by nuclear-weapon States not to use or threaten the use of
nuclear weapons against the States of the region.

(e) Comprehensive study of nuclear-weapon-free zones

53. In 1975, the Ad Hoc Group of Qualified Governmental Expel'ts for the Study of
the Question of Nuclear-Weapon-Free Zones discussed the question of the non-use of
nuclear weapons.

54. Some experts maintained that clear and formal assurances by nuclear-weapon
States not to use or threaten to us,e nuclear weapons against any member of a
nuclear-weapon-free zone was an essential factor for the effectiveness of the zone.
Other experts felt that while such an undertaking could enhance the effectiveness of
the zone, this question should not be regarded as a prerequisite but considered at
the time a particular zone agreement would be negotiated. The view was also
expressed that one of the considerations to be taken into account was whether, in
specific cases, the provision of non-use assurances could be seen as undercutting
existing positive assurances. 30/

55. Most experts felt that the nuclear-weapon States should pledge themselves to
respect the nuclear-weapon-free status of a zone and not to use, or threaten to use
nuclear weapons against any State in a zone. 311

.' . -
." ~ . ':~ . , ,'.-

/ ...

Non-use of force and the permanent prohibition of the use
of nuclear weapons

4.

57. At the twenty-seventh session, the General Assembly adopted resolution
2936 (XXVII), initiated by the USSR, by which the General Ass~mbly declared the
renunciation of the use or threat of force in all its forms and manifestations in
international relations, in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations, and
the permanent prohibition of the use of nuclear weapons, and recommended that the
Security Council should take, as soon as possible, appropriate measures for the full
implementation of that declaration of the General Assembly.

56. At the thirtieth session of the General Assembly, Mexico introduced a draft
resolution co-sponsored by non-aligned States which would, inter alia., provide for
the definition of the principal obligations of the nuclear-weapon States towards a

. nuclear-weapon-free zone. It was defined as one of such obligations to refrain from
using or threatening to use nuclea.r weapons against States in the zone. The draft
was adopted as resolution 3472 (XXX). China voted in favour of the resolution.
France, the United Kingdom and the United States voted against, expressing difficulty
about accepting such an obligation before concrete negotiations would start for the
establishing of a nuclear-weapon-free zone. The USSR abstained in the vote.
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58. In the debate, the USSR maintained that the adoption of the resolution would
contribute to the strengthening of international security, and that if the non-use
of force called. ,for prohibiting the use of weapons of all types, all States would
be in a position of equality and none would receive unilateral military advantages.

59. A number of East European and non-aligned States supported the view that a new
declaration, reaf'firniing the Charter's principal obligations of the non-use of
force and linking it with the permanent prohibition of the use of nuclear weapons,
wa.s particularly necessary at that time when aggres,sive force was still being used
and the threat of the use of nuclear weapons existed.

60. China. opposed the resolution and urged the nuclear-weapon Powers to commit
themselves not to be the first to use nuclear weapons, under any circumstances.

61. A number of Western and non-aligned States, including France, the United
Kingdom and the United States, abstained in the vote on the resolution. They held
the general' view that the United Nations Members were already under a Charter
obligation to refrain in their international relations from the threat or use of
force and that the operative provisions of the resolution were ambiguous. The
United Sta.tes stated that the resolution referred to the General Assembly's 1961
resolution on the prohibition of the use of nuclear and thermonuclear weapons, which
the United States had 'Voted against.

"'fC••••1••, ill.a.sI!il!i,.:jilIJj
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5. Consideration in ter~ of security assurances
.

62. At the twenty-first session, the General Assembly adopted resolution 2153 (XXI)
by which the Assembly, urging efforts towards the earliest conclusion of a treaty
Ol) the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons, called upon all nuclear-weapon Powers
to refrain from the use or the threat of use of nuclear weapons against States
which might conclude regional treaties in order to ensure the total absence of
nuclear weapons in their respective territories.

63. By tI1at resolution, the Assembly also requested the Conference of the
Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament to consider urgently the proposal that
the nuclear-"Teapon Powers should give an af!~urance that they would not use or
threaten to use nuclear weapons against non-nuclear-weapon States without nuclear
weapons on their territories, and any other proposal that had been or might be made
for the solution of that problem.

64. The question of the non-use of nuclear weapons was elso considered at the
Conference of Non-Nuclear-Weapon States, held in Geneva in 1968, in connexion with
measures to assure the security of non-nuclear-weapon States. In resolution A,
the Conference reaffirmed the principle of non-use of force and the prohibition of
the threat of force in relations between States by employing nuclear or non-nuclear
weapons, as well as the inherent right, recognized under Article 51 of the

" United Nations Charter, of individual or collective self-defence. The resolution
also req,uested the nuclear-weapon States to reaffirm these principl·"s.

65. At the Review Conference of the Non-Proliferation Treaty in 1975, a number of
States considered the non-use of nuclear weapons. in the context of negative security
assurances for the nO~1uclear-waaponStates party to the Non-Proliferation Treaty.
In this connexion, Security Council resolution 255 (1968) was frequently referred to
as positive security assurances.

66. Mexico, Romania and Yugoslavia, supported by a number of nOli-aligned States
suggested a draft additional protocol to the Non-Proliferation Treaty. 32/ Its
article I provided that the depositary Governments of the Treaty shouldli'ndertalte
(a) never and under no circumstances 'to use or threaten to use nuclear weapons
against non-nuclear-weapon States parties to the Treaty ~~10se territories were
completely free from nuclear weapons !I and (b) refrain from the first use of nuclear
weapons against any other non-nucleaJ.'-weapon States parties to the Treaty. Those
Powers submitted a draft resolution 33/ which endorsed the aim of security
assurances for the non-nuclear-weapon States pursued by the draft Additional
Protocol. While no decision was talren at the Conference on the draft resolution
and the draft A5.ditional Protocol annexed to it, they were reproduced in full in
annex II of the Final Document of the Conference.

67. Ghana, Nepal, Nigeria, Romania a.."ld Yugoslavia sponsored a draft resolution, 34/.

/ ...
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by which the Conferer ';c would invite the non-nuclear-weapon States party to the

Treaty on whose territories, ~'1aterw~s or air space nuclear-weapon delivery

systems were deployed not to allow the use or the threat of use of nuclear weapons

against other non-nuclear-weapon States parties to the Treaty.

68. While no decision was taken at the Conference on the draft resolution, it was

reproduced in f -.11. in annex II of the Final Document of the Conference.

69. The consensus view of the Conference on thpse q'.J.estions was indicated in· its

Final Declaration, 35/ as follows:

liThe Conference urges all Sta;tes, both nuclear-weapon States and

non-nuclE"ar-weapon States ·to refrain, in accordance with the

Charter of the United Nations, from the threat or the use of force in rela.tions

between States, l.nvolving either nuclear or non-nuclea;r~weapons• Additionally,

it stresses the responsibility of all Pa;rties to the Treaty and especially the

nuclear-weapon States, to take effective steps to strengthen the security of

non-nuclear-weapon States, and to promote in all appropriate fora th,)

consideration of all practical means to this end, taking into account the

views expressed at this Conference. 11

70. At the thirty-first session of the General Assembly, Pakistan introduced a

dr£l,ft rep. ....!utionby which the Assembly 'Would request the nuclear-weapon States,

as a first step towards a. complete ban on the use or threat of use of nucleaJ:.~

weapons, to consider mdertaking, without prejudice to their obliga.tions arising

f1 Jm treaties establishing nuclear-weapou-free zones, not to use or threaten to

u.;e nuclear weapons against non-nuclear-weapon States not parties to the nuclear

security arrangements of some nl.lclear-weaponPowers.

71. The draft reso.Lution was adopted as resolution 31/189 C. China voted,

favour While France, the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom and the Uni."Ijed St. ,."'6

abstained.

72. The United States stated that it had sought through a vll.t'iet;y· of lUeans to

promote the security of non-neJ,clear-weapon States, but that H:; had not been able

to acceptproposaJ.s ·for universally applicable assurances 00 the non-use of nuclear

i'1eapOns because it had not discovered any formulation that \lotlld effectively serye

the varied security needs of such States. It reiterated that the United States

stood ready to consider appropriate means of strengthening the sp.curity of

non-nuclear-weapon Sta't3s, prov:!.ded such means did not detfrimentally affect

existing securit.y arrangements, but believed that thE: non-use formulation contained

in the draft resolution did not fully meet 'that criterion.

73. France noted that in specific circU:Jl.stances the French Government would be

p':r.e!?ared to give guaxantees on the non-use of' nuclear weapons, as it did when it

signed Protocol II of the T1atelolco Treaty. However, the resolution addressed the

problem of safeguards given to non~nuclear-weaponsta;\i,;s by nuclear-weapon States
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from a very general point of view, which was not in keeping with French views on
n:atters of (,:",tional defence. India explained that it had abstained iu the voting
because in 0IJerRtive parAf"raph 1 non-,nucleQr-iieapon States had been divided into
different cate~ories ~nd tb~~ such c~tegorization did not serve the purpose.of
ensurine: the security of non-nuclear·-wea:r.:~'nStates.

6. Present status of alternative proposalf!.

74. One proposal regarding the non-us~ of nuclear weapons is the unconaitional
prohibition of such use, as provided foY." in Additional Protocol II of the Treaty
for the Prohibition of l'luclear Weapons in Latin America. This alternative is also
indicated in the draft Additional Protocol III to the Non-Proliferation Treaty
(proposed by Bolivia, Ecuador, Ghana, Mexico, Nigeria,.Peru, Romania, Senegal,
Sudan, Yugoslavia and Zaire at the Review Conference of the Non-Proliferation Treaty
in 1975) which provided that the depositary Governments of the Treaty undertake
never and under no circumstan-:::es to use or threaten to use nuclear weapons against
non-nuclear-weapon States parties to the Treaty whose territories were completely
free from nuclear weapons.

75. A number of General. Assembly resolutions relating to the question of nuclear
weapon-free zones aim at the unconditional probibition of the use of nuclear
weapons. Still other General Assembly resolutions relating to security assurances
for non-nuclear-weapon States similarly aim towards unconditional prohibitions.

76. A similar concept is advocated by China, which has repeatedly urged all
nuclear-weapon States to declare not to be first to use nuclear weapons under any
circumstances.

77. The non-first use of naclear weapons is also indicated in the draft Additional
ProtocoJ.. III to the Non-Proliferation Treaty which provides that all the depositary
Governments of the Treaty undertake to refrain from first use of nuclear weapons
against any non-nuclear-weapon States parties to the Treaty ~;-hose territories are
not completelJr free from nuclear weapons.

78. Another proposal is the conditional prohibition of the use of :'J.uclear weapons.
The concept of conditional prohibition is precisely indicated in the joint proposal
of 195~t by France and the United Kingdom by which States would regard themselves
as prohibited in accordance with the terms of the Charter of the United Nations
from ~he use of nuclear weapons except in defence against aggression.

79. There is also a further proposal for the permanent prohibition of the use of
nuclear weapons provided for in General Assembly resolution 2936 (XXVII) initiated
by the USSR in 1972.

80. P$ outlined in this working paper, these alternative proposals have been
discussed at different stages since the question of non-use of nuclear weapons was
first considered in the United Nations.

,,", ," '-,' ..,.. - ~..•..,~ ..... ~"'.-
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1. By resolution 31/189 B of 21 December 1976, the General Assembly
decided to convene a special session devoted to disarm~ent, to be held in
New York in May/June 1978. It further decided to establish a Preparatory
committee for the Special Session of the General Assembly devoted to Dis
armament, composed of 54 Member States appointed by the President of the
Assembly on the basis of equitable geographical distribution, with the man
date of examining all relevant questions relating to the special session,
including its agenda, and to submit to the Assembly at its thirty-second
session appropriate recommendations thereon.

2. The General tssembly also requested the Secretary-General, inter
R,lia, to render the Preparatory Committee all necessary assistance, includ
ing the provision of essential background information, relevant documents
and summary records.

3. At its', fourteenth meeting on 20 May 1977, the Preparatory Com-
mittee requested the Secretariat to prepare certain working papers. Included
among them was irAn analytical summary of the United Nations studies describ
ing the effects of the possible use of nuclear weapons, chemical weapons,
bacteriological (biological) weapons and napalm and other incendiary weapons,
as well as those dealing with the reduction of military budgets, with the
economic and social consequences of the arms race and disarmament and with
the relationship between development and disarmament".

4. In response to the request of the Preparatory Committee, the
Secretariat has prepared this working paper, in which summaries of the
following studies have been included:

(a) Effects of the Possible Use of Nuclear Weapons and the
Security and Economic Implications for States of the
Acquisition and Fu~ther Development of ,These Weapons
A/6858.

(b) Chemical and Bacteriological (Biological) Weapons and
the Effects of Their Possible Use
A/7575/Rev.l, S/9292/Rev.,1.

(c) Napalm and Other Incendiary Weapons and All Aspects of
Their Possible Use
A/8803/Rev.l.

(d) Reduction of the Military'Budgets of States Permanent
Members of the Security Council by 10 per cent and
Utilization of Part of the Funds Thus Saved to Provide
Assistance to Developing Countries
A/9770/Rev.1.
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2.

(g) Economic and Social Consequences of Disarmament
E/3593/Rev.l

(h) Disarmsment and Development
ST/ECA/174

1. Some of the studies refer to military technology and weapons
etfee~s~ but mainly with respect to weapons of mass destruction; nuclear,
~enieal and bacteriological (biological) weapons. One of them is concerned
~i:th J!).apa1m and other incendiary weapons, which have been a matter of special
attention by the General Assembly. However, there have been no studies pre
pared regarding other conventional weapons or new weapon-systems, either of
1'!lSSS destruction or conventional. .
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Reduction of Military Budgets, Measurement and
International Reporting of Military Expenditures
A/31/222/P.ev.l

Economic and Social Consequences of the Arms Race
and of Military Expenditures
A/84G9/Rev.1.

(e)

(f)

5. S~me COmb ~ts are necessary in order to assess the scope of the
vol.'king paper. In fUlfilling the mandate given by the Preparatory Committee,
the Secretariat has included all studies prepared by expert groups appointed
by the Secretary-General, in pursuance of various resolutions of the General
Assembl1. While the working paper presents summaries of each of the studies,
the original wording has been maintained for most of the texts, with a view
to reflect properly the findin~s and opinions of the experts.

6. The abovementioned stUdies cover varic,~s aspects relating to arms
~d disarmwment questions. It should be noted, however, that they were
requested by the General Assembly in each particular case, in accordance
with its assessment of the specific problem brought to its attention, rather
than as elements of a comprehensive approach for the consideration of all
relevant aspects pertaining to arms and disarmament questions. Only recently
the updating of some of these studies, such as those dealing with the reduc
tion of military budgets and the economic and social consequences of the
arms race and of military expenditures, has become a matter of continuous
concern .to:!.' "the General Assembly.

8. In any evaluation of these summaries, it should be borne in mind
'tba."''tme el.apsed since the original reports were prepared. The stUdy on
~~elear weapons was submitted to the Secretary-General on 6 October 1967,
~e the one dealing vith chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons
vas compl.eted on 30 June 1.969. The most recent stua1, dealing with na.palm
V:ld o'Ul.er incendiary weapons ~ e..ates from 22 September 1972, 'rherefore ,
SQbs~t tecbno1ogical advances as a result of research and. development
ettcrts del.!nted to these veapon-systetns are not considered. A similar
~b1sn arises in connenon with the data given in the studies concerning
~s ~nr dev=-1opnrent~ production and stockpiling of such weapons. These
~e1J:treguire -embstantial. revision and updating if' precise information
Gm ~ai.i. costs 1i7er.e needed. As regards the study on nuclear wea.pons, it
.s~ be~ tilait a. new and significant development took place vith :the
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conclusion of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons,l/
which entered into force on5 March 1970. After the submission of the
report on chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons~ the Convention
on the P~chibition of the Development, Production and Stockpiling of Bac
teriological (Biological) and Toxin Weapons and on their Destructi~~,2f

the first multilateral agreement of actual disarmament, entered into
force on 26 March 197~

, ••lIiILlii"C!!i!IJllIIIZ•.-----I-.--.;~--__IlIIII!IIIXIl!l!,-3-.--!I!!l!III.1•••&"lWII!IIE!!IIII!!ZS__Ei__Z•.I!I!I.--_~1_6_Q£~:bI:lJl••J~.:llIlII!I__"'''
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9. As stated previously, the studies on nuclear, chemical, bacterio-
logical (biological), napalm and other incendiary weapons are concerned with
their technology and effects. They provide background information for a better
understanding of such weapons and the consequencE~ of their use, but they are
not intended to tackle specific problems that may arise in disarmament nego
tiations.

10. As indicated in paragraph 6 above, the studies on the reduction
of military budgets reflect a recent interest of the General Assembly in
this question following the adoption of resolutions 3093 A and B (XXVIII).
The second of the two reports on the sUbject, concluded in 1976, is being
followed up in 1977 by tile same 'group of experts. The question of the
reduction of military budgets is closely related to the level of world mili
tary expenditures. This matter is touched upon in some of the other stUdies,
such as those on the economic and social consequences of the arms race and
of military expenditures and on disarmament and development. The Secretariat
is also preparing a working paper for the Preparatory Committee on a compara
tive study of global military expenditures and development assistance since
1945, as stated in available official and unofficial documents. But there
is no in-depth study prepared by the United Nations on the level of such
expenditures.

11. With respect to the study on the economic and social consequences
of the arms race and of military expenditures, it is being updated by a
group of experts appointed by the Secretary-General and will be considered
by the General Assembly at its thirty-second session. Refer~nces are made
in the first report to the characteristics and other consequences of the
arms race.

12. The study on the economic and social consequences of disarmament
was concluded approximately fifteen years ago. It was followed by the report
on disarmament and development in 1972. Since the 1912 report is also related
to the study on the economic and social consequences of the arms race and
of military expenditures submitted in 1971, it cannot be stri~tly considered
as updating the 1962 report. Differences in approach are also evident in both
studies.

13. The question of international peace and s~curity and its relation
ship with disarmament is discussed in the studies summarized in this working
paper, in some cases with more detail than in othe?s depending on their scope
and purposes.

1/ Official Records of the General Assembly: twenty-second~~~~_.

Supplement No. 16A (A/67l6iAdd. 1 ), Resolution 2373 (XXII), .t'\h_ ''''''~''.

gj Off_icia:~ ~ecords of the General Assembly: t~-sixth session,
SUkpl€~~_~~ No. 29 (A/8429),Resolution 2826 (XXVI), Annex.
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4.

EFFECTS OF THE POOSIBLE USE OF NUCLEAR WEl\.PONS
AND THE SECURITY AND ECONcmC IMPLICATIONS FOR STATES

OF TIlE ACQUISITION AND FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF THESE WEAPONS

(A/6858)

r. EFFECTS OF THE PCSSIBLE USE
OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS

DlTRODUCTION

1. The enormity of the shadow which is cast over mankind by the
possibility of nuclear war makes it essential that its effects be clearly
and widely underatood. Nuclear armouries which are in being already
contain large megaton weapons everry one of which has a destruct,ive power
greater than that of all the conventional explosive that has ever been
used in warfare sinc~ the day gunpowder was discovered. Weru such weapons
ever to be used in n1JD1bers, nu..'"1dreds of millions of people might be
killed, and d .....'i;J.izatio:n as we know it, as well as organized community life,
would inevi'tably come to an and in the countries involved in the t::onflict ..
M:any 01' those who survived the immediate destructio~.., as well <:1S others in
countries outside the area of conflict, would be exposed to widely--
spreading radio-active contamination, and would suffer from long-term effects
of irradiation and transmit, to their offspring, a genetic burden which
wuld become manifest in the disabilities c·f later generations.

JiIR09HrnA AND NAGASAKI

"Physical effect3

2. The first atomic bomb to be used in warfare had a yield of nearly
twenty kilot.ons, that is to say it had an explosive force equivalent to
r,early 20,000 tons- of conventional chemical explosive (e.g. T1'T).. It was
detonated at approximately 550 metres above Hiroshima on 6 August 1945.
On 9 .August a second atomic device, with a similar yield, was d~tonated

~t about the sane height over Nagasaki.. Irl Hiroshima, des'liruction was
concentric around the centre of a spreading city whose population was about
300,000. Within seconds, a rapdily growing fire-ball developed into a
m-.:.shroom-like· clOUd, suppOrted, a.S it were, 011 a colmn at black smoke,
&nd the hea.t radiating from the fire~all caused thousands of fires.

3. By compar~son with Hiroshima, Nagasaki. was a narrow city surrounded
by hills and open to the sea in only one direction~ wit.h a population or a.bout
87,000 people living within three kilometres from the centre. The immediate
effects of the eJq)losion were the same, but the aroa of destruction and fire
differed in ~ccordance 'With the dif':te:.::'ent layout of the cities. In both
cases th":, heat of the explosion was se intense that, up to a distance of
about. a half ...ilometrc fI'Om th(, centre of the d:i.s<::.~ter~ the surface of domestic
cerami c roof ti1.eB melted and j~iring of domesti\- w"Ood:;,u houses, by direct
radiatitJl1, 'Was observed up to l:>ne and a half kilometres.
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4. There are Val--ying estimates of the casualties in Hiroshima and
Nagasaki and it has proved difficult to estimate the exact numbers of
exposed people who mq have died after eacapi..TJ.g from the city. Available
estimates are that 78,000 were ldlled and 84,000 injured in Hiroshima,
and that 27,000 were killed and 41,000 injured in Nagasaki. In addition,
there were thousands missing in both towns. In Hiroshima 60,000 houses'
were completely or partially destroyed. Wooden hou&es within two and a
half kilometres radius were ca..-rried awa:y, loJhile brick buildings were
turned into heaps of rubble. Severe damage to houses occurred as far out
as eight kilometres.

,. No exact information is availabl:e concerning the rel.ative importance
of blast, burns and nuclear radiation as the causes of fatalities in these
bombings. Bum injuries constituted the major problem. in medical care.
People exposed inthe open had been ::;everely bumed,. injuries from direct
radiation' bein",: incurred as far out as about 'two kilometres from the centre
of the zone of destruction. From the dq after the bombing, burns accounted
for about one half of all the deaths.

6. The explosion over Hiroshima rapidly led to a firestarm lI>hich
lasted for about six hours and which burned. out an area of twebre square
kilometres of the town.., Seventy per cent of the fire-fighting machines in
Fire Brigade ~tations were rendered unusable, and 80 per cent of the fire
fighting pez'Sonnel were unable to respond to the emergency. The loss of
water pressure through the breaking of pipes contributed greatly to the
additional destruction by fire.. But even if men and machines had. survived
the blast, many fires would have been inaccessible within one and a half
kilometres from ground-zero.

7. About 45,000 of the fatal casual.ties in Hiroshima died on t.he dell'
of the e:xplosion, and some 20,000 during the following four months, as a
result of traumatic wounds, burns and radiation effeC'(,s. Dif:f:l.culties were
aggravat cd by shortage of supplies and equipment, and by the extiraordinary
demands made on crippled medical. staffs. Next to immediate medical problems,
the most serious challenge to those who had survived the direct effects of
the e~losion, were problems of water supply, housing and food. Elec.trioal
distribution systems suffered severely.. To people who were not immediate
casualties these difficulties compounded the profound psychological effects
of the disaster of which 'they were part"

Long-te~ radiation effects

8. Apart from the effects which ionizing radiatiO!l ha.d on the immediate
victims of the e~losions, the sumvore were al~o· exposed to the h~ards of'
the radiation both in tenns of :latent dJ.saase Oc.c~rring in the :i.Il.dividual
(somatic effects) and of chang~ in hereditary material (genetic effects).
It had been suspected for some i time that exposure to repeated JOOderate doses
of nuclear radiation is cond.ucive to leukaemia. A sttmy of the survivors
of the two nuclear explosions, over Hiroshima and Nagasaki, shows that the
disease can mdoubte:Uy result from So large single (acute) dose of radiation"
The incidence of leukaemia in the survivers of Hiroshima and Nagasaki was
observed to be increasing in 1.9.48. It reached a peak in 1950-1952.
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9. A continuing study of the survivors of the two Japanese
disasters has also suggested an increased incidence for other kinds of
malignanli cancer, particularly cancer of the thyroid, and not just
leukaemia, which has a much shorter latent interval. The indications
are stronger that a significantly high proportion of the babies born to
women who were pregnant when exposed to the explosion, and who survived,
had heads sma1J.er than average size, and that some of these suffered
severe mental retro:'C1ation.

10. Insufficient time has passed since these two nuclear disasters
to determine what genetic changes, if any, l'1ere induced in the survivors.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PCSSIBLE 15E OF NlJCLEAR
\'JEAPONS IN FUTURE WARS

ll. The obliteration of the distinction between the Ilfront" or the
"reull of a war zone, which came about as a result of the air offensives
of the Second \'lorld W~, has now been compounded by the advent of nuclear
weapons.. Some pl~esent-d~ military theorists who write about nuclear "t"1ar
speak of attacks on cities taking place simultaneously with, or even
before, attacks on aImed forces and specific military targets.

12. It is therefore necessary to build up e., picture of what would
happen if a large city were attacked not with kiloton wea.pons of the kind
used on the two Japanese. ~ties but with the much mre powGrful hydrogen
bombs or fusion bombs l'mJ.ch aI'e available now and whose yield is usually
expressed in megatons, i.e., unit yields equivalent to one mill i on tons
of chemical explosive.

13. Since every-city has its own individuality, its own pa.ttern of
services, commur.ications and food supplies, a realistic picture of what
would happen cannot be derived unless one considers a real eity• One such
study was Diade of a city, with a population of just.:; ~r one million people,
wlti..ch extended in all directions foX' abo'llt eight to tai kilometres (i.e.,
with a surface area of some 250 sq. km.) and attacked» it was assumed, w-.d.th
a single one-megaton nuclear "reapon, burst a.t ground level.. Using the
experience of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and estimating also on the basis of
the results of carefully .designed l'1eapons effects experimente, the following
figures of casualties emerged:

Killed by blast. and fire ~ •••••••••• 270,000

Killed by radio-active fall-out... •••••••••• 90,000

Injured (ot whom 15,000 were in the
area of fall-out and thus exposed
to the effects of radiation)................ 90,000

Uninjured (of whom 115 000 "rere in
. the area of rall-out~ ~o ••••••••• 710,000
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14. One third of a million dead is approximately the same number of
civilians lvho were killed by air raids both in Germa.ny and in Japan .
during the whole of the Second World War. Practic~ all the :i.n.~abitants

of the central area of the city, an area of about six by five kilometres,
would have been killed, mainly as Cl. result of the destruction caused by
blast and fire. Any who were not immediately killed in the central area
would have died from nuclear radiation. Most of the 90,000 of the city's
population who would have su..ffered non-lethal injuries would have been
serious casualties, and, for 15 to 20 per cent of these, rescue operations
would have been greatly impeded by radio-active faJJ.-out.

15. The scale of the physica.l destruction which would be associated
\\d..th casualties of this order of magnitude is so great that theJ;"e is no
basis of experience which could serve to help describe the instantaneous
transformation of a vast living city into a sea of blazing rubble. Ever.v
house or building would be damaged; about one third would be (!ompletely
wrecked, :i.e., with damage ranging from. utter and complete obllt,eration,
to buildings 'With m:>re than half the-ir ~s down; another one third would
be severely damaged, Le., wrecked for all practical purposes, but perhaps
providing some temporary shelter if not:1ing else were available. Only
about one third of the original houses Wo~\-'.-'; be in any way serviceable,
although they '\'lould have lost a great part -'.' their roofs, doors and windows.
In wany areas, water and gas mains, sewers, and power supplies would have
been destroyed. Not a single area would have retained aD. its essen:'-ial
services. Roads would have been erased and even the lightly damaged
peripheral areas would ver.v likely be deprived of their water supplies and
sources of food supply.

16. In hostile circumstances of the kind we are assuming, it would
be unrealistic to suppose t.hat only one city '\1Tould be struck. \iith ma.n;.v
in the same desperate plight, there could be no question of an.V substantial
help being brought to the survivors from olItside. In brief, a big city
of the size that has been described would for aD. practical purposes be
e1imina:~ed by a single one-megaton weapon ground-burst near its centre.
One-megaton bombs are smill units in the megaton spectl'Sl; larger weapons,
much larger ones, are ~ow stockpiled.

Radio-active contamination

17. Close to the explosion the lethal effects of radiation '\rould be
instantaneous.. But nuclea.r weapon explosions also give rise to radio...
a.ctive fission products and, in the caSe of a. gro'lind...burst,these become
mixed with earth particles sucked into the atmosphere~ ~he heavier
particles of soil and weapon debris fall back to the ground and settle in
the vicinity of the explosion, giving rise to del~ed radiation hazards.
These particles constitute local radio-active rall-out.. For a ground-burst
of the type assumed in the foregoing paragraphs, the area of intense fall
out could cover hundreds of square Idlometres. vJithin such an area, people
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who were not adequately sheltered and who did not remain under cover
until the radio-activity of the fall-out had dec~ed sUbstantially would
be eJq)Osed to intensities of radiation sufficient to produce very
serious' hazards to health.

18. For a ten-meeaton explosion over a hypothetical city with a
population of one mi.11ion people, the area of complete or serious destruc
tion would cover between 300 and 500 sq. km., that is to say the area
of the, entire city~. !'foreover, the effects of blast and direct radiation
would extend l'1ell 'beyond its boundaries , with heath and forest fires
raging up to twenty kilometres from the ground-zero of the explosion.
Half of the entire population over an area of radius of some twenty-five
kilometres could be expected to die within the first f6'lt d~s as a result
of radio-active contamination, even after allo'Wing for some shelter
provision.

19. In the case of ~"1 air-burst of a twenty-megaton bomb the heat
which \'J'ow.d result 1.oJ'ould be intense enough to start fires as far as thirty
kilometres from a point of detonation, depending on how clear the
atmosphere was at the time, and could endanger the lives of people in an
area lnth a radius of nearly 60 kilometres. It has been est:i.mated that
such a device, 'if exploded over 1·1anhattan, would, in the absence of shelter
or evacuation programmes, probably kill 6 million out of New York City's
8 mD 1 j on inhabitants, and lead to an additional one mi J ] j on deaths beyond
the city limits. The surface explosion of a twenty-megaton bomb would
result in the formation of a. crater 75-90 metres deep and 800 metres in
diameter.

E3Tn1ATE OF EFFECTS OF A NUCLEAR ATTACK
ON A REGION OF A COmn'RY

20. A study was made of the likely results of a nuclear attack on a
,hypothetical industrial region, consisting of nine cities each with
populations of over 50,000 inhabitants (some well over), and also con
taining 140 smaller tOl'ms of fewer than 50,000 inhabitants (about sixty
of which contained elements of key industry). Al"Ssuming that a one
megaton bomb burst at ground level in each of the nine cities, the study
showed that cumulative estimates of casualties provided a very inadequate
measure of the over-all effects of the attack. The estimates showed that
20 per cent of the total population, or 30 per cent of the urban population,
or 35 per cent of the key-industrial. population l'JOuld be killed. The
houses destroyed l'J'ould be 30 per cent of total, or 40 per cent of urban, or
50 per cent of those occupied by key-industrial population. But cities are
not isolated entities; they are linked in a variety of functional ways 0

Taking the interaction of effects into account, the study showed that the
percentage of key inqustry in the whole regkm. (i.e., industry with more
than local significance) which would be brought to a. stop l'lOuld be between
70 per cent and 90 per cent of the 1fJ'hole.
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21. A S,,,edish study of the consequences of nuclear attacks against
Swedish cities ShOl'1ed that an attack carried out with about 200 "leapons,
ranging from 20 ld.lotons to 200 kUotons in yield, 't'lould result in 2 iio
3 million casualties J i. e., 30 to 40 per cent of the total population of
about 7 mill; on people. It also showed that between 30 to 70 per cent of
Swedish industry would be destroyed, and that about two thirds of the
industrial 't'lOrkers would receive fatal or severe injuries.

EFFreTS ARISING FROM THE: USE OF NUCLEAR \'lEJ\.PONS
IN FIELD vlARFARE

22. Carefully conducted and dispassionate theoretical studies of
the use of nuclear '\'leapons in fieJ.d warfare, in\:'~1mng analyses of an
extensive series of "war games" relating to the 4"U,ropean theatre, have
lead to the clear conclusion that this doctrine could lead to the use of
hundreds, and not of tens, of so-called tactical nuclear weapons in the
battlefield area, given that both sides resort to their use. ~lere nuclear
weapons to be used in this way, they could lead to the.devastation of the
"thole battl, zone. Almost everything '\'/ould be destroyed; forests 'WOuld be
razed to the ground and only the strongest buildings would escape total
destruction. Fires would be raging everywhere. CirctmlStances such as
these would be incompatible with the continued conduct of militaI"7
operations 1'ri.thin the zones of devastation.

23. An offensive on the scale to which all these studies point,
over a land battle area 'tdth a front of, say, 250 km. and 50 km. deep, would
render hlmdreds of thousands, ev6.l.'"1 m'Ql;ons, homeless. Such a level of
destruction could be achieved with only 100 small nuclear w'eapons in a
European battle area chosen because it did not contain arry large towns.
\'lith 400 weapo~, .weh is not an unreasonably. large number if both sides
used nuclear weapons in a battle zone, the pr..ysical damage caused '\'/ould
correspond to something like six times that caused by all the bombing of
the Second \iorld vjar.

24. The destruction and disruption which 'WOuld result from eo-ca.1J.ed
tactical nuclear war 1'1ould hardly differ from t~he effects of strategic
war in the area concerned. The concept of escalation from tactical to
strategic nuclear war could have no possible meaning in an area 'dthin
which field \'larfare \'las being waged l'Jith nuclear weapons. This picture
is not altered if one postulates 50-Called "clean" nuclear weapons, in
place of those \'lhich formed· the basis of the foregoing studies. Claim.s
have been made about the possibilities of providing, for battlefield use,
10\-1 yielcl w'eapons (sa::! 1 to 10 kilotons )l'lhich \'lOuld release an abnormaJJ..y
high proportion of their energy in blast and nuclear radiation, while pro
ducing virtually no radio-active fall-out. "Clean", in this context, is a
matter of degree. These suggested weapons would basically rely on a fission
reaction 50 that radio-active fall-out could never be completely avoided.
In any case, the resulting chaos in the battlefield area referred to above
was brought abo' . ~ Yiot by fall-out, but primarily thrOUGh blast effects.
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Interdiction targets

25. ~'lere such weapons eye!' to be used in a 1'lar, it is also quite
certain that they l'[ould not be restricted to the battle zone itself.
It is part of the concept of tactical nuclear warfare that in a purely
military campaign they would also be used. outside the area of contact in
order to impede ,the movement of enemy forces, the operation of air forces
and so on. The objectives which 110uld be attacked in order to achieve
these ef'fe~ts are generally called interdiction targets. Theoretical
studies of operations of this kind provide a picture of "deep" nuclear
strikes whose effects would be hardly distinguishable from a strategic
nuclear exchange in which both sides set out from the start to destroy
each other's major centres of population.

DB'TERR.ENCE OF VlAR

26. Nuclear 't'1eapons constitute one of the dominant facts of modern
l'1orld politics. TheyaJ:'e at present deployoo. in thousands by the nuclear
weapon POI':iers, l'Jith w'arheads ranging from k.ilotons to megatons. He have
already l,:it,nessed the experimental explosion of a fifty to sixty-megaton
bomb, i.e., of a \'leapon 'tdth abo1:.:t 3,000 times the pm'1'er of the bomb used
.in 1945- against Japan. Hunclred-megaton devic'es, i'leapons about 5,000 times
the size of' those used in 191.~5, are no more difficult to dev:i.se. They
could be exploded just outside the at.'1lOsphere of a..'1Y country, in order
utteZ'ly to destroy hundreds, even thousands, of square kilometres by means
of blast and spreading fire.

27. The effects of all·-out nuclear war, regardless of where it started,
could not be confined to the P01\TerS engaeed in that l'lar. TheS" themselves
't'lOuld have to suffer the inrrnediate ldnd of destruction and the immediate
and more enduring lethal fall-out whose effects have already been described.
But neighbouring countries, and even countries in parts of the world remote
fram the actual conflict, could sor~ become exposed to the hazards of radio
active f'all-out precipitated at gr6:c,_ distances from the e.xplosion, after
moving through the atmosphere as a vast cloud. The extent and nature of the
hazard would depend upon the numbers and type. of bombs eJq)loded. Given a
st£ficient number, no part of the l'1orld 'Vrould escape exposure to biologically
significant levels of radi '\tion. To a greater or lesser degree, a legacy
of genetic damage could be incurred by the world's population.

~8. It is' to be ey,pected that no major nuclear PCl11er could atta.ck
another't'Jithout provoking a nuclear counter-attack. It is even possible
that an aggressor could suffer more in retal.iation than the nuclear Power
it first attacked. In this lies the concept of deterrence by the threat
of nuclear destruction.. Far from an all-out nuclear exchange being a
rationaJ. action which could ever be justified by any set of conceivable
political gains, it may be- that no cmmtry would risk the resultant chaos
l'lhich ..muld leave in doubt a government's ability to remain in control of
its people. But the fact that a state of nru.tual nuclear deterrence pre
vails between the Super POvlers does not, as lfe knOl-r all too well, prevent
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·1 the outbreak of wars with conventional weapons involving both nuclear and
non-nuclear weapon nations; the risk of nuclear war remains as long as
thE-re are nuclear weapons.

II. ~ONOMIC IJ.iPLICATIONS OF' THE ACQUISITION
AlID FURTHER DEVELOmENT OF
- NUCLEAR WEAPONS

GENERt\L CONSIDERATIONS

29. !my given size of effort to develop nuclear weapons w.:ill have
economic implications which differ according to the nuclear and in::lustriaJ.
base from. which the programme starts. Moreover, a penalty of the arms race
is that no size of programme ever satisfies.. Even if it became possible
to set a limit to an arsenal of nu.;lear warheads, their'delivery systems
and the defence of their bases can absorb effort indefinitely.

30. The magnitude and timing of any programme depends on the base
of the country's scientific, technical. and industrial capability.
Scientific and technical capability determines the countryls ability to
undertake the problems of:

a) Production of fissile and other material to meet the necessary
strict specifications;

b) vJarhead assembly and testing;

c) Development, and control of the dellvery vehicles, ~lhether missile
or airc.raft units in an effective operating system.

It iIwolves personnel represemted by physicists, chemists, metallurgists,
mathematicians, engineers, sk:iJ~ed machine tool operators, electricians,
pipefitters, welders, sheet-metal l'rorkers, furance and chemical plant
operators, instrument makers and fabricators"

31. Industrial capability is measured by the country's estabished
e~erience in fields of advanced technology, such as nuclear energy,
aviation, electronics and space technology~

32. In arriving at the cost figure.s presented belo't'1, countries
possessing the above capabilities have been used as a basis, and it is
therefore to be expected that costs would be considerably higher for
countries Which are less developed and have to devote major efforts to
establishing these basic prerequisites.
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33. The estimated costs, supported by some actual figures, for a
first g:meration of simple nuclear warheads together with an unsophisticated
delivery-vehicle system indicate that the acquisition of such a s~'Stem

~ be within the reach of a number of f1.ations.. These cost figures 1I however,
bear hardly any credibility as representing a limit lasting for ~r'

significant time, even for an industriaJized country.. The reasoning is
that the need to d.eve1op less vulnerable and more sophisticated delivery
~ystems seems ct.;rlain to be felt in order to secure the military and
political objectives of .the force. It thus seems 'that the total costs of
acquiring a nuclear weapons system over, say, ten years are liable under
certain circurnst~cas to be closer to the costs given for the French and
United K:iD.gdom systems up to 1969, namely, $8,000 milJion to $9,000 million
than to the $1,700 million to $2,000 mi J1; on derived below for an
unsophisticated system. The cost of producing the weapons can Pro9a.~ be
estimated with fair accuracy, at least in countries with dev~lopea peaceful
nuclear activities. Hm'1ever, experience has shown tha~ major part of the
cost of a nuclear force is that of the delivery systems and, in particular,
of the missiles, and these are liable to very large overruns and continuing
costly development•.

BASIC COSTS OF NUCLEAR WA.R.HF.Am

34. The three fissile materials suitable for use as nuclear e:xp10sives
are uranium-235, p1utonium-2J9 and uranium-233. Urreuum-233 is still rare,
so its cost has not been considered here. A kilogramme of natural uranium
contains seven granmes of uranitun-235, '\i'hile the main component is uranium-238.
For use as a nuclear ey,plosive the uranium-235 has to be separated and concentrated
or "enriched" to 90-95 per cent of total uranium. The five nuclear weapons
POl'1erS have each established a capacity for producing highly enriched
uranium-235. So far as is known only o:;~ process for uranium-235 isotope
separation has been put into large-scale use. It ·is known as t.he gaseous
diffusion process. This process requires large and costly p1arlts based on
an advanced technology which has net been fully disclosed. The total cost
of the three United States plants was around $2,300 million, and the annual
operating costs l"lere estimated at from $500miluon to $600 miJ 1 i on. Some
twenty-five kilogrammes of this matericU 'l"1ould be required for the production
of one nuclear warhead with ayi~ld in the twent.y-kiloton range. Uranium.-235
is preferred O'ler plutonium )'er/the ~roduction of thermonuclear weapons
(H-bQmbs) • . . ///

35. Plutoniliii-239 resUlts from exposing uranium-238 to neutrons in a
nuclear r ~r. It is estimated that some eight kilogrammes of 95 per cen~
pluto· -239 l'vould be needed for a nuclear warhead yielding a twenty-

. oton explosion. A complete plut6mum-239 production' complex would require
plants for concentrating uranium. ore, refining the uranium to high purity,
and pr~bably reducing it tq metal ingot, and for fabricating reactor fuel,
a nuclear reactor, a chemical plant for plutonium extraction and one for
r~ducing plutonium to metal, together with numerous service facilities", For
production complexes with capacities in the range of 8-160 kilogl"ammes of
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0',1

Plutonium warheads production progr~e

COSTS FOR VARIOUS HARHEADS PRODUCTION PROGRANNES

19.0

1.9

188.0

151,0

18.0

15.0

4.0

Moderate pro~rar.~e

(100X20-ki10ton
devices over ten
years

11.0

11.0

70.0

18.0

12.0

4.0

104.0

Small programme
(10X20-kiloton
devices over ten
years

TOTAL

Cost per warhead....•....•.••.••

Anllual average .

Testing 0 •• 0 ••••••••• $ •••• 0 ••••••

Storage, maintenance .•.......•..

Fissile material ..••..••..•••.•.

Design and manufacture •........•

DESIGrrrNG, HANUFACTURING AND TESTING

TABLE 1. ESTIHATED COSTS FOR VARIOUS PLU~OHIUM-Bl\SED WARHEAD
PRODUCTION PROGR.I\H~·1ES

(In $US millions)

38. Based on the estimated cost figures given for plutonium. production
and warhead design, manufacturing and testing, the total estimated costs of a
small programme and a moderate progranme are ShOl'ffi belolV in table 1 •.

,

37. The amount of published information relating to 't-rarhead assembly
and testing is severely lim:i.ted by military secrecy. The capital
investments in a factory for assembliDg 10 warheads per year would be about
$8 m; J 1; on and annual operating costs about $1 million. The total costs
of testing one t't'Tenty-kiloton device underground "muld amount to $12 million,
and the costs of testing four such devices would amount to $15 million.,

weapons-grade plutoni'l.1m per year, the capital costs 't'lould be in the .range
of $22-$S7 nDJ]ion, and the annual operating costs $5-$10 million.

36 ~ Considering the high cost of the gaseous diffusion plant for
uranium-235, it 't"muld seem that a country planning to make only a small
number of nuclear warheads per year would go to the plutonium type. This
is particularly so if it has an established activity in the peaceful uses
of nuclear energy, since plutonium is produced as a by-product in most
nuclear reactors.
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Total

21t O

1,6110

;3,180

5,060

40

300

Testing

31'0
(to 19(11)

Design
and

manufacture

500
(to 1961~)

Fissile
material

production

Cost of deliver,y vehicles

GRAND TO'I1AL

To 1960.................... 160

1965-1910 0 •••••• c ••

1960-196'1. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . 880

40. ~The total delivery vehicle costs in most circumstances 1flill be
greater than the nuclear l"leapOns costs. The accuracy 1'r.i.th which delivery
vehicle costs were predicted has been notoriously poor. Heavy overruns of
expenditures have been the rule rather than the exception and have been con
current with lengthy delays in the projected time-tables. The time needed
to develop a delive~· s:ys tem depends on the existing industrial base and
related experience and ,rould, in most cases, take at least ten years for
rea.sonably industrialized nations. l10netary costs do not, by themselves,
give a realistic picture of the necessary effort in terms of over-all
resources. A sizable technological base is needed to create and nwdJ1tain
a force of de::!.ivery vehicles. Even if major components can be purchased
abroad, the delivery system mus-t:, be integrated into a workable ,.mole; and
this process requires the skills of a number of qualified persons, which
may even exceed the number needed for "farhead product,ion~

Modest nuclear capacity

Production programme including thermonuclear warheads

3(). The escalation of the total warheads production costs resulting
from t~.l.e construction and operation of a diffusion plant for enriching
uranium-235 and the development and testing of thermonuclear weapons is
well demonstra.ted by the French example shO\m in table 2. The gaseous
diffusion plant was' built after 1960..

TABLE 2. COSTS OF TOTAL FRENCH NUCLEAR VTARHEADS PROGRPJ.1!·1E

(In $US miliions)

41. It will be assumed that a modest but significant nuclear arma;aent
would be represented by a force of from thirty to fifty jet bomber aircraft
together "i\'ith fifty-medium-range missiles of the 3,OOO-kilometre range in
soft emplacements and 100 plutonium warheads. The sum of the costs es~imated

above for such a system acquired and deployed over ten years would be at
least $1,700 million averaging $170 million per year.
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Small, high-quility nuclear force

42. A hypothetical programme comprising two stages ea.ch of fiveyears' duration has been envisaged. By the end of the first stage (f9681972) a nuclear force of from ten to fifteen bombers and. from fifteen totwenty nuclear \'1eapons would be established, and during the second stage(1973-1977) the force would be extended to include from twenty to thirtythermonuclear wea.pons, 100 intermediate range missiles and two missilelaunching nuclear submarines. The total costs of such a programme basedon domestic industry and resources would azoount to $5,600 million,corresponding to an average annual cost of $560 mi 1 J ; on for ten ye ars.'This :bypothetical prCl'ciranme could be considered as a scaled-dol\lJl versionof the French programme. The cost estimate is considerably lower thanthe expenditures in France and the United Kingdom.

43. The actual annual costs of 't",e nuclear forces in some countriesare sho'W:tl in table 3. The costs are also given relative to the annual.defence budgets and the gross, national product (GNP).

TABLE 3. ACTUAL COSTS OF NUCLEAR FORCES

Annual costs as
percentar;e of

Period of Total costs MilitaryCountry time. (in $US millions) budget GNP

France .. 0 ••••••••••••••• 1960-1964 2,lfOO 13.0 0.7
1965-1970 5,::!OO 18.0 0.9

United Kingdom.••..•.••. 1962-1963 480 10.0 0.7
1965-1966 350 6.0 0.4
1966-1967 300 5.0 O.~

USA•••••••.•••••••••.•.• 1962 13,200 26.h 2.11
1963 12,100 23.3 2.1
196~ 11,200 21.1 1.8
1965 8,200 16.8 1.3
1966 8,200 11l.6 1.2
1967 8,1100 12.1 1.2
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ECONOl·lIC IHPLICATIONS

44. What has been defined as a modest nuclear armament requires
not only a ten-year progranme costing the equivalent of $00' 170 million
per year but resources of special ldnds and quality. The basic ingredients
would b~ raw materials, a corps of approximately 1,300 engineers and 500
se:! fl.ntists and a modern industrial base. Sophisticated delivery systems
are equally demanding of high-quality materials and skills. For production
of the intermediate-range ballistic missiles, estimates suggest that
manpower requirements for technical and sld.J.;I.ed personnel would rise
higher than those for' nuclear weapons. To produce over ten years and
deploy fifty such missiles, it is estimated that a peak labour force of
19,000 men directly applied would be needed, over 5,000 of them scientists
and engineers with access to high-speed electronic computers. The suggested
fieet of fifty bombers 'Would require a minimum. of from 1 to 2 mi 11 ; on man
hours of sldlled and unskilled labour just to assemble. The design and
development stage would absorb an additional 2 million or more engineering
man-hours.

IMPLICATIONS OF EXPECTED GR<XrJTH OF PLt11'OOmi RESOURCES

45. There are two observations that we can make. First, that the
cost of development of simple nuclear warheads is progressively decreasing
as the teclmology involved is increasingly becoming public knowledge, and
a new country can acoid the unprofitable directions which the countries
that pioneered had to discover through costly experience. Second, that· the
large-scale development of nUClear power projects, resulting from a break
through in capital as well as operating costs, compared too conventional
power stations, will make available a ver'lJ large capacity of potential
producers of weapons-grad1e plntonium. It is estimated that by 1980 there
would be in the world IOOre than 3 X 105 megaw'atts of nuclear po\'rer pro
duction. This would involve the production of plutonium sufficient for
thousands of bombs each year.

Ill. SECURITY D1PLICATIONS OF THE ACQUISITION JUID
FURTHER DEVELOPHENT OF nuc1El\R \'1EAPONS

46. The effort to maintain a state of nuclear deterrence has demanded
the expenditure of vast resources and, paradoxically, far from increasing
the sense of security, hao at times engendered a sense of insecurity. The
opposing sides· have taken; and continue to take, major steps to assure
themselves that their nucleaJ: warheads and dellvery vehicles are proof against
whatever countermeasures might be undertaken by the other side. These
counter measures are essentially designed to increase the chances of a .
nuclear armoury surviving a pre-emptive nuclear assault by the other side
and of nuclear ueapons being able to penetrate l'rhatever defences the other
might deploy. The reciprocal technological development and sophistication
of nuclear warheads and their associated 't'ieapons systems which thus results
constitute a spirall~ring nuclear arms race•
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THE CURRENT PROSPECT

47. So far as international security is concerned, it is highly·probable that any further increase in the number of nuclear weapons Statesor any further elaboration of existing nuclear arsenals would lead togreater tension and greater instability in the world at large. Additionalnuclear Powers accentuating regional tensions could only add to thecomplexity of the problem of assuring peace. Furthermore, it is impossibleto deny the proposition that the danger of nuclear war breaking outthrough accident or miscalculation becomes greater, the larger the numberof countries which deploy such weapons and the larger the stockpiles andthe more diversified the weapons they hold.

48. The possibility of an increase in the nUmber of countriesacquiring a nuclear arsenal is attributable to different sets of motives.In some quarters the fact that the existing nuclear weapons Powers have sofar failed to reach agreement either about stoF~ing the further developmentor of freezing or reducing their own nuclear al"senals is regarded as anargwnent for the acquisition of nuclear weapons by other-nations. Insearching for greater security, some may also believe that if a state ofmutual deterrence has been generated between the existing nuclear weaponsPowers, a corresponding situation could be created between any other Powerswho already possess the industrial. and technological background necessaryto raake bombs.. But against such views, it is worth noting that nowhere hasthe development of nuclear weapons made it possible to dispense either withtroops on the ground or with conventional arms.. Thus, the burden of anarms race with conventional weapons is compounded as soon as a nation em-barks upon the path of acquiring nuclear weapons. Moreover, the insecuritywhich would be brought about by entering the nuclear arms race would makeit imperative to improve continuously the sophistication of the nuclearweapons and their delivery systems, as well as measures for providing anearly warning of an impending attack. The nuclear arms race -demands immensetechnological and other resources and, of itself, creates conditions underwh.i.ch the economic progress of a nation could stagnate. Again, the acquisitionby any nation of nuclear weapons could also trigger a change in its international relations. Non-nuclear neighbours could be tempted to acquirenuclear weapons, or they might perh(-"'"'s undertake immediate preventive militaryaction. Similarily, the exist; .'g nuclear Powers might react by countemeasuresand/or attempts to strengther ~heir own position in the region and therebyintensify their own arms race. Nuclear weapons nations are also faced withthe problems of establishing systems of control of nuclear weapons within theirown borders. Not only must there be protection against misuse; the tensions··which would exist if serious civi1 strife were to occur in a nation thatpossessed nuclear weapons would be greatly intensified. If these problemsare not adequately solved, there are added risks to the security of thatnation and· to the world as a whole ..

49.. Clearly any arms race absords resources which might otherwise beused to improve standar.ds of living. The struggle to improve living COliditJions is most effectively pursued \lrhen advanced technological productsare freely exchanged between countries. This process is hindered by themutual fears and suspicions associated with an arms race.
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18.

THE ISSUE OF TACTICAL WEAPOm

--- ....---

50. A second motive addi'tional to the search for IIsecurity t;hrough
deterrence ll which might eneourage proliferation is the view that nuclear
weapons constitute a. fo!'JIl of armament superio~ to conventional weapons in
field warfare. However, it is hardl.y likely that a non-nuclear-weapons
country, living in a state of hostility with a neighbour, could start to
furnish itself with a nuclear arsenal without either driving its neighbour
to do the same or to seek protection in some 'form. or other ~ eJq.llicit or
implicit, from an existing nuclear weapons Power or 'Powers. Equall.y, if'
in the pursuit of its political objectives, one of two sides, both of which
possessed and deployed nuclear weapons, were to have the will to 'imtiate
the use of its weapons, it is difficult to see how a nuclear engagement
could be stopped once it had started. From what has been said in section I
of the report, it is clear that, given that both sides to a conflict deploy
nuclear weapons, it is highly debatable whether there are any circumstances
of land warfare in which such weapons could be used as battlefield weapons
or, if they were so used, would confer any military advantage to either side
in the zone of contact. Whatever significance can be attributed to tactical
nu~lear weapons is to be found essentially in the concept of deterrence.

NUCI.EAR WEAPONS IN THE POLITICAL CONTEXT

51. The third argument which is sometimes advanced in favour of the
acquisition of nuclear weapons is that doing so promotes political independence,
enhances national prestige and thus a countr.v' s influence on the internationaJ.
scene. A contrary view is that the influence of certai.n Powers in inter....
national affairs would be the same whether or not they possessed nuclear
weapons. The issue of prestige is equa.l.ly debatable. Gndoubtedly, there
may for a short time be some imponderable element of prestige in the mani
festation of the techllologicaJ. prowess which is implied by the development
of nuclear weapons. But this prestige is a, mixed ble.dsing and could rapidly
generate those deleterious reactions on the part of neighbouring States to
which reference haS been made in a preceding paragraph.

52. When one asks whether or not the acquisition and further development
of nuclear weapons increases security, one thus ends up with two very simple
questions. ?L'he first is what, in fact, have nuclear weapons contl'ibuterl. so
far to milit".:u"y power? In so far as this question can be answered, the reply
can only be t,ha.t while the. state of mUtual deterrence which prevails between
the two super Powers has helped to avert any head-on conflict between them,
it has not made it possible for either to reduce its military expenditures in
general or f~o neglect the effectiveness of its conventional armoury in parti- "
cular. In a smaller way, the sB,me conclusion applied to both the United Kingdom
and France.

53. At the samatime, profoundlim:i.tations clearly exist in the possible
use of these weapons. The consequences of their employment either in all-out
war or in field warfare would be· so disastrous to both sides that it is very
difficult toconeeive of circumstances in which they· could be used. \Vhere
two sides possess such weapons, it is totally unrealistic to suppose that one
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could use them in a milif 'v conflict without provoking retaliation bythe other. Once retal5.c .m had occurred, it is also difficult tosuppose that a nuclear conflict would not escalate in intensity.. The ~situation might, of course, be totally different if only one side to alocalized conflict possessed nuclear weapons. But since the end of theSecond World War, no nuclear weapons State has been able to derive a.ny
i.mmen~ate military advantage from the possession of nuclear weapons, letalone use them to gain an easy victory. In fact, the possession ofnuclear forces does not necessarily prevent a decline in political influence. 'Were the acquisitiol'l and maintenance of a nuclear arsenal to impose amajor economic and technological burden on a cotmtry, it is possible thatpossession of such an arsenal would be associated with a reduction, andnot with an increase, in both the national security and political influenceof the country concerned.

CONCLUSION

54. The solution of the problem of ensuring security cannot be foundin an increase in the number of States possessing nuclear weapons or,indeed, in the retention of nuclear weapons by the Powel's currentlypossessing them. An agreement to prevent the spread of nu.clear \'1eaponsas reconunended by the United Nations, freely negotiated and genuinelyobserved, would therefore be a powerful step in the right di!'ection, aswould also an agreement on the reduction of existing nuclear arsenals.

55. A comprehensive test ban treaty, prohibiting the undergroundtesting of nuclear devices, would also contribute to the objectives ofnon-proliferation and vlOuld clearly help to slow down the nuclear armsrace. So would effective measures safeguarding the security of non-nuclearcountries. Nuclear-weapon-free zones additional to those of Antarcticand. Latim America would equally be of major assistance. These measuresare mentioned neither to argue the case for them nor to set them in anyorder of priority. Any one of them, or any combination of them could helpinhibit the f'urther multiplication of nuclear weapons POvTers or thefurther elaboration of existing nuclear arsenals and so help to ensure.national and world security,. But it must be realized that these measuresof arms 1im:i..tation, how'ever desirable, cannot of themselves elim:i.nate thethreat of nuclear conflict. They should be regarded not as ends sufficientin themselves but only as measures which could lead to the reduction' of thelevel of nuclear armaments and the lessening of tension in the world andthe eventual elimination of nuclear armaments. All countries have a clearinterest in the evolution of a world Which allows of peaceiUI.. and stablecoexistence. Non-nuclear weapon countries, as well as those which possessnuclear weapons, need to l'JOrk in concert, creating conditions in whichthere should be free access to materials, equipment and information forachieving all the peaceful benefits of atomic energy, and for promotinginternational security.

56. International agreement against the further proliferation ofnuclear weapons and agreemerJ.ts on measures of arms control and disarmamentwlll promote the security of all countries. The United Nations has theoverriding responsibility in this field. The more effective it becomes inaction, the more powerful its authority, the greater becomes the assurancefor man's future.
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CI-t:ltuct\L AND BAC:rERIOLOOICAL(BIOLOOICAL) ~I!EAPOW
AND. THE ,EFFEX.1TS OF THEIR. POSSIBLE USE

(A/7575/Rev.l, S/9292/ReV.l)

INTROOOOTION

1·.. In accol"dance With Genera.l Assembly resolution 2454 A (XXIII)
the S-ec~ta1W'-Genel"alwas asked to prepare, with the assistance of
~uilifioo. consultant experts, a report on chemical and bacteriological
(biol:ogi:cal) Weapons a.t\d on the effects of their possible use.

2.. Nofom of '"a1"fare hAS been more condenmed than has the use of
th.i~cat-egoryof weapons. The fear today is that the scientific and
technological advances of the past few decades have increased the
poteliti:al of chem.ical and bacteriological (biological) weapons to such
.an e:x:l>eht tha.t one can conceive of their use causing casualties on a
:scale i;r-eat-ertha.n one W'otud associate with conventional warfare. At
the moment most 'Of ()Ul~ kno''lledge concerning the use of chemical 1'leapOns
i~ ba.s'eG. U.1XYfi the e:xpe1"ienceof the First \'lorld viar. According to
'Official repo'l"ts gas casualties nuntbered about 1,300,000 of which about
lOO~000 \oo/e1"e fatal.. The agents used in that \'lar were much less toxic
than those; in particular nel~e agents, which could be used todew , and
they ''le1''e dispet'Sed by means· of relatively primitive equipment as
c-oltlpat"ed ''Jith 'l;;rhat is now available.

3.. It is tl"ue that a considera.ble effort has also' been made to
·devel..op -eh~~nrl:~al <lgents t-Jhich have a.s their purpose not to kill but to
~ed'1ll:c.e a l ..'ltn~'$ ,capa.city ho fight. Such agents are used by civil
autbor.ities of a number of countries in order to suppress disorders
.and t~ contr.c.l ri-ots, but 't'lhen used in 't'larfare they \iould inevitably
be ~loyed ,~ an adjunct to other fol"Ii1S of attack, and their over-all
:efi€c:t :might be lethal.

J.... Sil'.tce the Second vlorld l'1ar, bacteriological (biological)
-we3;pons lmve also become an. increasing possibility. But because there
.i'S 'nO c1-~ro:'ev.idence that these agents have ever been used as modern
:milit~ wea:pons.,dis,cu.ssions of their characteristics and potential
~.e'at bav~ to draw h~v:ily upon· experimental field and laboratory
dai.aand ,on studi~o:f naturally occurring outbreaks and epidemics of
.:ini'ectious dis-ease, rather than on direct battlefield experience.

5.., 'The greate!' t.hreat posed by chemical 't'leapons todew derives
i'rnm tihedis:cov€~ and :manufacture of nffii, more toxic compo\IDds. On
'"the :other hand" bacteriological (biological) agents already exist in
.:n.atm-e 1i!nd :can be selected for use in warfare. Some of these agents
1l:av:e been mOl'm :fox several decades, but there is a vast number of
ntiher possibl-eagents" especia1ly viruses, which have been discovered.
mily :re:centl:y-,. Incxeases in potency of these various types of agent
:have :hem :madoe possible by srlentifieand technological advances in'
m:crtibi'algeneties~e"'...g;:lerimentalpathology and aerobiology.
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6. As is well known, the use of toxLc gases in the First Worlq v/argenerated so pOl'lerful a sense of outrage that cotUreries were encouragedto adopt measures prohibiting both chemical and bacteriological(biological) weapons. The result ",as the Geneva Protocol of' 17 June 1925,which prohibits the use in war of asphyxiating, poisonous or other gasesand of all analogous liqUids, materials or devices, as well as bacteriological methods of l'1arfare. This established a custom and hence astandard of international law, and in practice most States have adheredto the principle that no one should resort to the use of such weapons.

7. It is simple to appreciate the resurgence of interest in theproblems of chemical and bacteriological (biolog;i.cal) ,.,arfare.. Advancesin chemical and biological science, l'!'hile contributing to the good ofmanldnd, have also opened up the possibility of exploiting the idea ofchemical and bacteriological (biolcgical) warfare weapons and thesituation ldJ.J. remain threatening :;)0 long as a number of States proceedldth their development, production and stockpiling•.

B. As the present report shows, the outstanding characteristicsof this class of weapons, particularly bacteriological (biological)weapons, is the va.riability, amounting under some circumstances to .unpredi.ctability, of their effects. Depending on environmental andmeteorological conditions, and depending on the particular agent used,the effects might be devastating or negligible. They might bear notonly on those attacked. but on those who initiated their use, whether ornot the attacked military forces retaliated in kind. Ci.vilians would beeven more vulnerable than the military. The development, acquisitionand deployment of chemical and bacteriological (biological.) weapons constitutes a real economic burden which varies in extent for differentcountries. Above all, their acquisition could not possibly obviate theneed for other weapons.

9. It would be enormously costly in resources, and administrativelyall but impossible, to organize adequate protection for a civilianpopulation against the range of possible chemical agents~ Even militarypersODrLel muld be unlikely to escape the wider-spread and longer-termeffects on their country at large.

10. To appreciate the risks that bacteriological (biologicaJ.) warfarecould entail, one has only to remember how a natural epidemic may persistunpredictably, and spread far beyond the initial area of incidence, .evenwhen the most up-too-date meciicaJ. resources are used to suppress the outbreak.The difficulties would be considerably increased were deliberate effortsmade, for military r~asons, to propagate pathogenic organisms. Massdisease, following an attack, especially of civilian population, could beexpected. not only because of the lack of tilnely warning of the danger butbecause effective measures of protection or treatment simply do not existor cannot be provided on an adequate scale.
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11. Once the door was opened to this kind of warfare, escalation
would in all likelihood occ;ur f and no one could say where the process
would end. Thus the report concludes that the existence of chemical
and bacteriological: (biological) weapons contributes to internationaJ.
tension and that their further development spurs the arms race without
contributing to the ,security of any nation.

Chapter I

THE BASIC CHARACTERISITICS OF CHENICAL AND
BicTERIOLOOICAL: (~IOr.ogICAL) MEANS OF WARFARE

12. Since World l'lar I the variety and potency' of chemical and
bacteriological (biological) weapons has gro'W1'l steadily, and th~re has
been a corresponding increase in the capacity to deliver them to a
target area. The most significant result of these technical developments
i8 the great variety of injurious effect which these agents can induce
and the consequent increase in the number and types of situation in
which there might be a temptation to tisethem for military purposes o

A. Characteristics of C;hemical and bacteriologicB:l1biological) weapons

13. For the purposes of this report, chemil.::aJ. agents of warfare
are taken to be chemical SUbstances, whether gaseou.~, liquid or solid,
which might be employed because of their dire~t toxic effects on man,
a.nima1s and plants. Bacteriological (biological) agents of l'larfare are
living organisms, whatever their nature, or infective material derived
from them, vlhich are inte1?ded to cause disease or death in man, animals
or plants, and which depend for thei:r effects cn their ability to
multiply in the person, animal (or plant at"liack:ed.

14. Various living organisms (e.g. rickettsiae, viruses and fungi),
as "rell as bacteria, can be u.,~ed as weapons. In the context of l'larfare
all these are generally recognized as "bacteriological weapons". But in
order to eliminate arry possible ambiguity, the phrase "bacteriological
(bio101:,ical) ~leaponsll has been used throughout to comprehend all forms
of biological warfare.

. .
15. All biological processes depend upon chemi.caJ. or physico-chemical

rea.c't~ions, and "mat may be regarded today as a biological agent could,
tomorrow, a.s'knowledge advances, be treated as chemical. Became they
themselves do not multiply, toxi.ns i which are produced-by living organisams,
are treated in this report as chemicaJ. substances. 1'113 also recognize that
there isa dividing line betl'leen chemical agents at warfare, in the sense
in which we use the terms, and incendiary Substances, such as napalm and
smoke, which exercise their effects through fire, temporary deprivation of
air or reduced visibility.
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16. Finally, we recognize that both chemical and bacteriological
e;:.ological) agents are designated either as lethal agents, that is to
say, agents l'lhich are intended to till, or as incapacitating agentp,
that is to say, agents which are intended to cause disability.. Th~se

terms are not absolute but imply statis-'Gical probabiU.ties of response
which are more uncertain with bacteriologicnJ.. (biological) than with
chemical agents. Not all individuals will die from an attack with a
given lethal agent, l'lhereas some, for example, intants arid people
weakened by malnutrition~ d·tsease or old age might succumb to an a.ttack
l'r.i..th incapacitating chemical or b8.cteriological (biological) agents.
Wit.h a fev; chemical agents, nota.'bly some t€~ gases (lachrymators), there
is a negligible probability of any fatal outcome, and these have been
used to quell riots and civil disorders (riot-control agents), as well
as in warfare as harassing agents, in order to. enhance the effectiveness
of conventional w'eapons or to facilitate the captur~ of ene.nw personneL.

1. DIFFERENCES BETVlEEN CHEHICAL AN]) BAC'J:ERIOLOOIClu,
(BIOLOOICAL) WARFARE

17. Although there are some similarities betvleen chemical and
bacteriological (biological) agents regarded as weapoIl8 of vlar, they
differ in certain important respects.. These differences are!'elated to:
Potential toxicity.. .

lB. Althougr: more toxic tha.."1 most. well-known industrial chemicals,
chemical warfare agents are far less potent on a weight-for-weightbasis
than are bacteriological (biological) agents. This difference ·reflects
the fact that bacteriological (biological) agents, being alive, can
multiply 0 For the same reason, they also are very much more susceptible
to sunlight, temperature and other environmental factors than are chemical
agents. A bacteriological (biological) agent dissemi17..a.ted into a given
environment may retain its viability while losing its vi~;'ulence.

Speed of action

19. As a class, chemical agents produce their injurious effects in
man, animals or plants more rapidly than do bacteriological (biolo@- cal)
agents. The time bet,ween exposure and significant effect may be minutes,
or even seconds, for highlJT toxic ga.ses or irritating vapours. On the
other hand, a. bacteriological (biological.) agent must multiply in the body
of the victim before disease (or. injury) supervenes; this is the familiar
lIincubation pcriod ll of a disease.

Duration of effect

20. The effects of most chemical agents which do not kill quickly
do not last long, except in the case of some agents, such as phosgene
and mustard, where they might continue for some l'leeks, months or longer.
On the other hand, bacteriological (biological) agents which are not
quickly lethal cause illness lasting da.Ys or even l'leeks and, on occasion,
involve periods of prolonged convalescence.

(:j

1 I...••.J.n.-•••iIIJ?7I]l
i .17.77.:••711·_.-'.·.1__1., -!I\I!M!lllf?-I:lll?l~ilIlDfg~Im~~~·~lm~!!!!i\!!tI!1J!.!I!. !!!lO!!!!!!M!I!f·!!I!.~I!·!l!!.!!!.r!!IJ!!lJ1!lIIlIIilIEltI:l1I1__
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Specificit:y:

21. Although both classes of ~gents can be used to attack man,
a.nimal.s or plants~ individual biolo~cal agents, in general have a much
Greater degree of host specificity. Influe~a, for example, is essenti~

a disease of man and rice blast is a disea~e confined to rice only.
chenti.cal agents are much less specific ~ nerve agents can affect manmals,
birds and invertebrates.,

. pontrollabilit;y-

22. By controllability is meant the ability to predict the extent
and nature of the damaGe which chemical a'\'ld bacteriologL cal (biological.)
agent,s can cause. The: :mO:3t likely means of delivering chemical. and
bacteriological (biological.) agents is by discharge into the atmosphere~

Control is thus possible only to the e:>..'tent that the meteorological.
situation can be predicted.
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2. TECmJOLCGY OF CHEKrC.'I.L AND BACTERIOLOOICAL
(BIOLOGICAL) \'lARFARE

24_ In circumstances which favour their persistence herbicides,
deioliants and perha.ps some other chemical agents might linger for months,
stunting the gr{)lvth of survivir.ae or SUbsequent plant life. The risk of
residual efi'ectsl...i.th some bacterioloGical (biological) agents is
potentialljT ,Greater, mainly because they could lead to disease, which
Drl.ght beCOTl1e epidemic ..

Residual effects

25. The technological problems asso.ciated ldth chemical and bacteri
oloigcal (biological) l'Tarfare are of t"lO kinds: (a) those associated ldth
the produ.ction of the agents and the 1'leapons needed for their dissemination
and (b) t.hose t-lhich concern the provision of the protective equipment and
defences necessa.!jT to protect military forces and ci",'11 ian populations.
J'JlY nation 1tll1ose chemical, pharmaceutical and fermentation industries a.r~

well advanced could produce chemical and bactenolo[rlcal (biological) agents
or.. a scale comnensurate 1dtb its other military capabilities. The problems
vll1i.ch relate to defence are 1'ar more difficult, for as l·d.th most "leapons,
effective defenc'e calls for much more stringent training and dempnds far
more :nanpouer and J"..onetary resources than does the offence.

23. Because they infect living organisms, some ba.cteriological
(biological) agents can be carried by travellers, migrator.v bi.rds or
.:milnals to localities far from the area originally attacked. The possibility
of this Idnd of spread does not apply to che.mical agents. But, cont-rol of
contamination by persistent chemical agents could be very diff:J..cult. Should
larGe quantities of chemical agents penetrate the soil and reach underground
l..raters, or should they contaminate reservoirs, they might spread hundreds
of kilometres from the area, of attack.
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3. CHEf·:lICAL AND BACTERIOLOOICAL (BIOLOOICAL) 1'JEAPON SYSTEHS

26. The use in '\'1arfare, and the possible militar.; effectiveness,
of chemical and bacteriological (biological) agents need to be considered
in the conteA"t of the 'll!'ea!:>on systems of "'lmch the~r "'lould be part. A
'\'1'eapon system cOr.lprises all the equipment and personnel, as '\'1011 as the
organizational structure, required to maintair. and operate a milita.l""'J
device. Artillery shells filled 'TtT.ith mustard Gas or nerve aeents and
GUlls to fire them, or an aircraft '\ath a 'sprC\}" tank filled. lath a
bacteriological (biological) agent~ are not by themselves i'leapon systems.
}iany complex teclmological problems have to be ov-ercome in transfor-.u1ing
a chemical or bacteriological (biological) "agent!! into a "weapon system".
A Ill"leapOnlt is of little military value if it is not -deFendable and if it
carmot be delivered to a target i'dth certainty.

27. In addition, considerations affecting defence need. to be taken
into account. Hasks, protective. clothing, detection aJ.arms, special
medical supplies, augmented logistic facilities and, above all, thoroughly
trained military and civilian personnel are necessary parts of chemical
and bacteriological (biological) weapon systems. Although chemical and
bacteriological (biologice.l) weapon systems are cheaper and more readily
attained than nuclear l'1eapons, they are highly complex systems which call
for sizable resources and considerable e:xpertise for their development
and operation. But the possibility ali'lays e:xists that by choosing a single
agent and a simple means of delivery a nation could equip itself relatively
ch~aply to attack a limited area li-Lth a reasonable chance of success.

B.

1. crrn·1ICAL WEAPONS

2$. Chemical weapons could be used within the zone of contact of
opposing forces or against military targets, or against targets which
have no immediate conne:xion i'Jith military operations, such as centres
of population, farm. land and tmter supplies. The circumstances in l'lhich
they could be used 'tdthin a zone of contact are lIIal\V and varied. ~Jhether

or not in the battle-area, civilians might become casuaJ.ties. The .risk
of civilian casualties l'1ould obviously be greater if chemical attacks
were made on military targets l'1ell in the rear of the zone of contact and
,,"'Ould be very serious in the case of attacks on centres of popul.ation.

2. BACTERIOLOGICAL (BIOLOGICAL) ~mPOw

29. There is no milital7 experience of the use of bacteriological
(biological) agents as weapons of war, and the feasibility of usi.."1g them.
as such has often been questioned. Some recent investigations under
field conditi\)ns thrOl'1 light on this point. In one field trial, a harmless
powder was disseminated from a ship travelling 16 kilometres off sr.ore.
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The resulting aerosol t.rav.:llled at least 750 kilometre and covered anarea of over 75,000 square ldlometres. This observation provides anindication of the size of area whi ch might be covered by a l-r.lndborneaerosol, but it does not tell whether the bacteriologic~ (biological)agents which might be spread in "",,'1 aero~ol would still retain theirvirulence.
.

30. However, some idea of the relative size of areas which canbe cover~ by bacte~ological (biological) 'and chemical aerosols can begained from this same experiment. Depending on the bacterial or viralagent. and its degree of hardiness, areas of from 5,000 to 20,000 km2
could have been effec.tive~ attacke<i, infecting a ):I..igh proportion ofunprotected people in the area.. If the same means are applied to a
ltvPoth('~ical chemical attack using the most toxic chemical nerve agent,the dowmdnd hazard, from this would not have extended more than aneldlometre, and probab~ less, unless meteorological conditions l'lereext:.remely favourable. The area covered by such a chemical attack mightthus have been from 50 to 150 lan2.

31. For purposes of sabotage or covert (secret, as in sabotageactions behind enqr lines) operations, small aerosol generators forbacteriological (biological) agents could be built, for example, intofOWltain pens or cigarette lighters.

C.' Chemical· and bacteriolos;Lcal (biological) agents

1. CH»lICAL AGENTS

32. Chemical agents are usually described in tems of theirphysiological effects and are characterized as follows:

A,gents affectw man and animals

33. Nerve agents are colourless, odourless, tasteless chemicals of thesame family as organophosphorus insocticides. They poison the nervoussystem and disrupt vital body functioriS. They constitute the most modernwar chemicals known; they kill quickly and are more potent than are a:rr:Iother chemical agents (except toxins).

34. Blister agents (vesicants) are oily liquids \1hich, in the main,burn and blister th.skin mthin hours after exposure. But they alsohave general toxic effects. mister agents caused more casualties thanany other chemical agent used. in the First lvorld rlar.

35. Choking agents. are hi~ volatile liquids which, when breathedas gases, irritate and~evereJJrinjurethe ·lUfl.gS, causing death fromchoking. They were irltrOi;luced in the First World \1ar and are of muchlower potency than th~~z!erve agents.
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36. Blood agents are also intended to enter the body through therespiratory tract. They produce death by interfering with theutilization of o~gen by the tissues. They, too, are much less toncthan nerve agents.

37. Toxins are biologically produced chemical substances which arever.v highly toxic and may act by ingestion or inhalation.

38. Tear and harassing gases are sensory irritants which cause atemporary fiOl'l of tears, irritation of the sIdn and respiratory tractand, occasionally, nausea and vomiting. They have been 'Widely used asriot-eontrol agents and also in liar.

39. ps~rcho-ehemicals are drug-like chemicals intended to causetanporar.v mental disturbances.

Agents affecting plants

40. Herbicides (defoliants) are agricultural ch_cals which poisonor dessicate the leaves of plants, causing them to lose their leaves oridee Sae herbicides, particularly those containing organic arsenic, arealso toxic for man and animals.

Hethods of dellvery

42. Chemical munitions are designed to fulfil thl'ee objectives:(a) to provide a container for the agent so that the agent/munitioncombination can be delivered to its target; (b) to attain an effectivedintribution of agent over the target area; and (c) to release the agentin active form. In the case of incapacitating and riot-eontrol agents,it is necessary that the munition itself should not cause injury or deathand that it should not start fires. The munitions to be used woulddepend on the method of delivery, the shape and f ize of the target areaand other variables. Ground-to-ground munitions include grenades, shells,rockets and missile war-heads; air-to-ground. munitions include largebombs, dispensers, spray tanks and rockets; emplaced munitions includegenerators and mines.

2. BACTERIOLOOICAL (BIOLOGICAL) AGENTS

42. Like chemical agents, bacteriological (biological) agents mayalso be classified in terms of their intended use, whether designed toincapacitate or kill human beings, to incapacitate or kill food anddraught animals or to destroy food plants and industrial crops.

43. Bacteria, viruses, fungi and a. group of microbes known as
rickett,s~.ae are by far the most potent agents which could be incorpG":a:Ledinto weapon systems.

I, J

.I-
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The selection of agents for use in warfare

44. The bacteriological (biological) agents which could potentially
be used in warfare are far felter than those which cause naturally occurring
dil'eue. To be effective for this purpose they should:

(a) be able to be produced in quantity;,

(b) , be capable of ready dissemination. in the face of adverse
environmental factors;

(c) be effective regardlemof medical counter-measures;

(d) be able to cause a large number of casualties.

Agents affecting man

4S. -All the disease$ under consideration occur naturally, and the
causative organisms, with felt exceptions, are known to scientists
throughtout the world. Incapacitating agents are those which, in natural
outbreaks, cause illnes.s but rarely death. If the natural disease has
an applicable JlI)l"talltyo, the agent is regarded as a lethal one.
Different populations have varying degrees of resistance to the diseases
produced bY' bacteriological (biological) agents. An infectious disease
which mtght be only mildl.Y incapacitating in one population might prove
disastrous to another, for example, as a result of malnutrition.
Conversely'. a weapon which was intended to spread a lethal disease might
onJ.:1' cause occasional mild illness in people who had been given a protective
vaccine or who had become inmune as a result of naturaJ. il'..fection.

46. Viruses are the smallest forms of life. 1·lost of them. can be seen
'0D17 wi:th the electron microscope and must be grown on living tissue
(tissue cultures, fertile eggs, etc.).

41. Rickettsiae are intermediate between the viruses and bacteria.
I.ike the viruses, they grow only in living tissue.

48. Bacteria are larger than viruses and can be easily grown on a
1arge scale employing equipment and processes similar to those used in the
ifementation indust1'7; but special sld.Us and experience would be needed
to grow them in quant.i ty in the particular state in which they readily
cause disease.

49. Fungi also produce a number of diseases in man, but very i'(-l'W
species appear to have any potential in bacteriological (biological)
var.i"are.

Agents ati"eg;ing animals

50. Ba.cterio1.ogical (biological) anti-animal agents, such as foot
aDi-tlDUth disease and anthrax, would be u~ed primarily to destroy domestic
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animals, thereby indireGtly affecting man by reducing his food supply.
Outbreaks of contagious disease in animal populations, known as
epizootics, may spread much more :-eadily than do epidend.cs among human.
beings • Host of the bacterial diseases of animals which could probably
be used in warfare are also transmissible to man.

Agents affecting plants

51. 'l'he natural occurrence of devastating plant diseases has suggested
that plant pathogens might be used for mil:it ary purposes.

l~lethods of delivery

52. BactE:lriological (biological) agents can, in principle, be loaded
into the same type of munitions as can chemical agents. Other than fo::",.
convert or "special-purpose missions", bacteriological (biological)· weCi.pons,
if developed for military purposes, would in all probability be delivered
by aircraft or by large ballistic missiles ..

53. If bacteriological (biological) warfare ever occurred, the aerosol
technique would be the one most likely to be used, simply because the
respiratory tract is normally susceptible to infection by many micro
organisms,' because of the wide target area 't'lhich could be covered in a
single attack and because ordinary hygienic measures are ineffective in
preventing the airborne route of attack.

D. Defence of man against chemica.1.,,~.bacteriological
{biolo~cal):~gent! .

54. A comprehensive defensive system against attacks by chemical or
bacteriological (biological) agents would necessitate a ver,y effective
orGanization manned by well-trained persormel. Although military units
and small grQups of people could be equipped and trained to protect
themselves to a significant extent, 'it l'lould be impracticable for most
(if not all) countries to provide comprehensive protection for their
entire civil population.

1. l.fEDICAL PRarECTION

Chemical. attacks

55. No general prophylactic treatment exists which could protect
against chemical attacks.

Bacteraslordcal (biological] attacks

56. Vaccination is the only I...,.,eful means availa.ble for prophylaxis
against bacteriological (biological) attacks. It is probable, however,
that even those existing vaccines which are effective in preventing natural
infectious diseases might afford only limited protection against
respiratory infection by an agent disseminated into the air in large
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aiftOUfittJ by" a baoteriologicat. (biological) we~pon. ~Io1:'eover, whole
POI:lu1~t!6nB 60uld )\t:i'b be vaccitlated agro.nst al.l pbssible diseases.

2" J:)ET:ElC'rlON ANnWARNnID

51, The ~equi~~ent is to detect ~ cloud of a chemical or a
. bacte~iGlogicat (biological) agent in the ail" sUfficiently quickly for

lMtlk8 Md pre't~cti'Ve elothiftg to be donned be:f'bre the att~ck can be
ertecti\re~ The~\3 ~ a1.~o requirements i'br the detection of ground
coniWM~ioh \tLth chemical agents and for detection equipment to enable
t.hOB\S Ufide~ attack to decide When. it would be safe to remove their
pNte~~iw equ1pm.ent~

mt~~Al~j~t:t:a~

,'58,. In 't.he First l~orld \'far it Was possible to rely upon odour and
~'0Ul' {\~ th@p~ means of alerting personnel that a chemical attack
b~~ "been l~Ufiehedi The heWer. more toxlc chemical agents cannot be
~~t~\~ ib'thi& wq. On the other hand, presumptive evidence that sucn
~\\~ h~d b~ us~ -woUld be or value as warning. Once an enenw had
~'E!d 'Ch~~ ~~})Ol\8, (~ch t4ub1gequ~.nt attaek '\'1Ould necessarily have to
be~~.~ bte ~ l'Os~hle eht'l:brl.e~ attack. Individuals would have to
~'k W\~~~~ ~el"i.t oeeur~ed. Because of the uncertainty,
~'W'eve-r, 1:t ~uld be e-learly d~sir3ble to devise and provide a system of
~~~\'!'Whi~h ~uld d~teet the presence of toxic chemicals and givs
.t.~ ~d ~ee\ll:'3te W-Arn~ ora chemical attack. It must qe recognized
\!~\ il\ $~it.~ ~r ~:nst.l"um.entalwal".ning systems, personnel near the point
~ ~~~rd:n~t.i~n~:r ~ eh~cal agent might still not have SUfficient time
ito ~~ ~\~"tiV'~ ~ct.ion.

~'tt~!.gp1l.m~Jl. (biological) attacks

~. ~ chmlicaJ. we-a.:pons, ba.cteriological (biological) weapons
~1,~ be tisti:~rshed frOl'll the biological llbackground ll of the
<e!lv.i~ 1tw speeirie ehemireal. or physical reactions, and much lO\'1er
~ti!l. ~m.t.r-.at.ions 'O~ bactel"iologl.cal (biological) agents are more
d~ itbD. ~~ ehemi~al. agents. 'The problem of early detection and
~:ilS tJh"U even more difficult than for chemical weapons.

~n. 'IDhe~ obj:ecti.ve :is 'to establish a physical barrier between
~ iboqy <a:nd itlre lChemiea1l.. and bact:eri:01ogical (biol0tP-cal) agents and,
:es.p_i!l1!];y~ it1i> lPN''ta::t the s'k:i.n and the respiratory tract. Without this
:no ~zr:m; s.y.stem., ~er enecti-v:e, has t.he slightest value.

;fa. ~vemJaSks are the first line of defence against all
~'ca1 .;ana ibaIelt-er..i~'Ca1l. (biok>gical.) agents. Since mustard gases
.ana. "t'he;nerv.e ~'S ((J)'ff: JI..'GW or :mt:ennediate vo1.atilit.y can penetrate the
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62. Collective protect~~on takes the form of fixed or mobile shelters
capable of accommodating groups of people and has been devised not only
for civilians but for special groups of military personnel (e.g., conmand
posts, field hospitals). Collective protection is the most effective
physical means of protection against all forms of attack.

63. Once a bacteriological (biological) attack had been suspected
or detected, it would be necessary to identify the specific agents involved
so that proper protective measUres could be taken and treatment planned.
At present the only means of identifying specific micro-organisms is by
normal laboratory procedures. However, laboratory identification of
biological agents isstill a complicated and unsatisfactory process.

unbroken skin, even through normal clothing, the whole body surface ~t
be protected by some form of special clnthing. Together with a mask, ,
protective clothing, properly 'WOrn and in good condition, 't'Jill afford
excellent protection against known chemical and bacteriological (biological)
agents.

it tU

Chemical agents

64. Prolonged exposure to weather and sunlight reduces or eliminates
the danger of most cherrd.cal agents. But in general, it would be es.ential
to resort to decontamination immediately after an attack. Unless food had
been stored in mec,al cans or other containers which were impermeable to
chemicaJ. agents, it would have to be destroyed. Decontamination of complex
equipment and vehicles is a difficult and t~e-consuming procedure. Decontamin
ation might even need to l:?e extended to roads and selected areas. This would
i.nvolve the removal of contaminated soil by bulldOZing or by covering it with
earth, using explosives to spread ~ powdered deco~taminant over a wide area.

Bacter~logical (biolo~~cal) egents

65. Decontamination procedures for biological agents are similar to
those used for toxic chemical agents.

E.

66. The widespread protection of domestic animals and plants from chemical
attack would be impracticable.

Animals

67. Animals or flocks could be protected by collective shelters
althOUgh the cost would be great and, in the absence of automatic warning
devices, it would be impossible to assure that the creatures would be
sheltered at the time of attack. The ideaJ. means of protection for animals
would be vaccination.
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Plants

6B. The only hopeful approach would be to breed diseas.e-resistant
plants. But unless the exact identity of the bacteriological (biological)
agent 1'lhich might be used 1"1ere kno1-m well in advance (possibly years)~ it
lrould not be feasible to apply this principle to provide protection to
crops against this ldnd of attack.

Chapter 11

TFffi PROBABLE EFFECTS OF CHEtHCAL AND BACTERIOLOOICAL (BIOLOGICAL)
vJEAPONS ON I{[LITARY AND .CIVILIAN PEHSONNEL. BOTH PHOTEC'l'ED AND

UNPROTECTED

A. The effects of chemical agents on individuals and populations

69. . The effects of chemical warfare agents on humans, animals and
plants depend op the toxic properties of the agent, the dose absorbed, the
rate of absorption and the route by l"1hich the agent enters the organism.
Tone agents ~ enter the body through the Skin, the eyes, the ltmgs or
the gastro-intestinal tract (as a result of eating contaminated food or
drinldng contaminated liquids).. Pro~ective masks, protective clothing.
and shelters and, to a certain extent, decontamination when applicable,
give substantial protection against all chemical warfare agents. But, as
already emphasized, the mere possession of a means of protection by no
means constitutes an absolute safeguard against contamination by poisons.
Since protective measures are most effective when performed by trained
personnel working in units, military personnel are more likely to be
provided with adequate protection than a civilian population. In any
event, the civilian population in most countries is simply not provided
with protection against chemical warfare.

70. The effects of the more lethal modern chemical weapons have
not been studied under conditions of actual 1-Tarfare. Furthermore, no
complete and ~ystematic field studies of the use of defoliants~ herbicides
and riot-control· agents are available. The following descriptions of the
probable effects of chemical weapons, based both on evidence and on
technical judgement, must therefore be regarded as somet'mat conjecturale

l~ EFFECTS OF LETHAL CHEHICAL AGENTS ON INDIVIDUALS

71. Lethal chemical agents kill in relatively small doses, and as
a rule the amotmt that causes death is only slightly greater than that
l'lhich causeS incapacitation. Dea.th In.a:Jr occasionally be caused by hif,h
doses of prestnned incapacitatirlg agents, and, conversely, minor effects
could be caused by low "doses of lethal agents.

Nerve agents

72. These lethal compo'Ullds are readily absorbed thral gh the lungs,
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eyes, skin and intestinal tract without producing local irritation, and
they interfere .'r.i.th the action of an enzyme (cholinesterase) essential to
the functioning of the nervous system. The nerve-agent casualty who has
been eX!.)osed to a lethal dose .dll die of asphy:xiation 't..rlthin a f6\'l

minutes if he is not treated s.~'iftl:y" by means of artificial respiration
and drugs, such as atropine or oximes. Othertdse recovery is generally
raDid and complete. It is estimated that the most toxic nerve gases may
cause death at a dosar;e of about 10 mg min/m3. A dosa[;e of one
r.Jg mn/m3 consists of an exposure for one minute to gas at a concentration
of one milligrame per cubic metre. Less toxic ones are lethal at dosages
of up to llXJ mg min/m3.

Blister ar:ents

73. I,rustard is a typical blister agent l,'lhich', like other members
of this Class, also has general tonc effects. Blistering with mustard
is comparable to second-degree burns. More severe lesions, comparable
to third-degree burns. n1C\Y last for a couple of months. Blindness may
be caused.

Other I c'thal agents

74. Phosgene and compounds with similar physiological effects were
used in the) First !.iTorld i'jar. Death results from damage to the lungs.

75. Hydrogen cyanide in lethal doses causes almost innnediate death
by i~~bitil1G cell respiration.

76. Host of the so-called blood agents contain cyanide, and all
act rapidly. The casualty would either die before therapy could begin or
recover soon after breathing fresh air.

77. Botulinum toxin is one of the most pO't'1erful natural poisons
knO'tm and could be used as a chemical warfare agent. The bacteria do not
Grow or reproduce in the body, and poisonins is due entirely to the toxin
ingested. Res~irato:ry paralysis is the usual cause of death.

;2. EFFOCTS OF LETHAL AGENTS ON POPULATIONS

Zffects of nerve Gas on protected troops in combat

79. To counter a heavy attack vr.i.th air-burst munitions, protective
T:leasures of a very high order of efficiency, including protective masks ~

J!lI I"';. .
. . --. ~. ~ "--

78. As already indicated, the possible effects of an attack on
populations 1dth lethal chemical 1'1arfare er_ants would depend upon the agent
used, upon the intensity of the attack, .·;ht;.;:'her the population was mainly
under cover or in the open, on the availability of protective facilities,
on the ph.,vsiological state of the individuals affected and on the
meteorological conditions, which nught differ from what had been predicted
and alter during the course of an attack.
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light protective clothing, means for decontamination, detection systems,
antidotes and medical care, would. have to be available. Protective clothing
and rapid utilization of gas masks would give a certain measure of
protection. But in this case, subsequent decontamination and medical
care 'tiould be necessa~J to avoid heaVJI" lethal losses.

~lW§ of n~gas on a ~gO'- targe:f;. in the rear

eo. After an attack in 't'lhich tons of Sarin l'Tere used against an
area of one square kilometre, the impact area and the area immediately
dO't'mwind from it 't'1otild be highly lethal to aJJ. unprotected personnal.
The distance betw'een the impact area and the area of lO'tiest effective
dosage 't"rould rarely exceed a fe't'l tens of kilometres. Personnel provided
only't'Jith gas masks, but not wearing them at the moment of the attack, i1'ould
suffer substantial losses in and close to the impact area. Further down.
wirxl,. masks i'/Ould give essentially complete protection if warning i'lere
provided reasonably quickly.

Effects of a nerve gas~sk on a to!m

81. Given· a town i'r.Lth a total population of 80,000, a surprise
attack 't·r.i.th nerve gas could cause 40,000 casualties, half of them fatal,
't'1hereas' un,der ideal circumstances for the defence, fatalities might
number no more than 2,000. It is inconceivable, however, that the ideal
would ever be attained.

3. EFFECTS OF INCAPACITATING CIfE1.UCAL AGENTS

,82. Incapacitating chemicals, like tear gases and certain psycho
chemicals, prcduce in normal healthy people a temporary, reversible
disability i't.ith feTfl, if ~r, permanent_ effects. In young children, old
people and those with impaired health, the effects may sometimes be
aggravated.

~~and harassing gases

83. EL.ther as vapour or in aerosol, tear and harassing gases rapidly
produce irritation, smarting and tears. These s;yll1)toms disappear quickly
after eXposure ceases. The entire respiratory tract may also be irritated,
resulting in a. running nose and pain in the nose and throat. The toxicity
of these gases varies in different animal species and in different
environmental conditions.

Toxins

Staphylococcus toxin occurs naturilly in outbreaks of tood poisoning,
Which is the only medical e~er1ence with this tonne The time from
ingestion of the toXin to t.he onset of symptoms is usually two to four
hoUl's, althoUgh it ma~ be as short as half an hour. I'iost people recover
in 24..4S hours, and death· is rare.

~ ..~-,
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Psychochemicals

85. These substances h:'1.ve been suggested for use in war as agen£s,
l'lhich could cause temporary disability by disrupting normal patterns of
behaviour. The idea cannot be accepted in its simple form, inasmuch as
these substances may lead to more peI"JD8nent changes, particularly in
individuals who are mentally unbalanced. or in the early stages of a
nervous or mental disease. lfureover, very high doses, which would be
difficult to exclude during use in l'lars can cause i".reversible damage
to the central nervous system or even death. Psychochemicals could also
have particularly severe effects on children.

86. It is e:.."tremely difficult to predict the effe~lis which an
attack with psychochemical agents would produce in a large population.
Apart from the complication of the varying reaction of exposed individuals,
there could be strange interactions within groups. Inasmuch as the
probability of fatal casualties resulting directly from exposure is low,
some normal group activity might be sustained.

•••••••••••••••__•• ~.:\Wili!liIlJJm.lMj_lI.~I¥!_r
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B. The effect ~Q£ bacterio1QK~a1 (biological) ggen~

~~!£.~ls.J¥ld nopulations

87. The effects of lethal chemical agents on higher animals are, in
general, similar to those on man.

1. EFFECTS ON TIIDIVIDUALS

89. As stated preViously, mankind has been spared any experi.,mce o+' i?lOdel"'n
bacteriological (biological) ",arfare, so that my discussion of its r>Jssible
nature has to be based on extrapolation from epidemiological Y~owledge and
laboratory experiment.

Effects on animals

~cts on plants

88. A variety of chemicals kill plants, but little is knovm about their
long-term effects. The duration 0:: effect ul;lually lasts '\veeks or mont:ns
Some chemicals kill all plants indiscriminate1::,'; others are selective.

Possi~le bacteriological (b~olo~ical) agents

92. Victims of an attack by bacteriological (biological) weapons would,
in effect, have contracted an infectious disease. The disE..'l.Ses vTouldprobab1;'l
be knovm, but their symptoms might be clinically modified. For example,
apart from the deliberate genetic modification of the organism, the ~ortals

of infection might be different from the natural routes, and the disease might
be foreign to the geographical area in '\vh1ch it was deliberately sp;L'ead. Pos
sible bacteriological (biological) agents representing diseases caused by the
ma,in groups of relevant lIlicro-organisms are the fo11ovTing:

91. The effects of some forms of bacteriological (biological) warfare can
be m~Jigated by chemotherapeutic, chemoprophylactic and immunication measures
(for protection see Chapter I). Specific chemotherapeutic measures are effec
tive against certain diseases but not against those caused b;'l viruses. IIo':rever,
it may not ah~ys be possible to a:ppl~t such measures, ana. they might not
always be successful. For eXaID!lle, "ith some diseases early thera:o:! '\-r1th anti
biotics is usually successful but relapses l1iay occur. Moreover, resistance
against e.ntibiotics may develop in almost all groups of micro-organ1srns, and
resistant strains may retain full virulence for man as well as for animals.

90. Bac:teriological (biological) agen"-' could be used lTith the intention
of killing people or of incapacitating th( either for a short or a 19n9 period.
The agents, ho'\·rever, cGnnot be rigidly defined as either lethal or incapacita
ting, inasMuch as their effects are del~ndent upon ~v factors relating not
only to themselves but to the individuals they attack. Any disease-producing
agent intended to incapacitate may, under certain conditions, bring about a
fatal disease. Similarly, attacks '\·Thich might be intended to provoll:e lethal
effects might fail to do so.

36.

4. OTHER-EFFECTS OF CHEMICAL AGENTS
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93.. Anthrax. Under natural conditIons, anthrax is a disease of animals,
the main source of infection for man being catt.le and sheep. The lung or
resniratory form of transmission is most severe, and unless early treatment
with antibiotics is resorted to, death ensues within ~lO or three aays 'in
nearly eveIjr case. Antibiotic prophylaxis is possible but 'VlOuld have to be
:prolonged for '·leel~. The anthrax bacillus forms very resistant spores, ",hich
live for many years in contaminated areas and constitute the most dangerous
risk the disease presents. Heavy concentrations of resistant anthrax spore
aerosols could result in a high proportion of deaths in a heavily exposed.
population. Immunization could not be expected to protect against a heavy
aerosol attack.

94. Coccidioidomycosisc This disease, which is also called desert fever,
is caused by a fungus found in t~e soil of deserts in the United States, South
America and the USSR. The spores of the fungus are~ very stable and can easily
be disseminated as an aerosol. Treatment presents great difficulties.

95. Plague. Under natural conditions, small rodents t from ,,,hich the
disease is transmitted by f1eas,- are the main source of human infection Wi~l

plague. This is hm·, "bubonic" plague develops. If the plague microbes are
inhaled, pneumonic plague develops after a three-to-five-day incubation period.
The patient suffers from severe general symptoms and, if untreated, normall;,{
dies within two to three d~rs. A patient with pneumonic plague is extremely
contagious to contacts. Preventive vaccination is moderately effective against
bubonic, but not pneumonic, plague. If OOlninistered early~ streptomycin treat
ment may be successful.

96. Q-fever. Under natural conditions, Q-fever is a disease of animals,
the main sources of infection to man being sheep, goats and cattle. In un
treated cases, the illness lasts from two to three ,,,eelcs; the patient feels
exhausted and is unable to do normal "lork for several ",eeks. But the disease
can be successfully treated with broad-spectrum antibiotics (tetracyc1ines).
The agent causing the disease is a rickettsia and is extremely infectious for
man. A. Q-fever aerosol could produce an incapacitating effect in a large
proportion of the'PopUiation of an attacked area~ The infective agent could
persist in the environment for months.

97. Tularaemia. Under natural conditions, tularaemia is a disease of
wild animals, the source of human infection being rodents, especially rabbits
and hares. The pulmonary form (airborne Infection) is the more serious. In
Europe and Japan mortality due to this form of the disease was never higher
than 1 per cent, even before antibiotics became available. American tularaemia
strains, on the other hand, are much more dar~erous; some epidemics have been
associated with a mortality' rate as high as 20 per cent, despite antibiotic
trp-atment. Usually treatment 't.;ith streptom;;,rcin or tetracyclines is highly
effective. A tularaemia vaccine developed in the USSR is also highly effective.
The agent causing the disease is a microbe which is very sensitive to common
disinfectants but is able to survive for as long as a fe't'1 weeks in contaminated
dust, water etc. The disease is not transferred from man to man, but long
lasting natural foci might be created.

11
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98. Venezuelan .equine enceuhalitis virus (iJEE). In nature, VEE is an
infection of auinta,ls (equines, rodents, birds) transmitted to man through
mosquitos "rhicl1 have fed on infectecl animals. The mortality rate is very 1"'.... ,
and recovery is usually rapid after a ,~eek, \11th residual ,·rea}mess often
persisting for three ,·reeks. No s!,ecific therarw i.5 available. The vaccine
is still in the experimental i:;tage. Concentrated aerosols could be expected
to inca:na.citate a very high percentage of the population eX).lOsed. In some
areas, persisi.ent enc1.emic infection in '''ild animals ',Tould be established.

99. Yellm·r fever. In nat.ure, yell,Jw fever is primaril~r a virus disease
of monke~'S, transmitted to man by a variet~r of mosquitoes. The ve~r severe
forms end in blaclt. vomitus and death. In a non-immune nopulation, mortality
rates for ~rellolT fever ma.,v be as high as 30-40 per cent. There is no s:Pecific
treatment, but ~rophylactic vaccination, being highly effe~tive, is ,ddel~r

used. .in yellovT fever endemic areas.

2. EFFECTS ON POPUIATIONS

100. Other than for sabotage, the use of aerosol clouds of an agent is
the most likely form of attaclc in bacteriological (biological) warfare. The
effects of bacteriological (biological) attaclcs obviously would vary according
to circumstances. Military :oersonnel equipped ,.fith adequate protective measures,
v;ell trained in their use and provided ,.,ith good medical services could, if
'·Tamed of an attack, be able to protect themselves to a considerable degree.
But effective early warning and detection systems do not yet exist. On the
other hand, attacks on civil populations are likely to be covert and by surprise,
and, at !,Tesent, no civilian :oopulations are protected. Unprotected military
or civUian personnel ,,,,ould be at complete risk, and panic and irrationa~

behaviour ,·rould complicate the effects of the attack, The heavy burden that
would be impOsed on the medical services of the attacked region would compound
d.isorganization, and there '·Tould be a major risk of the total disruption of
all administrative services.

101. In vielT of. t~1e extensive antipersonnel ef1"'ects associated 'vith
agen'ts of the kina,-rith vThich t:'tis report is concerned , it is useful to vie\oJ'
~~em against the area of effect of a one-megaton nuclear explosion.
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CO~WARATIVE ESTI~ffiTES OF DISABLING EFFECTS OP HYPOTHETICAL ATTACKS ON

TOTALIJY UNPRO~Cl'ED POPULM.'IOrrS USJrm A nUCLE:AH Cj{F'~HCAr.l OH

BJl.CTl~RIOLOGICAL (BIOLOGICAL) ';TEAPOfT THAtI' COULD Bl~ CARRIED BY A

SInGLE STMTEGIC I30NB}~R

~

res,

lse,

Criteri.on
for estimate

Area affected

Time delay before
onset of effect

Damage to
structures

Other effects

Possibility of
later norm8.l
use of p.ffected
area after
attack

l·taximum effect
on man

Nuclear
(Ol1C r.lep;aton)

2Up to 300 km

Seconds

Destruction
over an area
of 100 km2

Raclioactive
contamination
in an arca of
2,500 km2 for
3-6 month3

3-6 months
after attack

90 per cent
deaths

Type of "rea-pon

Chemical
(15 tons -of
nerve agent)

Up to 60 lr.n2

Minutes

None

ContaminaU.on
by persistence
of agent from
a few days to
"reeks

T.limitcd durinr;
pf~riod of
contat'lination

50 per cent
deat.hs·

Bacteriolor;ical
(biological)a
(10 tons)

2Up to 100,080 km

Days

None

Possible C'pidf:'ndc
or establishlnent
of new ender.lic
foci of disease

After cnd of incu··
bation period or
subrddcnce of
epidemic

50 per cent
morbidity; 25 per
cent death3 if no
medical interven
tion

I

.!il
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*),.,000-5,000
million

40.

$5,000-10,000
m'illion

------ --------_._------_._----------

-----.-.....",_..~.. -_.~----..----------

aIt is assumed that mortality from the disease 'caused by the agent

l,ould be 50 per eent if no Inedical treatment ....rere ava.ilable.

bIt is assmaen that indicated cumulative investments in research

and development and production plants have been made to achieve a

substantial independent capa.bility. Individua.l wea~ons could be fabricated

without makinB this total investment.

tlont inUf~ ,

J~u1tiyenr
investment in
sUbstantia.l
research and
development
production
capabilityb .

3. EFF'l.!:CTS ON ANn~IAI.S

102. The ,·ray bacteriological (biological) ,.,reapons misht be used against

stOCY~ of domestic animals vroulr1 probably be the same as that used in attaclts

against man. Viral infections probably cause the most important diseases of

domestic animals and could have more devastating effects than diseases pro

duced by other types of pathogens. Since many of' the organisms that cause

infectious diseases in domestic animals are also pathogenic for man, such

attacy~ might also affect the human population clirectly.

10;. Covert bacteriological (biological) attack during peacetime directed

against domestic animals coulcl give rise to serious political and economic

repercussions if large numbers of stock were affected.

104.. Isolated. attacl".s against stocks of domesti.c animals during vrartime

\rould li"a.ve onl~r a nuisance value. HmTever, if a highly infectious agent

(e.g., foot-anci-mouth disease) viere used., even a local attack could have ver-J

't-ridespread effects 'because of s~read b:f the normal commercial movement of

~""lima.ls.

105. The possibilities of protecting do~estic animal stocks against

baciberiological (biolQgical) attacks are so remote that the:! are not ,forth

discussing•.

4. EFFECTS Ot! PLANTS

106/107. Living mic:ro-orga.l1isms coulfl also be used to generate diseases

in crops YThich are economically important either as food. or as ra"T material

(e.g., cotton ancl rubber). Significant food crops in this res"ect inclucle

potatoes, sugar-beet, gard.en vegetables, soya beans, sorghum, rice, corn, \·rhea:t

and other cereals and fruits.
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108. In theory there are measures vhich could protect crops against
bacteriological (biological) attacks; but at present their potential
cost rules them out in practice. There is no essential difference betvreen
the measures '-ihich ,;-rould have to be introduced to counter bacteriological
(biologi.cal) vreapons ann. those employed. normally to control plant dis~ases

in peacetime. But the use of bacteriological (biological) ,veapons to
(:'estroy crops on a large scale 'vould imply tl'~at the attacker "ould choose
agents capable of overcoming any l~ovrn, economical method ef ~rotection.

5. FACTORS nWLUENCnm TIrE EFFECTS OF BACTERIOLOGICAL
(BIOLOGICAL) ATTACKS

109. Any count!"".! that resorted to bacteriological (biological) ,-rarfare
~{Tould presumably tr~! to infect, "rith a single blmr, a large proportion of
an enemy population 1-Tith an exotic agent to ',Thie 11 they had not become
immune through previous exposures. In addition, a disease vrhich had been
controlled or eradicated from an area might be reintrod,uced as a result
of bacteriological (biological) warfare.

Altered or new diseases

110. Deliberate genetic steps might also be tal-;:en to change the
properties of infectious agents, especially in antigenic composition and
drug resistance. Apart fror.1 genetic changes that could be induced in
knm-rn organisms, it is to be expected that nevr infectious diseases will
appear naturally fro!1 time to time and that their causative agents might
be usec.'!. in ,-;ar.

Epidei:':~<: spread

111. As alreaiiy emphasized., a •..Tide variety of agents can infect by the
inhalation route, so that in a bacteriological (biological) attack a large
nu.'i1ber of' persons could be infecterl "ithin a short time. Prom the epidemio
logical DOint of' vi~", ~he consequences ,{ould differ, depending on whether
tl~e resultant 0.isease "Tas or ',ras not transmissible from man to man. In the
lat'c,er case t:1e result voulf." be a once-for-all disaster, varying in scale
anrl lethality accorclincs to the nature of the ore;anism used and the numbers
of reople ~~fected.

rn rIll 'PT
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Susceptibility of nonulation

112. A very important factor in the eft'ectiveness of an aerosol
attack is the state of inrn1Unity of the target population. 1fuere the
population is completely lacking in specific immunity to the agent which
is disseminated, tile incidence and severity of disease are likely to be
exceptionally high. Naturally oecUITing examples of very severe epidemics
in virgin populations are ",vell lmo~m (e.g., measles in Fiji, r-oliomyelitis
and influenza in the Artic).

Ponulations of increased yulnem'Ril:l.ty

11;. T'ne Good and Agricultures Organization (FAO), the H'orld Health
Organization (HIID) and the United Nations Childrents Fund (UNICEF) have
pointed out that in developing countries a smrtage of nutritious food
is a'major factor in the high mortality rate due to infectious diseases,
particularly in children.

114. Primitive housing and inadequate clothing 1rould lead to an increased
vulnerability to bacteriological (biological) 'ueapons and, more particularly,
chemical 1veapons. Other conditions vThich characterize poor populations
have a definite influence on the spread of infections. Inadequate housing,
lack of potable "Tater and, in general, bad sanitation, a lO'tv educational
level, numerous vectors o'f infectious disease and, of course, a lack of
medical services are factors '\-Thich also favour the spread of disease.

Social effects and public health measures

115. A basic factor 1vhich influences the risk of epidemic situation
during every 'var is a rapid impairment of standards of hygiene, produced
by 1-ridespread destruction of housing and of sanitary facilities, the
inevitable decline in personal hygiene and other difficulties.
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Chapter III

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS AFFECTING THE USE OF CHEMICAL AND

BACTERIOLOGICAL (BIOLOGICAL) WEAPONS

A. General considerations

116. Environmental factors influence the behaviour of chemical and
~acteriological (biological) weapons to a far gl'eater extent than they do
any other kind of armament.

117. Chemical a.ttacks would usually take effect simultaneously in
two forms:

(a) Contamination of the ground at, and in the immediate vicinity
of the target by direct deposition of the agent at the time of dispersion
and by subsequent settling of large particles;

(b) Formation of a toxic cloud consisting of fine particles, or drop
lets ,of aeTosol and possibly of vapour •.

118. Most bacteriological (biological) attacks would be designed
primarily to create an infectious aerosol as an inhalation hazard. Some
ground contamination, however, might also result when infectious particles
settled on the ground. Both ground contamination and toxic or infectious
clouds would be immediately subject to the physical action of the
atmosphere.

B. The influence of atmospheric factors on
clouds of aerosols or vapours

119. The movement of a toxic or infectious cloud after its formation
depends chiefly on the combined effects of wind and atmospheric conditions.
The cloud is carried a longer or shorter distance by the wind; at the same
time it is dispersed and diluted at a faster or slower rate by turbulence
of the atmosphere and by local disturbances of mechanical origin resulting
from the roughness of the ground. The cloud may rise rapidly in the
atmosphere or remain in the immediate vicinity of the ground, thus
retaining its destructive power for a greater or lesser time, depending on whether
the air layer in which it is released is in a stable or unstable state.

1. STATE OF THE ATMOSPHERE

120. The state of the atmosphere plays such an important role in the
behaviour of aerosol clouds that one mir:ht alInos i:; 'i!:a.y that it is the pr,.;:lomi
nant factor in determining the outcome of an attack) the effect of which could
be considerably reduced, or almost nullified, if the atmosphere was very
unstable, or very serious if it was in a state of pronounced and prolonged
stability. This condition has characterized all the disasters caused by
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industrial pollution; for example, the smog which claimed 4,000 victims in
. London in 1952 took its toll during a period of atmospheric stability

which lasted for seven days.

2. URBAN AREAS

121. The case of urban built-up areas is more complex, and it may
even be said that each one possesses its own microclimate, depending on its
geographical situation, its topography and the layout and nature of its

. buildings. Fog is more frequent over to:wns than over open country (+30 per cent
in summer and +100 per .cent in winter). The process of fog formation is
accelerated by the particles, dust and smoke which form a dome over the town.
Fog will obviously have a concentrating effect on particles originating in
toxic clouds.

3. EFFECT OF WIND AND TOPOGRAPHY

122. The wind carries and spreads the toxic or infectious clOUd, which
is simultaneously diluted by turbulence. The distance which the cloud tra
vels before ·its concentration has fallen to a level below which it is no longer
harmful depends on the velocity of the wind and the state of the atmosphere.
Inasmuch as topography also produces changes in the normal wind pattern, it,
too, plays an important part in detelmining the direction of travel of toxic

.clouds, sometimes focusing their effects in individual areas.

123. A stable or neutral atmosphere in equilibrium might cause a
toxic cloud produced by a chemical or bacteriological (biological) attack
to persist for hours after it had exercised its military effect, which
could generally be expected to materialize in the first few minutes follow
ing the attack. These conditions could obtain not only at night but during
long winter periods over vast continental expanses. If a neutral atmosphere
in equilibrium were associated with a light wind, irregular in direction,
then the area affected CQuld be relatively large, and, assuming an ade
quateJ,.y heavy initial atta.ck, the concentrations would be high.

4. SPECIAL FEATURES OF BACTERIOLOGICAL (BIOLOGICAL) AEROSOLS

t
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124. So far as physical phenomena are concerned, bacteriological (bio
logical) aerosols would be generally affected in the same way as chemical
clouds of aerosol and vapour, but not necessarily to the same extent. But
inasmuch as the effective minimum doses for bacteriological (biological)
agents are cottsiderably smaller than for chemical agents, bacteriological
(bi.ological) a.erosols coula. contaminate much largeT areas than could
chemical clouds.

125. There would be no limit to the horizontal transport of micro
organisms, if there were none to the capacity of the organisms to survive
in the atmosphere. The agents whether alive or dead, might remain sus
pended and travel verycortsiderable distances. Even if bacteriological
(biological) clouds were to move only nearest the ground, they could cover
very large areas.
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126. On the other hand, most pathogenic agents are highly vulnerable
when outside the organism in which they normally reproduce and are liable
to biological inactivation, Which is sometimes rapid, in the aerosol state.

C. Influence of atmospheric factors

127. Atmospheric factors, such as temperature, humidity, precipitation
and solar radiation, may also influence the results of an attack with aerOE 1.
Bacteriological (biological) agents would be more susceptible to environ
mental influences than chemical agents.

1280 Physico-chemical atmospheric factors have a destructive effect on
aerosol-borne micro-organisms. Their viability decreases gradually over a
period of hours or days at a progressively diminishi~g rate. This apparent
~~lnerability of micro-organism in aerosols might cast some doubt on the
possible effectiveness of bacteriological (biological) attacks. However,
there are various means by which the rate of decay in the aerosol can be
considerably reduced; for example, the use of very high concentrations of
agent; the use of suitably "modelled" pathogenic strains; or the protection
of aerosol particles by encapsulating them in certain organ·ic compounds.

Chapter IV

POSSIBLE LONG-TERM EFr,ECTS OF CHEMICAL AND BACTERIOLOGICAL (BIOLOGICAL)

WARFARE ON HUMAN HEALTH AND ECOLOGY

A. General

129. So far this report has dealt essentially with the potential
short-term effects of chemical and bacteriological (biological) warfare. The
possible long-term effects of the agents concerned need to be considered
against the background of the trends whereby man's environment is being con
stantly· modified, as it bec0rnes transformed to meet his ever-increasing needs.

130. Man has his special ecological problems. His numbers are multi
plying fast, and increasing population requires commensurate increases in
food production. But although the use of fertilizers, herbicides and
pesitcides has brought about a massive increase in food production, it has
also added to the pollution of soil and water and, as a result, has altered
our ecological environment in an enduring way. So, too, have other features
of our industrial civilization. Every new advance on our technological
civilization helps to transform the ecological framework within which we
evolved. From this point of view, the existence and possible use of
chemical and bacteriological (biological) agents in warfare have to be
regarded as an additional threat, and as a threat which might have
enduring consequences, to our already changing environment.

B. Consequences to man of upsetting the ecological equilibrium

.131. The chemical industry doubled its output between 1953 to 1960, and
it is still growing fast; the useful results of its continued development are
of the utmost importance to man's future. The good effects on food produc
tion of the use of arti~icial fertilizers alone far outweigh any secondary
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deleterious consequences of their use. The beneficial effect of' the utili
zation of modern chemical pesticides also does not need spelling out. What
has to be realized about modern agricultural practices is that without them
the increases in the output of food which the world needs could never be
achieved.

132. But as already indicated, the great increase in the use of
fertilizers, p~sticides and herbicides does have deleterious side effects
that cannot but help transform - for all we know a.dversely - the environment
in which ,living matter, including fish, otherwise thrive. The dangers of the
side effects of modern pesticides are also beginning to be appreciated and
are already beginning to be guarded against in advanced countries. It is
theoretically possible that in some situations in which non-selective
chemical pesticides are used disruption of the ecological equilibrium coul~

lead to the long-term suppression of useful animals and plants. Detergents
are another modern chemical developMent whose use has had to be regulated,
inasmuch as they have a direct short-term effect on certain types of natural
food, such as daphniae and the algae which are eaten by fish.

133. Towns and cities are growing all over the world and in the developed
countries conurbations (fusion of cities with loss of suburbs) have reached
population levels approaching 50 million. The use of chemical or bacterio
logical (biological) weapons against cities would undoubtedly have an
exceptionally severe disorganizing effect, and the' full re-establishment
of the services necessary for health, efficient government and the smooth
operation of industry might take a very long time.

C. Possible long-term effects of chemical and bacteriological
(biological) means of warfare on mar! and his environment

134. Chemical weapons, in addition to their highly toxic short-term
effects, may also have a long-term effect on the environment in which they
are .disseminated. If used in very high concentration they might cause
damage by polluting the air and water supplies and by poisoning the soil.
BacteriOlogical (biological) weapons could be directed against man's sources
of food through the spread of persistent plant diseases or of infectious
animal diseases. There is also the possibility that new epidemic diseases
could be introduced, or old ones reintroduced, which could result in deaths
on the scale which characterized the mediaeval plagues.

1. CHEMICAL WEAPONS

135. There is no evidence that the chemical agents used in the First
World War -Chlorine, mustard~ phosgene and tear-gas - had any untoward ecologi
cal consequences. The regions affected have long since returned to normal and
fully productive use.

136. The organophOsphorous, or nerve, agents have never been used in war.
But inasmuch as these agents are toxic to all forms of animal life, it is to
be expected that if, high concentrations were disseminated over large areas,
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and if certain species were virtually exterminated, the dynamic ecological
equilibrium of the region might be changed.

137. In high rainfall areas, deforestation by the use of herbicides
may lead to serious erosion, and so to considerable ag?icultural losses.
Deserts have been created in this way.

2. BACTERIOLOGICAL (BIOLOGICAL) WEAPONS

Against man

138~ New natural foci, in which infection may persist for many years,
may be established after an aerosol or other type of bacteriological (bio
logical) atta.ck. The spread of rabies in Europe following the Second
World War, as a consequence of the disorganization caused by war, shows
how an epidem~ologically complicated and medically dangerous situation can
emerge even with an infection which had long been successfully controlled.
Bringing the situation under controi demanded extraordinary and prolonged
efforts. None the less, the disease has not yet been stamped out. Natural
foci cannot be eliminated without organized and long-term international
co-operation. Large-scale use of bacteriological (biological) weapons might
reduce populations of susceptible wild species below the level at which they
could continue to exist. The elimination of a species or group of species
from an area might seriously disturb its ecological equilibrium an~ even
tually lead to the establishment of a natural focus of disease •

139. The gravity of these risks would depend on the extent to which
the community of spe~i~s in the country attacked contained animals which
were not only susceptible to the infection but were living in so close a
relationship to each other that the infer'tion could become established.
For example, a natural focus of yellow fever is very unlikely to become
established in any area lacking an adequate population of mosquitoes suitable
as vectors.

140. Endemics or enzootics of eiseases (i.e., infections spreading at
a low rate, but indefinitely, in a human or animal popul~tion) could con-
ceivably follow a large-scale attack, or might be started by a small-scale sabotage
attack, for which purpose the range of possible agents would be much wider and might
even include such chronic infections as malaria.

logi
and

irar.
o

141. Another consideration is the possible introduction of a new species
to an area to cause either long-term disease or economic problems. Certain
mosquito species have natura.lly spread to many areas of the world from their
original home in Africa and have been responsible for serious disease problems
in the areas that have been invaded. It is conveivable that in the war the
introduction of such insects on a small scale might be tried for offensive
purposes.
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142. FJot-and-moutn disease is a highly infectious but largely non
fatal disease of cattle, swine and other cloven-footed animals. It is
rarely transmitted from a diseased animal to man. The milk yield of
diseased eows decreases sharply and does not reach its normal yield even
after complete recovery. It is obvious that a large epizootic could con
stitute a very serious economic burden, for example, by bringing about
a. seri( .s reduction in the supply of milk.

143. Brucellosis is an example of chronic disease which could pos
sibly result from bacteriological (biological) weapon attacks. There are
three forms known and any of these may be transmitted to man, in whom it
causes a d~bi1itating but rarely fatal disease lasting for four to six
month£ or even longer.

144. If large 'quantities of anthrax spores were dis'iSeminated in
bacteriological (bio10g;cal) weapons, "thus contaminating the soil of
large regions, danger to domestic animals and man might persist f<:r a
very long time. There is no known way by which areas could be rendered
safe.

~inst crops

145. The rust fungus is one of the most damaging of natural patho
gens vhich .affect wheat crops. It is estimated that the annual total
world loss of wheat from rust is equivalent to about $500 million. Rust
epipbYtoti~s might have a very serious effect in densely popUlated deve10p
ingcountries~ where the food supply might be reduced to such an extent
that a human population ~ready suffering from malnutrition might b~

driven to stpvvation.

3. GENETIC AND CARCINOGENIC CHANGES

146. ~e possibility also exists that chemical end b~ct:riological

(biological) weapons might ~ause genetic changes. So!!;e chemicals are known
to do this. LSD, f'or example, is known to cause gen(;'i;:i.~ changes in human
cells. Such genetic changes might conceivably have l" 'tl~aring on the develo?",
Dent of cancer • Asignif'icantly increased incidence of cancer in the res
piratory tract (mainly lung) has been reported recently among workers
employed in the manufacture o~ mustard gas durin~ the Second World War.

Chapter V

ECONOMIC AND SECURITY J' 2LICATIONS OF THE DEVELOPMENT,

ACQUISITION .AND POSSIBLE USE OF CHEMICAL AND BACTERIO

LOGICAL (BIOLOGICAL) REAPONS MID SYSTEMS OF THEIR DELIVERY

A. General

l.h"!.. P',: . "Hlscnapters have revealed the extent to which scientific
deve3..cpments ,";;' magnj:fied the potential risks associated with the concept
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of ~he!!'':.''',:,l or bacteriological (biological) warfare. The doubt that an
att~ck c~..:ld be restricted to a given area mearl,s that casualties could
occur well outside the target zone. Were these weapons used to blanket
large a.reas and cities, they would cause massive loss of human life,
affecting non-combatants in tne same way as combatants, and, in this res~

pect, they must clearly be calssified as weapons of mass destruction.

B. Production

1. CHEMICAL WF,nPONS

)-

m

0""-. ,

148. With the rapid development of the industry since the FiTst World
War, 'there has been an enormous growth in the potential capacity to produce
chemical agents. The scale, nature and cost of any programme for producing
chemical weapons, and the time needed to implement it, would clearly be
largely dependent on the scientific, technical and industrial potential of the
country concerned. It would depend not only on the nature of the chemical
industry itself and the availability of suitably trained engineers and
chemists but on the level of dev~lopment of the chemical engineering indus
try and af the means of automating chemical processes, especially where the
production of highly toxic chemical compounds is involved. Whatever the
cost of developing a chemical or bacteriological (biological) capability,
it needs to be realized that it would be a cost additional to, and not a
SUbstitute for, that of acquiring an armoury of eonventional weapons.

149. Today a large number of industrialized ~ountries have the poten
tial to produce a variety of chemical agents. Many of the intermediates
required in their manufacture, and in some cases even the agents themselves,
are widely used in peace~ime. Such substances include, for example, phos
gene~ which some highly developed countries produce at the rate ef more
than 100,000 tons a year and which is commonly used as an inter:mediate in
the manufacture of synthetic plastics, herbicides, insecticides, paints
and pharmaceuticals. The world production of ethylene-oxide and propylene
oxide is now well in excess of 2 million tous per year. Two hundred and
fifty thousand tons of ethylene-oxide would yield about 500,000 tons of
mustard gas.

150, The produ~tion of highly toxic nerve agents, including organo-
phosphorus compounds, presents problems which, because they are relatively
difficult, could be veJ'."y costly to overcome. The approximate cost of
acquiring one plant complex to produce munitions containing up to 10,000
tons of Sarin a year would be about $150 million. The cost,. of course,
would be considerably less if existing munitions could be charged with
chemical agents.

151. A COUIltry which possessed a well-developed chemical industry
could clearly adapt it to produce chemical agents. But were it to embark

I' «~
r~; on such a step, it would be only the beginning. The establishment of
i c

!;, a comprehensive chemical warfare capability would also involve special
!-',;$~

'" research centres, experimental test grounds, bases, storage depots and!ei arsenals. The development of sophisticated and comprehensive weapon
t.c!~, systems would be a very costly part of the whole process •
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2. BACTERIOLOGICAL (BIOLOGICAL) WEAPONS

152, The miorobiologioal expertise neQeeear~ to grow agents of
b~eteriologiQal (biological) warfare exilte to a large extent in many coun
tri~B~ inasmuch as the requirements are similar to those of a vaooine
ind'U3try and, to a leeaer extent, a. fermentation indnstr~. Apart from the
~o~binl\tion ot the highly dev@loped technologies of these two industries,
the~e ~eml\ins only a need ro~ some specialized knOWledge, expertise and
equipment to permit the safe handling of large quantities of bacteriological
{biological) agents, nut the technological complexities of produoing bac
te1"iologioal (biological) agents in dry powder form are very much grea.ter
than 1'01' vet ap1"l\Y aY8tema. Moreover, it would be desirable to provide an
etteetive vaccine with which to protect production start. The technical
diffiCUlties would increase ~~ith the soale and oomplexity 01' the weepon
S1~telllsth8.t were being developed.

153. ~spite the taet that the development and acquisition of a
sophisticated armour" or ohemical and bacteriological (biological) weapDn
$y$t~ would p~ove very costly) any developing country could acquire a
limitea. ca.pabi.a..lty in this type ot wartare. Hence, the danger of the
proliferation of this class ot weapons applies as much to developing as
it does to devel~ped countries.

c. Dell.very systems

J.~" Prae'tieallyall types (,)f explosive munitions (artillery shells,
mines" guided and -unguided rockets t serial bombs 9 landmines, grenades, etc.)
ec be -ada-pted ~or the delivery of chemical &:~ents. A modern bomber, tor
example, ~lm· e&.n'Y .ab-out -fi.fteen tons of toxic '.:nemical agents, and it is
estimat~d that only2;~ tons of V-gas, ~~ amount which could be delivered
"by no more than .fifteen or sixteen aircraft, is enough to cDntaminate a
great t:ity withB.1'l area of 1., 000 square kilometres and a popUlation of
t'r01ll 7 to 10 .million.. Were sueh a population mainly in the open and
unpr-oteeted, rataleasualties might reach the level of 50 per cent.

255.. Existing armaments which (with some mOdification) could be used
to aeliver 'agents in order to generate local outbreaks of disease eould also
c-ontaminat.e large areas nth pathogens. For example, a single aircraft could
cover "With a bacteriological (biological) agent an area of up to 100,000
square kilometres 11 although the area of effective dosage might be much smaller
due to loss of the infectivity of the airborne agent.

D. Protection

J56. 'TheJlleasures which would be requred to protect a population, its
livestockand~lantsagainst chemical or bacteriological (biological) attack
are imaens~ cost~y ~nd ~~lex (chapter I). Even if protective measures
vere provided f.!,gainst known a,gents, it is conceivable that new ones might
be developed whose physical or chemical properties would dictate a need for
new individuaJ.andoommunsl protectiveeg,uipment • This could constitute an
evengreaterecono~c burden.
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157. Defensive measures, especially against chemical agents, would
also haye ,to include the extremely laborious and expensive taSk of decon
taminating large numbers of people, as well as equipment, weapons and other
materials.

158. A very important part of a defense system against chemical or
bacteriological (biological) weapons would be the means of very rapidly
detecting an attack and identifying the specific agent used. Methods for
doing this ,rapidly and accurately are still inadequate.

159. It would be extremely difficult to arrange for the medical
treatment of a civilian population Which had been attacked with chemical
or bacteriological (biological) weapons. Mobile groups of specialists in
infectious disease, of microbiologists and of well-trained epidemiologists
would have to be organized to provide for early diagnosis and treatment, and
a network of reserve hospitals and a massive supply of drugs would have to be
prepared in advance. The maintenapce of a stockpile of medical supplies is
extremely costly.

E. Cost to society

160. The extent to which the acquisition! storage, transport and testing
of chemical and bacteriological (biological) munitions would constitute an
econrmic burden would depend on the level of a country's industrial and mili
tary capability, although compared to nuclear weapons and advanced weapon
systems in general, it might not seem excessive. But the task of organizing
delivery systems and deployment on a large or sophisticated scale could well
be economically disastrous for many countries.

161. Chemical and bacte' ~~logical (biological) attacks could be'par
ticularly dangerous in towns ~.~d densely populated areas. The consequences
might also be particularly serious in regions with a warm, moist climate, in
low-lying areas and in areas with poorly developed medical facilities.

162. The technical and organi~ational complexity and the great finan
cial cost of providing adequate protection for a population against attack
by chemical and bacteriological (biological) agents have already been
emphasized. Total costs of civil defence against chemical and bacterio
logical (biological) agents would be greater than $15,000-$25,000 million
for a developed country of 100-200 million people. But even if sucn a pro
gramme were ever planned and implemented, there could be no assurance that
full protection could be achieved.

163. It is almost impossible to conceive of the complexity of the
arrangements which would be necessary to control the consequences of a
large-scale bacteriological (biological) attack. Even in peacetime, the
development of an epidemic of a highly contagious ~isease started by a
few individ~al cases necessitates enormous material expenditure and the
diversion of large numbers of medical personnel. Large-scale bacteriological
(biological) attacks could have a serious impact on the entire economy of
the target country and, depending on the type of agent used, the disease
might well spread to neighbouring countries.
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164. Whatever might be done to try to save human beings, nothing sig
nificant could be done to protect crops, livestock, fodder and foodstuffs
from a chemical and ba.cteriological (biological) weapons attack. Water
in open reservoirs could be polluted as a result of deliberate attack, or
perhaps accidentially, with chemical or bacteriological (biological) weapons.
Enormous damage could be done to the economy of a country whose agricul
tural crops were attacked with herbi~ides. For most practical purposes, it
would be impossible to prevent the destruction of cultivated plants on
which herbicides have been used, and, depending on a country's circumstances,
widespread famine might follow.

165. Over and above all these p~ssible effects of chemical and bacterio
logical (biological) warfare on farm animals and crops is the possibility
discussed in the previous chapter~ of widespread ecological changes due to
deleterious changes brought about in wild fauna and flora.

F. The relevance of chemical and bacteriological (bio
logical) weapons to military and civil security

166. Chemical weapons could be more effective than equivalent weights
of high explosive when directed against densely populated targets. Similarly,
so far as mass casualties are concerned, bacteriological (biological) weapons
could, in some circumstances, have far more aevastating effects than chemi
cal wea.pons, and effects which might extend well beyond the zone of military
operations.

167. From the military point of viev, one essential difference between
antipersonnel chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons, on the one
hand, and a conventional high-explosive weapon, on the other ('including
small arms and the whole range of projectiles), is that the area of the
effects of the latter is more predictable. Neither the effectiveness nor
the effects of chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons c~n be
predicted with assurance. In fact, they could open the door to hostili
ties which could become less controlled, and less controllable, than any
war in the past. Uncontrollable hostilities cannot be reconciled with the
concept of military security.

168. Since some chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons con
stitute a major threat to civilian populations and their food and water sup
plies, their use cannot be reconciled with general national and international
security. Their very existence contributes to international tension without
compensating mi1ita~J advantages. They generate a sense of insecurity not
only in countries whil.h might be potentially belligerent but in those which
are not. Neutral countries could be involved through the use of chemical and
bacteriological (biological) weapons, especially those whose territories
bordered on countries involved in a conflict.

169. Obviously, any extensive use of chemical weapons would be known
to the cuuntryattacked. The source of the attack would probably also be
known. On the other hand, it would be extremely difficult to detect isolated
acts of sabotage in which bacteriological (biological) weapons were used,
especially if the causative organism were already present in the attacked.
country. Because of the suspicions they would generate, acts of sabotage
could thus provoke a conflict involving the widespread use of chemical and
bacteriological ('biological) weapons.
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CONCLUSION

170. All weapons of war are destructive of human life, but chemical
and bacteriological (biological) weapons stand in a class of their own
as armaments which exercise their effects solely on living matter. The
fact that certain chemical and bacteriological (biological) agents are
potentially unconfined in their effects, both in space and time, and tha~

their large-scale use could conceivably have deleterious and irreversible
effects on the balance of nature adds to the sense of insecurity and tension
which the existence of this class of. weapons engenders.

171. The potential for developing an armoury of chemical and bacterio
logical (biological) weapons has grown considerably in recent years, not
only in terms of the number of agents but in their toxicity and in the
diversity of their effects.

172. Moreover, chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons are not
a cheap sUbstitute for other kinds of weapons. They represent an additional
drain on the national resources of those countries by which they are developed,
produced and stockpiled. The cost, of course, cannot be estimated with pre
cision. To some the cost might be tolerable, to others it would be crippling,
particularly when account is taken of the resources, which would have to be
diverted to the development of testing and delivery systems. And no system
ot defence, even for the richest countries in the world, and whatever its
cost, could be completely secure.

173. Because chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons are
unpredictable, in varying degree, Bnd because no certain defence can be
planned against them, their univerSal elimination would not detract from
any nation's security. The development of a chemical or bacteriological
(biological) armoury, and a defence, implies an economic burden without
necessarily imparting any proportionate compensatory advantage to security.
And, at the same time, it imposes a new and continuing threat to future
international security.

114. The general conclusion of the report can thus be summed up in
a few lines. Were these weapons ever to be used on a large scale in war,
no one could predict how enduring the effects would be and how they would
affect the structure of society and the environment in' which we live. This
overriding danger would apply as much to the COUl'ltry which initiated the use
of these weapons as to the one which had been attacked, regardless of what
protective measures it might have taken in parallel with its development
of an offensive capability. A particular danger also derives from the fact
that any country could develop or acquire, in one way or another, a capa
bility in this type of warfare, despite the fact that this could prove
costly. The danger of the proliferation of this class of weapons applies
as much to the developing as it does to developed countries.

175. The momentum of the arms race would clearly decrease if the pro
duction of these weapons were effectively and unconditionally banned. Their
use, which could cause an enormous loss of human life, has already been con
demned and prohibited by international agreements, in particular the Geneva
Protocol of 1925. The prospects for general and complete disarmament under
effective international control would brighten significantly if the develop
ment, production and stockpiling of chemical and bacteriological (biological)
agents intended for purposes of war were to end and if they were e1ind.nated
trom all military arsenals.
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INTRODUCTIO;N

A/8803/Rev.l

NAPALM AND OTHER INC~IARY WEAPONS AND

ALL ASPECTS OF THEIR POSSIBLE USE
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Final Act of the International Conference on Human Rights (United
Na.tions publication, Sales No.: E.68.XIV.2), p. "18.

1. In accordance with General Assembly resolution 2852 (XXVI), the
Secretary-General ~YB.s asked to prepare as soon as possible, with the help
of qUalified governmental consultant experts, a report on napalm and other
incendiary weapons and all aspects of their possible use. It was envisaged
that a report by the Secretary-Gen~ral "on the question of na.palm ••• could
facilitate subsequent action by the United Nations with a view to curtail-
ing or abolishing such uses of the weapons in question as might be established
as inhwnane ll (A/8052 1 para. 126).

\
2. The request for this report is not a single or isolated action.

The International Conference on Human Rights, held under United Nations
auspices at Teheran in 1968, adopted resolution XXIII entitled "Human
rights iD a.rmed conflicts".l/ It was noted in this resolution that "the
use of chemical and biological means of warfare, including napalm bombing
erode human rights and engender counter-brutality". In the same resolution,
napalm bombing was mentioned as an example of the widespread violence and
brutality of our times. It is also appropriatu to mention in this context
the Conference of Government Experts on the Reaffirmation and Development
of International Humanitarian Law Applicable in Armed Conflicts organized
by the lnternational Committee of the Red Cross •. Among the experts con
sulted 'by the ICRC, a number declared themselves in favour of the prohibi
tion of napalm.

1/

3. Incendiary weapons may be defined, for the purposes of the present
report, as weapons which depend for their effects on the action of incendiary
agents. These in turn may' be defined as substances which affect their tar
gets primarily through the action of flame and/or heat derived from self
supporting and/or self-propagating exothermic chemical reactions; these
~eactions, for all practical purposes, are combustion reactions.
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4. Of particular significance today are weapons based on napalm.
"Napalmli ~Tas a term originally coined to designate a special type of .
thickening agent that was capable of converting gasoline into a particu
larly destructive type of incendiary agent. Nowadays the term has acquired
a wider meaning and is used in this report to designate all types of incen
diary agents made from gasoline, or from other light petroleum distillates,
to which thickening agents have been added. Napalms are often exceptionally
simple to make, requiring raw ma'terials that are widely available in many
parts of the world.

5. The report presents a series of conclusions. The tenor of these
is as follows: incendiary weapons are cruel' weapons that cause great human
suffering. Their use is often indiscriminate as re&ards their targets.
Because of this there is a need to consider measures for the clear-cut pro
hibition of incendiary weapons.

Chapter I

INCENDIARY AGENTS AND w"EAPONS

DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE

6. Napalm and other incendiary weapons are designed to inflict damage
on au enemy, his possessions or his environment primarily throuih the action
of heat and flame. Other categories of weapons may also have an incendiary
action - as, for example, in the case of nuclear weapons - but this report
is concerned only with those where incendiary effects are the ones primarily
sought. Incendiary weapons may, however, have other damaging effects. Some
incendiary agents are poisons and some produce toxic or asphyxiating effects
when they burn.

1. 'Incendiary-weap0l;l systems have three principal components: an
incendiary agent; munitions for dispensing and igniting the incendiary agent
in the target area; and a delivery system for conveying the munitions to
the target. MID1itions containing incendiary agents have been developed for
most of the weapon delivery systems possessed by present-d~ armed services,
including aircraft, artillery, naval ordnance, armoured fighting vehicles
and the individual soldier.

INCENDIft..RY AGENTS

8. .An incendiary agent is a chemical, or a mixture of chemicals, which
can be triggered into undergoing a chemical reaction that liberates a large
a.nd sustained quantity of heat. Almost invariably the reaction is that of
combustion, namely, reaction of a fuel with oxygen. The oxygen may either
be incorporated in the incendiary agent in the form of an oxidizing agent,
or i t m~ be drawn from the air.

9. Targets vary in their vulnerability towards heat. The human body,
for example, and inflammable materials such as wood or dry vegetation, are
more vulnerable than structures composed predominantly of concrete or metal.
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For this and other reasons, a range of different incendiary agents has been
developed. These can be grouped into four broad categories, namely metal
incendiaries, pyrotechnic incendiaries, pyrophoric incendiaries and oil
based incendiaries. Napalm is an oil-based incendiary.

10. An incendiary agent may also be classified either as an "inten
sive ll type or as a :tscatter" type. The intensive-type agents are designed
for use against ~aterials and buildings of low combustibility and include
the metal and the pyrotechnic incendiaries. The scatter-type agents are
designed f~r use agains~ readily combustible targets, or as direct casualty
agents against people•. Such targets do not necessitate intense point-
sources of fire and heat•. They can be damaged if relatively small quanti
ties of burning incendiary agent are scattered I)ver their surfaces. Pyro
phoric and oil-based incendiaries are scatter-type agents. Their destructive
ness is greatest when they are sufficiently adhesive to cling to surfaces
while burning, and adhesion-imprpving additives have been developed for them.

PYROTECHNIC INCENDIARIES

11. Many metals react readily with oxygen or air, much heat being
generated in the process. When heated to a high enough temperature, some
react so violently that they incandesce and burst into flame. Because they
are dense materials, they may therefore make efficient intensive-type
incendiaries.....

METAL INCENDIARIES

12. Magnesi~ is the best known metal incendiary, and is the one that
has been the most extensively ur,ed in war. It is not a particularly cheap
material, but it is a widely used industrial commodity in many parts of
the world. Certain other metals have a higher heat of combustion, but
they are either too expensive or too difficUrtto ignite. Magnesium melts
as it burns, and the molten burning metal may spread over an appreciable
area. ~,

13. Rot magnesium'reacts with water to generate hydrogen gas, which
itself may then ignite. This may complicate the problems affire-fighting.
In order to in~rease the difficulties of fire-fighting, explosive charges
are sometimes included in the bomb casings.

14. Pyrotechnic incendiaries are ignitable mixtures comprising a fuel
and an oxidizing agent. Tlley therefore differ from the other categories of
incendiary in that they incorporate their awn source of oxygen and do not
rely on the surrounding air for combustion.

15. Thermite is the prime example of a pyrotechnic incen 'iary. It
was the most widely used incendiary agent of the First World War, and con
tinues in use to the present day. When ignited, this composition burns with
gre~t rapidity and violence, the burning temperature exceeding that of mag
nesium. Molten iron is released in the process; this may flow or be spattered
over surrounding surfaces.
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16. Despite its alarming appearance when ignited, thermite burns so
rapidly that much of the heat generated may be wasted, and it does so without
producing a flame. For these reasons, thermite is often modified by includ
ing other materials within its formulation. One such mixture is known as
thermate. Thermates are easier to ignite than thermite and usually generate
large flames. They are used today in incendiary hand grenades and in air
craft bomblets.

PYROPHORIC INCENDIARIES

17. Pyrophoric incendiRries are materials which ignite spontaneously
when exposed to air.

18~ White phosphorus is a widely used pyrophoric incendiary. When
eA~osed to air, it soon bursts into flame, generating oxides of phosphorus
Which, under the influence of atmospheric moisture, turn into a dense cloud
of white smoke. White phosphorus is generally capable of setting fire only
to the most readily'combustible materials. It is a scatter-type incendiary.
It is usually distributed over its target by an explosive burst. Particles
of the agent adhere readily to surfaces while they burn.

~9. Lumps of burning white phosphorus are difficult'to extingt,ish with
water, and even if water is effective, the lumps reignite when "they aye dry.
~hoaphorus fires are best controlled with sand or earth. One particular
hazard of fighting phosphorus fires is the ease with which lumps of burning
phosphorus stick to the boots and other clothing of fire-fighters. Solutions
of white phosphorus in carbon disulphide have been used for incendiary
projectiles, bombs and hand-grenades They have also been dispensed from air
craft spray-tanks. White phosphorus is commonly used as an igniter for oil
based incendiaries charged into projectiles or bombs. Like magnesium, white
phosphorus is not a particularly cheap material. However, there,is a sub
stantial chemical industry that is based upon it, and its annual world pro
duction, which is growing, exceeds a million tons. About 15 countries in
the world possess white phosphorus manufacturing facilities.

20. Of the many oth~r ..pyrophoric materials that are known, triethyl
aluminium, is one which has recently come into use as an incendiary agent.
This substance takes fire, sometimes with explosive violence, in contact
with air or water. When used with a thickening agent, it can be scattered
in burning gobbets that produce severe skin burns, ignite combustible materials
and ~re extremely difficult to extinguish.

NAPALM AND OTHER OIL-BASED INCENDIARIES

21. Hydrocarbons derived from petroleum oil are inflammable liquids
that possess a high heat of combustion and produce a large flame. Because
they are cheap (the current market price of crude oil is around $20 per metric
ton) and widely available, they have long been studied and used as incendiary
agents. Moreover, hydrocarbons burning in quantity frequently generate large
amounts of carbon monoxide, which is a highly poisonous gas that may signi
ficantly add to the aggressive properties of oil-based incendiaries. Petroleum
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hydrocarbons have heats of combus·t,ion considerably greater than that of magnesium or white phosphorus. Gasoline is mixed with certain additives whenused as an incendiar,y agent. These greatly increase its destructiveness.They modify its flow properties into a form more suit,ed to weapons use, andmake it sUfficiently adhesive and cohesive to stick to surfaces in burninggobbets. They may also prolong its burning time and increase its burningtellperature.

22. At the outset of the Second World War, the most common additivewas rubber. As this became a critical raw material, much work was done ondeveloping'substitutes~ In 1942, it was discovered that an aluminium soapobtained trom a mixture of coconut acid, naphthenic acid and oleic acidprovided a particula ly effective thickener. This substance came to be knownas napalm.2/ Nowadays the meaning of the word !Inapalmll has broadened to include all types of thickened hydrocarbons used as ,incendia~' agents. Inthe present report, "napalm" signifies any gelled-hydrocarbon incendiary.In many, but not all, respects, gasoline thickened with napalm soap provedsuperior as an incendiary agent to previous gasoline gels. It combinesa prolonged burning time with great adhesiveness and certain other advantageous physical properties. Important among thr-" ..' are its stability as agel, and its visco-elasticity.

23. The napalm soap of the Second World War continues in use today,but luring the intervening years research and development programmes haveproduced - and continue to produce - still more effective thickeners. Oneof the most extensively employed of the new napalms comprises gasoline mixedwith an equal quantity of benzene, the mixture being thickened with an equalquantity of polystyrene. It has a greater adhesiveness than .earlier napalms,greater storage stability, and lends itself better to large-scale production.
INCENDIARY WEAPONS

24. A wide range of different incendiary weapons has been developed.A distinction is adopted in the following description between incendiaryweapons intended for use against populat,ion centres, on the one hand, and thosefor use against battlefield targets, on the other.
INCENDIARY WEAPONS FOR USE AGAINST POPULATION CENTRES

25. Incendiar,y air attacks against population centres have been conducted in past wars ~ dispensing great quantities of bombs over the targeta~ea with the aim of initiating a large number of primary fires that subsequently spread of their own accord, developing i~to a conflagration. Againstbuildings that are made predominantly of brick, stone, conc~ete or metal,bombs containing intensive-type incendiaT,y agents have chiefly been used.The bombs are made heavy and strong enough to penetrate through roofs. Upon

The word "napalmll is a contraction of "naphthenate" and IIpalmitate". ItW4S ~t first supp~sed that it was the palmitic acid contained in thecoconut acid which was responsible for the efficacy of napalm, rather.than the lauric acid, as later transpired.
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detonation~ they spatter their 'contents over the in~lammable interiors of the
buifdirtgs.· Small magnesium or thermate weapons have generally been dropped
in cluster'~ ~ontaining a hundred or more. The cluster units open above t~e

target to distribut~ their bomblets over the target area. Many small fire~

may then be created in close proximity to one another, and this has proved
particularly favourable +~ ~he develodment o~ a con~lagration.

26. Incendiary bomb-loads dropped on urban areas have generally con
tained a proportion of high explosive weapons. These are intended to shatter
windows or break down walls, thereby increasing the inflammability of the
target area. They are a1~o intended to rupture wa-:'·'~rm.ains and destroy other
public utilities, thereby impeding ~ir,e-fighting activities.

AIR WEAPONS FOR USE AGAINST BATTLEFIELD. TARGETS

27. Tactical aircraft supporting ground operations have ~equent1y

used incendiary weapons. Against ~ixed installations, they may employ the
same weapons as those described above. Another weapon, the "~ire-bomb", has
been extensively used by g~ound-support aircraft against installations and
vehicles. It is also a potent casualty weapon when used against populated
area targets. A current version holds about 400 litres of napalm. When it
strikes the ground, the agent is spattered over an elliptical area about
120 metres long and 25 metres wide. Another aircraft incendiary 'tfeapon is
the white phosphorus rocket. Rocket launchers are common armaments for
ground-support aircraft.

GROUND WEAPONS FOR USE AGAINST BATTLEFIELD TARGETS

28. Although napalm was developed during the Second World War pri
marily for use in air raids on cities, its properties made it particularly
suited for use in flamethrowers. Indeed, but for the development o~ napalm,
the flamethrower would probably not have acquired its present status. Ther~

are two principal types: the portable, Which a soldier can carry on his
back, and the mechanized f1amethrower, used either as an auxiliar,y or as a
main armament on armoured fighting vehicles. Incendiary rockets fired ~om

portable rocket launchers are beginning to replace portable ~lamethrowers

in some o~ their tactical roles. Larger rockets of this type are being
developed ~or use from armoured fighting vehicles.

29. Other ground weapons dispensing incendiary agents in~lude 1and
mines charged with napalm or white phosphorus; artillery projectiles, mortar
bombs or small rockets (i.e., up to 125 millimetre calibre) charged with white
phosphorus; and hand- or rifle-grenades charged with white phosphorus or
thermate. .

OTHER INCENDIARY WEAPONS

30. Incendiary weapons have also been developed to meet certain
specialized requirements that do not fall within the preceding cater .n.J.e::.
Noteworthy among them are the devices that have been designed for f.:dl1g
vegetation and crop cultivations, although efforts to develop them t've
not been notably successful.
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Chapter II

ACTION OF INCENDIARY YEAPONS AND

THEIR NON-MEDICAL EFFECTS

31. Incendiary wea.pons may damage or destroy most tJ"Pes of' material.
They may initiate fi~es that sUbsequently take hold and spread through their
sl:Troundings. Four matters of particular significance emerge from the pre
sent chapter:

•
(a) Incendie.ry weapons may severely damage structures, machinery and

other items of equipment even where such targets are made predomirlantly from
non-combustible materials. To take a battlefield example, n~palm is capable
of immobilizing armoured vehicles and putting other heavy weapons out of
action.

Cb) If a fi,~e takes hold and spreads, it may soon become uncontro~ 1..able,
bringing indiscri~inate d~3t~uction to almost everithing in its path.

Cc) In built-up areas~ the spread of fire depends largely' on the
dens~ty and nature of buildings in the area. Densely built-up zones where
wood is the predominant building material are particularly vulnerable to
spreading fires.

(Cl.) In rural areas, the probability of fire spre!i.d is largely deter
mined by the climate, the topography and, the prevailing wea.ther conditions.
The additional long-term ecological consequences, vhich could be severe,
ari.\: '.argely'uni' '."edicta.l,le. .

HOW IlVCENrIARIES STARI.l' FIRES

32. Intensive-type incendiaries, because of thei~ high burning tem
perature and compactness, are powerful emitters of radiation~ which is one
of the main reasons why they may be effective against poorly combustible
t,'trgets. Heat transfer by convection, in t.he form of hot a.ir ~urrents or
flames, is also important. . Scatter-type illcendiat'ies operate more by con
~',~ction than radiation s and are therefore most destructive. when the burning
agent sticka to vertical surfaces~ An explosive charge in the weapon dis
tributes gobbets of burning agent (e.g., white phosphoruL or napalm) which
way then stick to walls, floors, \:eilingss; furniture, and so forth, creating
numerous toei ot tire.

SPREAD AND DURATION OF FIRES

General Features

33. 'Whether a fi.re tak,es hold and spreads t,r.rough an area is a c!)m
plex mat ,er +-bat depend~ en tb.e interaction Cl':';' ~~~:~iY faetors. Among them
ere the characteristics and distribution ot th~ diff'2'rent types ot mate'rial
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in the area? the prevailing 'weather conditions~ and the local topography.
In many situations~ the wind velocity and the dryness or dampn~ss of the
target materials are particularly important. The behaviour of the fire·
also depends on the number and distribution of the foci from which it
springs: to take an illustration from the Second World War, the scatter
ing of large numbers of small incendiary bombs over a town was often more
likely to burn it down than the same tonnage of larger bombs.

34. An incendiary att~ck on a city is usually designed to create
what is called a mass-fire. This occurs when the fires spreading from
several foci merge into a single conflagration. This may then build up
to an enormous and uncontrollable pitch of violence, only subsiding when
virtually nothing combustible remains. Mass-fires may be of two kinds.
In one, t.he fire-front is moving, often with great rapidity, in the direc
tion of prevai1ing winds. In the other, the tire is stationary, with very
fast currents of air being sucked into it from all directions by the
intense updraught created by the conflagration. Virtually everything com
bustible in the area is consumed., Mass-fires of the second kind are known
az fire-storms, and are even more destructive than the first kind. They
are not known in 't-d.ldland, only in urban areas, and even there they occur
only under rare circumstances.

Wildland fires

35. The spread of fire througZ: wildland is largely determined by 'the
velocity of the wind and by the size, disposition and moisture-content of
dead and living vegetation in the area. Wildland fires can become very
large. The cooling period of a fire can be very long. Forest fires have
even been known to smoulder on all winter under a blanket of snow, becoming
active again the following summer when the fuels dry out.

Urban fires

36. Concerning the start of urban fires, it is fairly well established
that the moisture content of the fine fuels in the interior of buildings is
a determining factor, and that fuel dryness depends upon the humidity of the
air in the building. Generally speaking, the initiation of urban fires is
less weather-dependent th~n the initiation of wildland fires.

37. There are several factors that determine how fires spread inside
rooms, from room to room and from building to building. The initial phase of
the fire is critical' for its further developme~t and determines whether exten
sive damage will result. It is therefore at this phase - during the initial
spread of fire away from the burning incendiarie~ - that counter-me4sures
are best directed. A few minutes only may elapse before the combined heat
production of the incendiary and of the mateTials it has ignited leads to a
"flaSh-over" characterized by the sudden ignition of all combustible materials
in the room.

38. Once one room in a building is burning in this manner, the fire
soon spreads from room to room. The time taken for this to happen depends
on the design and construction of the building. A wooden frame house may
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be enveloped by flames in less than half an hour; a brick building may stillbe saved from complete destruction even after one hour. Fire tends to spreadupwards arid horizontally through- a building. Downward spread, which isslower than upward spread, generally requires that a floor be burned through,burning fragments then dropping to the floor below. It follows that incen
dia~~ bombs tend to be more destructive if they succeed in penetrating throughseveral floors of a building before igniting.

39. The spread of fire from one building to another usually followsthe ignition of exterior surfaces, particularly roofs. This occurs mosteasily between adjoining buildings, but even where there is a gap of seve?altens of metres, a neighbouring house can be set on fire by thermal radiation.Once flames trom barning houses begin to project into the open air, the subsequent-spread of tire is largely wind-contrrlled. It is generally acceptedtha.t surface wind-speed is the most important weather factor influencing thespread of small urban fire~. During the fire-raids on cities during theSecond World War, wet weather and precipitation seem to have had littleeffect on over-all fire-raid damage.

40. Urban mass-tires may occasionally take the form of fire-storms.I.., a fire-storm, the induced inrush wind-velocity exceeds th.~t of the prevailinB wind, thus preventing any significant spread outside the peripheryof the fire, and causing it to burn more intensely. The temperature in afire-storm area may be around 15000 C, and the fire-storm may continue forthree to four hours. Fire-storms are considerably more destructive thanotheI urban fires and cause a much greater loss of human life. They rarely,it ever, occur naturally, and even during massive incendiary air raids theyhave proved uncommon. In Germany, scores of cities were subjected to fireraids during the Second World War, but fire-storms occurred in no more thanfive of them.

41. Fire-fighting in a city subjected to incendiary attack is a verydifficult undertaking and in some cases its results may be marginal at best.It is essenti~l that the fire-fighting process be started as early as possible. The extinguiShing of burning magnesium bombs using sand or earth,for example, is not difficult, but as soon as the fire begins to take holdin the city the fire-fighting problems will rapidly ~come insurmountable.Once a mass-fire has started, fire-fighting efforts may be suc~essfu1 butonly at the fringes of the fire zone. Within the fire zones, the safetyof the inhabitants can~ of course, be best assured by evacuation. If thisis not possible, shelters may have to be relied upon, but to be effectivethese need to be elaborate and, in most cases, specially CC;-l1structed.Shelters like this usually do not exist in citie~.

GENERAL EFFECTS OF FIRE

42. The mass-fire environment is a complex and changing one. Aboveall, it is intensely ho~~- All the damage that it causes in buildings andmaterial, and much of the dama6e it does to life, will be due to heat.Temperatures in excess of 1100 C can be expected within, immediately above,and downwind of strongly burning structures. Hot fires generate powerfulair currents which may appear as strong ground-winds of varying velocity.In a fire-storm, the currents may be strong enough to sweep people offtheir feet and suck them into the blaze.
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~3. A large, strongly burning fire consumes oxygen in vast quanti
ties. Particularly inside buildings, or in places where ventilation i~

at all restricted, this may deplete the local air to the point where
human or animal life may be endangered. As oxygen levels fall during
the fire, increasing concentrations of carbon monoxide build up. A
toxic hazard is therefore created, and this may become acute over wide
areas, particularly in confined spaces. A substantial proportion of the
air-raid victims of the Second World War died from carbon monoxide; on
some occasions this led observers to suppose that chemical warfare
agents had been employed. Other toxic gases, vapours or smokes may
appear depending upon what is burning

e- SPECIFIC EFFECTS eF FIRE ON MA~IEL

44. The heat generated by incendiary agents, or during conflagra
tions, is capable of bringing about profound physical and chemical changes
in most materials. The resultant damage is not confined to materials
that are combustibl~. Metal construction materials such as steel, cast
iron and aluminium alloys do not genera~ly take fire, mainly ·.:,,~cause there
is usually insufficient oxygen present. Chemical changes may occur, such
as oxidation, but they are confined to outer surfaces. The main effect
of heat on metals is to cause softening ~nd loss of mechanical strength.

45. Few, if any, buildings are immun;~ .0 damage by fire. Whatever
they are made from they i.nvariably contain combustible furniture and fit
tings. If these catch fire, and the fire then spreads, even the most
fire-resistant materials may not escape damage from the resultant heat.

46. Vehicles are particularly vulnerable to fire. Their uphol
stery, for example, is often highly combustible, and fire may soon spread
to thE' petrol tank. Even military vehicles, which are generally better
protected than civilian vehicles, may be destroyed or immobilized by fire.
Armour-piercing weapons may inject incendiary materials into the vulnerable
interi.or of armoured vehicles.

-_..----

SPECIFIC EFFECTS OF FIRE ON THE NATURAL ENVIROl~NT

48. Fires may propagate themselves rapidly across wide tracts of
countryside under certain climatic conditions and in certain types of vege
tation. Wllolesale destruction of crop cultivations and of other means of
subsistence may result from this. Large-scale fires Dt~y also have longer
term ecological consequences. The soil may' no longer be able to acquire or
retain its nutrients, and its quality may deteriorate, while in some areas
there may be a serious risk of erosion of the topsoil, either by wind or by

47. Machinery and other equipment may likewise suffer severe damage
from fire. Electrical equipment is especially likely to break down. The
consequences of damage of these types may range from the destruction of
individual weapons or factol~ tools up to the breakdown of public utilities
or the dislocation of great communication networks.
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water. Previously fertile areas may thus be rendered barren. The elimina.tion of a plant species trom an area through the action ot fire may be succeeded by invasion of the area by a different species. Similar effects maybe observed in the fauna of areas affected by fire. One common characteristic of burnt-out forest areas is their rapid colonization by differentinsect species. These may constrain further regeneration of plant lifeand may, under some circumstances, lead to the establishment of new fociof human or. animal disease •.
49. The extensive use of incendiary weapons in rural areas, whether·or not it is intentionally directed against cUltivations or similar targets,may well produce wide-ranging destruction. In the short term, harvests maybe lost on which the livelihood of large numbers of non-combatants depends.In the long term, depending upon the largely unpredictable outcome of theresultant ecological changes, irreversible damage may occur which has littleor no bearing on the objectives for which the weapons were used in the firstplace.

Cha.pter III

MEDICAL EFFECTS OF INCENDIARY WEAPONS ON

ON INDIVJ;DUALS AND POPULATION

50. The main features of this chapter may be summarized as follows:
(a) Burn' injuries differ from the wounds commonly caused by conventionalweapons in the exceptional uifficulty of their medical treatment.

(b) Although published inform.ation is scanty, napalm weapons appearsto produce an exceptionally high proportion of deaths among their casualtiescompared with other weapons. Whether mortal or not, napalm injuries, likeother burns, may be intensely painful.

(c) Recovery from burn injuries is slow, and during most of the periodthe patient remains in grea.t pain. Napalm and white phosphorus burns arelikely to leave him deeply scarred and disfigured f the rest of his life.

DIRECT EFFECT OF INCENDIARIES ON INDIVIDUALS

Type of burn injury

51. Skin is easily damaged by heat, the degree of damage dependingupon the amount of heat. In medical practice, different categories of burnare distinguished according to their depth, their extent and their cause.The classification of a burn injury into a particular category - "firstdegree!', !/second degree'l, and "third degree" - indicates the depth of theburn and this together with its extent determines the type of medical treatment which is required. Third degree burns d~str():1i 't,he full thickness ofthe skin, including the hair follicles and sweat glands, Blisters rarelyform. The sensory nerve endings are destroyed, so ·tha;t, there is no sense oftouch. There is often attendant coagulation of fr..,,"t ~ ~'Jscle and other deeptissue, which may, later result in severe scar contractures and deformities.'In peace-time practice, surgeons find it sufficient to use the above classification of burns. The use of napalm in war, however, has led to an increase

I :::
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in the number of deep burns and experience in treating them. In the pro
cess of triage of such burns, doctors have established the special cate
gory of fourth-degree and even fifth-degree turns. These relat: to burns
that completely char the skin and extend into the deep tissue of the body,
damaging the musculature and reaching to the bones and internal or~ans.

52. The threat to life of second- and third-degree burns for the
injured depends on the extent, depth and localization of the burns and on
a number of other factors, the principal one being the quality of, and
accessibility to, medical aid. People with 40 per cent burns have a chance
of su~vival if they are given all possible medical aid in specialized burn
hospitals, but if more than 60 per cent of the surface is burned they usually
die.

53. Third-degree burns, and deep second-degree burns that cover more
than 10 to 15 per cent of the body surface, have a profound effect on the
entire body. not merely on th~ afflicted areas of the skin. The victim is
likely to go into a state of shock characterized by a grave and sometimes
mortal derr ;gement of the circulation. Toxic effects are likely to develop
as poisons generated in the burnt area are carried around in the blood
circulation. Moreover, there is always a severe risk of infection of the
burned tissue. Because of his injuries, the victim may be unable to eat,
and even if he can, he will probably not wish to, through lack of appetite.
People exposed to flames and heat may also suffer respiratory burns.

Effects of napalm and related incendiaries

54. Napalm may burn, asphyxiate or poison its victims. Its adhesive
ness, high burning temperature and prolonged burning time lead to deep burns.
The asphyxiating and toxic effects, when they occur, stem from the combustion
of oxygen in the local air, from the heat of the combustion products, and
from the large amounts of carbon monoxide that are generated in the process.

55. It must be stated that, despite the large quantities of napalm
that have been employed in war, the medical literature so far contains
rather little information on the direct effects of napalm and its combustion
products on the human body. One team of surgeons serving in a civilian
hospital in an active conflict area in South Viet-Nam in 1966 and 1967
concluded, because of the infrequency with which they saw napalm burns, that
its victims were more likely to be killed than to require medical aid. Another
fieid observation suggests that about a third of the casualties are likely
to die within half an hour. If this is so, napalm must be one of the most
lethal weapons in existence today.

56. The principal characteristic of napa.lm burns is their combination
of depth and multiplicity. In the manner in which the agent is commonly
employed, it is scattered over its target in large gobbets. This means that
people occupying the target area, if they are hit at all by the agent, are
likely to be hj~ by a substantial mass of it. Moreover, what also tends to
happen is that ,rh~~ they try to remove the napalm from their skin, or strip
off their burn~:,g l: l.othes, they spread it over 0 ther parts of their bodies,
particularly theJ-.: ua.i..,~s.
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62. If he stays alive through the first day 9 a badly burned napalmvictim will remain in a critical state for the next 30 to 40 days. Duringthis period, the other complications referred to above will often resultin death despite intensive medical care. Less tpan 20 per cent of suchcasualties are likely to last tarough to the period of convalescence. Theywill then have to come to terms with their deformities and disabilities andthe grave emotional consequences 'lat these will inevitably have for them.

Effects of white phosphorus

57. Napalm burns &re particularly likely to induce a state of ·shock.In severe cases of shock, the supply of oxygen reaching such organs as thebrain, heart, liver and kidneys may drop below life-sustaining levels.There are different types of shock. "Neurogenic" shock may succeed pain,fright or other sudden em.:;)~iona:t.distress. "!i.vpovolemic" shock is causedby a lowered blood volume cil:.e, for example, to loss of blood or plasma froma wound or burn. Napalm victims exhibit both these types of shock, thisprobably being the major ca\tse of death among those who die quickly.

59. In addition to shock and carbon monoxide poisoning, respiratoryburns are the third major contributory cause of deaths from napalm. Napalmvictims ar~ likely to inhale 19~ge quantities of hot air and combustion products and may then be asphy~iated.

tha.t
60. A further factoli/contributes to the high morality rate amongnapalm casualties is the dif'ficulty and complexity of the medical treatmentwhich burn injuries reql;1,i.re. In countri,es where medical resources arelimited, napalm casualties may have little chance of receiving medicalattm&'tion in time.

66.

64. Thermite and thermate incendiaries, when they burn, scatter dropletsof inolten irort. Peo:r;l.e in theit' immediate vicinity are therefore likely to

Effects of other incendiaries

58. In addition to nhock, carbon monoxide poisoning may be a secondcontributory factor in the high and rapid mortalJ.ty among napalm victims.Even small quantities of inhaled carbon monoxide can deprive the body ofthe oxygen it needs for survival, thereby provoking death in a matter ofminutes. Sublethal exposures to the gas can result in permanent injury tothe central nervous system alid the heart.

61 The burns of napalm casualties who do not die rapi<lly are likelyto become heavily infected. The damaged tissue provides a culture mediumthat is particularly favourable to the growth of bacteria. The casualties&re also likely to develop severe anaemias through destruction of red bloodcells in the burn sites.

63. White phosphorus, like napalm, commonly produces deep burns thatmay sometimes be very extensive. The agent is usually scattered 9.8 a massof sticky particles, ana each of these may adhere to e person's skin, continuing to burn until isolated from B..ir or fully burnt (,ut 0 Phosphorusburns of the.hand, wrists· or feet, for example, may (like other deep burns)resUlt in partial or total disablement of these extremiti~s after healing.
63a. Fnosphorus lodged in the tissue may produce systemic poisoningafter entering the circulation. It is a powerful pr9toplasmic poison. andas such it may damage all vital cells that it rea~hes. This can have man!consequences, several or them potentially lethal, notably the damage to theliver, heart, kidneys and the organs that generate blood cells. Whetherthese toxic effects are manifested, however, depends on the extent to~hich white phosphorus is absorbed into the circulation from surface wounds.
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experience a multiplicity of small deep burns, with particles of iron lodged
in the skin. Similar affects are produced by magnesium incendiaries.

EFFECTS OF CONFLAGRATIONS ON POPULATIONS

66. ?eople may die or suffer injury during incendiary attacks both
from the ~irect effects of incendiary agents that have just been described,
and from the indirect effects that ree-ult from the fires which the incen
diaries initiate. Additional hazards to human life develop in the course of
such fires, but in the main their effects do not differ in kind from the
direct effects of incendiary agents.

Physical effects

67. From the point of view of the effects on the hlunan body, an
extremely high environmental temperature is the principal characteristic of
mass-fire. This will lead to a large number of deaths from asphyxiation,
caused by thermal damage to the respiratory tract. It will also lead to
burns that range in intensity from those of the first degree among people on
the periphery of the blaze, up to t~e grisly phenomenon of the charr~d

and shrivelled corpses that were found in large numbers after some of the
Second World War fire raids.

68. Air raid shelters commonly failed to provide the inhabitants of
cities with protection against massive fires caused ay incendiary attacks
during the Second World War. Insufficient thermal insulation often meant
that the shelters became lethally hot. People who did not enter air raid
shelters often had a better chance of remaining alive than people who did,
for the flames raging in the surrounding areas tended to suck the air out of
the shelter, replacing it with a lethal mixture of carbon monoxide, smoke
and other combustion products. Some of the large-scale incendiary bomb
attacks on cities conducted during the Second World War proved as destruc
tive as the atomic bombs dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. On average,
there were 20,OOO~30,OOO casualties in each German city subjected to
major air raids. Sixty per cent of these casualties remained alive Rnd in
need of medical aid. The consequences of an incendiary attack on a popu
lation centre may ther~fore be catastrophic.

Psychological effects

69. Most human beings seem to have an inbred fear of fire, and the
psychological effects of incendiary weapons are commonly listed among their
military a~tractions. The use of agents such as napalm or white phosphorus,
which cling to surfaces and to fleeing people while-burning, cannot fail to
increase the over-all psychological impact. Coupled with a general break
down of communications and public utilities and services, the result could
well be mass panic, with all its consequenceB for survival procedures that
might otherwise be effective.
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MEDICAL COUNTERMEASURES AGAINST INCENDIARY ATTACK

10. The proportion of burn casualties among the victims of war hasbeen rising steeply. During the nineteenth century, burns probably accountedle;,r no more than one per cent of battlefield injuries. The figure was notmuch higher during the First World War. During the Second World War, theproportion increased, due mostly to the petrol burns that were ':tn inevitableconsequence of mechanized warfare. The Second World War also brought withit a sharp increase in the proportion of non-combatant casualties among thevictims of war, a trend which has not been reversed in subsequent conflicts.In part this is because of an increasing r.eliance upon area weapons, which,by their indiscriminateness, are especially'likely to harm non-combatantsliving around their targets. Incendiaries have proved to be one of the mostdestructive an':! widely used weapons in the attack on urban targets. They havealso become increasingly relied upon in recent conflicts as battl~field areaweapons, particularly fire;..bombs containing napalm.

71. There are six distinct phases in the medical treatment of a burncasualty. The following description relates primarily to napalm victims,but much the same applies for casualties of mass conflagrations or ofother incendiary weapons. In the case of white phosphorus burns, the process is more complicated; special efforts have to be made to remove phosphorus particles that are still burning from the flesh.

72. The first phase is the transport of the victim to a medical aidpost. A man in a state of shock, as he might be even from mild napalm, burns,may 'be helpless and too weak or fearful to move.

73. The pain, which is in part responsible for the initial (neurogenic)state of shock, must be relieved by analgesic agents, such as morphine. Thesecondary, (hypovolemic) ShOCK must then be controlled, together with theconsequences of the toxic products of burnt tissue that enter the bloodcirculation. Fore weu or more, t:,';)refore, cqntinuous transfusions of bloodplasma, whole blood, and other fluids, will have to be made into thepatient's veins. Respiratory sup-port will also be needed.

74. While this is continuing, stringent measures need to be taken toprevent the burns from becoming infected. Amputations may have to be performed if extensive charring has occurred and infection cannot be checked.

75. Meanwhile the patient will require careful metabolic support.The loss of protein at burn sites must be compensated with special nutritional ~unnlements•
.....# •

76. The fifth phase in the treatment is that of late reconstructionand rehabilitation. 'This involves the use of surgery to release flexioncontractures in the skin, and to restore function to extremitie~ and other
organs~ Tnis phase is a prolonged and painful one.

77. Finally the patient must be given emotional support to sustainhim through the long period of pain and isolation, and above all, to assisthis psychological adjustment to extensive scarring and other deformities.

O:"j
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78. It may be estimated that the requirements for treating a thousand
wartime casualties having 30 per cent burns would include 8,000 litres of
plasma, 6,000 litres of blood, 16,000 litres of Ringer's lactate solution
(a balanced salt solution), 250 trained surgeons and physicians, and·
around 1,500 skilled attendants. Each patient would require a hospital
bed for anything uy to four or five months. The degree to which these
requirements can be fulfilled determines the proportion of the casualties
that could be expected to survive.

Chapter IV

INCENDIARY WARFARE AND I~ CONSEQUENCES

INCENDIARY WARFARE BEFORE THE SECOND WORLD WAR

79. The development of incendiary weapons, like that of most other
modern armaments, has been progressing for many centuries. Fire is an ancient
accompaniment of warfare, and has regularly been used to lay waste enemy
habitations, possessions and ~ultivations. There is a difference, however,
between fire as an instrument of depradation or of scorched-earth tactics,
and fire as a weapon. The documented history of incendiary warfare stretches
back for some three millennia. Assyrian bas-reliefs have been found, for
example, which show the defenders of a city besieged in the ninth century
B.e. reJ?elling siege engines by throwing burning liquid over them. The
rise of artillery that followed the intrOduction of gunpowder brought with
it certain new types of incendiary projectiles, thus continuing a line of
development that stretches back to the fire arrow. These new incen-
diary devices were soon eclipsed by explosive artillery shells, however,
and it was not until the latter part of the eighteenth century that their
use again became at all widespread.

80. As in so many other areas of military technology, rapid develop
ments in incendiary weapons were made during the First World War. The most
portentous of the techniques was the use of airships and aeroplanes to drop
incendiary bombs on targets deep in the enemy rear or in the enemy homeland.
Operations were relatively small in view of the limited capacity of
contemporary aircraft. Early in the War, the .German Army introduced the
f'lamethrower, vhich it had been developin.g during the pre-war years. Incen
diary projectiles fired from artillery or trench-mortars were employed widely.
They were used in :,t,tempts to set fire to opposing trench systems or support
:fecilities. They 7" ·"re also used as anti-personnel weapons: time fuses were
fitted so that they detonated in the air, raining down a shower of burning
phosphorus pa,rticles or molten iron.

81. In the course of the Italo-Ethiopian War and the Spanish Civil
War, portable and tank-mounted flamethrowers were used. So were incendiary
bombs in attacks on population centres. Similar techniques were employed
in the Sino-Japanese conflict. These events stimulated wide military
interest, and incendiary warfare development programmes were initiated or
accelerated by all the major military Powers.

_r-__
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INCENDIARY WARFARE AGAINST POPULATION CENTRES
AND RELATED TARGETS

82 This section describes the use of incendiary weapons during and
since tne Second World War against civilians, against their natural environ
ment and against their means of production and subsistence.

Incendiary air raids on cities

83. During the first year of the Second World War, the use of incen
diary weapons was largely confined to the.batt1efield. However, in September
1940, an air attack on London that included the use of incendiary bombs began
a process o~ escalation that was to establish the incendiary.air attack as
the most devastating instrument of mass-destruction yet employed in warfare.
Around 100,000 tons of bombs were dropped on 60 Japanese towns ani cities,
practically all of them incendiaries. The air raids killed 260,000 people
and injured another 412,000. Nearly two and a quarter million homes were
destroye,d and 9.2 million people left homeless. In Germany, 1.35 million
tons of bombs were dropped on population centres, 49 towns and ~ities being
sing:ied out for large-scale attack. Although less than a quarter of the
bombs were incendiaries, more than three quarters of the resultant civilian
casualties were due to fire. There are e:,;timated to have been 1.4 million
civilian air-raid casualties in Germany., of whom 600,000 died. Civilian
air,,:,"raidcasua.1ti~s in the United Kingdom amounted to 147,000, including
61,000 dead.

84. The air raids that caused the greatest devas'tation in Germany during
the. Second World War were those directed against Hamburg in the summer of 1943
and against Dresde& in Februal" 1945. Both of them involved huge tonnages of
incendiary weapons, ~~d both succeeded in creating, fire-storms. The number
of dead wesenormous, but in neither case are reliable statistics available.
Around 135,000 people are believed to have been ~il1ed during the attack on
Dresdep.. The intensity and co-ordination of the attack on Hamburg were suf
ficient to buiid up a huge conflagration that in turn developed into ~' cyc10ne~

like fire-storm. The asphalt of the Sl:reets burned. About half of the
town-dwellings were totally destroyed.. Probably 43,000 or more people were
killed, and it took more than two months to dig their corpses ou~ of the
debris.

85. The attack on Tokyo on the night of 9-10 March 1945 was conducted
entirely with incendiaries. In terms of the number of dead, it exceeded in
destructiveness either of the subsequent nuclear attacks on Hiroshima and
Nagasaki. It is estimated that 83,800 people died and 41,000 more were
injured. 'More than a million were left homeless.

86. Since the Second World War, incendiary air a:ttacks against popu
lationcentres have continued to be practised. One major example occurred
during the Korean war, when a large part of the city of Pyongyang was
destToyed by incendiaries in January 1951.
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108. The rapid increase in the military use of incendiary we~pons,

especially napalm, during the past 30 years is but one aspect of the more
general phenomenon of the increasing mobilization of science and technol
ogy for war purposes. The long upheld principle of the immunity of the non
combatant appears to be receding from the military consciousness. It'is
therefore essential that the principle of restraint in the conduct of mili
tary operations, and in the selection and use of weapons, be reasserted
with vigour. Incendiary weapons, in particular napalm, are a fitting sub
ject for renewed efforts of this type.

109. The law of B..."'"med con:flict is the formal expression of the prin
ciple of restraint. There exist wel1-established Juridical norms that have
a bearing on incendiary warfare in view of :the properties of incendiary
weapons. These provisions require close study with a view to further
improvement.

110. Most of the norms referred to in the previous paragra,ph are embodied
in The Hagne Regulations of 1907 t partic\..:" :u-ly articles 22 2/ and 23(e).!!!
which, according to many experts, have become part of customary international
law. ~~e principle of a distipction between military targets and civilian
population also occurs in the body of international customary law. Attention
may be drawn, for example, to the 1923 dra:rt rules relating to aerial warfare.2,1
The principle of the immunity of the non-combatant has been reaffirmed since
then, notably by the United Nations General As&~mb1y (resolutions 2444 (XXIII)
and 2675 (XXV) and by an International Conference of the Red Cross (XX Inter
national Conference, Vienna, 1965, resolution XXVIII). The principle is also
to be embodied in the draft Additional Protocol(s) to the Geneva Conventions
of 1949 being prepared by the International Committee of the Red Cross. Also
requiring consideration in view of the toxic and asphyxiating effects of many
incendiaries is the 1925 Geneva Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use in War
of Asphyxiating, PoisonoUS or Other Gases, and of Bacteriological Methods of
Warfare.

111. It is not the purpose of this report to assess the use of incendiary
weapons in the light of legal and humanitarian principles. Nevertheless, in
view of the facts presented in the report, the group of consultant experts
wishes to bring to the attention of the General Assembly the necessity of work
ing out measures for the prohibition of the use, production, development and
stockpiling of napalm and other incendiary weapons •

.2/ Article 22 states: "The right of be1ligerents to adopt means of injuring
the enemy is not unlimited".

~' Article 23 (e) states that it is forbidden "to employ arms, projectiles>,
or material ca1cuh.ted to cause unnecessary suffering".

i/ Article 22 states: "Air bombardment for the purpose of terrorizing the
civil population, of destroying or damaging private property not of
military cha.racter or of injuring non-combatants is prohibited".
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REDUCTION OF THE MILITARY BUDGE~S OF STATES PERMANENT MEMBERS OF nm
SECURITY CCDNCITJ BY 10 PER CENT AND UTILIZATION OF PART OF THE FUNDS

THUS SAVED TO PROVIDE ASSISTANCE TO DEVELOpnm COUNTRIES

A/9770/Rev.l

I. INTRODUCTION

1. The origin of this particular study is to be found in an initiative
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics specifically linking disarmament
and development. On 25 September 1973, the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics proposed to the General Assembly, at its twenty-eighth session,
that it should include in its agenda, as an important and urgent question,
an item entitled "Reduction of the military budgets of States permanent mem
bers of the Security Council by 10 per cent and utilization of part of the
funds thus saved to provide assistance to developing countries 11 and it in
cluded in the proposal a draft resolution•.!! In the course of the debate
certain differences of opinion emerged concerning the Soviet proposal. In
order to preserve the impetus provided by this proposal, the representative
of Mexico proposed a second resolution of a procedural nature. The General
Assembly, at its 2194th plenary meeting, on 7 December 1973, adopted simul
taneously r~solutions 3093 A and B (XXVIII) initiated by the USSR and Mexico
respectively and bearing the same title as the item.

2. By resolution 3093 A (XXVIII), thp. General Assembly recommended that
all States permanent members of the Security Council should reduce their mili
tary budgets by 10 per cent from the 1973 level during the next financial.
year; appealed to those States to allot 10 per cent of the funds so releaSed
for the provision of assistance to developinng countries; expressed the desire
that other States, par'cicularly those "'7ith a major economic and m.J.itary
potential, should act similarly; ~nd established the Special Committee on the
Distribution of the It'unds Released as 13. Result of the Reduccion of Military
Budgets to distribute the funds released, for the provision of assistance to
developing countries.

3. By resolution 3093 B (XXVIII), the General Assembly, "conscious that
the United Nations has been unable to study this important question with the
required depth and care" requested the Secretary-General to prepare, With the
assistance of qualified consultant experts appointed by him, a report on the
reduction of the military budgets of the permanent members of the Security
COUlICil, which should cover also other States with a major economic and mili
tary potential, and on the utilization of a part of the funds thus saved to
provide international assistance to developing countries; called upon all
Governments to extend their full co-operation to the Secretary-General to
ensure that the study was carried out in the most effective way; and invited
the Secretary-General to transmit the report to the General Assembly for its
consideration at the twenty-ninth session.

4. Pursuant to this resolution, the Secretary-General appointed the Group
of Experts. We have considered the mandate for our work as that set forth in
resolution 3093 B (XXVIII); at the same time we have taken into special con-

'i
t
I
t

Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-eighth Session. Annexes,
agenda item 102, document A/9l91.
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sideration the specific recommendations made in resolution 3093 A (XXVIII) and
have also taken into account the discussions of the General Assembly at its
twenty-eighth session.

II. MILITARY EXPENDI'IURE AND DEVELOPMENT ArrP'

5. The only figures of total world military expenditure that are avail
able are unofficial estimates, and we have followed the practice of previous
reports in using the figures cO;.l 'cted by the United States Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency (ACDA) and the Stockholm International Peace Research
Institute (SIPRI). In the previous reports, the estimate given for the year
1970, at 1970 prices, 'Was around $200 thousand million. From 1970 to 1973,
there has been a further small rise in real terms; one source shows this as
a 5 per cent rise in volume, the other as a 1 per cent rise. In addition,
how'ever, there has been a very substantial rise ,in prices, particularly in the
market economies. As a consequence, the latest available estimate of world
military expenditure, for 1973, is $205-$235 thousand million at constant
(1970) prices, and it is $240-$275 thousand million at current (1973) prices.
This figure is larger than the combined estimf.. ~ed product of the developing
countries of South Asia, the Far East and Africa combined~ and much larger
than that of Latin America.

6. The basic pattern of world military expenditure in the post-war period
has tended to rise strongly in periods of crisis and war, as at the time of
the Korean liar or the Viet-Nam liar. It has then levelled off for a number ::-f
years, but without falling much. Once a new and higher level of' military
e>""l)enditure has been established it tends to be maintained. We have taken as
the long-term trend the average rise from 1961 to 1973. This srows a volume
rise of 3 per cent a year. At present-day prices, this is e~ivalent to an
annual addition of the order of $7 to $8 thousa~d million to the world total.

7. The NA'ID and Warsaw Pact countries in the early 1960s accounted for
some 90 per cent of the total; now the figure is nearer 80 per cent. The
developing countries, whose share of the total of world military expenditure
was 5.5 per cent in the early 1960s, now account for about 11 per cent.

8. The dynamics behind this long-term rising trend in world military
expenditure are complex: there is not a simple, single ~'vTOrl(l arms race", but,
rather, different forces are at wO:l.'k in different areas. Among the major
military Powers, for example che form it takes is primarily technological.
The share of the major milivary budgets devoted to research and development
(R and D) reached 10-15 per cent in the early 1950s and has stayed at that
level since. \forld spending on military research and development is now of the
order of' $20 thousand million annually, and it occupies the time of some
400,000 scientists and engineers around the world.21 This te~hnological arms

~ This chapter is concerned with military expenditure, rather than military
budgets, since there are no aggregate figures for world military budgets.

2/ SIPRI Yearbook of World Armaments and Disarmament, 19'74 (Stockholm, Almquist
and \'licksell, 1974), p.141; and Stockholm International Peace Research
Institute, Resources Devoted to Military Research and Development: An In
ternational Comparison (Stockholm, Almquist and Wicksell, 1972).
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race in the developed world has continued in spite of a marked relaxation
in tension in recent years.

9. The forces behind th~ intense development and exploitation of tech
nology for military purposes cannot then simply be explained as an Ilaction/
reaction" process in a "rerld of increasing tension. One expla.nEi.tion is that
modern weapons have now a very long gestation :period or lead-time. It may
take 10 years from the initial design to the final deployment of a new
fighter. Consequently, military authorities tend to focus their attention,
not on what the 'other side has already produced)' but on possible future
developments. Then again, technical and industrial teams are built up to
design and develop t~rpes of military equipment. 1-lhen one project is com.
pleted, another project is found for them. There are also economic and
bureaucratic forces at vfork. Firms who d.erive a major portion of their sales
from the manufacture of armaments and bureaucracies are concerned to maintain
their positions.

10. In the developing countries, vThere the rise in military spending in
recent years has been relatively rapid, the forces are of a rather different
kind. Some new States are bUilding up their armed forces from a Imf base.
In other cases, there are active conflicts. Cotui.tries in the developing
world are, in general, dependent on the industrialized nations for the more
advanced and com.plex weapons; and they are acquiring them, by gift or purchase,
to an increasing extent. Some countries within this group are beginnir~ to
establish their own military production facilities.

11. There are thus strong vTorld-1fide forces behind the long-term upward
trend in world budgetary expenditures for military purposes. The same,
unfortunately, cannot be said for aid to developing countries. There ls a
marked contrast, both in the size and in the trend of these two budgetary
items. In total, the developed countries appropriations for military purposes
are some 20 times their appropriations for development aiel. Comparing the
present day with the early 198:>s, the share of output which these countries
devote to military purposes has fallen a little (see table below). Unfortun
ately, the share going to aid - apart from being so nn:..::h smaller - has also
fallen, even more rapidly.
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EsTIMATES OF TIlE SHARE. ..--,SS NAT!ONAL PRODUCT DEVOTED (a) TO MILITARY
EXPENDITURE (b) TO OFFICI,\L .;.VElOPMENT ASSISTANCE, DY THE DEVELOPED COUNllUES

Percentage of GNP

1962-1964 1965-1967 1968-1970 1971-1973

(a) To military purposes:
United States Arms Control and

Disarmament Agency (ACDA) estimate ., 8.7
Stockholm International Peace

Research Institute (SlPRI) estimate ..••. 7.8
(b) To offici:ll development assistance 0.40

1.9

7.2
0.35

7.7

7.2
0.29

6.6

5.9
0.26

SOURCE: (a) To military purposes: SIPRI Yearbook of World Armaments and Disarma
mellt, 1974 (see foot-note 6 above); United States Arms Control and Disarmament Agency,
World Military Erpencl;lIlrcs and Arms Trade, 1963-1973 (Washington, D.C.,. US Government
Printing Office);

(b) To ofiicial development assistance: Organisation for Economic Co-operation and De
velopment, Del'c/opment Co·operation, .1973 Rel';ew (November 1973); and United Nations
Conference Oil Trade and Development (UNCrAQ) estimates.

Ill. REDUCTION OF MILITARY BUDGETS

A. OBJECTIVES: THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL CONSEQUENCES OF MILITARY
BUDGET REDUCTIONS

12. The objectives of a reduction in military budgets are clear. The
first is that, as a measure of anns control and disarmament, it should be a
step along the road. to a more peaceful vTorld. The second objective is to
release resources fo~ economic and social welfare; and these released resources
should be used both for the benefit of the State making the reduction and,
through international assistance, for the benefit of developing countries - a
view which the Group emphatically endorses.

13. If military budgets were reduced, this would help to improve the
general international climate. The arms limitation agreements so far reached
are evidence of this. They have been important, not only in their own right,
but also because they have helped to strengthen international confidence.

l4~ The economic benefits which could be derived from military budget
reductions are equally indisputable. We would like to single out one point
whose saliency has increased in the last three years. During these years,
there has been a marked increase in world-wide concern about the longer-term
adequacy of the world's natural resources; there is a greater recognition
that some resources are indeed finite, and less easy assurance that adequate
substitutes 'vill be developed and produced in time. To take one example: it
ie widely argued that by the end of this century, formitiable new Cl-viI techno
logical advances will be needed if the world is to prOVide a tolerable standard
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of living for its inhabitants. In this light, the employment of nearly
half a million scientists and technologists on developing weapons of war
seems even more of a waste than it did before.

15. The alternative potential uses of the resources freed from mili
tary expenditure are myriad. Certainly there would be transition problems.
None the less, we are still prepared generally to endorse the conclusions
of the report on the economics of disarmament~/ that the problems of transition
can be met.

16. Developed countries reducing military budgets would understandably
employ a substantial part of the resources released for their own use. There
is indeed a danger in the present world climate of opinion that countrief:
would pre-empt the '\-Thole of the released resources for their own use. If this
were to happen, the consequence 1muld be that the relative gap in the standard
of living between the developed and developing world would widen even further.
Hence the importance of the provision in the resolution which provides our
mandate - that a portion of the funds and resources saved should be devoted
to international assistance to developing countries. If the major military
Powers '\-Tere to channel approximately 1 per cent of the resources currently
cJ,evoted to military expenditure to development aid, the addition to the flow
of aid would probably be of the order of $2 thousand million!, at 1973 prices.
This would increase that flow by no less than 20 per cent.

B. REDUCTION OF MILITARY BUDGETS IN ACCORDANCE 10TITH GENERAL ASSEMBLY
RESOLUTION 3093 A (XXVIII)

17. The proposal for reductions in military budgets was addressed in the
first instance to the permanent members of the Security Council; it seemed
reasonable that the first steps should be taken by those countries -- all
nuclear Po,,;ers whose mil.itary expenditure was highest. However, the resolution
expressed the desire that other States - particularly those with a "major
economic and military potential" -- should also join in. This would have the
advantage that cuts in the military budget of permanent members of the Security
Council would not 'be offset by increases in the budgets of their allies in
m11::f.tary blocs.

18. The proposed reduction in military budgets is a single-stage measure 
a cut of 10 per cent in the published military budget for the 1973 financial
year. The measure was envisaged by the sponsor as five concurrent unilateral
reductions; in this way it "TaS hoped to avoid the complex problems that "lould
arise with a formal agreement. The resolution also proposed a quantitative
link be~Teen the reduction in the use of resources for military purposes and
the increase in 'aid; that 10 per cent of the cut should be devoted to inter
national assistance for developing countries.

~ Economic and Social Consequences of Disarmament (United Nations publica
tion, Sales No. 62.IX.l).

pa 2 •
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C. MILITARY BUDGET REDUCTIONS: CONSIDERATION OF ALTERNATIVE -OPrIONS

19. The SO'V'iet proposal ts one way to reduce military budgets; it concerns
the total only, for a single year, and involves a reduction by a specific per
centage. Here we also consider certain other options. Such options could,
for example, cover some particular component of the total - such as research
aud development (R and D). Then again the form of the limitation proposed
can be a percentage, it could also be a ceiling, or the reduction might be
prescribed in absolute terms. The reductions proposed can obviously be large
or small, and can be for a single year or for longer perioo.s. One of the
interesting variations examined is an expenditure cut which is linked with a
limitation on some component of military force; it might be linked, for
example, with some limit on the nUli1ber of men under arms. The mode of agree
ment can vary - from mutual example to formal agreement.

IV. r·1EANING AND MEASUREME::NT OF MILITARY EXPENDITURE

A. SCOPE AND COIllTEf'lT OF MILrrARY BUDGETS

20. A prerequisite for negotiating the reduction of military budgets in
t\.,o or more countries is agreement on ,,,hat is and what is not to be included
in military budgets. The problem of defining the scope and content of a
complex aggregate is encountered in many international comparisons - e.g., of
health or education - but it is critical where a State's decision on alloca
tions to national security and ulternational development assistance will
depend directly on the measure of comparative military budget levels. Unfor
tunately, there is no accepted conceptual standard of the definition and
coverage of the military sector. Moreover, the great variation in the range
of activities included in military budgets prevents reliable quantitative
comparisons without extensive adjustment of the basic data. To name but three
examples of such div~rgences, some countries include the payment of military
pensions in their military budget and others do not. Civil defence is some
times included and sometimes excluded; indeed, in some countries private
citizens are required to incur expenditure under this heading. In some coun
tries, the cost. of the development of atomic weapons has been borne by agencies
other than the Ministry of Defence. Therefc;>re, in the hope of providing a
more precise yardstick with which military budgets can be compared, the fol
lmving analysis focuses on States' expenditure for military purposes - in
brief, military expenditure irrespective of either classification in State
financial acco1.:nts or -method of financing, vTithin or 1-Tithout the government
budget. The Group notes that there seems to be general agreement that mili
tary expenditure customarily includes outlays on the following: pay and
allowances of military personnel; pay of civilian personnel; operations and
maintenance; procurement of weapon systems; military research and development;
military construction; military aspects of atomic energy and space; and stock
piles of military equipment and materials. There are also other expenditures
which, under certain circumstances, could be treated as military expenditure 
for example, outlays on civil defence, para-military forces and military aid.
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21. For most agreements to reduce military expenditure, it may be
necessary not only to delimit the totals but also to define component
categories. Military expenditure may be classified by type of "input"
(military wage costs j operations and maintenance, procurement of weapons,
etc.) and also by fwnctions (for example, strategic forces, general purpose
forces, communications, command, etc.).

B. VALUATION OF RESOURCES IN THE MILITARY SECTOR
.

22. Negotiators attempting to agree on eqUivalent reductions in military
bUdgets "t-11ll be concerned to ensure, as far as possible, that these cuts do
represent equivalent reductions in military power. It cannot automatically
be assumed that this will be so. First of all, the military power of a coun
try o.oes not, of course, depend on the military expenditure of just one year;
it depends on the total stock of military "capital" (weapons, bases, accumu
lated technical knoldedge, and so on). Military expenditure in any particular
year just maintains and adds to the pre-existing stock. So negotiators will
have to have confidence, first in the reliability of Ule estimates and, then,
in the acceptability of the initial levels of military capital.

23.. Another reason why it 1-1ould be difficult to forecast the ef'fect on
military power of a given cut is the difficulty of developing a set of rela
tive prices for military goods and services which reflects their comparative
usefulness in producing military power as perceived by national decision
makers.

24. Especially for agreements extending beyond a single year, there is
the problem that rates of price increase dif'fer considerably from country to
country - particularly in recent years. Allowance would have to be made for
differential price change to avoid inequitable effects on an agreement to
reduce military expenditures. The construction of price indices to "deflatelt

military expenditure encounters not only the standard "in.dex-num.ber problemsll,:V
but also the difficulties of' defining the output whose price change is to be
measured. Rapid technological change makes the problem of separating price
and quality changes more formidable for military than for civil goods. For
example, it is difficult to disentangle that part of the sharply L~creased

cost of a fighter aircraft which is due to pure price change from that part
which reflects an increase in performance.

25. The comparisons of military expenditure among countries are analogous
to cumpal"isons v11thin one country over time. For international comparisons,
special rates for translating the military expenditure of different countries
into a common currency - corresponding conceptually to the price indices used
wi.thin one country - should be calculated and multiple answers are again
unrlvoidable.

2J The "index-number" problem refers to the awkward situation where the measure
ment of' the average price change between two periods produces two possible
anS"trers d.epending on whether one uses quantities of the first or second
period as weights in developing an aggregate average. Both solutions are
equally valid.

i
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v. REDUCTI..QN OF MILITARY EXPENDI'IURE AB A DISARMM-ffiNT MEASURE
,

A. SOME SPECIAL FEATURES OF AGREEMENTS TO REDUCE
MILITARY EXPENDITURE

26. The interest in the reduction of rui~itary expenditure as a dis
armament measure ie connected with certain characteristic differences between
such reductions and agreemen.t.s limiting specific forces in physical units.
Because they are couched in terms of money, agreements to reduce military .
expenditure ca~ cover the whole spectrum of military activitj~s, including
such activitiet. as research and development. Research and developmen.t it. one
of the most difficult of military activities to control in physical terms
alone.

27. Agreements to reduce total military expenditure allow very con
siderable latitude to reallocate expenditure withir\ the constrained total,
thus putting fewer restrictions on the internal decision-making of the
participant States.

28. Among the problems that often in the past have hindered the con
clusion of formal agreements to reduce military expenditure has been the
problem of verification, since such an agreement deals 1vith economic aggre
gates rather than observable physical entities. But over the pa~t half
century there has been a very considerable change in the amount and quality
of economic informa.;:;ion available in marry- countries. To the extent that.
this change has taken place among States which might be Participant to such
an agreement, this factor may have helped to increase contemporary interest
in the use of expenditure-reduction agreements.

B. EFF.ECTS OF MILITARY EXPENDI'I'lJR8 REDUCTION~, ON
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY

29. We turn to the question of the effect 0:' cuts in military expendi
ture on security - a matter which negotiators would obViously have very much
in mind. This will clearly vary with different types of reduction. Here we
consider three: first, an agreement to cut military expenditure in total. only;
secondly, such an agreement together with a subsidiary agreement to limit some
particular expend.iture ·component~ such as outlays on strategic forces; and
thirdly, a reduction of total military expenditure together with some lim.ita
tions in physical terms - say, on the nu.lllber of men under arms.

30. If the limitation were on the total of military expenditure alone,
countries, in distributing the cuts among different categories of expenditure,
,.,('uld presumably try to maximize their security position and 'muld assume
that other signatories to the agreement vTould do the same. They might favour
strategic forces rather than general purpose forces, for example.

31. Reallocations of expenditure under constrained totals might be
stabiliZing or destabilizing. A country's ability to reallocate expenditure
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in a destabilizing way coUld be limited - brrt certainly not wholly prevented 
if to the general cut in expenditure there were added some other limitations,
for example, an additional limitation on spending on strategic forces. How
ever, there is a clear dilemma: the mure extensive the limitations, the less
likely any disruption in the military balance - but the more onerous the
limitations 'vould be.

32. An increase in the flow of information might be a substitute for
these additional limitations •. If countries knew how others were reallocating
their expenditure and ,.,ere free to react themselV'es, the changes on the various
sides 'Would probably cancel out.

C. VERIFICATION OF A FORMAL AGREEr.1ENT 'ID REDUCE
MILITARY EXPENDITURE

33. The fourth and final question to be considered in this chapter is
that of verification. Verification of an agreement is simply a procedure for
obtaining and evaluating information about changes in a participating State's
military expenditure. This mayor may not require an exchange of information.
If there were complete and absolute trust among States - so that each State
,,,ere convinced that under no circumstances vlhatever, no"," or in the future,
,vould other States attack it - then little if any information would be needed
to support an agreement. Conversely, if two States totally and completely
distrust one another, then even an enormous amount of information might not
be sufficient for any agreement to be reached. Because information require
ments vary with the degree of trust among States, it would obviously be wrong
to attempt to la.y dO....'!l that certain types of agreement must, under all circum
0tances, need certain types of information.

34. For verifying an agreement to reduce military expenditure, it would
be mainly economic and financial data which 'vould be needed; some have already
been described - such as the data necessary to compare budgets prepared on
different accounting systems, and appropriate domestic price indices. In
addition, material would be needed to enable a check to be kept on a number
of financial and ~~ysical flows in the economic system.

35. Effective verification seriously conflicts with a cmL~try's desire
to keep the nature of its milital"J preparations secret. lie can enVisage a kind
of i.nformation-disclosure ladder. Among the lower rungs in the phase of con
fidence building, military accounts might be published in expanded form with
eXplanatory material. Successive rungs could be reached with increasing amounts
and different types of economic and financial information, possibly up to and
including the auditing of unit records through sample inspection.

36. The various technical issues involved in an agreement to reduce
military expendit.ures are sufficiently complex to suggest that it might be
reasonable to make a step-by-step approach.
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VI. USE OF REIEASED RESOURCES FOR INTERNATIONAL pEVEIDPMENT ASSISTANCE

A. SCOPE AND BACKGROUND

31'. For pu.:-'poses of our report, we do not need to establish a l:lnk be
tween disarmament and development; our mandate does this for us. The Strategy
of the Second United Nations Development Decade is to aim for a 6 per cent·
rate of growth for the developing countries. For the majority of developing
countries, the achievement of this objective will call both for the full
mobilization of domestic resources and for the enlisting of substantially
increased foreign aid.

38 • In this report ~ we are concerned with transfers of resources from
Government military budgets; clearly, therefore, these transfers would be used
to supplement official developme:nt assistance. Consequently, in this chapter
we concentrate on the data for this total - official development assistance 
rather than on data on flows from private sources. The mid-Decade target for
this official flow of aid - ~ target which not all donor countries have
accepted - has been set at a minimum net amount of 0.7 per cent of the gross
national product at market prices of economically advanced countries. We have
noted that 'the share of national product devoted to aid has been moving away
from the target, instead of towards it - falling from around 0.4 per cent of
national product in the early 1960s to 0.26 per cent in the early 1970s, so
that it isnow much less than half what would be required to meet the target
figure.

B. TRANSFER OF RESOURCES TO AID

39. The proposals which we are discussing here could be a very important
move towards arresting and reversing this downward movement in the share of
aid in national product. One possible option - in which, as indicated earlier,
the main military Powers transfer 1 per cent of their military budgets to aid 
would produce a figure of the order of $2 thousand million, which would be a
20 per cent addition to the "'orId I s official aid flO'N'. Different options for
military budget cuts would f of course, release different amounts and categories
of resources. It is clearly important that the new flow discussed here should
be a net addition to aid and that donor countries which give some undertaking
to transfer military resources to aid should not reduce their other aid pro
grammes. It is generally agreed that aid i8 very much less effective if it is
sporadic than if it is continuous. Most development projects - such as dams,
or road or railtvay construction - take a long time to complete. Therefore, it
is those reductions in military expenditure giving rise to a continuing flow
of aid which best serve the interests of develo?ing countries.

40. It is generally true that the very rapid rate of inflation at the
moment is tending so to erode the sums set aside for official development assis
tan~e that there is very little rise in real terms. The aid commitment for the
future which might be made should be dra,m up with prOVisions for appropriate
adjustments t.o compensate for the rise in prices in donor countries. This
would be a radical change in present practice.
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C. NATURE AND CHARAC'JERIST1CS OF THE ADDITIONAL AID F!JJ~-lS

4~. First o~ all, in the past, aid has on occasions been used for the
objectives o~ the donor country - political, military, or commercial - and as
a ~onsequence it has o~ten not been deployed in the most e~~ective way ~or

the economic wel~are o~ the recipient countries. We consider it, there~ore,

most important that donor countries should not be in a pOsition to impose
conditions on this flow of aid. This is not to say that the aid should be
absolutely ~Tithout conditions: certainly there should be conditions and
criteria, some o~ what we suggest later. But they should be reached by inter
national agreement, not imposed unilaterally by individual donor cOlmtries.

42. Secondly, there should be a high and gr~ring concessiona~r element
in this nel'T flO1Y' o~ aid - that is, a high proportion o~ it should co~sist of
grants or loans at low interest rates and easy repayment terms. A high con
cessionary element means that aid flovs ,·rill be e:f~ectively "net" and .rill not
have substantial delayed e~~ects in reverse ~lows of interest and debt re
payments.

43. The cost of serv~c~ng external debt in developing countries has been
growing ~ast. The reverse ~l~T o~ interest and capital repayments has been
of~setting an increasing proportion of the gross i~low of public and private
~inancial resources. I~ we take the figures ~or 81 developing countries,
debt service ,·ras equal to 40 per cent o~ the gross inflow' from developed coun
tries in 1965; by 1971 the ~igure was 52 per cent.£V The rising cost of debt
means that net transfers - that is, the gross inflO1ol minus capital arnortiza
tion and interest payments - has been going up very slowly. Indeed, in real
terms, net transfers to these 81 countries hardly rose at all from 1965 to 1971.

44. We do not know the exact proportion of o~~icial development assis
tance vrhich is tied (that is, tied to purchases ~rom the donor country). lIe
know, however, that 80 per cent of official development assistance in countries
members o~ the Development Assistance Committee o~ the Organization for
Economic Co-operation and Development is bilateral - although this percentage
has ~allen a little in recent years - and there are reasons to assume that
virtually all o~ this bilateral aid is tied. Tied aid has all the potential
ine~~iciencies o~ bilateral trade and it makes it easier ~or the donor country
to impose political or military conditions. It '\oTould be desirable for the ne"r
flmr of aid vThich '·Te envisage to be 1mtied as far as possible - or at least
to be granted in the ~ramework o~ a policy designed to untie it gradually and
completely. Further, this n~T aid should be used to rei~orce the trend t01fards
channelling aid through multilateral institutions. It would also be desirable
that contributions be made as far as possible in convertible currencies.

,SI The ~igures cover inflmTs ~rom countries 'olhi.ch are members of the Develop
ment Assistance Committee. I~ they were extended to cover all donor
countries, the conclt:Sion \fOuld probably be rei~or'ced.
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D. CRITERIA

45. The General Assembly, in resolution 3093 A (XXVIII), also laid down
that the distribution of the development funds envisaged under that resolution
should be carried out with due regard to the following principle: distribution
on an equitable basis, consideration being taken of the most urgent needs and
requirements of the recipient countries, without discrimination of any kind.

46. The sponsor of the resolution (the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
suggested that such assistance should in the first instance be rendered to ,
those cO'xntries of Asia, Africa and Latin America which have suffered most from
drought, floods, crop failure and other recent national disasters.

47. It was at about the ti~e that this resolution was passed that the
situation of those developing countries which possess no substantial mineral
resources began to worsen considerably with the rise in commodity prices 
particularly the.t of oil. In paragraph 2 of section X of resolution 3202 (S-VI)
of 1 ~fu.y 1974, the General Assembly requested the Secretary-General to "launch
an emergency operation to provide timely relief to the most seriously affected
developing countries". If resources from reductions in military budgets were
to be forthcoming in time, they could usefully supplement the funds which have
been made avai18~le for this purpose.

48. The problem of the criteria for aid is not an easy one. vie note that
three criteria have been canvassed in the literature on this subject: that aid
should be given to the neediest; or to those countries ivhich obtain the best
returns; or to those countries which make the greatest national effort. In
addition, from time to tir.1e regional and country analyses of aid flows have
been made shmTing patterns for which it is difficult to find justification.
All these criteria have something to be said for them; we consider that once
the n~.,. flOloT of aid is established~ the General Assembly should give guidance
to the organ responsible for the distribution on the principles to be adopted.
"le consider that we should add one more criterion - or condit ion - for this
particular flmT of aid. Measures should be taken to ensure, as far as possible,
that this aid should not be used by ~~e recipient countries to increase their
Oi-m military expenditure.

49. In vi~.,. of the urgent needs of the developing countries, the greatest
effort should be made to convert into international assistance without delay
a proportion of the resources obtained from any future agreement on the reduc
tion of military expenditure.

.1
1
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REDUCTION OF MILITARY BUDGETS"

MEASUREMENT AND INTERNATIONAL REPORTnm OF MILITARY EXPENDITURES
&'3l!222/Rev.l

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Origin and background

1. Pursuan~ to resolution 3093 B (~IIII) of 7 December 1973, the
Secretary-General, after consultat.ion vrith !-1ember States, appointed a Group
of Consultant Experts which prepared the report entitled Reduction of the
Hilitary bUdgets of States Permanent Members of the Securi~ Council bi(
10 per cent and utilization of part of the funds thus saved to provide assis
tance to develoEing countries.!! Hereafter this will be referred to as the
"1974" report".

2. At its thirtieth session, the General Assembly adopted resolution
3463 (xxx) on 11 December 1975 in which it, inter alia, requested the
Secretary-General, assisted by a group of qualified experts appointed by him
after consultations with ~1ember States, to prepare a report containing an
in-depth analysis and examination in concrete terms of four issues:

"(~) The definition and scope of the military sector and of military
expenditures, as well as the classification and structuring of expenditures
wi"chin the military budgets, vrith the" over-all aim of achieving generally
acceptable and universally applicable delimitations and definitions and u
standardized accounting s~tem, so as to permit effective comparisons of the
military budgets;

"(!2-) The valuation of resources ini;he military sector, considering dif
ferent economic systems and different structures of production within the
military sector, with the purpose of examining me~hods concerning the relation
ships between resources and military output;

"(s.) The deflation for price cha.'1.ge in military production in different
countries, with the aim of examininB methods of measuring real expenditure
trends over a period of time, taking into account differences between countries
in the rate of price chang=;

" (gJ The international value comparison and exchange rates relevant to
military production, with the purpose of examining methods for accurate
currency comparison of military expenditures".

B. Disarmament a.tl:tievelopment

3. Since the adoption of resolution 3093 B (XXVIII) in 1973, two
objectives have been singled out by the General Assembly. One has been to

11 A/9770/Rev.l.
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secure some degree of arr(~ ~ontrol and disarmament, and the other to release
resources for alternative purposes, i.e. social and econo~ic development,
particularly in the developing countries.

4. The continuing global expansion of arms and forces, both nuclear and
conventional, attests to the need for effective arms controL As indicated
in the introduction to the report of the Secret~ry-Generalon the \{Qrk of the
Organization in August 1975, it has been estimated that the size of military
programmes throughout the \{Qrld has more than trebled during the post-war
period, to a current level on the order of $US 300 billion.g;' From an arms
control viewpoint, the rapid and accelerating advances observed in the field
of military technology are particularly di[;quieting. In this connexion, expendi-'
ture limitations may have the advantage not only of encompassing research and
development outlays but, also, by virtue of the comprehensive scope of such
limitations, of possibly constraining qualitative improvements in military forces.

5. A reallocation of resources from military to civil purposes would
prOVide possibilities for an increase in the rate of \·Torld economic grow·th.
Some of the savings achieved by reduction of military expenditure could help
augment the ~resently inadequate levels of assistan~e to developing countries.
Comparen to world militarJr programmes with a magnitude of around $300 billion,
official development assistance flovTs to the developing countries in 1975
amounted only to about $17 billion or roughly 6 per cent.

C. Ob,jectives of the reJ!Ort

6. The preSerLG stud~r follow's the 1974 report in identifying and defining
the object to be reduced - or, more generally, limited - as a participant
State's e~nditure for militarJ purposes. In resolution 3463 (xxx) the General
Assembly affirmed the need for a fresh effort to achieve "generally acceptable
and universally applicable" definitions and measures as a prerequisite for
international agreement to halt the grOi·Tth of military expenditure. The central
purpose of this study is to furnish the major components of a system of con
cepts, definitions and measurement procedures, along with a corresponding
reporting structure, based on the requirements deduced from the logh: of expendi
ture limitation.

7. In resolution 3463 (XXX), the General Assembly urged that an effort
be made to develop definitions and procedures that '\-Tould be "generally acceptable".
If we are to make progress t~Tards the goal of expenditure limitations, the
condition of general acceptability must be satisfied by establishing definitions
and a reporting system \fhich are seen both to constitute concrete progress toward
the goals established in resolution 3463 (xxx) and also to protect the vital
national interests of the States concerned.

8. Therefore, the follrnving criteria were applied to the development of
solutions for the main issues of our mandate:

~-------

g;' Official Records of the General Assembly. Thirtieth Session.~upplement

No. 1 A (A/lOOOl/Add.l), sect. VIII.
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I ...

(~) Reasonable comprehensiveness in the definition of the military
sector and of military expenditure, balanced by pragmatic selectiveness in
excluding extraneous elements;

(b) Identification of measurement objectives as close as practicable
to the fundamental disarmament goal of the resolution;

(c) Consistency of valuations to ensure comparability over a period of
time be~Teen states.

9. Although the Group of Experts has attempted to deal "Tith the major
issues that arise under the heading of measurement, it could not provide all
the elements for a complete solution. Implementation of the international
reporting system, which is the major reconunendation of this report, "Tould not
resolve all the arms control problems of expenditure limitations. The Group
of Experts reaffirms the view expressed in the 1974 report that solution of
the measurement problem is only the first - although a very positive first 
step towards realization of expenditure limitations. Particularly critical
for successful negotiation of an expenditure limitation agreement is to solve
the complex problems of verifying compliance with the agreed restraints.

10. A viable reduction of military expenditures presupposes a substantial
flow of information - first, as a reference for negotiations, and second, ~n

order to verify the fulfilment of reductions. However, it should be noticed
that the prerequisites for increased exchange of infonnation have improved
with more efficient methods of collecting, processing and evaluating information.
Creating mutual confidence among States, and thereby stimulating d~tente, depends
to a great extent on improving the flm'T of military information. Hhere informa
tion is lacking, there is no clear anSvTer to the ques tion of h01-1 much military
strengt.'1 is enough. Uncertainty in military planning may lead. to a preference
for too much rather than too little.

11. Given the nature of the task of the Group of Experts, its approach to
the '\-Teighty issues set before it has been technical and analytic • The Group
is conscious of the real-world problems that must inevitably be encountered
in putting any such analysis to practical effect. Implementation may have to
proceed pragmatically with methods and procedures developed gradually and
improved step by step as information exchange and experience increases.

II. DEFINITION AND ACCOUNTING OF r.uLITARY EXPENDITURES

A. Introduction

12. The ability to compare military expenditures may serve a number of
different purposes: (~) to measure the o,omestic economic impact of changes
in levels of national'military outlays; (Q) to trace the effects of changes in
military expenditures, particularly international arms sales, on international
trade flmTs and national payments balances; (.£) to measure difference,:> in
the "burden of defence" on the national economy; or (2) to devise constraints
on military expenditures in order to achieve a measure of arms control.

j ',-
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13. It is important to distinguish among these various purposes because
delimitation of the military sector and the scope and content of military
expendi.tures ,.,ill vary significantly according to the objective sought. If
one is concerned about the international arms trade, the important e=!-ements
of military expenditures to be examined are those most closely relate~ to
international transfer of military goods and services; accordinglyp domestic
transactions would assume lesser importance. On the other hand, if the goal
is arms control and eventual disarmament, attention will focus on current and
future military capabilities. For reasons indicated in section I, progress
tovrards the achievement of expenditure limitations requires that the arms con
trol purPOse be central to the definition of military expenditure. In par
ticular, the acceptability of' such limitations "'ill depend upon each State's
perception that its military security will not be impaired by entering into
the constraints enVisaged.

14. The purpose of this study is to measure military expenditures so as
to obtain a reasonably clear reflection of military capability. However, it
is recognized that mUit ary expenditure is not all-encoInpassing. Not every
thing that affects military capability can be expressed in monetary terms.
There are imponderables of the society and of military organization "I-Thich are
difficult or impossible to quantify. It will always be necessary to take
additional, albeit qualitative, account of the relationships existing bet\.,een
the military and the society in different countries. These factors, too,
represent a~ important element in the evaluation of military capabilities.

B. Definition and scoE~ of the military sector

15. The extent of the military sector may be understood in broader or
narrov,er terms, depending on the political-military conditions and the time
interval considered. In wartime the military sector encompasses functionally
the whole of society that must be mobilized for success in combat or, indeed,
for national survivaJ.. In peacetime, the military sector is of course function
ally and legally more limited, ",ith a scope possibly related to the degree of
international tension. As for the time dimension, it is evident that, in the
very short run, only mobilized forces with existing equipment and material
stocks can be relied on for military capability. In the very long run, most
of total national output and some 1A1l"'tion of the national capital stock not
initially earmark.ed for military use could be reallocated to the military
sector. It vTOuld be extremely difficult to quantify the costs involved in
this concept of the military sector. For example, activities will frequently
have economic and social as well as military benefits~ and there is probably
no way of apportioning the costs of a particular measure and the various con
siderations that motivated it. Evidently, our definition must be based on
some intermediate time-frame and a less than total mobilization of the social
and political structure.

16. Definitions of military expenditures sometimes include the current
costs of past military activities, such as pensions to retired servicemen
and families of deceased military personnel, or even payments on the national
debt, accumulated largely in the prosecution of past conflicts. As was indicated
earlier, the definitions of military sector and military expenditures developed
here are geared to arms control tlu'ough military expenditure limitation. \vith
this objective, our concern is restricted to current and future force potential.
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Hence, the definitions must exclude activities related only to past military
involvement.

17. As the 1974 report suggests, the military activities of a State may
be Vial-Ted as intended ultimately for the protection of "national security" J

of which "military security" is the element directl~T related to the national
military activities. That aspect of national security which seems to corres
pond most directly to national military activities and the capability to
affect events- through military policy was called "force potential" in the 1974
report e l-Te may therefore foUO\v the 1974 report in defining the military sec
tor as "that group of activities whose object is the research, development,
provision, assembly, maintenance and deployment of current and future force
potential intended for application mainly aga1ns t external forces".

18. The actiYities of the military sector may also be viewed in terms of:

(!!:) Employment of military and civilian personnel; including reserves;

CB.) Procurement of equipment;

CS) Operations and. maintenance;

(~) Construction of military facilities;

~g) Research and development.

In each category listed above, reference is not just to conventional arms but
also to nuclear weapons; military applications of space technology are also
included.

19. The delimitation of the military sector is complicated by the existence
of more or less close substitutes for some of the activities mentioned above.
Important substitutes which seem worth examining are:

.faraml1itarxf~

2>. The concept of paramUitary forces is difficult to define. Several
different types are identified under this gem ral rubric in the annual entitled
The MilitarY Balance iss"''led by the International Institute for Strategic Studies.
It seems-reasonable to include in the military sector those grQuPS which, having
received organized military training, could, if equipped with appropriate '\>Teapons,
be used as substitutes for regular military forces.

Civil defence

21. It is apparent that passive or civil defence against air attack may
be a substitute for active air defence of urban areas. Therefore, in principle
civil defence should be included in the military sector, although the applica~

tion of the principle requires further study.

"Strategic" stockpiling other than armall1entp
!

22.. The difficulty of "determining the defence-motivated portion of natiOnal!
I
I
!
I
I

'I
i

,..l
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inventories" makes it impractical to attempt to include this activity in the
military sector.

"Mothballed11 or reserve arms production facilities

23. Such facilities represent, in effect, a stockpiling of future pro
duction capacity. Their acquisition and maintenance should therefore be in
cluded in the military sector as procurement of equipment and be viewed as an
element of the core itself, because such reserve facilities constitute future
force potential.

Mili~~ assistance

24. Military assistance to allies or non-allies should also be included
in the military sector. The implicit and perhaps justifiable assumption is
that military aid to some extent always strengthens the milit~J position of
the donor country.

C. Definition and scope of milita.I;[ eJg2enditures

e

25. Such activities as training military units, equipping them with
weaponry and facilities, and deploying the units for various missions depend
on flow's of goods and services in the form of personnel, materials, equipment,
etc., '-Thich are obtained from outside the military sector. Milita!"'J expendi
tures are meas'Ui:-ed as the value of flOlfS of final goods and services into
the military sector, valued at factor cost. Given the obvious comrenience of
adhering to the time span commonly used in national and internation,al account
ing, the time unit of definition to be used here is a full year. Part of such
flows of goods and services may sometimes be financed by the private sector.
The scope and cont6nt of military expenditure may be clarified in terms of
costs of the activities identified in subsection B.

Compensation of military and civilian P$rsonnel. including rese~

26. In accordance with previous discussion of sector limits, pensions and
allOlvances to retired personnel, and to families of deceased personnel, are
excluded.

~ement of egui'Dment

27. Procurement is defined to cover 8.:,' equipment, not just major classes,
and as in the sectoral definition, includes major modifications of equipment
on hand. For practical reasons, acqUisition of all ammunition and ordnance is
classified as procurement. In many countries various forms of government
assistance may be extended to military industry. Examples are investment in
tools for production of specific weapon systems or grants and loans for current
operations or investment purposes. Such assistance is treated here as a .
subsidy '",hich must be added to product price.

'",
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Operations and maintenanc~

28. Outlays on operations and maintenance include the follmTing:

(§) Purchases of food, clothing, petroleum products, training materials,
medical materials, office supplies and other materials for current use, in
cludj~ stockpiling and additions to inventories.

(12,) Travellin g expenses, postal charges, printing expenses and payment
for other current services;

(.£) Contract services for repair and maintenance of equipment and
facilities;

(9J Purchases of parts, DB. terials and tools for repair and maintenance
of equipment and facilities;

(~) Real estate rents.

Construction of military facilitie~

29. Construction embraces acquisition of land and facilities as well as
construction Jler se.

Research and development

30. Research and development should be subdivided into (§:) basic and
applied research, outlays on which present a most difficult verification pro
blem; and (l2.) development, testing and evaluation, for which verification
seems more manageable.

31. A difficult problem of military expenditure classification is presented
by civilian activities carried out by the armed forces or the Ministry of
Defence. Military forces sometimes perform such exclusively civilian activities
as construction, farming assistance, medical services, education, hydrographic
services or the operation of such institutions as naval observatories. Such
activities should be excluded from milita.ry expenditures. H01vever, the ex
cluded outlays must be strictly limited to those with a purely civilian effect,
such as the cost of construction materials for certain clearly civilian projects.

D. Structuring and c~assificationof military exnenditures:
.f. proposed international reporting system

32. We now propose a framevTork for standardized international accounting
and reporting of military expenditures. Agreement on a common accounting table
and a common set of accounting principles vTould facilitate international com
parison .of military expenditures. The purPQee here is to propose an aggregated
accounting table that could be used as soon as practically possible by States
in reporting their military expenditures.

33. The use of a standard accounting format for military expenditures will
probably first fulfil its function as a confidence-building tool. The improved

..
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information available through published budgets reduces the fear of ,"
estimating military forces of other States and the tendency to OW~l

34. The minimum possible presentation Of military expenditures GO
give the total amount, using specified accounting and pricing standarq.lt>.
Negotiations on limitations or reductions of milita.ry expenditures, det'ined
so crudely, are likely to be in vain. More information is necessary on such
major components as "ground combat forces", "air defence" and "strategic
forces". Specifying the military forces on this level of disaggregation
makes possible a rough assessment of what military balance ",ould result from
a proposed mutual change.

35. Having broadly defined the boundaries of the military sector and
the scope of military expenditures, we may n~# proceed to present a detailed
structuring of milit~J expenditures. This will be done both in terms of
resource cost elements and in terms of military missions or progra~es. ~

scheme of the general accounting structure to be used for reporting by
participant States is set out in the accom~anying table A.
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III• VALUATION OF RESOURCES IN THE HILITARY SECTOR

36. The structure of table A bears similarities to military expenditure
accounting used by some countries but differs from any particular national
system, since it is developed specifically ror the purposes of the study.
Also, military expenditures are to be recorded independent of the type of
financing, channel of expenditure and type of budget accounting used in any
particular national system.

A. Introduction

39. In conclusion, we vTould like to underline our belief in the utility
of expenditure limitations as an approach to effective arms control. Reporting
military expenditures on an international basis under the aegis of the United
Nations is the keystone to that approach, and the Group of Experts believes
that this study suggests a valuable instrument for that purpose.

37. The table, 'vhi1e comprehensive in its coverage of expenditures as
defined in this report, cannot take into account the value of the current
services of military capital, nor does it 3l10w for the recording of stocks
of capital and their net and gross chanees. Since military balances in the
short run are dominated b~r inherited stocks, it 1vould be desirable in the
future to supplement expenditure values with data in physical terms for a
number of resource categories.

38. Standardized reporting in the form recommended will require consider
able effort. Since it is impossible to know in advance what kind of data
States are able and willing to report, more information is requested in table A
than can reasonably be expected from all States at the outset. A pr,agmatic
approach and a step-by-step implementation will help overcome the difficulties
encountered.

98.

B. Military expenditure and military utility

41. Given the fundament;a1 arms control purpose of military expenditure
lL~itations and reductions stipulated in this report, it would be desirable to
establish valuation criteria that would generate expenditure measures corres
ponding to measures of military utility. In that case, changes in measured
milit~J expenditures could be expected to parallel the changes in real mili
tary capability Which are to be constrained under the expenditure limitation.
An attempt to establish the basis for such a measure of military expenditures
uses a conceptual model which postulates that each State's political-military
autho~itie5 maximize national military security derived from the combination
of milit~J goods and services, sUbject to a budget constraint. In this model~

militarj expenditures may be interpreted in terms of the military utilities

1JO. The accounting of mUitarJ expenditures must determine not only what
and hmJ' to count - for example, 1vhether civil defence should be included or
excluded; whether ammunition purchases should be recorded under procurement
or operations and maintenance - but also hOi-r to value. vlhat kinds of prices
shall be used to vTeigh physical quantities of goods and services so that the
resulting aggregates correspond to the objectives of the measurement?
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derived directly from the consumption or military goods and services, or
indirectly through their conbination in output-defined r>rogramme :pa~kages.

The assumptions of this concept are, hm.,rever, stringent, ",ith no discernible
application to "t}le real "TOrld, and it appears necessary to reject the military
utility model as a basis for a valuation criterion.

C• !li,li tary exoenditl.lre and nrocluction P;Otential

42. The alternative approach to the valuation of military activities
su~v,estec1. in ~he 197h report is that of op:oortunity costing. Hesources userl
in the military sector "iould be priced at the value of the civilian oppor
tunities foregone because of allocation to military use. OpportunitJr costing
of nilitary activities therefore is a measurement of the civilian production
potential that is embodied in the resources in military use, as contrasted
,Jith t:le militar'J utilities that are supposed to be measured by milita.F~r

expenditure. For that rea~on, opportunity cost valuation yields expenditure
values that are second-best measure for arms control pur~ses,2! and for
reasons indicated in subsection B above, "le have no choice but to use a second
best solution for the valuation of milit~J exnenditure. The discussion below
sUGgests a variant of opportunity cos·ting as a basic valuation criterion for
nilitary expenditure. Suc1: expencliture ·...;Quld then be interpreted in terms of
potential to produce nilitary goods and services, in an analogue to the pro
duction potential interpretation of national income flo"lS and in distinctior.
froD t21e counterpart ,.elfare-utility interpretations.

43. f.rhe 1974 report states the main principles of opportunity costing.
It also notes that opportunity costing requires a correspondence of relative
prices and relative real costs, that the correspondence is "far from perfect tl

in the real world, and that ·the nature and degree of the shortfall will vary
because of differences in international price systems. In pure form, factor
cost measurements presuppose efficient production, that an economy fully
exploits and fully employs the technical possibilities and resources available
to it. But distortions of relative prices are found in all real economies,
resulting largely from government action on behalf of one or another public
policy interest. Hm-lever'; there also are salient international dif'ferences
in relative prices that reflect the significant differences beu-reen different
price systems.

44. If ",e are to succeed in defining a valuation frame",ork of such a
nature that military expenditure will be even crudely indicative of an economy's
potential to produce military goods and services, it will be necessary to ta1~e

these and other pricing problems, in both centrally planned economies and
market economies, into accmmt. One theoretical apparatus that succeeds in
doing so is the Adjusted Factor Cost standaro. of pricing devised by Professor
Abram Bergson, 1-iho eases the reqUirements of the traditional f'actor cost
standard by recognizing that any economy may be operating short of its real
production frontier, on a. "feasibility locus".

45. To summarize briefly the cost implications of these standards, it may
be noted that commodity prices are viewed as composed of charges for factors
of production. Ifages are the same for any given occupation, with inter-

2/ By the same token, hO'fever, such values are directly relevant for a measure
ment of the burden of rlefence.
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occupational differences corresponding to the average difference for the
economy as a "to1hole in the disutility of employment and marginal productivity.
A net charge for capital is accounted for either as a cost (interest) or as
residual income (profits) but at a uniform rate for all production based on
the average productivity of cali~,tal generally. In addition, cost includes
depreciation. Land rent allm,1S for differential return to superior land.
I'nlere actual costs diverge from the standards indicated, adjustment of expendi
tures would be required.

46. A modified factor cost standard of this type is a viable solution
to the problem of developing a consistent and feasible set of rules for inter
national valuation of military expenditure in domestic currencies. MOreover,
it is of general applicability, since the presumption of less than fully
efficient operation applies to all economies and encompasses all the major
price distortions responsible for shortfalls from the theoretical norm.

47. It '\fill be understood that such a theoretical framet-Tork requires
judicious application and will necessarily have to bend to the realities of
data availability. It cannot be expected that real 'forld measurements can
be precisely tailored to fit neatly defined theoretical categories. ~he

criteria suggested here, of course, represent only one possible approach to
the valuation problem, although we believe the approach is useful.
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IV. PRICE AND VOLUME NEASURES OF MILITARY EXPENDITURES

A. Introduction

48. An increase in military expenditure by a State which has concluded
an agreement to limit or reduce military spending is not in itself evidence
of a broken agreement. It is quite possible thl'tt an increase in expenditure
is necessarY to purchase the same basket of military goods and services because
of an autonomous rise in their prices. Tnerefore, it is essential to dis
tinguish between nominal and real changes in military expenditures. The usual
procedure is to revalue !Jb.ysical quantities at the prices of a single year,
and so eliminate the distortin'g effects of pure price changes. Unfortunately,
there is no s~gle source and no systematic collection and processing of
information concerning changes in military expenditures at constant prices.
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B. £..oncentual problems in intertemporal and international compariso~

49. In vie\-T of close correspond.ence bet",'een the theory of intertemporal
an.d international price and volume comparisons, it seems useful to set forth
at this point a number of the basiC common ideas. There are complex conceptual
problems involved in constructing measures of the change in volume of production
or real expenditures over a period of time and between countries. This is
particularly true in area..:; where it is difficult to develop a concept of output
or quantity to yThich a constant urice can be attached. It has already been
Pointed out that t~le concept of output of the military sector is some\-That
e.~ive and in sections II and III it has been acknowledged that the concept
of military security or even force potential cannGt be easily specified and
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measured. In view of these d~ficulties, the alternative chos~n in section III
was to measure changes in the flows of final military goods and services into
the mllitary sector. These ftlows are vAlued at factor cost defined in average
cost terms. Therefore, the task of deflating for price change within one
country or for price'differen~es between countries at a point in time is to
construct intertemporal or international price indexes in factor ,cost terms.

50. We envisage that those responsible for the construction of military
price deflators will require information and data from different countries,
at different levels of aggregation, and according to different defi~itions.

The usual pr~.lems associated with the index number construction may appear
in a more extreme form for the military sector. For comparisons over a period
of time, military outputs may be weighted in terms of base year or g~ven year
prices, corresponding to the familiar Laspeyres and Paasche index nUlllber for
nr.uae. There are, therefore, two possible indexes for price change qf military
output. The counterpart in international comparisons reflects the use of the
price weights of one country or another. This is the. so-called index number
problem, made more severe by rapidly changing militSl"Y structures. For this
reason, the Group of Experts recommends a deflation procedure using both types
of index referred to above.

c. Technical problems in constructing military price indexes

51. For such cost categories as personnel, materials and standard equip
ment, the construction of price deflators is fairly routine. More difficult
problems arise in the case of military hardware, especi.ally advanced and tech
nically sophisticated weapons systems, where quality change is rapid and
difficult to measure, and the distinction between an improved product and a
new product is often hard to make. With respect to quality change, experience
gained in adjusting civllian price indexes will be helpful for standard items
with counterparts in the civilian sector; experimental work could be necessary
for more complex items qf military equipment.

52. In some cases the data needed to construct military price indexes will
not be available; then surrogate indexes drawn froni the civilian economy
could possibly be used. Their appropriateness in each case will need to be
carefully considered.

D. $'Pecific proposals for the construction of pri.£e
. deflators for military expenditures

53. The task of constructing price indexes tha.t closely mirror the actual
changes in prices of military goods and services is both technical and political.
Technically, the problem is to establish procedures that will yield accurate
measures of price change. Politically, it is important to guard. against ~elf

s~rving statistics in the price deflating system. Hence, it would be of doubt
f1J,l value to use indexes constructed and measured by military agencies without
th~ opportunity of cross-checking against data developed from other sources.
De~lation of military expenditure by progrwl1lllC categories does not seem pos
sl~le because of the large number of price chartgeb -that may take place within
programmes,' comprising very varied elements or components. Therefore a neces
s'SfY starting point', for the delf'lation procedure is the allocation of military
expenditure into resource cost categories, suc!} as those shown in the~ccount

ing matrix of table A, each of which could be deflated by an appropriate price
index.
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Personnel costs

54. The further breakdown of personnel cos ts should accord 'vith the

levels of skill, educational attainment, etc. It may be desirable to dis

tingUish between military and civilian personnel costs and deflate them

separately. The difficulty of measuring the rate of growth of productivity

of personnel in military activities, as in services generally, makes it use

ful to adapt price indexes of comparable grades and categories of labour from

the civilian econoJ!lY.

Procurement of equipmen~

55. To the extent that change in performance or specification of particu

lar products can ·be measured at all, it is preferable to determine the level

of price change at tIle point at which equipment enters the military sector.

To acquire the necessary data, prices must be found for projects in different

years which in various senses are equivalent. An assessment based on pro

ducers' or purchasers' prices would take into account changes in productivity

and adjustments to changed factor prices. The major weakness of this method

is the difficulty of making appropriate adjustments for changes in quality.

56. The object of deflation is to achieve a measure of real change in

prices of military goods and services so that military expenditure will, in

fact, reflect real changes in volume over a period of time. Thus the type of

deflator to be used and the extent to which surrogates may be applicable depend

on an estimate of the distortion that would result, taking account of what is

feasible and practicable and the information available.

Construction

57. Construction (buildings, fortifications, airfields, etc.) is a category

of goods and services where price indexes are rarely based on prices of the

finished product itself. In many countries there is a variety of cost indexes

for construction, but the inde~es measure only the" price changes for specified

units of production resources,e.g. labour, concrete, bricks and so on, with

out consideration of effects on the price of the finished product from changes

in productivity. The difficulties of developing end-product price indexes for

construction make it necessary, at least in the short run, to rely on the

closest substitute for a comprehensive construction price index: the construc

tion cost indexes prepared primarily for the civil economy which are now avail

able in mos t States.

Imports

58. Import items must be identified and valued at the same level of

aggregation as in the procurement of military hardware. It seems likely that

most States importing military equipment will have records of fL~ancial flows

and price changes.
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Research and Development

59. Here the breakdown can be by categories' of personnel, materials and
~quipment which can be treated in the ways designated above for these
categories.

Miscellaneous

w. vlith respect to goods consisting largely of standard items and com
modities which bear strong physical resemblance to civilian counterparts, it
\yould seem appropriate to use wholesale price indexes, assuming that they are
appropriately constructed.

V. INTERNATIONAL VALUE COMPAEISONS FOR MILITARY EXPENDITURES

A~ Introduction

61. Any proposal for reduction or limitation of military expenditures
may require a generally acceptable means of comparison in absolute value terms.
Very little empirical work has been done in the field of international com
parisons of nlilitary spending. But since the very beginnings of modern
economics, considerable interest has been shown ~n simple comparisons of real
income and expenditure, productivi~y and relative prices between countries.

B. International comparisons using exch~e

rates

62. An increasing number of leading economists consider that international
comparisons which convert national products or some component of national
products, estimated i~ terms of the national currency, into a common currency
unit by means of prevailing or adjusted exchange rates are of doubtful value.
The existence of different rates for different trade transactions in many
countries makes ~t very difficult to determine the offic4al exchange rate; and
although'it may be possible to derive a weighted average exchange rate, this
require~ detailed information on foreign transactions which is often hard to
obtain~ But even if average official rates of exchange could be computed,
their use for the conversion of values to a common currency is open to question.
To produce the right results the relationship of internal prices in two or
more countries, i.e. the relative purchasing power of currencies must be the
same as the exchange rates used to make value comparisons. This equivalence
is extremely unlikely. With respect to internationally ~raded goods it would
reqUire that exchange rates reflect the long-run eqUilibrium rate of exchange,
and this would only be possible in the absence of restraints to trade such as
tariffs, expOrt subsidies, quotas and licences, and exchange controls.

63. These objections to the use of exchange rates in international com
parisons of national products apply with pven greater force to military p···)ducts.
There simply are no offiCial exchange rates for military products.
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c. Purchasing power parties for the militarx sector

61~. The reliability of estimates of purchasing power parities for final
military goods and services will depend upon the availability and quality of
the data provided by individual States. Serious consideration of military
sectors, and the derivation of reliable internal purchasing power parities
for military output, will require detailed price and quantity information.
Some conceptual problems involved in international comparisons have already
been discussed :i.n'section IV above. For the purpose of reductions and limita
tions of military expenditures p it has been suggested in previous sections
that flows of final military goods and" services used should be me~sured.

Expenditures on resources on an adjusted factor cost basis would be deflated,
'-There possible, by both a Laspe;yres index and a Paasche index. These are the
price indexes necessary for the compilation of purchasing power parities.

VI. SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPmMENTATION

A. ,!u:goduction

65. The Group of Experts believes that, while the recommendations in
sections 11 to V concerning the complex problems posed in ouf mandate are not
necessarily exhaustive, they are viable and constitute an analytical step
fo~{ard towards the goal of expenditure limitations and reductions. There
are several tecllnical issues which have been left unresolved, largely because
the possible choices required a level of technical detail and specialization
which could be supplied only by professionals in the narrmr subfields involved.
For this reason, there is clearly a need to translate the concepts and pro
cedures developed in this study into practical "rays and means that can be
utilized on a regular basis by the United Nations and its Member States.

66. The Group has previously expressed the view that the international
reporting instrument developed in section 11 (table A) must be operationalized,
tested and refined. These are three distinct phases of what might be called
"operational development", which constitutes a prereqUisite for more general
application of the accounting matrix as a regular instrument for reporting
the military expenditure of the States Members of the United Nations.

B. Operational development of the reporting instrument

67. The three phases of operational development may be briefly described
as follows: By operationalization is meant the precise definition and
specification of expenditure categories and their content in such detail as
to constitute concrete guidance to States that will be supplying the required
data. In the next phase, testing, the instrument and its accompanying instruc
tions are transmitted to the participant States for completion "rith" the
reqUired data. In this phase, the adequacy of the operationalization is
examined and assessed. The correction and improvement of the matriX, as well
as tIle accompanying instructions, based on the experience obtained in the
testing phase, may be called refinement.

68. In the implementation of operational development, the General Assembly
may wish to keep the process und.er its general supervision. Hmvever, the Group
of Experts recommends that the ~echnical responsibility for the concrete tasks
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of operationalizing, testing and refining should be delegated to an ad hoc
panel of experienced practitioners in the field of military budgeting, under
the aegis of the United Nations system.

69. In testing the validity of the reporting system proposed in the
present report, the General Assembly may opt for a universalistic approach,
on the grounds that all Member States should be given an opportunity to
participate on a voluntary basis from the outset. In the interest of economy
and time, however, the General Assembly may,vish to consider, if feasible,
that at the initial stage a selected group of States would suffice, providing
it is representative.

C. Suggestions for further action

70. If -the operational development of the standard.ized reporting instrument
is successfully completed B the instrument should be ready for adoption and
institutionalization by the United Nations for regular reporting. At this
further stage the international community should be ready for discussion of
the other major technical issues of expend.J,.ture limitation and espeCially of
the problems of verification. At the appropriate time, further consideration
should be given to utilizing part of the resources released from the reduction
of military expenditures for social and economic development, particularly
that of the developing countries.
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ECONOMIC ~m SOCIAL CONSEQUENCES OF THE ARMS RACE
AND OF MILITARY EXPENDITURES·

(A/846,§/Rev.l)

1. The discussions and negotiations which have been pursued in the
United Nations and els~rl1ere in order to achieve the basic goal of the main
tenance of peace and the elimination of war have led to some initial steps
in the field ofaxins limitation and disarmament. Nonetheless they have not
succeeded in halting, let alone reversing, an arms race that has grown ever
more per:Uous over the years, and ever more 1-Tasteful of human and other
resources. The trend to produce and accumulate ever more sophisticated and
ever greater numbers of costly and deadly vTeapons continues uninterruptedly.
More and more States, including a growing number of smaller or developing
countries have found themselves impelled along this path.

2. N~~lear weapons constitute the most fearful category of armaments
to which military expenditures are devoted, and these pose the greatest
threat 't"hich mankind n01·T faces.

3. Chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons have consumed only
an insignificant part of total expenditures on arms, but the ominous shadow·
they cast over the world·is totally disproportionate to thier cost. The
United Nations considers chemical and bacteriological (biological) weapons as
belonging to the category of weapons of mass destruction, and has insistently
called for their elimination.

4. By far the largest part of the total of military expenditures which
is devoted to equipment is, however, consumed in the development, production
and purchase of conventional weapons such as aircraft, tanks and guns, the
weapons which have been used in the wars which have marred this last decade.
This generalization applies as much to the nuclear ?owers as to the non-nuclear
States.

I. QUALITATIVE ASPECTS OF THE ARMS RACE

5. The decade of the 1960s was marked by a greater spread and by a more
extensive technological elaboration of armaments than any which preceded it.
During the period, there 1"ere no developments comparable to the emergence of
radio or radar, Jet engines or rockets, nuclear weapons or electronic computers.
Yet the decade will be remembered because supersonic flight became commonplace,
because of the diversification of nuclear weapons in the armouries of a few
ma.jor PovTers, and because their multiplication meant the accumulation of
destructive pOVTer, only a fraction of vThich woUld be enough to eliminate life
on earth; because the development of ballistic missiles, and the sophistication
of their gUidance and control systems, made any :Point on earth open to precise
attack by nuclear 1.farheads; and because space technology added a net:T dimension
to the field of military communiCations and surveillance.
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6. The make-up of military budgets varies from country to country, but
it can safely be said that in the major arms-producing countries on' average
about half goes to personnel costs and the rest to a combination of research
and development, pur.chase of equipment, construction and operations. The
estimateC total for world military expenditures over the period 1961 to.1970
is $1,870'bi11ion (at 1970 prices) (see sectiQn II, table 1, belO'~.J)t ·')f Vhich
it can be reckoned that about $600 billion ,·ras devoted to the purchase of
eqUipment. By far the larger proportion of this sum i·ras spent on conventional
arms. The outlays on nuclear arms vhich the nuclear Pm!ers have made over the
years, and ....rhich are also included in this sum, have resulted in the stock
piling of weapons with a potential destructive power infinitely greater than
that of all other armaments put together. The weapon-sJ~tems associated with
nuclear armaments are not only extremely costly to produce, but their vast
"over-hitting" pOYrer makes them, in no conceivable sende, a substitute for
conventional arms. The same general conclus ion applies to chemical and
bacteriological (biological) weapons.

7. Of the total of $1,870 billion which went to military expenditures
over the period 1961 to 1970, an estimated 10 per cent - somevn1at less than
$200 billion - was devoted to m~litary research and development. This work
....ras highly concentrated in the six countries~ vrhich nOl-r account for more than
four-fifths of total military expenditure. Although only a minor part of the
total, it is this outlay for research and development that determines the main
feature of the modern arms race - the qualitative changes in armaments. The
people who design improvements in 'feapons are themselves the ones who as a
rule envisage the further steps they feel should be taken. They do not "i.J"ait
for a potential enemy to react before they react against their mm creations.

8. These features of the arms race show up very clearly in the field of
long-range nuclear 'oleapons. First there ,·ras a rapid change in the means of
delivery, starting -,: ith the svTitch from manned bombers to liquid-fuelled bal
listic missiles, beginning with intermediate and moving on to rockets of inter
continental range. Solid-fuelled missiles soon fo1lovred, deployed in concrete
silos, in order to protect them from attack. In parallel, submarine-launched
ballistic missiles were developed and deployed.

9. With the introduction of ever more sophisticated and less vulnerable
means for the long-range (leliveI""J of nuclear "ifarheads, nations turned their
efforts in military research and development to the problem of detecting
and. intercepting ballistic missil~s. Simultaneously, efforts were directed
to the devising of missiles 1,-rith multiple warheads (MIRVs) capable of being
aimed at a number of targets from a single launch, and so, theoretically, of
ove~{helming anti-ballistic missile (ABM) defences. 8

.
J.O. ThE: research and development effort devoted to nuclear armaments

during the 1960s has been enormous. Military satellite corr~unications, supple
menting more conventional methods of co~unication, have also been deployed,
as have also space sur~ei11ance systems.

11 The United States, the Soviet Union, the People's Republic of China, Franc~,

the United Kingdom and the Federal Republic of Germany.
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11. Vast technological c..e'1relopments nave occurred in weapons and weapon
systems designed for air, land and sea ,,;·;o:!xfare. The development and deploy
ment of supersonic aircraft has grGatl~r increased the cost and complexity of
~rllat are still regarded as conventio~£u fighter aircraft. A modern fighter
bomber costs ten times "ne aircraft of 10 years ago which it replaced.

12. The familiar chain of new weapon, cotmter-v,eapon and counter-counter
ueapon has also chara.cterized the sphere of land warfare. The dependence of
armies on armoured vehicles has intensified, the response to this change being
the continued elaboration of sophisticate~ anti-tank weapons. Helicopters
have been brought .n,to greater use, in the effort to increase the mobility
of land forces.

13. In the naval sphere nuclear and gas turbine propulsion have addeCi nevT
dimensions to the design of ships' machinery. The increasing vulnerability
of surface yessels to air attack has been countered by the development and
installation of c~ti-aircraftmissiles. Counter-measures have followed, such
as the c.;tand-off bomb, 1'Thich can be launched from beyond the range of the
ship-borne missile.

14. Some figures are available which reflect these various qualitative
changes. At the outset of the decade, hardly any intercontinental ballistic
missiles (ICBMs) had yet been deployed. By the ~nd of the decade the estimated
numbers were 2,1;0. In 1960 the deplo~~ent of submarine-launched ballistic
missilesvm5 negligible. By the end of the decade, some 55 nuclear-missile
submarines were operational, comprisL'"lg about 800 missiles, capable of deliver
ing about 1,P'"10 1·Tarheads.

15. From 1960 to 1968 the we-rId stock of fighting vessels is estimated
to hail ~ increased from 4,55C to 4,900. At 1968 prices, the value of the stock
in 19CO vTaS about $34 billion, as compared with $60 billion in 1968, a 75 per
cent rise.

16. A much more striking change occurred O"'f#T the period in the '\-Torld. stock
o~ supers~ic fighters. At the opening of the decade their estimated number
'vlas 6,000. By the end it had doubled.

17. This brief sketch of' the qual:ttative changes in .armaments that. have
taken place over the decad.e shm..rs that while the cost of the artlf, race in terms
of the resources 'YThich it consumes is highly alarming, the mcunt.ii.'1.g sophistica
tion and destructiveness of the iveapons '\-lh1ch result from it are even more so.

II. THE ARMS RACE }l~ TERMS OF RESOURCE~

18. As already'noted, military expend:l.tures for the ivol"ld as a vThole added
u.!l to an estimated total of $1,870 billion (a..... l:;-P values) over the period
1961 to 1970 inclusive. During the 10 years from the beginning of the decade,
annual expenditures have increased by more than $50 billion to reach
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their present level of about $200 billion.1/ Military expenditures are in
fact n01T running at tMO and a half times "That all Govenunents are spending
on health, one and a half times ,ma"1 they spend on education, and 30 times
more than \.'" ~otal of all official economic aid granted by developed to
developing countries.g!

Table 1. World r·1ilitar:y EXtlenditures and GNP

1960-1970a

(Amounts in billions of constant 1970 dollars)

Year
\'lorld

military
expenditures

'forld
GNP

Military eXI~ndi

tures as
percentage

of GNP

a Estinates prepared ~y the United States Arms Control and Disar.ma~ent

Agency. 110rld totals are based on national data adjusted to ~~iforn definitions
of milit8r'J expenditures and GNP, in so far as available information pernits.

7.1
6.8
7.0
7.3
7.1
6.8
6.3

2,023.5
2,116.6
2~213.7

2,313 .. 7
2,462.4
2,589.8
2,732.0
2,842.8

2,963.9
3,096.0
3,204.1

150.5
156.1
1.67.6
174.2
174.0
17~

190.5
206.5
209.9
209.6
202.6

_...-.--------

11 Thp. statistical study of ,-rorld militar;)r expenditures is sttll in its infancy
and comparatively little research into the question has been encouraged.
This is mainly because of the issue of secrecy. The margin of error in the
figure ol $200 billion for annual world military expenditures at the end of
1960s is not knovTn, and any figure for total expenditures between $170 and
$230 billion .,ould be plausible. There is a much smaller margin of error in
the calculation of trena.s.

gj It should be noted, hO\{ever, that in many countries a large ~l)roportion of
spending on health and education is private.

1960
1961
1962
1963
196!~

1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
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19. In a period in i·rhich no major nations have been at all-out war with
each other, it is a nei-l departure for the world to devote so large a proportion
of its resources to military uses. Compared with previous periods in which
the more highly industrialized countries ,·rere not at "Tar "rith each other,
there have been tyro major changes. First, the w'or1d's standing armies are
much larger than they used to be. Second and more important, the qualitative
changes in vreaponry described in the preYious chapter mean that the weapons
' ....ith ,,,hich these armies are eqUipped have 8rmm immensely in lethal porTer, in
cost and in complexity. The relative share of ,·ror1d output devoted to military
uses in the years since 1949 has been at least double i"hat :tt was in 1913,
when there had already been three years of competitive rearming betvreen the
great Povrers. It is a highly disturbing fact that the ,,,or1d has increased the
volume of resources vnlich it is devoting to military uses at least twenty-fold
during the course of this century.

20 • Over the pas t 20 years, the rise , though rapid, has been irregular.
It has tended to go up sharply in periods of crisis or war, and thel1eYe1
off for a number of years, but without returning to the pre-crisis figure.

21. During the period 1960-1970, the movement of military expenditures,
as vTe11 as of their share in GNP, was irregular. Their level increased con
siderably in real terns, but their share in GNP decreased somewhat by the end
of the 19EDs. People ,night suppose that vTere the calculated percentage of the
national product devoted to military expenditure by rival States to remain
steady, they would not be engaged in a'1. anns race. Equally, a falling per
centage of national product could be taken t~ imply -f;hat an arms race "Tas
"going into reverse". Neither of these inferences ...·lOuld necessarily be true.
Indeed, a steady percentage of a constantly ~ising world output would imply
an unending arms race, at the same time as a falling percentage could conceal
an absolute increase in mi1it~r expenditures. Economic evidence alone,
therefore, cannot demonstrate that the anns race is ab~ting.

22. 1'lor1d military exp'enditure is highly cQ1centr'lted in a few large
countries. Six countries out of 120 21 alone accounted for more than four
fifths of the world total for the decade of the sixties. Developing countries
play a lesser role in the global arms race. Hith nearly half of the world's
population, they account for only about 6 per cent of world military spending,
and their influence on the world trend in expenditure, and on the technological
arms race, is consequently minimal. Further, they devote a smaller share of
their resources to military purposes than do the major industrialized countries.
Al~hough mi1itarJ spending in ~eve10ping countries is very low in relation to
that of the advaneed countries, it is significant that in the decade of the
sixties the rate of growth of military expenditures was appreciably faster in
the developing countries than the i·ror1d average - in contrast to i·That has hap
pened in the :.;ix nations i'Thich are the major military spenders. Against a
world rise of about 3 to 4 per cer..t a year, military spending in the developing
countries has been increasing at a rate of some 7 per cent a year. 1fuen the

21 The 120 countries cover all the countries in the world with any significant
military expenditure. The six rn~jor countries are: the United States, the
Soviet Union, the People's Republic of China, France, the United Kingdom
and the Federal nepub1ic of Germany.
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needs of economic development are so pressing, it is a distrubing thoUght
that these c~antries should have found it necessary to increase their mili
tary spending s? speedily.

23. The rapid rate of increase in military spending i..."1 developing coup.
tries should, however, be interpreted with caution. The arms race in the
third '·Torld can be directly related to the wars in '·Thich it has been engaged.
But as 'is fully recognized, some conflicts have not been conducted independently
of the great PovTers, which have provided considerable supplies of iveapons and
of finance. In other regions a number of nei-l States have been building up
their armed forces virtually from nothing.

24. It has been estimated that about 50 million people are engaged
directly or indirectly for military purposes throughout the world. The avail
able information does not permit a more precise figure. Fairly accurate
figures for the armed forces alone are available, but they are not a good
substitute for e~enditure estimates - partly because the armed forces have
become increasingly capital-intensive. Not only is the ratio of equipment
costs to total expenditure rising, but in a number of countries the armed
forces have been employing an increasing number of civilians to do "lork
which was previously done by servicemen.

25. It is ,.,orth noting, however, that the figure for the personnel in
the world's armed forces as a whole reached a total of 23 to 24 million by
19~'O, and that it had been rising at a rate of about 2 per cent a year during
the decade of the sixties. Virtually all of the increase in military man
pm'1er occurred in the developing countries, i-Those share of the over-all
total for the world's armed forces is now about 37 per cent, in contrast to
a 6 per cent share in military expenditure. Over the pas t decade the numbers
in their armed forces have been rising by 4 per cent a year.

" .'
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Ill. THE DYNAMftS OF MILITARY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

26. The extent to w¥ich military expenditures affect other fields of
public and private spending becomes clearer when the dynamics of the race, as
reflected in the continufng elaboratiag of SL~aments, are understood. Obviously
the scale of the resources which are provided for the maintenance of armed
forces and for the acquisition of armaments is determined by political
decision. It does not necessarily follow that the process of action and
reaction which characterizes the arms race, cert.ainly the arms race in
sophisticated weapons, means that security is increased as more is sr:ent on
ar.mament~. Indeed in the field of nuclear weaponry the reverse appears to be
the case. Furthermore, every new generation of weapons and weapon systems
inevitably demands more and more resou~s which could be used for different
economic and social purposes. By pr6vrding resources for basic fields of science
which might bear upon the development of sophisticated weapons, the arms race
also inevitably affects the direction and tempo of a country's scientific and
technological development.

27. It is the most powerful industrial nations which are the pace
setters of the arms race. They too ~he ones which have also had a
considerable impact on the development ut science-based industries in the
civil field which are cOmplementary to those which provide military materiel,
for example aircraft. The arms race of the major Powers is now a competition
to achieve an advantage not just in quantity but even more in quality -- in
the speed of aircraft, in the range and accuracy of ballistic missiles, in
the manoeuvrability of tanks, in the efficiency of radar systems, and so on.
The arms race has in fact become essentially a technological race, the achievements
of one side spurring the other to improve on the technological a.dvances which
it might have made itself. The arms race becomes based on the "hJor pothesis of the
worst case", that is to s~y, one of two sides designs its programme of develop
ment on the assumption that its rival could, if it so decided, be the stronger.

28. That is one aspect of the force behind the race. There is another.
Before a. new weapon is completed, the military designer is as a rule already
designing a more effective model which ~- he hopes -- will not only be more
effective in performance, but also less vulnerable to defences which the
other side might introduce in response to a new threat. Obsolescence thus
also becomes a characteristic of the technological arms race. Over the period
of the 1960s, the effect of the increasing sophistication of military equipment
was far greater than would be implied merely by a numerical sta.tement of the
economic resources involved. The process was inevitably associated with a very
focused research and development effort, which depended on the services of a
disproportionate number f professjo~ 8Cientific and engineering personnel.
Probably at lee,st a quarter of the world total of scientists and engineers who
are engaged in research and development are in fact still employed on military
work, and military research and development probably absorbs some "25 billion
of an estimated world total research and development expenditure of some $60
billion.~1 It is usual to find that in countries with developed military

4/ Estimate derived from The Research and Develo~ment Effort in Western Europe,
North America and the Soviet Union (Paris, OECD, 1965) and SIPRI Yearbook of
World Armaments and Disarmament, 1969-70, pp. 288 ff.
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industries, the proportion of the labour force of the engineering industry which
is absorbed in the production of military equipment is far greater than the
percentage of GNP which goes to military expenditures, and that the percentage
of all qualified scientists and engineers employed on military research and
development is even higher.

29. Qualitative changes in armaments also generate quantitative a.nd
qualitative changes in manpower within the armed services. The numbers of
skilled technicians required for the maintenance of ever more sophisticated
equipment have to increase, and higher standards of skill and training on the
part of operating personnel also become essential. As complex armaments began
to spread to the developing countries during the past ~ecade, those countries
have also been diverting more of their scarce technical manpower to military
purposes, paying for them to be trained abroad, or employing foreign technicians,
all to the detriment of a more fruitful use of national resources.

30. The record of advanced weapons programmes in the sixties provided many
illustrations of the abandonment of costly projects before their completion, and
after hundreds of millions of dollars had been poured into them. Sometimes the
work was stopped because of the impossibility of overcoming a technological or
scientific hurdle. Sometimes it came to an end because the conception on which
it was based changed owing to a new military appreciation of the "need", or
because of development in a potential enemy's armoury. More usually, projects
have been abandoned because they have run up against a barrier set by the
absolute size of the economy of the country concerned. Since abandoned projects
are likely to be replaced by other projects, the process of abandonment increases
the economic waste caused by the arms ~ace.

31. Because of their inherent tendency to rise, research and development
expenditures always stand to consume more and more of any defence budget. It
is not only that new technology always costs more to achieve than the "state of
the art" which it succeeds, or that, once it has been developed, a generation
of weapons, designed to replace another, inevitably turns out to be much more
costly to manufacture. New weapon-systems continuously require more highly
qualified personnel, and therefore personnel costs tend to rise faster than
in the civil side of the economy.

32. The economic implication of the rising tendency of research and
development costs, together with the rise in personnel costs, is that more and
more countries are compelled to opt out of some sectors of the technological
arms race. As a consequence, richer countries are enabled to continue longer
in the technological arms race, as they can export modern weapons and so produce
them on a larger scale, with I'educed unit costs.

33. The arms race is thus a hindrance to development both because it draws
heavily on available material and human resources, and because it adds to the
threat to peace. In its essence, it is incompatible with normal economic and
social development.
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IV. THE NATIONAL CONSEQUENCES OF THE ARMS RACE AND
MILITARY EXPENDITURES

'r-IIJI!lii··j·~

34. The resources which are allocated for militar,y purposes are a broad
indication of what is denied other avenues of public and private expenditure.
If countries had not expended their means for militar,y purposes, they could
obviously have put the resources so consumed to many other uses.
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36. Health services, like education, constitute a major demand which is
less than adequately satisfied, even in the richest countries; and in the
poorer countries there is a crying need for more resources. The comparison of
world expenditure on health and military expenditure is a difficult one, since
health services in some countries are entirely publicly financed, and in others
are mainly privately financed. But, as already noted, for the world as a whol~,

military expenditure is about two and a half times the estimated total of
publicly financed health expenditure. 61 A rough calculation suggests that all
medical research in the world consumes only about $4 billion. This compares
with some $25 billion which it is estimated is now spent on military research
and development.

35. Poverty and slums exist even in the richest countries. Housing is
still an unsatisfied demand. Housing investment, together with slum clearance
and urban renewal, represents only about 3 to 3.5 per cent of the world's total
national product. 5/ But in the world as a whole f'ar fewer resources were
devoted to new housing during the sixties than to military expenditures. 'J..~:..

is particularly true of the major countries.

38. Another important aspect of military expenditures is their effect upon
economic growth. To the extent that the arms race inhibits growth, this
economic effect reinforces all that has been said about its impact upon
consumption.

37. Then there is the major problem of protecting the environment, which
is only now beginning to be understood. Militar,y operations can bring about
major environmental devas~ation. The vast destruction which is associated with
modern war is the extreme case. Nuclear tests are an isolated illustration of
the environmental damage that can be caused by armaments. There is also the
diversion to military purposes of the resources required for the major task of
repairing the environmental ravages of the past, and of preventing the further
depredatioll~ which could become increasingly urgent as population multiplies.

51 Estimate derived from United Nations national accounts statistics.

61 United States Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, World Military Expenditures,
1970, p. 10.

39. A fast rate of economic expansion is, of course, one of the central
economic objectives of most countries. The social factors involved are
usually treated under the heading "investment in man 11 -- investment in order
to increase the health, well-being, education and physical and organizational
potentialities of a country's citizens. Needless to say, many of these types of
social investment are ends in themselves. But they are obviously also very
potent factors in the rate of economic growth. Military expenditures undoubtedly
absorb resources which are substantial enough to make a considerable difference
both in the level of investment for civil purposes and in the volume of resources
which can be devote;l to improving man's lot through social and other services.
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40. There is no doubt that a transfer of resources from military' to civil
uses would provide fUrther possibilities for an increase in the rate of economic
growth. It is certain that there would be a once-and-for-all increase in the
amount of goods available for civil purposes and that from then on the economy
would grow at permanently higher levels.

41. It is entirely reasonable to compare fixed investment with military
expenditure, and to see whether a reduction in military expenditure could make a
significant difference to the investment level. For the world as a whole, military
expenditUl-e -- at 6 to 6.5 per cent of world national product -- is about a
third as large as fixed capital formation -- 20 per cent of world national product.,
Clearly, therefore, given a conscious decision to this effect, the investment level
could be given a signific&"1t upward shift. There is no lack of investment
opportunities in the world. Most countries have waiting lists of investment
projects, particularly in the public sector, which they are unable to start
through lack of resources.

42. Many developing countries do not have an industrial sector capable
of arms production, and so import most of their arms from abroad. A reduction
in their arms spending would free foreign exchanges resources which could be
used for the import of more investment goods, thus facilitating a higher rate
of growth. For these countries, the need for adequate investment is particularly
acute. At their present level of investment the gap between their standard
of living and that of the industrialized countries is not likely to be satisfac
torily narrowed for years to come. One of the basic problems of growt}'l in many
defeloping countries is to find the resources for the creation of new productive
sectors Which are now more or less entirely lacking and for a massive expansion
of infrastructure. Yet one of the largest items in current public expenditure
in many of these countries is military expenditure. What all this means in terms
of the denial of alternative opportunities is revealed clearly in an economic
study of 44 developing countries over the period 1951 to 1965.71 This indicated
that the part of their military expenditures which went to procurement diverted
domestic and foreign resources equivalent to about 4 per cent of their gross
ca~ital formation.

43. "Research and development" has been institutionalized in modern
industrial societies, so that innovation is no longer so haphazard a process
as it was in the period of the isolated inventor. In consequence, research and
development's share in the national product o~ industrial countries has risen
fast. As was said in the previous chapter, the arms race has been associated
with a sharply focused research and development effort and has absorbed a high
proportion of the total professional manpower and the limited resources which
the countries involved have available for all research and development, Concen
tration of research and development outlays on production exclusively for civil
purposes would lead to an improvement in the efficiency with which capital and
other resources are utilized and hence would accelerate the rate of growth.

11 Emile BenoH et a1. Effects of Defense on Developing Economies (study prepared
by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology for the United States Arms Control
and Disarmament Agency, forthcoming).
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44. In most countries more is still devoted to military purposes thanis spent on education generally, and overwhelmingly more than goes to researchand development for the civil sector of the economy. But, as has already beenpointed out, at least as important is the fact that the armed forces in industrialized countries absorb a disproportionately large share of the availabletechnically ~.illed personnel.

45. Private consumption, as well as prov~s~on for such social services aseducation, health, housing and transportation, together with the cost ofprotecting our physical environment, is clearly in direct competition withmilitary expenditures. Rising standards of living -- in the context of the wOl"ldin which we now live -- mean more expenditure on all these things. Were militaryexpenditures to fall it would assuredly be expected in some, if not all countries,that more resources would be released for personal spending.

46. Military expenditures also tend to disturb and destabilize thecourse of the economy in general, particularly when they fluctuate sharply.The rest of the economy has only too often had to be adjusted, to fit in withmilitary exigencies and with the time-cycle of milita~r developments. Apartfrom general destabilizing effects on the economy, the disturbing effects of thefluctuations which so often characterize military programmes tend to be concentrated in the'particular regions and particular industries where militaryprocurement takes place.

41. In terms of balance of payments, it is usually the developingcountries which stand to lose most from their military expenditures. If adeveloping country wishes to acquire sophisticated weapons, and if none of thecCiuntries manufacturing them wished to provide them by way of military aid, thedeveloping country could incur a considerable balance-of-payments cost inacquiring either the weapons or the background technology (or both).

48. Military expenditures have also had the effect of increasing thedisequilibrium in countries' balance of payments ~- and that is both a nationaland international consequence of military expenditure. Such disequilibria inworld payments undoubtedly have slowed, and at times even threatened to reverse,world progress towards further relaxation of restrictions on trade and payments.
49. Against the long catalogue of harmful effects of the arms race andmilitary expenditure, one benefit which has been claimed is the spur given totechnological progress. Obviously, if there is such a benefit, if war is themother of invention, the cost in human lives and misery has been far too higha price to pay for it.

50. During the Second World War certain scientific and technologicaladvances were accelerated, such as t.he development of atomic power, of computer,of air transport and radar, and of electronics in general. This has undoubtedlyleft its mark on all advanced technologically based industry toda:\ But, ifcountries are parepared to set the right priorities and if the right motivationis generated, they ought to be able to achieve even more rapid te~hnologicalprogress without war or an arms race.
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51. Particularly improtant is the fact that military and space technology
appears :to be becoming more and more specialized, and less and less adaptable to
civilian use. 81 Moreover~ military secrecy always retards the pace a.t which
civil benefits can be extracted from military developments.

52. More important than this, the specialized features which have been
imparted by military demands to the pattern of research and development were
clearly no designed to solve the world'S present social and economic problems,
and far less those which population growth and environmental protection pose for
tomorrow. If even a fraction of what has gone into military re~earch and
development were provided ftn" a frontal' attack on some of the main economic and
social problems of the world, one ought to expect much larger benefits in the
peaceful uses of science than have come from the spin-off of military research
and development.

53. Whereas it is possible to consider the economic consequences of the
arms race and of military expenditures in quantitative terms, their social
consequences can only be discussed qualitatively. It stands to reason that
military expenditures also have profound social consequences, and the shadow of
possible disaster which modern armaments cast over the world is clearly the most
ominous. Against the background of the Second World War, the fear engendered by
the nuclear arms race was one of the factors which stimulated the post-war
disillusion of the youth in many countries, whatever the level of their military
spending. Every child learned that he lived in a world in which vioJence had
become commonplace, and which was now stocked with sufficient lethal power to
wipe out all human life. There can be no question that the continuing arms race
and the growth of violence in the world add to the disaffection of millions
of people.

54. The arms race also tends tQ change traditional relationships between
the civilian and military sectors of the economy. The military sector means
more than the military 'forces themselves. It includes the firms and industries
which serve them, the scientific institutions where their research is done, and
the political establishments and ministries that ~we their power to the arms
re.ce -- a combination which has come to be called the "military-industrial
complex". The military-industrial complexes everywhere become concerned to
preserve themselves, and consequently to maintain the circumstances which gave
birth to them. That is a further social consequence of the arms race.

55. Yet another is the threat to democratic processes which can arise.
The spirit of militarism is opposed to the spirit of democracy and peaceful
progress in the world.

56. Whatever the varied and numerous considerations which keep the arms
race alive, they therefore not only entail heavy economic sacrifices, but also
weaken those processes of social evolution which provide our only real hope for
the future of the human species.

81 An OECD report has commented that "the technological requirements of defence
and space are diverging trom those of. civilian industry, which means that the
possibility of such direct transfer will tend to diminish". "The effects of
military and space research on civilian technology", Government and Technical
Innovation (Paris, OECD, 1966), p. 31.
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v. THE INTERNATIONAL CONSEQUENCES OF THE ARMS RACE AND MILITARY
EXPENDITURES

57. The purposes which military expenditures are meant to serve are bydefinition international in character. Periods of international tension areusually associated with an acceleration in the arms race; and in turn a speedingup of the race exacerbates international tension. The massing of armaments andthe continued development of new weapon-systems cannot but generate moresuspicion and gre~ter tension than exist~ at the start, and by so doing provokehostile reactions on the part of those who feel threatened. This applies toall armaments, whether they come into the category called conventional, to:':" thatdesignated "weapons of mass destruction ll
• The competition in nuclear weaponsobviously overshadows all other aspects of the arms race, since a nuclear warwould put the future of ~he entire world at risk.

58. Regional ar,ms races in conventional weapons, which are sustained bysupplies of arms from arms-producing Powers, are also immensely important in theexacerbation of international tensions. Moreover, the rate of obsolescence inmodern armaments is such that considerable quantities of surplus war materialbecome available each year. There is consequently a strong economic motive tosearch for markets for such material. Quite apart f'c<)m the severe sacrifices inlife and resources which conflicts in the developing ~reas of the world entail,these ~t the same time carry the risk that they might spread to neighbouringcountries, and inevitably they imply the additional danger that the militaryforces af some other countries, especially major Powers, could become directlyinvolved.

59. The arms race inevitably exacerbates international tensions andinevitably undermines the purposes a~d principles of the United Nations Charter.The foregoing considerations underline the necessity for all States to pursuetheir efforts toward disarmament, in particular nuclear disarmament.

60. International suspicions and fears, however, do far more than poisonrelations in the political sphere. They also damage the economic and socialwell-being of the world by imped~ng exchanges between peoples whether these beof trade and the now of capital, or of knowledge and technological "know-how".Military considerations have limited trade in so-called strategic commoditiesand have lee. to the creation of rival trade groupings involving, inter alia,restrictions on trade in some of the products of advanced technology. The samestrategic conside~ations also inhibit technological and scientific exchangesbetween countries. This 'can be' regarded as an extension of the strategic embargoon international trade.

61. Stockpiling of raw materials as a consequence of the arms race isalso a factor which in the past has distorted world trade. The tendency towardsstockpiling seems to be declining, ?ut there is still the possibility that thereduction of stockpiles can create market distortions.

62. Trade between the centrally planned and the developed market economieshas clearly been affected by the arms race and by the tensions between the twosystems. Even if the latter did not exist, there would still be problems inincreasing trade between countries with basically different economic systems.But, in a disarmed world, trade between market and centrally planned economiescould har~y fail to rise.
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63. The developing countries, in which more than two-thirds of tbe
world's population live, which account for about 15 per cent of the world
output and wh1se share of world exports was a.bout 18 per cent in 1969 (down from
about 27 per l~ent in 1953), would also benefit immediately from a cessation of
the arms ra::e.. As waf'; pointed out in section IV, the arms they import lead to
distortions in their trade.

64. In a world free _.( ~'l';!nsions, and increasingly disarmed, the level of
trade could well be higher simply because world output might have reached a
higher level. In the past the general experience has been that, for every'
1 per cent added to world output, about 2 per cent is added to the volume of
world tra.de.

65. An increase in world output clearly could also have a powerful impact
on the volume of aid provided by the richer to the poorer countries. One major
effect of the arms race and military expenditure has been to reduce the
priority given to aid in the policies of donor countries. Furthermore, some
aid becomes viewed not exclusively or even primarily in terms of a solution of
the problems of the third world, but as a means of acquiring influence in a par
ticular region, or of denyin1 influence to some other country.

66. As alrea.dy noted, tota.l world military expenditures are some 30 times
the level of official development assistance, which now added up to some $7 billion.
The sum has fallen steadily throughout the 1960s not only in relation to the
gross national product of the donor countries, but also to that of the developing
countries; in 1970 such assistance was equivalent to only one-third of 1 per cent
of the combined GNP of the donor countries. Funds or this kind contribute to the
volume of investment in the developing countries. A slowing of the arms race
would make more such funds available.

67. The General Assembly has set targets both for the total flow of
capital - which it is proposed should reach 1 per cent of the gross national
product of the developed countries by 1975 - and for the flow of official develop
ment assistance alone, which should reach 0.7 per cent of gross ni,tional product .9/
While a number of countries have made progress towards these targets in recent
years, the over-all tendency has been for the share of aid in the gross national
product of the developed countries to f~:l rather than rise.

68. It would take only a 5 per cent shift of current expenditures on
arms to development to make it possible to approach the official targets for
aid. '!he volume of fixed investment in the developing countries is estimated
to have been around $65 billion in 1969. A shift of 10 per cent from world military
expenditure to investment would provide enough resources to raise the figure by
almost a third.

69. Obviously, if the "disarmament dividend" were to become a reality,
there would be many other claimants besides aid for the resources freed in
developed co~~tries. None the less, any wise asse6sment of world problems could
not fail to give additional aid a very high priority.

21 See General Assembly resolution 2626 (XXV), paras. 42 and 43.
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71. The way the resources made a.vailable for aid are utilized m&kes allthe difference to the effectiveness of their impact on the growth of thedoeveloping countries. Priorities have to be set, problems properly explored,and the best available measures used for their solution.

70. Given a "disarmament dividend", there are reasons for being optimisticthat developed countries would be prepared to budget for some increase in aid.Lower levels of military expenditure would remove an important obstacle to theexpansion of aid. In 1953, in General Assembly resolution 724 A (VIII), MemberGovernments were urged: "when sufficient progress has been made in internationallysupervised world-wide disarmament, to devote a portion of the savings achievedthrough such disarmament to an international fund, within the framework of theUnited Nations, to assist development and reconstruction in underdeveloped countries".The complementary objectives of the Dis8.1"Jl18.lJlent Decade and the Second UnitedNations Development pecade illustrate the same point.

72. From time inmemorial States have relied on military forces tofurther their interests and to enhance their security. Today is no exception.But with the acceleration of t.echnological change, the perils have become soacute that it is no exaggeration t·<} say that the arms race has finally providedman with the means .1f putting and end to his species. Political wisdom has sofa.r 3.ve~ed his final disaster. It cannot, however, insure against military
miscalcula.tio~ or against human or technical error, both of which could lead tothe same fearful end.
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73. The arms race makes more acute t~e very international strains towhich it relates. Political differences become sharpened by the fear andsuspicion which the amassing of armaments generates. International trade isslowed, particularly in the products of advanced techuologica.l industry.Military eX:bJ"lditures c~ntribut~ to acute imbalances in the internationalpaymentr, Culttuoal exchanges sta.gna.te. In short ~ armaments, 'Which are supposedto provide security, provoke the very political differences which nations mayassume they will help dissipate.

74. ~le cost of the arms race is enormous, and because of it, r~sourceshave beeD denied almost every other field of social activity. In total, itconsumed nearly $1,900 bi::'lion from 1961 to 1970. :r annual militaryexpenditures continue to e.bsorb their present percentage of' world 'GNP, theycould well reach the le~ei of $300-350 billion (at 1970 prices) by the end ofthe decade, with a total outlay for the decade of some $750 billion more thanwa~ spent from 1961 to 1970.

7). 'The m~litaTY expenditures wideh cast the greatest shadow over thewor:id are those of the major Powers, which bet'ueen them account for the bulki,)f all such spending. Ar." ., race between the developing cOll~tries a.re, however,no less dan~e?ous. ~~ere is the risk ~f conflicts spilling over to thirdcountries, or indeed to the major Powers. The military expenditures of theseco;.;.ntries deplete the resources which could o...·herwise be u~ed for development.
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76. This report has considered the opportunities lost as a result of the
arms race. Economic aid has suffered. Enormous social problems lie ahead for
all countries. Public services, health, education, housing, and now the
protection of the environment, all need the resources which the arms race
consumes.

•

"
77. The Second World War began at a. clima.ctic moment in the development of

modern science. New scientific knowledge was only toe ready for exploitation
in the prosecution of war. Wnatever "spillover" effects there may have been
from the r.esulting military t~c~~nology, they could have been generated without
the competitive challenge of militarism.

78. As was stated in the preamble to General Assembly resolution 2667 (XXV),
a halt in the arms race would contribute effectively to the improvement of
international relations and the maintenance of' world peace and security. Every
effort to retar: the race would help, for anJP retard.ation would make it possible
to release resources for peaceful uses, in~luding aid. We share both the
conviction and the hope that increased ~id to developing countries would be a
natural consequence of substantially reduced military expenditures.

79. The enormous cost of the arms race in hUDUUl and other resources will
become even clearer than it is today when the pace of the race is slackened as
a result of cO'lcerted international politica.l decision.

80c It is our unanimous conclusion that:

(1) A substantial reduction in the military expenditures of all
countries, particularly of those whose military expenditures are highest, should
be brought about as soon as possible. The sooner concrete measures of
disarmament, particularly of nuclear disarmament, are aChieved, and ·the arms
race is thereby halted and reversed, the faster will be the progress towards
the goal of general and complete disarmament.

(2) Regardless of their size or their stage of development, all
countries share the responsibility of taking steps which will help achieve
this goal.

(3) A halt in the arms race and a significant reduction in military
expenditures would help the social and economic development of all countries
and would increase the possibilities of providing additional aid to developing
countries.

(4) In order to draw the attention of the Governments and peoples
of the world to the direction the arms race is taJr.ing, the Secretary,-General
should keep the facts under periodic review.
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ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL CONSEQUENCES OF DISARMAMENT
E/3593/Rev.l

INTRODUCTION

1. This Consultative Group on the economic and social consequences ofdisarmament has dealt with th~ subject on the assumption that disarmament,cimce agreed upon, would be general and complete and also rapid. It has doneso in the belief that this was the intention of the General Assembly resolutionunder which it was appointed,l/ and also because this interpretation gives theclearest form to both the bene~its and the difficulties, thereby minimi7.ing therisk that the latter will be under-estimated. The report represents theunanimous findings of the Consultative Group.
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See Official Records of the General Assembll, Fifteenth Session, SupplementNo. 16, resolution 1516 (XV\.

4. The world's armed forces now number about 20 million persons. Thisfigure does not include all those currently employed in s11uplying goods orservices directly or indirectly to the armed forces. Th~ ,otal of all personsin the armed forces and in all productive activities resulting from militaryexpenditure may amount to well over 50 million.

2. The most fundamental way in which disarmament affects economic lifeis through the liberation of the resources devoted to military use and theirre-employment for peaceful purposes. This s~ift in the composition of theaggregate demand for goods and services is simply a large-scale manifestationof a pL~nomenon that is constantly taking place in all economies as the demandfor certain goods and services shrinks while the demand for other goods and
servic~s expands; thus disarmament in its economic aspects should not beconsidered as a unique phenomenon.

I. RESOURCES DEVOTED TO MILITARY PURPOSES

3. To assess the transitional problems that may arise and to determinethat the peaceful uses to which the resources released may be put, it isnecessary to ascertain in some detail the volQ~e and composition of resourcesso released. On the basis of available data there appears to be general agreementthat the world is spending roughly $120 billion annually on military accountat the present time. This figure is equivalent. to about 8-9 per cent of the world'sannual output of all goods and services; it is at least two-thirds of the entirenational income of all the under-developed countries.

5. The available data do not, however, make it possible to assess withthe desired degree of accuracy the volume of resources that disa~mament wouldactually release.· For one thing, the existing estimat~s may not ~e comprehensive: some categories of military expenditure may be excluded. Further, theremay be considerable inconsistency in the pricing of military output comparedwith the pricing of other production, as also in the relationship between thepay of the armed forces and civilian wages and salaries. Although the dataprovide an inadequatG basis for precise comparisions of the military burdens
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among countries, it can be safely asserted that within most countries
military expenditure accounts for a very significant proportion of total output.

6. The great bulk of the world's military expenditure is highly concentrated
in a handful of countries. Available indica.tions are that about 85 per cent
of the world's military outlays is accounted for by seven countries - Canada,
the Federal Republic of Germany, France, the People's Republic of China, the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland and the United States of America.

9. The siutation is rather different in those countries that rely upon
imports for their supplies of military /iOOds or in which the major part of
military expenditure is for the pay and subsistence of the armed forces,

8. Data made available by a number of countries show that military
production is hiehly concent~ated in a few industry r,roups, notably IDllilitions,
electrical machinery, instrlli~ents and related products, and transportation
equipment, including nirplanes and missile~. There is a similar concentration
in thl~ same industries of the employment resulting from military expenditure.
In most other industries military outlays account for a relatively small propor
tion of total demand. Industries dependent on military expenditure also have a
hi.gh degree of concentration in certa.in regions and cities. "lhile this pa.ttern
of concentration of output and employment is not necessarily characteristic of
all cotmtries, it appears to apply genera:)..ly to the major military powers.

7. In order to formulate economi~ and social policies so as to t~e

full advantage of the opportilllities afforded by disarmament, it is necessary
for the countries concerned to know in detail the possible alternative uses for
the resources released. To prepare a list of the resources absorbed by
armaments, it is desirable that each country shoUld, at the appron~iate time,
determine the composition of military expenditure and estimate th~ productive
resources that it absorbs. 'rhe latter calculation is straightfon,ard 1-rith
respect to certain components of military expenditure. The members of the armed
forces, for example, constitute a labour supply that 1wuld other-~rise be available
for peaceful purposes. Similarly, those resea:' ~acilities employed for
military purposes which are adaptable to civilit::" research are readily identified.
other produc.tive resources, hO'lever, are devoted to military use only in an
indirect manner which may not be apparent at first glance. While it is clear,
for example, that the labour and capacity in ordnance production are employed
solely for military purposes, it is impossible to state, without careful analys'is,
what proportion of the manpower and other resources devoted to, say, coal nuning

's are so employed. The degree of elaboration with which statistics should be
compiled and economic analysis performed varies from country to cowltry
according to the complexity and size of the national econo~y. Analogous
considerations apply to the determination of the amount of resources required
directly and indirectly to satisfy alternative peacetime needs.

,
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rather than for their equipment. In such cases, the resources devoted to
military purposes consist essentially of manpower and foreign exchange.

II. THE PEACEFUL USE OF RELEASED RESOURCES

10. There are so many competing claims for usefully employing the
resources released by disarmament that the real problem is to establish a scale
of priorities. The most urgent of these claims would undoubtedly already have
been largely satis.fied were it not for the armaments race.

11. The resources liberated by disarmament within any country could be
employed in part to promote economic and social progress at home and in part
to expand foreign aid. The main civilian purposes for which the freed resources,
whether domestic or foreign in origin, could be applied, may be classified as
follows:

Raising standards of personal consumption of goods and services;

Expanding or modernizing productive capacity through investiment
in new plant and equipment;

Promoting housing construction, urban renewal, inclUding slum
clearance, and rural development;
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Improving and expanding facilities for education, health, welfare,
social security, cultural development, scientific research, etc.

12. The various claims upon re30urces listed above are, of course,
closely interlinked. A rise in personal consumption may necessitate new
investment in industry or agriculture or both. Enlarged aid from the industrial
to the underdeveloped countries may involve expanding capacity for the production
of the goods that the latter countries need, notably capital equipment. As
regards the under-developed countries themselves, if.additional aid is to bring
the greatest benefits, a larger volume of investment out of domestic resources
is likely to be required; this would be facilitated by the release of internal
resources through disarmament.

13. Since it can be assumed that the economy as a whole is highly flexible
in the long run, the resources freed by disarmament could ultimately be used
for anyone or more of the purposes listed above, and in any combination. In the
long run, there should be little difficulty in adapting resources to needs.

14. In the veTY short run, by contra.st, the range of choice may be somewhat
more limited. It takes time to turn swords into ploughshares or to make an
office clerk or factory worker out of a soldier. Studies in some industrial
countries have shown that the productive capacities released from military use
would be much more immediately adaptable to the inczoeased output of consumer
durables and industrial equipment than to the production of houses, food,
clothing or educational fa.cilities. It should, b.owev~:i( 11 be borne in mind that
some of the major military powers now have fairly comf'm"1;;t!,ble margins of
productive capacity available to them. In these Ca~fi'8 it: is unlikely that
disarmament would generate many new demands that cuuld nut fairly readily be
satisfied from available resources.
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Personal consumption and productive investment
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15. Among the alternative uses of resources released by disarmament,
increased personal consumption might well absorb a large share. It is fair
to s~;pose that even in the. developed countries there would be strong pressure
on Governments to raise the level of living. Dirarmament would, in particular,
offer an important opportunity to raise incomes of low income sections 01: the
population and to facilitate equalizing the rates of pay for men and women. In
most countries, however, not all the resources freed by disarmament would be
allocated directly to consumption, no matter what the level of income might be.
A substantial portion of the released resources would be used for expansion of
productive capacities because only such expansion can provide a firm basis for
further increases in consumption.

Social Investment

16. Social investment is an important altenh1'~hre both to private
consumption and to industrial and agricultural investment. Its claims rest
partly upon the clear urgency of the direct need for improved social amenities,
and partly upon the fact that growth of industrial and agricultural productivity
is dependent !J.pon developments in education, housing, health, and other fields.
Since social investment has had to compete with military cla:'ms for state funds,
it (like aid to underdeveloped countries) has probably been particulary affected
by the armaments race •.

17. The rural and urban environments in many countries are both deteriorating,
.nainly under the impact of urban growth. The social. and physical symptoms of
this deterioraticn are bad housing, poor community services and deiinquency,
the paralysis of city traffic, and in many of the less developed countries an
absence of sanitation accompanied by a high incidence of communicable disease.
In many metropolitan citi'es of such less developed countries "squatters' settle
ments" already contain a considerable part of the population.

18. The magnitude of the resources required for dealing with the problem
of urbanization is very large. According to rough estimates by the United
Nat~ns Bureau of Social Affairs, as many as 150 million families in the less
developed countries are in need of adequate homes. These immense requirements
are contributing in many under-developed cOlli,tries to the maintenance of a
level of spending on housing and urban development such that the pressing cla;,ims
of directly productive sectors have to be curtailed.

19. Another field in which the supply of social capita.l is deficient in
many countries is road and air transportation. The rapid increase in the stock
of automobiles andthe lag in road facilities in these countries during the
post-war years have been accompanied by extraordinary congestion and numbers of
accidents. Airports and other air facilities are also deficient in many
underdevelop~d areas as well as in some more advanced economies, and investment
in civil aviation will claim a share of the resources freed by disarmament.

20. The development and conservation of natural resourc~s provides
another important field for increased outlays in the event of disarmament. In
the United States it has been estimated that Federal expenditure requirements
up to 1980 in the: .~~ of water resource development alone total almost
$55 billion, while ,·.LT} billion will be needed for non-Federal programmes. The
Soviet Union could ad·lil- _ the preparation and implementat ion of a number of
important nature-transforming projects in various parts of the country in order
to improve living and working conditions for the people.Digitized by Dag Hammarskjöld Library
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Investment in health, education and social services

22. In most developed cOUlltries. educational needs are r1s1ng and are
bound to expand even more rapidl~"; with the ever wider spread of technical
progress there will be a rising premium on a higher educational background, on
better scientific and technological skills and on a broader range of knowledge.
At the same time greater efforts will be directed towards reducing the drop-out
rate of the less talented and towards ensuring that an increasing proportion of
the highly talented reach upper levels. In the under-d.eveloped countries, the
magnitUde of the educational problem may be seen from the fact that most of them
still have illiteracy rates of well over 50 per cent of the population aged fifteen
years and over.

23. Apart from needs in ·t.he fields of health and p.ducation, there are
urgent requ'2..rements for expansion in SOCiB~ services. Even in the most advanced
countries, there are pronounced shortcomings in the provision of child welfare
services, vocational rehabilitation agencies, community centres and other
special services.

Scientific research for peaceful Eurposes

24. It is thus clear that, so far as social investment is concerned, there
is already a heavy backlog of lIrgent need, and the recent acceleration of
populat ion growth a.nd of technical change make it certain that the need, and the
demand, will grow. Social investment therefore is likely to claim an increasing
volume of resources, to which disarmament would make a welcome cc,ntribution.

21. Another major use ef the resources released from disarmament is
investment to raise standards of health, education ~~d social services. There
is an urgent need for improvemeht in health services throughout the world. In
many countries the ratio of doctors, dentists and other medical personnel to
the population is inadequate and even falling, and there are also great
deficiencies in the supply of hospitals and hospital beds as well as of other
basic health facilities.

25. The release of scientific at:] technil:al manpower would be one of the
important consequences of disarmamer~t.. Amongst t·he major pcwers a significant
part of the national research and development effort currently serves military
purposes. The total elimina:'don of military spending '.ould bring about a
sizable release of resources for civilian research and development.

26. Not all of the needs described above can be satisfied by single
nations acting alone. In some instances their satisfaction ?ill require
international co-operation. Serious gaps exist in the permanent world-wide
network of meteorological observing s~atiens and in the corresponding tele
communication facilities. Telecommunications are important to developing
economies and there is need to pursue a number of objectives in this field,
including the development of networks. There is also considerable scope for
intenlational co-operation in developing the world's air transport facilities.
In addition, joint projects to assist the development of under-developed countries
as well as programmes of co-operation in the social and economic fields could
be undertaken.
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THE IMPACT OF DISARMAMENT ON NATIONAL PRODUCTION
AND EMPT...OYMENT

III.

28. Disarmament would raise both general problems of maintaining the
over-all level of economic activity and employment and specific problems in
so far as manpower or productive cepacity might require adaptation to non-military
needs. Structural problems of conversion of the latter type will be discussed
in chapter 4.

27. It is evident from the foregoing illustrative discussion o~ the
magnitude of current and impending needs that the resources freed by
disarmament would not be large enough for the many claims upon them. Though
it would take active decisions by Governments in the light of national and
international needs to set in motion the necessary programmes for employing the
released resources, it seems abundantly clear that no country need fear ~ lack
of useful employment opportunities for the resources that would become
available to it through disarmament.

29. In the economic life of all countries~ shifts in the pattern of
demand and in the allocation of productive resources are continually occurring
in response to changes in technology, foreign trade, consumer tastes, per capita
income, the age distribution of the population, migration, and many other factors.
The reallocation of productive resources which would accompany disarmament is
in many respects merely a special case of the phenomenon of economic growth.
There are, however, some aspects of the process of disarmament which would raise
problems significantly different fro~ those that have been experienced in the
usual process of economic growth. While many of the continuous changes in the
composition of demand work themselves out only over a long period of time, it
seems reasonable to assume that disarmament, once decided upon, would occur more
rapidly -- over a period of only a few years. The reallocation of resources
attendant upon disarmament would therefore pose some special problems. The more
rapid the rate of growth of an economy, however, the easier it would be to hring
about the economic changes disarmament might require.

30. The conversion of resources that would be required as a result of
disarmament at the present time would be far smaller, in the aggregate, than
that which took piace at the end of the Second World War. Thus an examination
of the early. post-war conversion may help to give perspective to the present
proolem.

m

The post-war conversion

31. The post-war conversion was a much larger one and involved a more
rapid transfer of resources than total disarmament wotud require at present.
During the last years of the war, the world devoted about one half of its resources
to destruction. The real military expenditure and the number of people in
uniform were about four times as high as today. The extent of devastation in the
areas overrun by armies or bombed from the air was immense. The usual network
of trade both within and between countries was -thoroughly disrupted. Despite
these difficulties~ huge armies were quickly demobilized without a significant
rise in unemployment in most countries, and the pace of recovery, particularly
of industrial output, was impressively rapid.
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32. During the post-war conversion~ the major concern of economic policy
was to restrain, rather than to maintain, over-all demand. This period was
characterized by intense pressure of excess demand for both consumption and
investment. Most commodities were in short supply. The wartime accumulatiOlt
of liquid savings in the hands of the population guaranteed a high level of
continued effective demand. As plant and equipment were released from war
production and repaired or replaced, they were immediately turned to producing
goods for which demand had remained unsatisfied or deferred in some cnuntries
during nearly fifteen years of the Great Depression and the war. Most of the
demobilized manpower found emploJnnent in civilian occupations, while the total
labour force decJihed, reflecting a voluntary withdrawal of some women, minors
and veterans from the labour market. As supply conditions improved, price and
distribution controls were progressively eased.

33. There were large arrears not only of consumption but also of
investment. The capital stock had in many countries been run down by destruction,
obsolescence and lack of maintenance. Technological progress had continuea and
in fact sharply accelerated in some fields during the war ~rears. But much of it
had remained unincorporated in plant and equipment -- during the depression
because of lack of effective demand, and during the war because of diversion of
resources to wartime needs. Residential construction had undergone successive
postponement in some countries. These factors led to an upsurge in business
and residential investment after the war.

34. In the United States, by the end of the Second \vorld War, the milL~ry

budget had accounted for over 40 per cent of the gross national product.
Between 1945 and 1946, expenditure on national security was reduced by 80 per cent.
The decline in military expenditure was equal to one-third of the gross national
product and nearly two-thirds of personal consumption in 1944. By way of
comparison it may be said that the military budget in the United States in
recent years has been somewhat less than la per cent of the gross national
product and about 15 per cent of Dersonal consumption. The decline in total
real demand was less than half the drop in military spending because of the
advance in all other sectors of demand. c~e small decline in national output was
perhaps no more than could have been expected as a result of voluntary withdrawals
from the labour force and from the shortening a£ working hours.

35. Between August 1945 and June 1946, the size of the United States armed
forces was reduced by over 9 million men. There was a small reduction in the
labour force as women and minors returned to home and school, and veterans
continued their interrupted education. As a restut of this, and of the cutting
back of overtime, unemployment in 194h remained below 4 per cent of the labour
force) despite the very extensive and rapid demobilization.

36. While the large backlog of demand of private business and consumers
was responsible for much of the ease with which the post-war ad.justment was n,ade,
effective government policies also helped. Taxes were reduced. There was a
very great increase in transfer payments, principally veterans' cash benefits
and payments related to the veterans' training and education programme. As a
result~ 1espite the massive decline in military spending, disposable income
fell hardly at all.
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37. In western Europe the conversion process took somewhat longer than
in the United States because of the damage or" destruction to productive
facilities and the fact that the total output had in many cases fallen below
pre-war levels. Inflationa~y pressures were severe. Confidence in currencies
was shaken. Many ke;y products; notably coal, steel, certain imported materials,
and foodstaffs were in short supply.

38. Despite these difficulties the conversion was relatively rapid.
Eignteen months after the cessation of hostilities, industrial output had
recovered its pre-war level nearly everywhere except in the Federal Republic of
Germany and in Italy. The demobilized armed forces were rather quickly absorbed
in employment in civilian occupations. Except in the two countries just
mentioned, unemployment declined well below pre-war levels. The recovery of
western Europe was assisted by a considerable amo"unt of external aid.

39. In some of the under-developed countries, the post-war recovery
presented special problems. This was partly because agriculture, which formed
a much larger proportion of the output of the under-developed than of the
developed countries, was generally slower to recover than was industry. For some
time after the war, too, delivery of equipment was delayed by conversion and
re-equipment needs in the industrial countries. There is, however, no reason
to believe that any future disarmament would be attended, in the under-developed
countries, by the same types of problem as prevailed after the Second World War.
As indicated previously, the main question in these countries would be whether
development programmes could be enlarged and stepped up significantly - and
in SUfficiently good time - to permit the absorption of the demobilized armed forces
and other resources into productive employment.

40. In the Soviet Union, experience of conversion immediately following the
Second World War was significantly different from that in other countries,
because of the much greater destruction and devastation which had taken place
during the war. However, by 1948 industrial production was already nearly
one-fifth above the 19"40 level. The circumstances of any future disarmament
would be much more favourable to a smooth conversion process than those at the end
of the Second World War.

Experience in the centrally planned economies

41. The experience of the centrally planned economies in reducing the
armed forces is also of' interest. In the Soviet Union, the armed forces were
reduced from 5.8 mill~.)n men in 1955 to 3.6 million men in 1958. There were
also reductions in miJ -tary forces in other centrally planned economies during
that period. No significant problems were created by the demobilization in
these countries since the demand for labour was continually increasing.

Impact on national production and employment

42. National experience with general economic pOlicies during previous
conversion periods will unquestionably be valuable for policy makers in the
future. In adopting a programme of general and complete disarmament, Governments
would certainly wish to assess very carefully the probable impact of disa.rmament
on national production and employment, and to examine their economic policies to
ensure that these were as well thought out as possible. It would be important
to maintain a high general level of domestic demand for goods and services and
thereby to support satisfactory levels of output and employment.
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43. The economic measures needed to maintain over-all effective demand
are different in the private enterprise economies from those in the centrally
planned economies. In the latter, economic decision-making is centralized.
Most of' the productive capacity 'is government-owned. The national economic plans
are directed toward the achievement of a set rate of growth and higher levels of
living. In the rivate enterprise economies, on the other hand, where the
private sectors are much larger than the government sectors, the power to make
economic decisions is diffused. Governments must therefore rely heavily, in
influencing economic decision-making in the private consumption and investment
sectors, on relatively ~ndirect means such as fiscal and monetary policies. III
general, the goverIl1l1ents of underdeveloped countries cannot cOlmt as readily as
those of the more developed countries on an expansion of private investment.
Greater attention needs therefore to be given to undel~aking whatever volume of
expenditure may prove necessary in the government-owned sector in the under
developed countries.

44. The instruments of adjustment in the industrialized private
enterprise economies are more highly developed, easier to bring into operation,
and may be expected to work more effectively in some countries than in others.
Bearing in mind, however, that a substantial part of military expenditure would
probably be replaced by other government expenditure in most countries it may
be concluded that the maintenance of effective demand in the face of disarmament
should not prove difficult. Indeed, it should be practicable not merely to
maintain the level of demand during the transition period, but to move forward
to the more rapid growth in total real income that a transfer of resources from
military use to productive investment would render physically possible.

45. For many under-developed countries, the effect of disarmament upon the
industrial countries' demands for primary products, and thus on the export
earnings of the primary producing countries, would be of great importance. So
would the methods of dealing with the liquidation of strategic stockpiles. These
problems are discussed in chapter 5. It is necessary to add here that the
industrial countries' success in maintaining effective demand during the
immediate period of disarmament would be of great conce~n to all primary producing
countries. The significance of disarmament for an expansion of aid to under
developed countries is dealt with in chapter 6.

46. In the centrally planned economies, the maintenance of effective
demand while reducing military expenditure would be simply a matter of efficiency
of planning techniques. Since decisions concerning the production of military
output as well as of investment and consumer goods are co-ordinated through the
national economic plan 9 the substitution of one type of expenditure for another
does not raise any basic problems for the maintenance of effective demand.

IV. STRUCTURAL PROBLEMS OF CONVERSION

47. Yren with the successful maintenance of total effective demand during
a period of Jisarmament, significant problems of adjustment would remain in
specific sectors and areas of the economy. Part of the personnel released by
the armed forces and the armaments industry would have to be tra.ined or :l'etrained
so as to permit absorption into peacetime occupations. Some plant and equipment
woUld have to be converted. Productive capacity might contract in some
industries, and might have to be expanded in others. Where the manufacture of
armaments has been concentrated in particular ~egions; it wouid be necessary
either to shift resources out of those regions to other areaS of growing demand,
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or alternatively to undertake schemes ef redevelopment. The necessary steps
would have to be taken to modify the direction of research and of technological
development.

48. It has already been suggested that the broad problem of re-adaptation
of industry and manpower resulting from disarmament is not basically diss~milar

from that experienced in the normal process of economic growth. The higher the
rate of growth of the economy, the easier the process of adaptation. In the
longer run, disarmament would allow each country to raise the rate of investment
and to adapt productive capacity more adequately to the needs of the population
and to the requirements of economic growth, both in private enterprise and
the centrally planned economies. In the shorter run, the smoothness of the
transition would largely depend on the ability of Governments to anticipate the
types of problem that might arise, and on the adequacy of preparations.

49. The resources now supplying military requirements could be adapted to
peacetime needs partly by shifts within industries and plants, and partly by
shifts between industries.

(a) Shifts within industries and plants. In a large number of
cases, it may be possible for a given plant to shift the nature of the end
product from military equipment to durable consumer goods and investment
goods while using the same productive equipment and manpower. For instance,
there might be a shift from tanks to tractors, from military to civilian aircraft,
from naval vessels to merchant ships, or from electronic equipment for military
purposes to television sets. This might be a relatively easy procedure.

(b) Shifts between industries. Other cases, however g might call for
a more complex form of conversion requiring the output of some industries to be
completely stopped or sharply curtailed and that of others to be correspondingly
expanded. Many ordnance factories might cease to produce altogether. In some
countries, the total output of aircraft, ships and boats would have to be
reduced since civilian "demand for such products would not fully offset the fall
in military demand. On the other hand, a considerable expansion of output in
the cement, brick, glass and building industries might be required should there
be a shift in expencliture in faV"our of civilian construction. Shifts of this
type cannot be accommodated within the same plant but require instead a movement
of resources from one industry to another" Shifts between industries would take
a somewhat longer time to accomplish than shifts within industries, the length
of time depending on how major or far-removed were the shifts.

50. The extent to which the conversion would involve shifts within
industries and plants as opposed to shifts between industries can be judged
from studies made in a number of countries.

The pr?blem of inter-industry shifts

51. Professor Leontief has prepared a hypothetical study of the
inter-industrial ramifications of conversion in the United States on the
assumption that military expenditure is replaced wholly by increases in
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expenditure on other kinds of-goods and services in proportion to their sharesin total demand in 1958 2/. Such a reallocation of military expenditure wouldrelease 1,320,000 employees from the contracting industries for employmentelsewhere. OVer four-fifths of the decline in employment would be in fourindustries - aircraft and parts (which ir.cludes missiles), radio, ordnance, andships and boats. In addition to the 1,320,000 employees released from contractingindustries, the 2,530,000 members of the armed forces and about 790,000 civilianemployees of military agencies would become available for alternative emploYment.Thus, about 4.5 million persons - some 6 or 7 per cent of the totsl. labour forcein employment in 1958 - would, on these assumptions, have to change theiremployment from one 'industry group to another or find civilian instead of militaryemployment.

52. Professor Leontief estimates the number absorbed into expanding sectorsto be some 600,000 less than that released from the military establishment andthe contracting industries. This difference, taken literally, would .imply thatan increase of about 1 per cent in tacal government and private expenditure,spread over the duration of the disarmament process, would be required topreserve the general level of employment. It is, however, a residual figure whichshould be treated with reserve, since it is less than the margin of error ofthis hypothetical calculation.

53. This indicates the numbers who would have to move from one industryto another (or out of direct military employment) in the event of very rapiddisarmament. If the operation were to extend over a number of years, the changeper annum would be only a fraction of the total.

54. Under-developed countries generally have been meeting their requirementsfor military goods and services by imports, so that their disarmament wouldrelease foreign exchange rather than industrial workers. Disarmament would alsofree members of the forces with many useful skills and training.

55. In the centrally planned economies, as indicated previcusly,productive capacity is usually fully utilized. Tr.us:it would be necessaryto convert plants producing military equipment to production of durable consumergoods and of such investment goods as can be produced in them with only minorretooling. Such conversion could be achieved rapidly. In the longer run,disarmament would m6ke possible substantial increases of investment, so thatthe more adequate adaptation of productive capacity to the needs of the populationand to the requirements of economic growth could proceed fairly rapidly. TheGovernments of the centrally planned economies state that there will be no difficultyin absorbing released manpower.

W. Leontief and M. Hoffenberg, "The Ecohomic Effects of Disarmament"Scientific American (New Yorkj, Vol. 204, No. 4, April 1961, pp. 47-55.
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Special problems

56. The preceding analysis of the changes resulting from the process of
reallocation of military expenditure to other purposes suggests tpat the net
shifts in employment and out-put would be relatively small. As already indicated,
however, s~ecial problems would arise from a concentration of the military effort
in certain industries or areas. These problems may be broadly classified as
follows:

(i) Adaptation of skills to peace~time requirements •

(ii) Problems of assistance to particular enterprises, industries
and localities, heavily oriented to military use.

(iii) Reorientation of research and technological development.

(i) Adaptation of skills

57. In some instanees, the skills that are essential for service in the
armed forces or in some of the major industries nroducing military goods may
not be readily adaptable to the requirements of ~ivilian employment. Consequently,
there would arise a necessity to retrain part of the skilled manpower and to
train some of the unskilled.

58. (a) Armed personnel and employees in the Ministry of Defence. Most
of the officers in modern armed forces have received training that would fit
them easily for technical, engineering, medical and similar posts 'in civilian
life. The demobilization of the non-professional members of the armed forces
would invl)lve a much larger number of persons. But most of these men have
been drawn from civilian life where they were previously engaged in non-military
occupations. In many cases, they have acquired new technical skills while in
military service. In most of the under-developed countries ~ the regular armed
forces possess a much higher level of industrial and technical skills than the
civilian population; this would tend to give them a relatively greater chance
of being absorbed into civilian empl03~ent.

lty
\ ..

59. (b) Industries produ~ing military goods. As pointed out above, the
problem of conversion in the industrial countries31 is likely to be a short-term
one for most industries. In industries depending heavily on military orders,
many of the employees possess a level of skill that shoulQ find gainful
employment in other branches of ~roduction, so long as over-all effective demand
is rising. Moreover, where se .~ form of retraining or additional training would
be needed for employment, it ~ould be acquired through the facilities for
apprenticeship and on-the-job training often provided by individual firms or
plans for their new labour force.

60. In this age of automation the demand for highly skilled labour is
rising faster than the demand for semi-skilled and unskilled. Therefore a
significant numbe~ of those who would be released in the latter categories might
be faced with difficult problems, particularly if they were of an advanced age.
Governments should stand ready to assist the reabsorption of such workers iuto
productive employment.

31 Owing to virtual absence of major military goods industries in the under
developed countries, this question has relatively limited relevance for them.
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(ii) Particular enterprises and localities

61. Owing to the concentration of military output in a. few industries,termination of military contracts would. bear specially upon the activities ofparticular enterprises. These would have a choic@ of three courses of action;complete shut-dOwn, the adaptation of existing plant and equipment to the production of other goods through major retooling, and investment in entirely newplants. Similar problems on a much larger scale ~ere faced at the end of thelast war and tackled with a considerable ~egree ~f success.

62. The geographical distribution of the activity based on militaryexpenditure is very uneven in many countries, The readjustments necessitated bydisarmament would therefore impinge particularly heavily on certain areas andlocalities. Various forms of public and other assistance would thus provenecessary to facilitate readjustment. Measures of three types would be required.First, attempts shOUld be made to diversify the structm-e of employment bydeveloping new industries where possible. Secondly, adequate relocation allowancesshould be provided to facilitate the movement of those who are mobile to areaswhere the labour market is expanding. Thirdly, adequate relief should be grantedto those whose attachment to the locality is too deep or whose age is too advancedto contemplate moving to other areas. The costs of the necessary measureswould be very small in relation to the resources that disarmament would release.

(iii) Reorientation of research and technological development

63. In the centrally planned economies Governments have always played amajor role in promoting research and development. In the private enterpriseeconomies also, this role has expanded everYWhere in recent years, particularlythrough the growth of research for military purposes. No reduction in the actualemployment of scientific and technical personnel need be feared, however, becausethe demand for civilian research would increase rapidly. Indeed, one of themain reasons why scientific research is still far from adequately applied inmany civilian fields is the fact that highly qualified personnel have beenscarce, and have been pre-empted by military demands •.

V. THE IMPACT OF DISARMAMENT ON INTERNA'J!IONAL
ECONOMIC RELATIONS

64. Disarmament would be bound to have favourable· effects on the developmentof international economic relations. The political detente that would accompanyan international disarmament programme would in itself imply that nations werewilling to reconsider their economic relations with one another. The conse~~entrelaxation of international tensions would provide a sound basis for reductionof trade barriers a~d for modification of existing trade agreements and tradingpractices. In the long run this would encourage an expansion of internationaltrade, a m.ore rational international division of labour and a more effective useof the world's resources. In the short term it might help conversion bygenerating new demand for exports from existing sources of supply that could besatisfied fairly easily from existing capaci"ties.

65. The relaxation of international tension would benefit trade throughthe elimination of the concern with national defence as a factor affectingnational trade policies. The needs of national defence have long been acceptedas a legitimate reason for the pursuit of discriminatory and protectionist policies.
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66. Disarmament would bring about a change in the composition and rate
of growth of output and thus affect the structure and rate o-r expt..nsion of
world trade. In so far as increas~d investment and greater economic aid wouia
accelerate the rate of ecor mic growth in developed and under-developed
countries, a more rapid e; Jion of world trade could be anticipated. However,
there are more immediate e .. J:ects that might follow the shift in demand; .these
hinge on the difference between the import content of military expenditure and
the import content of the increments to consumption, investment and foreign aid
that disarmament would facilitate.

67. Some exports of primary products, such as petroleum, rubber and most
metallic ores depend significantly at present on direct and indirect demand
genernted by military purchases. Some 15-16 per cent of world copper output
has served, directly and indirectly, military purposes. For tin, nickel, lead
and zinc the corresponding figure is over 9 per cent; for petroleum, between 8
and 9 per cent. In view of the well-known sensitivity of the prices of these
products to changes in demand, the elimination of all armament expenditure, if
there were no offsetting rise in civilian demand, could have a seriously adverse
effect on the incoThc of those under-developed countries whose exports consist
largely of such raw materials. However, the demand for these raw materials
would be reduced only fractional~y - by less than 2 per cent - if the elimination
of military expenditure were accompanied by a corresponding increase in private
and public non-military expenditure.

68. Since disarmament may be expected to result in an acceleration of
economic growth, it should stimulate the growth of demand for primary production
in general. Coupled with the fact that disaI~ament should be associated with
a tendency for the advanced countries to open their markets more widely to
foodstuffs, for instance, this would make for a substantial growth of primary
commodity trade. Accelerated economic growth would be still more powerfUl in
increasing total demand for w~ufactures. The tendency to. reduce trade barriers
should be particularly important in enabling developing countries to increase
their exports of manufactures to the more highly developed.

69. Both private enterprise and centrally planned economies should also
be prepared to open their markets more widely to under-developed countries once
the trade restrictions imposed for security reasons are lifted. There might,
however, be instances in which declines in demand for particular commodities
would cause appreciable difficulties. In these cases consideration should be given
to special aid for the cQuntries concerned, in the same way as for particular
industries or areas within the principal disarming countries.

70. The immediate impact of disarmament on international economic relations
during the conversion period is a matter that needs to be given careful study
along with the other conversion problems already discussed in chapters 3 and 4.
Changes in the level of aggregate economic activity associated with disarmament
in the major industrial countries would be a major determinant of the level of
international trade during the conversion period.

71. If appropriate steps are taken it should be possible evert in the
Short run to avoid any significant reductions in the general level of primary
product prices, but it. needs nevertheless to be realized that any failure to
achieve this goal could have serious consequences. For many of the countries
mainly dependent on the export of primary commodities, a percehtage decline in
their export earnings which might appear small arithmetically could cause grave
damage.
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. 72. A more widespread problem relates to particular countries that are
largely dependent on the export of those commodities for which world demand
might suffer a temporary decline. In conjunction with the formulation of any
disarmament programme, therefore, it is highly desirable that a detailed study
be undertaken on the changes in demand for the various primary commodities which
vlOuld result from L..isarmament. No country should be allowed to suf'fer a
disruption to its economic life, even temporarily, as a result of disarmament.

VI. THE EFFECTS OF DISARMAMENT ON THE VOLUME AND FRAMEWORK
OF AID FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

73. The promotion of economic and social development in ~~er-developed

countries is one of the most important ways in which the resour.ces released
by disarmament could be put to use. National efforts and international co
operation in the d.evelopment of the under-developed countries have so far not
brought about the desired acceleration of economic growth. An acceleration of
the rate of growth of under-developed countries depends upon many fa.ctors, ineluding
the adoption of appropriate national development programmes and, in many cas~s,

social and institutional reforms. Among these p~("ogramm.es an important role
must be assigned to encouragement of productive investment both from domestic
and foreign resources. To this end world disarmament could make a maj or
contribution. Despite the inadequacies of the available statistics, it appears
that the world's military expenditures far exceed the combined gross investment
expenditures of the less developed areas; they are probably at least five times
as large and may be much greater. A much larg~r volume of resources could thus
be allocated to investment for pro~:uctive development in these countries even if
only a fraction of the resources currently devoted to military purposes were
used in this way.

74. Disarmament could bring about a marked increase in the rate of growth
of real income in the poorer parts of the world. This conclusion is reinforced
by a comparison of the.volume of resources now being devoted to military use
with the various estimates made in recent years of the external financial needs
of the under-developed countries. The total amount of foreign capital required
by· the under-developed a.reas, over and above their domestic resources devoted
to investment, is estimated to range from $6 billion to $10 billion annually.
These figures are based on conservative assumptions. After allowing for the
present flow of foreign capital through existing institutions and arrangements,
it is believed that there is a deficiency of about $3 billion a year that needs
to be made good in order to achieve the modest annual rate of growth in income of
2 per cent per capita.

75. In the longer run, productive capacities can be adapted to any changed
patterns of demand,. and provided that the needs of under-developed countries
are known in sufficient detail, no serious problems should arise in matching
resources to uses. Even in the short run, however, it seems probable that a
significantly large proportion of the re~ources absorbed for military use would
indeed prove to be of a type useful for investment in under-developed countries.
An important proportion of military expenditure absorbs the output of heavy industry
and of the engineering and construction industries. The output of these industrial
sectors could undoubtedly make a valuable contribution to the industrialization
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of the less developed areas and to their accwnulation of social capital.
Transportation and communication equipment, for example, is an important component
of military expenditure and is urgently required by under-developed countries.

76. Disarmament would also release personnel, such as scientific research
workers and engineers, who could be utilized for other purposes. In the-event
of disa~ament, it should prove possible for the industrialized countries to
provide greater technical assistance and thereby help remove one of the serious
limitations to development efforts in these countries.

77. With respect to the impact of disarmament on the framework and
structure of aid to under-developed countries several points need to be made.
If we leave out of account - as seems proper in the present context - short
teli:"m finance of all kinds, private grants, and military and defence-support aid,
the principal international flows of capital to under-developed countries con
sist of (1) official grants, (2) official loans and credits on non-commercial
terms, (3) long-term loans and credits on commercial tenus made by national
governments and by international auth:',rities, and (4 ) private long-term loans or
direct investment. Unlike capital flows of the last three types, official grants
do not, of course, burden the recipient country's balance of payments. Official
loans and credits on n~n-commercial terms are less burdensome than public or
private lending on commercial terms: hence the distinction between the second
and third categories.

78. The increased international flow of capital to under-developed
countries that is certain to result from disarmament could take anyone or
more of the forms referred to above. As regards the flow of private capital,
it may be assumed that this would continue to respond to commercial considerations.
At the present time, nine-tenths or more of off'icial grants a.."ld loans are given
under bilateral programmes. In so far as political circumstances have had any
weight in determining the direction and form of aid, effective disarmament and
the re1atad lessening of international tensions should improve the prospects
for more co-operative interna.tional action.

79. It should be realized that the repayment of loans granted on commercial
terms may impose heavy burdens on the balances of payments of under-developed
countries. It seems urgent that as large a. proportion of economic aid as
possible should take the form of grants or "soft" loans. Disarmament would 1il:e1y
facilitate the increased flow of such aid. This is so because the savings
afforded by disarmament would provide the aid-giving countries with a favourable
opportunity to increase their assistance without imposing an additional burden
on civilian expenditure.

80. Because the competing claims in developed countries are also urgent,
there is a serious possibility that the financial resources released by
disarmament might be rapidly absorbed by purely national aims. It is therefore
desirable that an appropriate proportion of these resources should be allocated
to international aid in its various forms simultaneously with their use for
domestic purposes. It must be emphasized that foreign aid can play only a
supplementary role in the development of under-developed countries and that the
responsibility for initiation and intensification of development efforts would
continue to lie entirely with the governments and peoples concerned.
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VII. SOME SOCIAL CONSEQUENCES OF DISARMAMENT

•

81. The economic and social consequences o-r disarmament are inextricably
intertwined. As already discussed, it would be possible to bring about a
signi-ricant improvement in many aspects o-r social li-re, provided that some of the
resources released by disarmament were earmarked, for fields such as education
and scientific ~esearch, health, housing and urban development. In a disarmed
world, a general improvement could be expected in the level of living and in the
conditions of under-privileged and low-income groups such as the old and retired
people whose share in the social well-being is often meagre, even in the more
developed countries. With the end of the armaments race, Governments would
accord these social objectives a higher priority than in the past.

82. The more rapid rat.e of economic growth and the increase in
productivity that may be expected to result from disarmament might well permit
a reduction in working hours, an improvem.ent in the conditions of work and a
lengthening of paid vacations. To take full advantage of' the resultant lOElger
leisure and the higher level of living, wider cultural facilities would be required.
In this context, education acquires special significance as a means of disseminating
culture.

83. In the domain of' personal and family life, disarmament and recession
o-r the threat of' war would decrease tensions which often bring about psychosomatic
illnesfles. Human life would acquire a new meaning, once war and preparations for
war were eliminated.

84. In a disarmed world, the danger that security eonsiderations and armed
forces might play an excessive role in forming the values of the conununity wOlilld
be eliminated. It is importaat to note, however, ,';hat attention would need
to be paid to constructive outlets for individual and collective asperations.

85. If confidence is one of the necessary conditions -ror concluding a
disarmament agreement, an increase of confidence would also be one of its happiest
consequences. A decrease in tensions and in the influence of groups interested
in armaments would bring about a profound change in the form and content of
international relations. Political and economic conflict between nations, with
its attendant risk of war, would more rapidly be replaced by constructive
emulation. Scientific co-operation between nations would advance more rapidly,
and the peaceful. utilization of science and technology would be accelerated.
The arts, too, would greatly benefit from an extension of international exchanges.

VIII. CONCLUSION

86. The CCllsJ1ltative Group is unanimously of the opinion tha.t all the
problems cmd difficulties of transition connected with disarmament could be met
by appropriate national and £nte:rnFitional mea.sures. There should thus be no
doubt that the div~~sion to peaaeiUlpurposes of' the resour~eS now in military
use cou14 be &~ccmpli~hed to the~enefit of all ~ount~ies &ha le4d to the
imp:ro\femeftt 01" world E!ConomJ./2 and soci.al conditioils, 'The a~hievefilant at genet'al
and complete disariJiameflt WOW-d 'b~ M unqt.ta11:f'i.ed bleSSing to ul mEUlkind.
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DISARMM·1ENT AND DEVELOPMENT

ST/ECA/1.74
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1. Pursuant to General Assembly resolution 2685 (XXV) on the economic
and social consequences of disarmament, we were asked to suggest in the present
report how a. link might be estab\ished between the Disarmament Decade and the
Second United Nations Development Decade and to propose measures for mobilizing
public opinion a.ccc~dingly.

2. We believe that these two objectives - disarmament and development 
are of the greatest importance to the worlQ. com:nunity. The Uniteci. Nations
has agreed to seek each one vigorously in its own right, regardless of the pace
of progress in approaching the other.

3. Some general considerations have been cu't" points of departure:

(a) The main motives for pursuing disarmment are to avoid war, to
strengthen peace and security throughout the Yorld and to foster a climate of
understanding and co-opera.tion. The achievement of these aims would create very
fa1J'ourable conditions for development;

(b) Disarmam1nt agreements have not yet led to any reduction in
military expenditure;

(c) In st1"iving by the adoption of measures for disarmament,
countries unquestionably also take into account the great economic possibilities
implicit in disarmament through-the redirection of resources to goals of
peaceful development. ·This is a matter of great importanc~ to lSlJ.l countries ~

developed and developing alike.

(d) The problems of achieving disar.mament tiJld of making rapid
progress with economic and social development, as well as the problem of
generating more aid for developing countries are essentially political. Disar
mament will come only if people change the direction of the policies which have
led to arms races. More aid, and other measures aimed at helping developing
countries, will come only if people to a greater degree adopt and a.ct upon
internationalist va~ues.

(e) There are here two separate political objectives - disarmament
and development - and two sets of political motives, one for each. The pursuit
of each objective can proceed without the other, and it should proceed urgently.
These two objectives can, however, be linked to each other because the enormous
amount of resources wasted in the arms race might be utilized to facilitate
dev~lopment and progress;

(f) The blatant contrast between this waste of resources and the
unfilled needs of development can be used to help rouse public opinion ih favour
of effective disarmament, and in favour of the achievement of further progress
in development, particularly of the developing countries;
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I. DISARMAMENT

These statistics are based on the sources use.d·in the Secretary-GeneralIsreport (.!lli..). The data on military expenditures since 1960 used in thatpublication were obtained from the United States Arms Control and DisarmamentAgency, which has subsequently revised and updated them. (See WorldMilitary Expenditures, 1971, Washington, D. C., 1972.) It is the revisedand updated statistics that the Group has used in preparing the presentreport. The six main military spenders are China, the Federal Republic of
GeI'll.~y, France, the United Kingdom of' Great Britain and Northern Ireland,
th~ United States of America and the USSR. The p:L'ojected figures that wehave prepared are simply illustrations based on assumptions.

Economic and Social Conse uences of the Arms Race and of MilitanExpenditures United Nations publication, Sales No. E.72.IX.16).

_1l!'II'''''''''''i!!i!.~-----iIlITea~

(g) The ~mplo~ent of the resources released by disarmament,~]especially for development purposes, is not likely "to take place ~pontaneously; '1'it will require concerted action in the part of the Governments of the countries,concerned, both developed and developing. i

j
",4. So far, in the field of disarmament, several important inte:::-nationelagreements on certain types of arms have b~en reached; they have been "partial"or "collateral" measures, mostly of a non-armament character. They may haveforestalled increases in military spending, but they have not reduced it.

5. The magnitude of the resources used for armaments was analysed in arecent report of the Secretary-General. l / World military expenditures in 1970were roughly $200 billion, i.e., 6.5 per cent of the gross national product (GNP)of the countries of the world. Military expenditures of the countries whichprovide aid for development are estim::lted to be approximately 6.7 per cent oftheir GNP, or 25 times greater than the official development assistance ~heyprovide. The ma.jor part of the world's military expenditure is made by a verysmall number of countries; the six main military spenders are responsible formo:re than four-fifths of the total. If mil~expenditurescontinue to growduring the 1970s, at the same average annual rate'aS in the 1960s (3 per cent ayear) they will reach $280 billion (at 1970 prices) in 1980. If their share inthe GNP were to remain the same as in 1970, the figure would reach $360 billion.Y
6. An agreed programme for the Disarmament Decade does not exist. Generalend complete disarmament under effective international control remains the mainobJeetive. Its achievement would represent a momentous political change andwould release massive resources for pe~eful uses. Partial measures are a secondbest. They are often seen as first steps to political understanding and generaldisarmament, but if they are to be fully effective, it is important that theyshould be agreed to by all the relevant countries. This is not true now. Partialmeasures do not always lead to reductions in military expenditures.
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7. One measure which might help the transition from partial measnres to
general and complete disarmament would be an agreement to limit and reduce
military budgets. Without comprehensive over-all economic limitations of this
kind, arms limita~ion agree~ents expressed in terms of numbers of specific types
of weapons cannot prevent an arms race in the form of expenditure on the" develop
ment and production of entirely new kinds of weapons not covered by exist'ing
agreements.

8. The most recent partial measure has been the agreement between the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of America on strategic
arms, made earlier in 1972. Since it places no limit on qualitative improvements,
in missiles, it does not ensure a reduction in spending.

9. In the continuing multilateral negotiations for disarmament, there
are fomal commitments to follow up some of the partial agreements already made
with further agreements in the same field - for example, a comprehensive test
ban in place of a partial test ban, a. ban on the possession and production of
Chemical as well as biological weapons, and also the genuine demilitarization
of the ocean. Some of the commitments have now been on the books for many years.

11. DEVELOPMENT PROSPECTS AND NEEDS

10. The International Development Strategy for the Second United Nations
Development Decade (General Assembly resolution 2626 (XXV» calls for a 6 per
cent target rate of growth of gross output for developing countries. If
population growth is held down to about 2.5 per cent, the rate of growth of income
per person will be about 3.5 per cent. This target - if achieved - is encouraging.
But the prospect is nevertheless not satisfactory. At a rate of growth of
3.5 per cent, average income per person in the developing world would rise from
the 1970 level of $200 to the level of only around $280 (in 1970 prices) by
1980.

11. One of the basic req~irements for raising a country's rate of economic
growth is an increase in the volume of resources allocated annually to productive
investment. With a few special exceptions, developing countries cannot
realistically be expected to be able to provide from domestic savings alone
sufficient investment to attain the necessary rate of growth rapidly. Moreover,
in some of them, the effective utilization and mobilization of domestic resources
often cannot be achieved without foreign technical and financial assistance.

12. The economic growth of developing countries will of course continue
to depend still more on the contribution to their exter~al resources made by
expansion of their exports, in particular of their exports to high-income
countries. To encourage such trade expansion, developed countries must reduce
the obstacles which impede exports of developing countries at the present time.

13. At present the flow of official development assistance to developing
countries - which depends on governmental decisions taken in the developed
countries - amounts to only about 0.35 per cent of the gross national product
of the latter countries. In order to achieve the Second United Nations
Development Decade target of 6 per cent growth on average, it is estimated that
official devel~pment assistance from developed countries would have to increase
to 0.7 per cent of their GNP.
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14. Even if growth objectives of the Second United Nations Development
Decade are attained, the problem of reducing mass poverty and unemployment in
the d~veloping countries of the world still remains. More efforts therefore
should <De made by the world community. In most cases no major problem would
arise as to the capacity of developing countries to absorb an increased flow
of foreign assistance provided that this assistance is extended on appropri~te

terms. In particular, there should be a marked increase in untied grants; and,
in the case of the poorest countries, possibly for the purpose of increasing
consumption.

Ill. THE INTERRELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DISARMAMENT AND DEVELOPMENT

15. The unanimous conclusion of the report of the Secretary~General

entitled Economic and Social Consequences of the Arms Race and of Military
Expenditures3! contains the following ste,tement:

" •.•A halt in the arms race and a significant reduction in
military expenditures would help the social and economic development of
all countries and would increase the possibilities of providing additional
aid to developing countries. :14!

A. The link with respect to resources in general

16. The transfer to peaceful uses of resources used in each country tor
military purposes will bring about greater satisfaction of civilian needs of
the country. The resources thu.s released, sometimes referred to as the "dis
armament dividend", can be redirected to raise standards of living and to promote
faster growth.

17. In the developing world as a whole~ the share of' gross product claimed
by military expenditure is a little more than 4 per cent; in 17 developing
countries, mostly in the regions at war in the Far East and the Middle East,
the average share climbs to around 13 per cent. On the other hand in 46
countries, mainly in Africa and Latin America, the average share is only 1. 5
per cent of their gross product. Therefore, there will be considerable variation
among developing countries in respect to the magnitude of their own
"disarmament dividend".

18. In case of general and completp. disarmament- and also, to a lesser
extent, when the cuts in military expenditure are significant - economic
assistance granted by developed to developing countries could and should be
greatly increased and would merit high priority in the allocation of released
resources. The higher the level 0::' per capita. income of a developed country,
the stronger is the case for it to contribute to the promotion of growth in
developing countries, not only through increased economic aid but also through
increased international trade.

3! See foot-note l! above.

4/ Ibid. ~ para. 120.
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19. Many developing countries import their arms from abroad. Although
many of these arms are provided as aid or on easy terms, disarmament would still
release significant foreign exchange resources which could be used for the
import of investment goods necessary for economic growth. As disarmament is
accomplished, the amount of milit8.J.-Y aid granted by the developed countries should
be used for the expansion of economic aid to developing countries.

20. Disarmament could make an important contribution towards closing the
increasing economic "gap" between developiIlg and developed countries. A general
(proportional) reduction in military expenditures will increase the non-military
part of the GNP of the developed countries proportionally more than that of the
developing nations. However, a simultaneous increase in the fraction of GNP
in the sdvanced donor countries allocated to international development assistance
could r10t only prevent a widening of the "gap", but contribute greatly to its
closing. Such a rise in the fraction of their combined GNP allocated by developed
countries to development assist&."lce would have to be larger the greater the
difference between the military expenditures - expressed in percentages of their
respective GNPs - of the two groups of countries. When applied to the configura
tion of GNP, military expenditure and development ~ssistance estimated for 1970,
a rough calculation shows that a 20 per cent general reduction in military
expenditures would contribute to the reduction of the economic gap between the
two groups if such developmental assistance were raised globally in the same
proportion or slightly more.

21. Recognizing that each d.onor country will want to determine its own
policies for expilllded economic assistance, the Group hopes that these de~isions

will secure an adequate increase in assistance for development.

B. The link with respect to specific resources

22. Most of the resources released by disarmament, total or partial, would
be readily transferable to other uses - for example, manpower, food, clothing,
transport, fuel and products of the metal and engineering industries. Budgetary
action to raise civil demand will be enough to induce redeployment of released
resources either to investment or to consumption, publie or private.

23. Some other resources, for example, nuclear weapon plants and military
aircraft and missile plants may not be readily transferable. Some alternative
civiI uses may be found, but only a part of the specialized resources could
probably be absorbed. For the rest, other industries will have to be brought
into the areas where the specialized military production has been concentrated
and retraining progr~es will be needed for those whose skills become redundant.
The Group suggests that Governments, when placing orders for specialized military
prOduction or creating specialized plants likely to give rise to these
difficulties in the event of disarmament, should make advance plans to deal with
the redeployment to peace:f'ul work of the manpower and plant (in so far as the
latter is ~eusable).

24. Apart trom ~atering for these areas of special difficulty, all countries
might be urged to conside~ what would be the most valuable ways of redeployi:r~g

resources from military to ~ivil use and to consider, in particular: (a) which
resources now used by the military might make a particularly valuable contribution
to development in any area; and (b) in the light of such an assessment, which
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specialized resources would be suitable as aid or technical assistance from
developed to developing countries. Planning of this kind would benefit from
international co-operation. The Group believes that the feasibility of making
such plans should be explored now.

25. Research and development needs special consideration. The world's
expenditure on research and development has grown tremendously since the
Second World War, but a very large part of the effort has been military. It is
estimated by the Secretariat that world expenditure on research and development
now amounts to $60 billion, or about 2 per cent of world gross product, of which
about $25 billion is for military purposes. An oV'erwhelming part of these
expenditures are made in the advanced countries.

26. These research and development resources, when diverted to peaceful
uses, might have a great impact on development. There is a vast range of
problems in the developing countries and there are huge sophisticated resources
absorbed by military research and development in the developed countries. The
range of possibilities of transfer appears to be extremely wide. Our conclusion
is that it would be useful Gonstantly to consider what disarmament steps are in
the offing, how far these may release resources and how they may best be used
to promote development either at home or in the developing countries.

27. We considered 'what specific resources would be released for development
by four partial measures we adopted as hypotheses and came the following
conclusions:

Ca) A comprehensive test ban. It seems uncertain whether peaceful
nuclear explosions will prove to be attractive economically very soon. If they
do prove to be attractive economically, it is important that they should be
made available to the non-nuclear weapons countries, under appropriate international
arrangements. There appears to be great continuing scope for the development
and application of nuclear energy; resources released by a comprehensive test ban
might directly or indirectly permit an expansion of effort here. It is estimated
that complete nuclear disarmament would offer promise of additional benefits.
More than 20,000 nuclear scientists and engineers would become available, some
of whom could be assigned to assist the peaceful nuclear progr~es of developing
countries.

Cb) Chemical disarmament. Biological disarmament has already released
resources that are valuable for research into disease, animal and human.
Chemical disarmament would add resources useful for ecologically acceptable
pest control and toxicological research.

Cc) Demilitarization of the sea-bed and deep-sea environment. Sea
related activities ,of benefit to developing countries eould, with appropriate
planning, be stimulated by complete demilitarization of the sea-bed and deep-sea
environment and by naval and other disarmament. Benefits would be made possible
by expanded programmes of research and exploration using water-borne devices and
remote sensing from satellites and aircraft. Mineral exploitation of the sea-bed
could be facilitated, enabling the·world community to better utilize this
common heritage of mankind.
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(d) The elimination of all foreign bases and withdrawal of foreign troops.
This measure would influence the balances of payments between the countries with 1
troops or installations abroad and the countries where those troops or installations . .
are sited. .
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IV. MOBILIZING PUBLIC OPINION IN FAVOUR OF PROMOTING DISARMAMENT
AND DEVELOPMENT

28. The Group considers that at the present stage public 0p1n1on should
be mobilized mainly with a view to following up the results already achieved
in the field of disarmament by new s~eps towards general and complete dis~

armament. In the continuing multilateral negotiations for disarmament,
there are formal commitments to follow up some of the partial agreements
already made with further agreements in the same field. The idea of the
Disarmament Decade could be utilized in such publicity endeavours, not least
in order to keep public opinion concerned with obtaining real achievements
before the Decade is up. If agreement is reached on holding a world dis
armament- conference, and if the conference is held, this would facilitate
the mobilization of pUblic opinion.

29. Likewise, the goals of promoting economic development in order to
secure social development for all people in all nations, must receive a
greater share in the building of public opinion everywhere.

30. The purpose of mobilizing public opinion for both these imperative
goals - disarmament and development - may be effectively served by constantly
publicizing reminders of the blatant contrast between the waste of. resources
or. armaments and the great unfilled needs of social and economic development
and in particular, the shocking discrepancy between world expenditures for
armaments and for aid to the poorer nations.

31, In implementing such action schemes for public information., some
of the more specific statements and recommendations of this report should be
utilized:

(a) In the United Nations reports on disarmament and on development,
the comparison between ~ilitary and civilian expenditures should be brought
to the foreground;

(b) Within the framework of the periodic reviews and appraisal
of progress towards aChieving the goals and objectives of the International
Development Strategy for the Second United Nations Development Decade, progress
in disarmament should be given consideration, and considerable publicity should
be given to the ensuing debate;

(c) The appeal voiced by a group of experts in 1971 in the report
entitled Economic and Social Consequences of the Arms Race and of Military
Expenditures21 should be reiterated. The Group wants particularly to support
the general recommendation: 'IIn order to draw the attention of the Govern
ments and peoples of the world to the direction the arms race is taking, the
Secretary-General should keep the facts under periodic review".6/

L! See foot-note 1 above,

§j Ibid., para. 120 (4)
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(d) Public discussion in international forums and vithin
Member St~tes should be encouraged in regard to the statement in the pre
sent report that unless disarmament savings are accompanied by a suffi~ient

increase in development aid, the income gap between developed and develop
ing countries is apt to widen.

(e) The imagination of the public in all countries should be
kindled b,y informa~ion on conversion possibilities.

(f) In particular, all media should draw attention to the tre
mendous inherent potentialities of redirecting military research and develop
ment to development objectives.
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